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Appendix A. 

Interview Documentation 

INTERVIEW CONTENT: CAPITAL IDEA  

CI_1_GK  

CI_1_GK came straight from high school into HVAC training through Capital Idea. He was 

afraid there was a catch with Capital IDEA and that he might have to pay it back later, but once 

he realized they will help you with no strings attached, he was excited about it. Capital IDEA 

helped him pay for classes and tools. One criticism is that he thought it would have been helpful 

to work in the field and go to school at the same time, so he could better relate to what the 

professor was saying, so he isn’t clueless when he starts a job. Before his current job, he had 

never had a job. He found it helpful to learn how to interview and build a resume. He is now able 

to teach these skills to others. Now, he works for ABA Appliance and earns about $200-$400 a 

week in commission. CI_1_GK doesn’t feel like he has more job opportunities though, because 

employers are looking to hire people with 5-10 years’ experience, so it’s hard to get your foot in 

the door.  

CI_2_GK  

CI_2_GK is from Mexico and had never been to college. She didn’t know where to start looking 

for a job, and English was difficult. There was a lot of paperwork that she had to do to qualify for 

Capital IDEA. She had to do to stay in program, but “as an immigrant I don’t take a free 

education for granted, I’m not afraid of hard work.” She was a single mom working as a Medical 

Assistant in an OBGYN clinic and wanted to get paid more. CI_2_GK received her license as a 

Vocational Nurse through Capital IDEA. They provided wrap around services for her like paying 

$500 toward mortgage, and giving gas money, and paying for tuition and books. Her daughter is 

a senior in high school. She wants her daughter to complete Capital IDEA as well. CI_2_GK’s 

student navigator really pushed her to succeed. “I felt like I’m not going to be able to do this, and 

my student navigator was there for me. She gave me the extra push I needed. She was like a 

mother to me.” She gave CI_2_GK $500 to help with mortgage. Her navigator told her that if she 

ever wanted to go back to school to get her RN she would help her with that too. CI_2_GK 

wouldn’t have been able to do it without Capital IDEA, because it allowed her to take of work 

for a year.  

CI_3_GK  

CI_3_GK is an immigrant who came to Austin in 2014 hoping to work for a tech company. He 

has a degree in accounting, but it didn’t transfer to the US, so he felt like his education didn’t 

mean anything here. He trained in Information Technology through Capital IDEA, and now 

works for the State of Texas as a system support specialist. He is barely making enough money 

to get by and is having a hard time finding a better job in the tech field, because employers are 

looking for certificates rather than education. So, he would recommend Capital IDEA because 

it’s free, but choose a certification program instead of the one he did. CI_3_GK said, “For 

immigrants with an education outside the US, the city should provide employers incentives to 
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accept people without experience and hire them if they are still good and provide certification 

programs.”  

CI_4_GK 2  

CI_4_GK trained in Computer Information Technology through Capital IDEA. He started 

training after recently graduating from high school and wanted to further his education and help 

his parent’s situation. He was working part time before. Now as a Network Engineer for Charter 

Communication, he is making $55,000 a year. Capital IDEA helped him learn time management 

and allowed him to “double his salary by going full time and allowed him to stay in Austin.” 

Capital IDEA “allowed me to focus more time on school because they helped with finances.” 

CI_4_GK is an example of a young man who took advantage of this opportunity and is now 

make $55,000 a year.  

CI_5_GK  

CI_5_GK was working in the front office at a psych office and wanted to do something more 

interesting and versatile. She completed RN training through Capital IDEA. Capital IDEA 

exceeded her expectation and provided wrap-around services that helped her stay in school. 

Representatives from hospitals came to recruit people and that was helpful for her to find jobs. 

She is currently a RN at Seaton and is working part time making $35,000 a year. Before training, 

she had to work full time and was only making $30,00 a year. CI_5_GK has four days a week to 

spend with her kids and has much more free time. She is making more money working half as 

much. Her kids got to move to a bigger house and they see the benefits that come from this 

training. CI_5_GK said the career counselor helped her pay her mortgage once, and electric bill a 

few times.  

CI_6_GK  

CI_6_GK said, “I had a great experience with Capital IDEA” and it exceeded her expectations. 

Her friend told her about it and she thought doing the RN training through Capital IDEA would 

be a good way to get ahead in a career. Before training in she was a medical assistant. Now she is 

a RN at Dell Seaton UT. She definitely recommends this program and she already does. She 

appreciated that Capital IDEA had a career counselor to help build a resume and use key terms 

on her resume that would help her get into Dell Seaton. CI_6_GK said Capital IDEA checked in 

on her regularly and helped her with gas money sometimes. She said “If there wasn’t one person 

available, there was always someone there for guidance.” CI_6_GK said “It’s a great program, 

and I recommend it to a lot of people. I thank you for everything you’ve done to help me go 

through this.”  

CI_7_GK  

CI_7_GK went to a four-year university for two semesters and lost her scholarship. After the 

recession, she was unable to afford school anymore. She worked as a waitress and was barely 

getting by. She started basic EMT training and then through Capital IDEA was able to get her 

Associate degree in Paramedics. CI_7_GK said, “I was surprised that the program existed and 

that there was nothing I had to do or pay for it back. It seemed too good to be true.” Capital 3  
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IDEA helped CI_7_GK buy white shirts and special boots for student EMS class. If she got 

blood on her white shirts, Capital IDEA would be buy her a new one. Getting these uniforms and 

all supplies she needed “increased my confidence and made me not feel like a broke student who 

didn’t fit the part.” One thing that CI_7_GK noted was that she felt slightly discriminated against 

by the Capital IDEA staff because she is a white girl with previous means to go to college. It 

wasn’t blatant, but she felt that the staff somehow judged her because she didn’t fit a typical 

image of someone deserving or in need of help through a program like Capital IDEA.  

CI_8_GK  

CI_8_GK graduated from Capital IDEA in 2016 and was placed as a RN at St. David’s Hospital. 

Now she works at Southeast Health and Wellness Clinic. Before training, she was very poor and 

working at the Highland Mall and then as a home health care aide. She went from making 

$8.00/hour to $50,000 a year. CL_8_GK said, “it seemed too good to be true.” Capital IDEA 

taught her determination. She found the networking and job fairs to be most beneficial to 

securing a job.  

CI_9_GK  

CI_9_GK graduated high school and was working two jobs at a fast food restaurant and a bank. 

His friend referred him and went through Capital IDEA to get his Associate degree as an 

Automotive Technician. He found that Capital IDEA provided basic knowledge for a career as 

an automotive technician but needed more education. He is currently getting a certification 

through the ASC organization paid for by his employer.  

CI_10_GK  

CI_10_GK was referred to Capital IDEA by a friend. He already had a certification as an 

electrical technician but wanted to get his associates degree as an electrical technician. He really 

liked that he was connected with people and the staff “treat you as family.” The Capital IDEA 

staff helped him with school and education but also with bills as needed. He also benefited from 

the resume help. He said, “I’m really happy. I really wish they could help people get their 

bachelor’s degree.”  

CAP_KC_1  

Prior to Training CAP_KC_1 was in Austin working in social work. He had previously worked 

in electronics, corrections, and construction. He was not making enough money to pay child 

support and maintain a high quality of life. He was renting a small apartment. He was trying to 

go to school but could only afford one class at a time.  

CAP_KC_1was referred by a friend to the program. He came to orientation and was very 

impressed, especially with the industries offered. He trained to be a Medical Tech with his 

degree in Stenography. He valued that Capital IDEA not only funded his education, but also 

provided child care, tutoring, and counseling. He accepted an offer of employment before the 

program was over. He appreciated skills learned outside of curriculum, such as time 

management. He also appreciated the networking opportunities and stressed that the clinicals 

were a key part of the program. He listed many positives such as one-on-one counseling and 

tutoring. He is now an ambassador and tries to help whenever the program asks him. He also 

recommends it and tells his story to as many as he can.  
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CAP_KC_1was recently working as a health tech in Pensecola Florida. He started a financial 

advising service on the side and has grown it enough to quit his health care job and take over his 

small business full time. It is a dream come true for him. He is now making $22/hr working as 

much as 60 hrs per week.  

CAP_KC_1reports a better lifestyle. He is able to pursue passion projects thanks to the program, 

like starting a small business. He also now can afford child support payments easily while still 

affording his own needs/wants. His son saw him work through school, graduate, and receive 

awards. He feels that has had a huge impact on his son, who now expects that he will also go on 

to higher education.  

CAP_KC_2  

CAP_KC_2 is the son of migrant farm workers from Mexico. He dropped out of high school 

after 9th grade and thus did not get his high school degree, but he did complete his GED. He was 

working as a truck driver, and felt he was not moving up the ladder or pay scale. As a truck 

driver, he made around $9 per hour working 40 hours per week. He did not exercise, he felt very 

stressed constantly, and felt he was not taking care of himself. He injured his back while 

working, and he could no longer drive. When looking for a career change and wanted to increase 

his job opportunities and an increased wage. He trained to be a Radiology/MRI technician, and 

earned his Associate degree. When he started, he felt he was going in blind. And didn’t know 

what to expect of curriculum, didn’t know any fellow students, etc. After a short time, he felt 

comfortable and the program exceeded anything he expected before.  

He learned how to communicate with people. Capital IDEA gave him more confidence in 

himself, and he is now a capable public speaker. He recommends the job training to anyone in a 

similar situation that he was in. He thanks Capital IDEA for his ability to take care of his family.  

He is now working as an MRI technician for Memorial –Hermann Hospital, working 40 hours 

per week making $30 per hour. He has more time for exercise, self-care, and activities he enjoys. 

He rates his stress level now as the lowest it has ever been. He was able to get his family off 

social services and provided a model of success for his two children, who both went to college 

and earned undergraduate degrees. Without the program he said he would’ve tried to go to trade 

school. His summary about how great the program was for him is “I was a 9th grade educated kid 

picking vegetables, now I am an educated adult who is successful in the medical field.”  

CAP_KC_3  

CAP_KC_3 is a single mother who had a high school degree but no further education. She was 

working 60 hours per week to provide for her two daughters. She tried to go to ACC but could 

only afford one class at a time. She worked as a pre-school teacher and was babysitting on the 

side. She had one DUI charge on her record. She wanted access to higher paying jobs and was 

referred by a friend to Capital IDEA. She attended the information session and was very 

impressed, she even thought it was too good to be true. She was most persuaded by the free 

education opportunity. She trained in the LVN nursing program. The staff at Capital IDEA were 

extremely helpful and friendly. She specifically credits the counselors for their support and 

guidance. She felt the input from professionals in the field was very valuable to the program. She 

also learned how to be confident in her interviews, how to present herself, and how to be an 

employee. Before training she was making $30,000 per year, and now is making $75,000 per 
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year as the Health & Wellness Director at a nursing facility. This increase is despite decreasing 

her working hours from 60 hours to 40 hours per week. She loves her job and is now able to 

provide for her family without government benefits. Her stress level went from a 5 out of 5 

(highest) to a 2 out of 5. She feels training had the biggest effect on her family. Her daughter 

used to ask, “Why does their mom not have to work?” Now they understand how their mom is 

succeeding. She was able to get child-support from her ex thanks to more time. She can pay for 

cheerleading, school clothes, and other supplies and activities that raise her daughters’ quality of 

life. She now has more time to take of herself as well and she is recently remarried.  

CAP_KC_4  

CAP_KC_4 was working at a McDonalds through high school, and upon graduation could not 

afford nursing classes at ACC. So instead she found a job working as a customer service 

representative at a credit union call center, A Plus Financial Credit Union. She worked part time 

and made only $11 per hour. She was promoted to teller and worked 32 hours per week at $13 

per hour. CAP_KC_4 lived with her parents and stayed on her parent’s health insurance after 

high school. She was and remains single with no children. She is a black woman now aged 34.  

Her family told her about Capital IDEA so she enrolled in the dental hygiene program. She 

expected it to be very difficult and stressful, because it would be challenging and time 

consuming. She also expected to be able to qualify for more jobs and find a higher income. The 

program met her expectations. Counselors were very helpful, and she felt the curriculum was 

challenging but prepared her. She also noted she was able to apply for a lot of jobs after 

graduation. CAP_KC_4said her confidence increased, she learned critical thinking skills, she 

increased her professionalism, and the training gave her financial stability. The only negative 

was the stress of the workload.  

She is now working at a dental office, making $44 per hour working 3 or 4 days per week. She 

does not receive benefits. She now rents a house with one roommate. She works out at least four 

times a week. Her neighborhood is very safe. She owns her own car. CAP_KC_4 credits Capital 

IDEA with giving her a chance to be financially independent. She is now more successful due to 

the program. Without it she feels she would still be living at home making little money. She 

enjoys dental hygiene but noted the market for jobs is saturated with qualified applicants. She 

also blames her back problems on the job. Other than that, she feels that her job is a great way to 

be successful, and she recommends Capital IDEA to people all the time.  

CAP_KC_5  

CAP_KC_5 is a 52-year-old white male who had a high school education and attended some 

trade schools. He found that he was not getting the respect, promotions, or pay that his work 

deserved because his education did not meet qualifications. He felt he could not advance, and 

that his employers gave promotions to those with a college degree and was often laid off. He 

wanted a higher salary, and so he looked to Capital IDEA.  

He studied in the Electronics Technology program, entering in September of 2003 and 

graduating May of 2006. He expected to have a better knowledge of how to be an employee, 

trade skills, and most importantly to build a network. He learned about the culture of the tech 

industry and found applicable uses for concepts such as philosophy not directly related to work. 
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The program met his goals, and he was qualified for many jobs that he desired with high salaries 

and more stability.  

He is very passionate about technology. He builds solar panels in his free time. He enjoys buying 

electric vehicles and maintaining them, and loves to talk about technology. His pay has increased 

from $26,000 per year to $62,000 per year. He owns a home and owns multiple vehicles, and 

now has a much shorter commute. He is less stressed than before, and he attributes this to more 

security. He exercises at least two hours a week.  

CAP_KC_5 now has more respect in the job setting. He got the required expertise that he needed 

and also improved his problem solving and critical thinking skills. He also got a lot of 

knowledge about the tech industry and its culture. He loved Capital IDEA because it was so 

diverse, the staff treated and supported students really well. Most importantly, CAP_KC_5 

credits Capital IDEA with giving him a viable way to live, a sustainable income, and a better 

lifestyle. He lives happily with his wife and they’re financially secure.  

CAP_KC_6  

CAP_KC_6 was married straight out of high school and had 3 kids shortly after. She wanted to 

get a college degree but did not have the time or income while she was a full-time mom. Her 

husband worked for a low wage, and she felt she needed an education to gain employment to 

help the family. She enrolled in ACC on a class-by-class basis, but was unable to pay and did not 

have time for more.  

She heard about Capital IDEA through a friend who attended. At first she was skeptical of a free 

“government program” and thought it sounded like it must come with certain requirements. She 

thought she’d have to “sign her life away.” The more she learned about the program, the more it 

seemed like it’d be a good option for her as well.  

The program exceeded her expectations. She learned time-management skills and how to 

persevere through very difficult times in life. She also values that she was taught to think 

critically and conduct thorough evaluations when assessing patients. She credits the counselors 

for their help. They were “encouraging and firm but understanding when they needed to be.” She 

now is an RN at a Cardiologist clinic, making around $70,000 per year working 40 hours per 

week.  

The program made a big impact on her children. They knew how the family struggled early in 

their lives. They saw their mom apply herself, work hard, and make a better life for her family. 

They all 3 now have bachelor’s degrees. She now reports lower stress levels, more time to take 

care of herself, eating healthier, exercising more, and living in a low crime neighborhood. She is 

very satisfied at her job but is attending classes to earn her bachelor’s degree. She is striving for 

a masters. She didn’t know of any service that could have given her the affordable education that 

Capital IDEA gave her. It truly changed her outcomes, as she said she would be “sad and 

depressed” if she did not attend Capital IDEA.   

CI_LF_1  

CI_LF_1had moved to Austin from France with a high school degree that was not recognized by 

employers in the US. He had to start over from scratch, and started by taking courses at ACC to 
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learn English. During his time at ACC, CI_LF_1 was unemployed and a full-time 

student.CI_LF_1 had a friend recommend Capital IDEA, since he was interested in becoming a 

registered nurse.  

CI_LF_1 started at Capital IDEA after 3 years of being enrolled at ACC. He graduated the 

program with his Associate degree in Applied Science. The program exceeded his expectations, 

as he had access to workshops outside of the formal training that helped with job placement, as 

well as learning studying tips. CI_LF_1 spoke highly of teachers, as they always offered help. 

When asked if CI_LF_1 would recommend the program to others in his position, he strongly 

promoted the agency, as many of his classmates were also foreign and behind in their education. 

After CI_LF_1 completed his training with Capital IDEA, he went on to nursing school and will 

earn his Bachelor’s in Nursing Science next summer. He plans to move towards his Master’s 

degree in the future. One takeaway that has helped CI_LF_1 the most is the attitude of “going 

through the grind” and applying yourself to further your education and career.  

CI_LF_1 is satisfied with his current employer. He has worked with this employer over the last 2 

years, and has flexibility with his schedule. Being a registered nurse in the home health field, he 

has to drive to different locations in the city. His current clients are close to where he lives, with 

his farthest commute to visit a patient 25 minutes away by car. CI_LF_1 makes approximately 

$46,000-47,000 a year. He is able to take days off, but does not receive paid leave. He has health 

insurance through his current employer. Prior to training he had a cheaper health insurance with 

less coverage through ACC. 

CI_LF_1 reports being significantly less stressed after completing training. He works out 3 times 

a week and reports a more conscious diet after completing training. CI_LF_1is the only one in 

his household, which allows him to spend more money on himself, as compared to having 

expenses related to having his own family. CI_LF_1 feels content with the amount of free time 

he has to spend with friends and family, and reports spending $300-400 a month on leisure 

activities. CI_LF_1 believes that training will affect his future children by having more income 

and opportunities for his family, as well as healthcare. Overall, CI_LF_1 believes that Capital 

IDEA helped speed up the process with his education to get him to where he wants to be in his 

career.   

CI_LF_2  

CI_LF_2 was homeless in Chicago for 2 ½ years and cycling in and out of jail due to his 

substance abuse. He was able to find someone to stay with, and eventually made his way down 

to Austin. He started working at Applebee’s as a waiter and bartender and continued living on 

friends’ couches. After 6 years of working at Applebee’s, CI_LF_2’s parents suggested looking 

into Capital IDEA, since he had no education. After working with several temp agencies, 

CI_LF_2 knew he would not be able to attain a full-time, valuable position if he did not invest 

time into his education.  

CI_LF_2 decided to look into Capital IDEA to move towards a career to improve his life 

circumstances. He describes this decision as a “step forward, and not sideways.” CI_LF_2 

trained in semi-conductor technology, as it was the only class offered at the time he was 

available. He expected it to be difficult, but Capital IDEA had peer tutors that he could seek help 

from that were very accommodating and friendly. A specific component of training that 
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CI_LF_2 highlighted was classes on “how to interview” by participating in mock interviews and 

receiving constructive feedback. Attaining an Associate Degree in Semiconductor Technology 

helped open opportunities for him post training. CI_LF_2 described his experience with Capital 

IDEA as “life changing.” He described a time where he told Capital IDEA he needed to drop out, 

since he could not afford to pay his electric and phone bills. Capital IDEA told him to bring in 

the receipts for his bills and they took care of it. At that point, CI_LF_2 said there was no reason 

not to feel motivated, when everyone is pushing and supporting you to complete your degree.  

CI_LF_2 has worked with the same employer for the last 13 years post training. He initially 

started at an entry level position as a “real time energy trainer associate” and is now at a senior 

level in this position. Prior to training, CI_LF_2 reported making about $20-$60 a night. Now his 

annual salary is about six-figures. His schedule is very flexible, where he can work four 12-hour 

shifts in one week, and in return have a whole week off for that month. CI_LF_2 initially felt 

more stress once he got this job, as he felt pressure not to lose the position after working so hard 

to attain it. He now reports that he is less stressed and very content with his position. CI_LF_2’s 

current employer paid 80 percent of tuition for CI_LF_2 to return to school to earn his 

Bachelor’s Degree. He will be starting his MBA soon.  

CI_LF_2 describes having a more positive outlook on life and feeling more confident than ever. 

Since training, he realizes the potential in himself. With income stability, he has his own place, 

and enjoys social outings several nights a week. The biggest transformation in CI_LF_2’s life is 

overcoming his substance abuse. When applying for Capital IDEA, he had to take a drug test. He 

reported taking a break from using, but when the results came back for his drug test, he wasn’t 

100 percent clean. The doctor told him it was close enough, and knew the opportunity to go to 

Capital  

IDEA would be life changing. From that moment, CI_LF_2 has stopped using drugs and knows 

that this program saved his life.  

CI_LF_3  

CI_LF_3 worked at the outlet mall in San Marcos. She was in her 20s, and didn’t want to pick up 

clothes off of the dressing room floor for the rest of her life. She had enrolled in classes at Texas 

State prior to Capital IDEA. She reported doing poorly in a large classroom setting, and ended up 

on academic probation. CI_LF_3’s friend recommended Capital IDEA to her. If it hadn’t been 

for her friend’s recommendation, she doesn’t believe she would have found a program like this. 

The program was very new in 1999, and she saw that Capital IDEA was funding radiology 

students to go to X-Ray Technician School. She had an interest in being a nurse, but decided to 

study Applied Science upon entering the program and found a passion for diagnostic medical 

imaging.  

CI_LF_3 spoke highly of the program she did for her Associate Degree. She felt she had more 

motivation and support to keep pushing her through the program compared to Texas State, and 

ultimately ended up graduating with her classmates, feeling like a small family. Capital IDEA 

paid tuition, books, and even gas money for CI_LF_3 to get to class. CI_LF_3 feels this 

eliminated many barriers to pursue education that many of her classmates also faced. Staff’s 

strong emotional investment into her education made CI_LF_3 learn the value of motivation to 

complete a task.  
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CI_LF_3 reports high satisfaction with her current employer. She worked as an X-ray Tech for 

11 years after the program, and was approached by her previous teacher to teach courses in X-

ray Tech at ACC. She has received her Bachelor’s Degree in Radiologic Science, and just 

finished her Master’s in Education at Texas State. She received a 4.0 in both programs. CI_LF_3 

feels passionately about teaching within her field of interest, so much so, that she commutes over 

an hour from San Marcos to Round Rock for her job. CI_LF_3 reports more free time to spend 

with friends and family, as she only teaches Tuesday and Thursdays. She averages about 30-40 

hours of work a week, and has a base salary of $85,000 a year.  

CI_LF_3 feels appreciative of her financial freedom and the overall independence that she’s 

found after completing Capital IDEA. She is no longer living paycheck to paycheck, and is 

accomplishing many tasks on her personal bucket list to travel the world. She does feel more 

stressed compared to prior to the program, as she has more responsibility with her current 

employment vs. working in retail. However, she feels Capital IDEA was the best decision of her 

life, where the first step in education has taken her to places she never would have dreamt for 

herself.  

CI_LF_4  

CI_LF_4 owned his own landscaping business prior to training. He was interested in pursuing 

his passion for automotive technology, and discovered Capital IDEA was the right program for 

this. In addition to providing the “literal tools” for being an automotive technician, he also 

wanted to further his education by attaining an Associate’s Degree.  

Capital IDEA exceeded CI_LF_4’s expectations. He has attained the certifications in order to be 

hired in the field of his choice, which has given him more opportunities for employment. He felt 

that the resume building component of training was most helpful for finding a job after 

completing the program. He felt supported, and reports higher self-esteem from participating in 

the course.  

CI_LF_4 is significantly happier in his role as an automotive technician. Although he still does 

not have insurance, he has the ability to use paid sick leave with his current job. CI_LF_4 did 

report more stress with his current job compared to before training, as well as less time spent 

exercising. He suggests that he would benefit from increased spending on self-care, and would 

like more time off per week. Overall, he believes Capital IDEA got him to the career he wanted 

to be in, and he “can’t say enough good things about the program.”  

CI_LF_5  

CI_LF_5 had moved to the United States with her husband after receiving their bachelor’s 

degrees in accounting. Neither of them spoke English, and were overwhelmed by the lack of job 

opportunities in accounting due to employers not accepting the degree received from their home 

country. She became a stay-at-home mom, and struggled financially since she was unemployed. 

CI_LF_5 tried to enroll at ACC to take ESL courses, but their tuition assistance didn’t help as 

much as she needed it to. When she brought her situation to Capital IDEA, they offered to pay 

for her ESL courses. Once she completed that program, she went on to attain her CPA.  

CI_LF_5 started at Capital IDEA in August of 2010, and completed the program in August of 

2015. She felt supported during her time there, specifically citing her participation in mock 
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interview sessions where she learned how to “approach each question correctly.” The only 

critique she had of the program was that she wished there was an internship component required 

of the students at Capital IDEA. She felt that although she had the right education for the field 

she wanted to be in, she had no experience to show for it. It was hard for her to find a job, and 

she wished that Capital IDEA partnered with employers to make that transition easier after they 

complete the program.  

CI_LF_5 reports having more income to allow for her children to participate in activities at 

school and at the local YMCA. There is less stress in her life due to working at her current place 

of employment, although she does want to move forward with a job where she can take on more 

responsibility. She does not have as much time to cook at home as before when she was a stay-

at-home mom, so her family’s eating habits have changed since completing training. CI_LF_5 

continues to recommend Capital IDEA to friends, as it was a free education that broadened the 

scope of what she could do with her career.  

CI_LF_6  

CI_LF_6 was taking classes at ACC and working part-time at Jiffy Lube. He could not afford to 

continue taking classes at ACC, as he was unable to keep up with his bills. He was told by ACC 

to look into Capital IDEA.  

CI_LF_6 enrolled at Capital IDEA in August 2011 and competed the program in August 2015. 

He received his Associate’s Degree in Auto Mechanics which directly relates to his goals and 

interests. The program exceeded CI_LF_6’s expectations, as he received resume help and made 

many connections with individuals and companies in the field that he later worked with. 

CI_LF_6 is really appreciative of the agency, as they started with him until he finished the 

program, doing “everything to help me complete school and find a job afterwards.” CI_LF_6 has 

recommended others to Capital IDEA, and they are currently enrolled in the same program. 

CI_LF_6 stated “if you need to learn, they can help you easily.” He had no issues applying to the 

program, because “all you need to have is the time commitment and low-income to access this 

program.” CI_LF_6 would like to advise Capital IDEA to continue to make education accessible 

to low-income individuals, as “there are a lot of people that need to go to school that can’t 

because of their finances.”  

CI_LF_6 is self-employed with two main ventures. He opened his own garage and has worked as 

an auto mechanic for the last 2 to 3 years. He has temporarily stopped working in his garage and 

has since opened a small auto dealer business, where he buys, fires, and sells cars from auctions. 

He feels he has more time with his family as his hours are flexible, and reports more job 

satisfaction and less stress.  

Since completing Capital IDEA, CI_LF_6 has gotten married and has a one-year-old child. He 

reports being able to spend more money on his family, while his wife stays at home with the 

baby. He feels the job training program will have a lasting impact on his life, as having an 

increased income allows him and his family to live well.  

CI_LF_7  

CI_LF_7 was a student in nursing school before entering Capital IDEA. She reported that her 

income was limited because nursing school became time consuming as she moved further into 
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her studies. She was not getting much financial aid from nursing school, and could not keep up 

with her PRN job to support herself. Her fiancé recommended Capital IDEA since he received 

his degree through this program.  

CI_LF_7 reported that Capital IDEA was incredibly helpful. She received her certification as a 

Registered Nurse, and was able to move up from her position as a nurse’s aide. Capital IDEA 

paid for her books, classes, and certification test. She felt she learned the value of 

communication after a poor relationship between herself and her counselor. Her counselor would 

require in addition to work already administered, which CI_LF_7 found useless. The counselor 

would also set up weekly meetings, where she would either arrive late or not show up at all. 

CI_LF_3 really enjoyed Capital IDEA’s program, but did not have the best experience with her 

counselor during her time as a student.  

CI_LF_7 has worked with the same hospital for the last 5 years. When asked if she has received 

any promotions, she said that she was offered a position as a supervisor last week, which would 

put her at 2 promotions since her hire date. CI_LF_7 feels that she can get a job anywhere as a 

registered nurse, and has her license in both Texas and California since she originally planned on 

being a travel nurse. The only negative comment CI_LF_7 had is that she feels like she is 

underpaid compared to other cities’ salaries for registered nurses. She makes $30 an hour, but 

knows that in Houston, a registered nurse could make $35 to 40 an hour. CI_LF_7 fought with 

HR to increase her wages, and she was able to get a $3 increase an hour.  

CI_LF_7 reports to be less stressed than before she started Capital IDEA. She now has custody 

of her 16-year-old sister as of April 2018, so she is adjusting to having to care for a dependent, 

when it was previously just her and her fiancé. She feels she has enough free time, since she only 

has to work three 12 hour shifts a week to be considered full-time. She often works overtime by 

picking up an additional 12 hour shift, but still has 3 days off a week. If it weren’t for Capital 

IDEA, CI_LF_7 believes she would be in immense debt from completing nursing school and 

would have had a harder time becoming a registered nurse.  

CI_LF_8  

CI_LF_8 had a minimal paying job at a restaurant before she decided she wanted to pursue her 

Associate Degree in Nursing. She knew she would have to go to school full-time in order to 

complete her degree, and she was not going to be able to work as much, which would affect her 

income. She knew that the resources Capital IDEA offered would allow her to work 1 or 2 days a 

week, as well as provide wrap-around services that her family could use.  

CI_LF_8 had many expectations when she entered the program. She knew that the program 

offered a “navigator” which would help her stay on track in school, as well as help her with 

additional financial resources. She was able to live off of financial aid when she was in school. 

Capital IDEA provided child care services that she used for her two children. She saw Capital 

IDEA as a resource hub, where she was even connected with Texas Workforce Commission 

)(TWC) that gave her gas vouchers as well as other emergency funds she needed. CI_LF_8 felt 

the most beneficial component of the program was additional training for resume building and 

interview prep. She felt job-ready, which helped guarantee a full-time position with St. David’s 

while she was still enrolled in the program. CI_LF_8 believes that “St. David’s finds value in 

students that participate at Capital IDEA, which helped when finding employment after 
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graduating.” CI_LF_8 was also a nurse’s aide at St. David’s during Capital IDEA, which helped 

her gain more experience while she was a student.  

CI_LF_8 is highly satisfied in her position as a Nurse Navigator at a local hospital. She has 

worked in this position since February of this year and makes $69,000 annually. CI_LF_8 just 

started graduate school where she is a part-time student. She is no longer living paycheck-to-

paycheck, and is able to provide more for her children in terms of extra-curricular activities and 

additional tutoring. CI_LF_8 believes that her three children value her effort, and can see that 

“the more you achieve education-wise, the better you’ll do for your family and community.” Her 

oldest son is also enrolled in Capital IDEA for nursing. Although she feels busy being back in 

school, she thinks Capital IDEA was a big stepping stone for her to get her Bachelor’s degree in 

nursing, and moving forward with her Master’s degree.  

CI_LF_9  

CI_LF_9 was working many different jobs to support herself as she strived to be an artist. She 

didn’t want to be self-employed in order to be an artist, and wanted to find a career that offered 

her benefits. Her mother recommended that she start at Capital IDEA to obtain an Associate 

Degree. She chose Capital IDEA’s Biotech program, but was not satisfied with her choice.  

She does not think Capital IDEA has a realistic understanding of the Biotech industry in Austin. 

She was able to get a job with a pharmaceutical company upon graduation, but the company was 

reliant on investors to stay operating. Companies are either absorbed by larger corporations, or 

are forced to lay off more than 70% of staff to stay afloat. She was laid off from her full-time 

position, and did not pursue another full-time position in that field. CI_LF_9 says that Capital 

IDEA did deliver on what it promised students: that school would be paid for. She discussed the 

networking opportunities offered through the program that were helpful, in combination with 

teachers writing her recommendation letters to secure employment. CI_LF_9 does recommend 

Capital IDEA to others in her situation, but explicitly states that they need to know what career 

they want to pursue in order to get the most out of their program. She recommends anyone who 

wants to be in healthcare to look into the agency.  

CI_LF_9 is currently pursuing her Bachelor’s degree in Chemical Engineering and working part-

time as a lab tech at Austin Community College (ACC). She is not happy in her position, but is 

working to make ends meet. She reports spending less time with family due to her exhaustion 

with making perfect grades and working part-time. She’s thankful that her hours are flexible with 

work, but she currently lives far from central Austin which adds stress to her day. CI_LF_9 

hopes that Capital IDEA can evaluate their Biotech program in order to reflect the demand in 

Austin for this field, so that there can be stable employment for students going through the 

program. CI_LF_9’s positive takeaway was that Capital IDEA helped her “get on the path to a 

good future.”  

CI_LF_10  

CI_LF_10 was a single mom working 20 hours a week and balancing her role as a full-time 

student in the Health Science program at ACC. She described herself as very poor and unable to 

keep up with the demands of school. It was difficult for her to balance being a student, working, 

and her responsibilities as a mother. She was referred to Capital IDEA by ACC. Since she had 
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already completed her prerequisites, she was able to dive right into the Physical Therapy 

Assistant (PTA) program.  

CI_LF_10 describes herself as a Capital IDEA success story. Without the help of Capital IDEA, 

she believes she still would have completed school, but would be in extreme debt. Capital IDEA 

offered her emergency funding when she was unable to pay her electricity bill, and that exceeded 

her expectations of the program. She recommends Capital IDEA to other single mothers in hopes 

that they can also “pull themselves up.” CI_LF_10 feels that the occupational test administered 

to students was very helpful in confirming her employment track. It solidified her knowledge of 

finding a career that involved helping people. CI_LF_10 also believes Capital IDEA had a huge 

impact on her son, because Capital IDEA covered child care expenses while CI_LF_10 was 

enrolled in the program. Her son was able to enroll in a Montessori school that created a 

foundation for his son’s passion of reading. She believes Capital IDEA will have a 

multigenerational impact on her family, and she is extremely grateful for their assistance.  

CI_LF_10 works for a physical therapy service agency as the Chief Marketing Officer. She went 

from making $24,000 a year to $80,000 a year. She described her position as very competitive to 

get into, where “even a business degree won’t get someone in this position.” She is able to travel 

for work by driving her own car around Central Texas, and describes feeling content with her 

physical health, mental health, and time off to spend with friends and family.  

CI_LF_11  

CI_LF_11 was working at HEB and having difficulty with her finances prior to training. She was 

looking for financial assistance in order to attend school, since she didn’t consider her career 

stable enough to live off of. She expected that with Capital IDEA, she would not have to worry 

about the expenses of school, and that she would not be able to finish school as fast as possible.  

CI_LF_11 believes that she was able to complete school efficiently due to the very straight 

forward expectations set by Capital IDEA. The most important thing she learned from Capital 

IDEA was that she was “finally able to take (her) education seriously.” Had she not earned her 

first degree, she would more than likely not be enrolled in school currently for her second 

degree. Capital IDEA showed her the field she wanted to be in, and “what career was the right 

choice for the rest of her life.” The one suggestion CI_LF_11 had for Capital IDEA is that they 

should make themselves known more in the community, specifically targeting high school 

students and minorities. She didn’t hear about Capital IDEA until 2-3 years after she graduated 

high school. If she had known she had the option to attend Capital IDEA right after high school, 

she feels she would have had more advantages and saved time. This will show similar students 

with financial burdens “to see a better pathway for themselves as they decide what to do after 

high school.”  

CI_LF_11 thinks that she would be in a very bad place had she not enrolled in Capital IDEA. 

Her mother was diagnosed with breast cancer a year after she graduated with her Associate 

Degree. Being able to pay for her mother’s insurance really helped her family handle the 

situation financially. She described her stress levels remaining the same before and after the 

program, due to her currently being part-time at her job and enrolled as a full-time student. 

CI_LF_11 was able to shift into a part-time position with her employer of 4 ½ years, which has 

helped her manage her time frame with school. Overall, Capital IDEA helped stabilize 
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CI_LF_11’s finances, and helped her realize the value of education in order to pursue a higher 

paying job.  

CI_1_LB  

CI_1_LB is a 36-year-old White female who is a Hospice nurse clinical liaison at New Century 

hospice in Austin TX. She got a nursing certification in conjunction with capital idea and ACC. 

Before Capital Idea, CI_1_LB was full-time employed in various jobs, such as an office manager 

and in retail. Before her training with Capital Idea, CI_1_LB was working for 12 dollars an hour 

and barely getting by having to support herself, and 3 children. Before her training CI_1_LB was 

on food stamps, Medicaid, TANIF, WIC, subsidized childcare, energy assistance, and earned 

income tax credit.  

CI_1_LB got involved with Capital IDEA, because she was a single mom barely making it, she 

hit rock bottom and needed to do something to ensure a better future for her family. Life before 

training was terrible, she was married to a man who took off when daughter was infant, paid for 

divorce by herself, had to live with friends and roommates to afford place to live. At one point 

she lived with her parents. CI_1_LB expressed that trying to find work that pays for daycare and 

a place to live is impossible, especially without a degree. The system is broken in a way that in 

regards to government assistance; if you work you’re penalized for working.  

Capital Idea supported CI_1_LB in her long journey to get her degree as a single mother of 3 

with cancer. Now she loves where she works and her job satisfaction is 5/5. Before the program, 

CI_1_LB made $18,000 to $20,000 per year. Currently, she makes $80,000 per year and is able 

to support her children. CI_1_LB recently purchased her own home which she never saw as a 

possibility for her. The most important thing that Capital IDEA taught CI_1_LB was to not give 

up and to believe in herself. CI_1_LB shared a quote she had on her graduation program about 

not giving up “I am a success today because I had a friend who believed in me and I didn’t have 

the heart to let him down.” That friend was Capital IDEA.  

Before the training CI_1_LB could only engage in free activities with her children, now they can 

actually go on vacation. Completing the program was the first time in her life that she was proud 

of herself. This will teach her children to do something even when it’s incredibly difficult. Her 

children will have a mom who is proud of herself and will push them. They will not be on social 

services; this breaks the chain of poverty. CI_1_LB now has access to mental health care and 

dental care which would not have been possible before. She has gone from what she called a 

“leech” to her community to actually being able to give back to others. 1 

CI_2_LB  

CI_2_LB worked in the technology industry before she was laid off. After her firing she was 

unemployed for 13 months. While unemployed, she was actively working towards finding a job 

but was unsuccessful. CI_2_LB found out about Capital IDEA through a friend. She wanted to 

join the program because of the stability in nursing, what was not tested in the technology field. 

The most valuable parts of Capital IDEA were the wraparound services, the quality nursing 

training at ACC, as well as the support from her counselor/ advisor.  

After finishing Capital IDEA CI_2_LB, was employed within a month. CI_2_LB works 52 hours 

a week in 2 nursing jobs. She lives by herself but has to support her parents financially. CI_2_LB 
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makes $80,000 year, just as much as she was making when she had her technology job. 

Unfortunately, her health care benefits are not as good. CI_2_LB has a lower job satisfaction 

than she would like, because she has to work 52 hours a week. CI_2_LB would prefer to just 

work at Seton hospital, but she had to take another more administrative nursing job on to support 

herself. Seton does not pay her a livable wage, so she is disconnected from the work that she is 

really passionate about.  

CI_2_LB does not have any children, but has more time to spend with her friends and family 

than she did during her training, which is about the same as in her previous job. The greatest 

concern for CI_2_LB in not having been able to complete the program on her own was the fact 

that she did not have the finances. CI_2_LB says she would not have been able to find another 

program outside of Capital IDEA. Even with the program fully funded, CI_2_LB had to lease 

out her house to be able to afford her cost of living. CI_2_LB wishes she had more money to get 

a gym membership ($90/a month) and more money to see a therapist. As she is on a high 

deductible plan, she cannot afford a therapist which would be $400-500 dollars a month.   

CI_3_LB  

CI_3_LB was an automotive technician and valet before he received his associate degree and 

became involved with Capital IDEA. He was working 60-70 hours per week. He had no time to 

work out, spend time with friends/ family or practice self-care. CI_3_LB became involved in 

Capital IDEA because he saw a flyer at the ACC financial aid office and was told that his income 

level made him a qualified candidate to apply. CI_3_LB had already completed one semester at 

ACC, before he applied to Capital IDEA.  

CI_3_LB still works where he initially was working when studying at ACC. However, he has 

received a promotion and is now a full-time employee there, making $65,000-$70,000 a year. 

CI_3_LB now has much more time to spend with his family and friends since he went from 

working 60-70 hours a week to working 50 hours a week. CI_3_LB has the feeling that he could 

advance in his current career.  

CI_3_LB believes that if he had not encountered Capital IDEA, that he would not have found an 

alternate service to help him. Without Capital IDEA, CI_3_LB believes he would still have gone 

down the same educational tract, but would have been $10,000 in debt and would have received 

less career advising. Overall, CI_3_LB feels thankful for Capital IDEA for providing him with a 

career kick-start and the ability to advance in his career. He learned lots of hard and soft skills 

and felt supported along the way. Capital IDEA gave him a sense of community and he now has 

the desire to give back since he was given so much.  

CI_4_LB  

CI_4_LB is a 30-year-old White woman. Before the job training CI_4_LB was a single mom 

struggling financially. She was unable to apply for financial aid because she was on a default for 

her previous loans, she tried to work part time but could not find child care, had to rely on 

friends and family to take care of her children. She was unable to find a job that paid a livable 

wage because of her lack of degree and certifications. CI_4_LB was on Medicaid for her 

daughter, CHIP, SNAP, WIC, and earned income tax credit.  
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Capital IDEA helped CI_4_LB in paying for her tuition, with job preparation and paying for 

childcare. These services exceeded her expectations. The Capital IDEA training sessions were 

immensely helpful for her. They helped her edit her resume, and apply for jobs once she was 

done with the program. CI_4_LB received her nursing degree (RN) through an associate degree 

at Capital IDEA. Now CI_4_LB makes a livable wage of $30 an hour. Before she was working 

as a Walgreens pharmacy technician at $11 dollars an hour. CI_4_LB is not on any form of 

government assistance any more.  

Before, Capital IDEA, CI_4_LB and her daughter were mostly engaging in free activities. Now 

CI_4_LB can afford to send her daughter to summer camp and gymnastics, activities she could 

not afford before. CI_4_LB believes that the job training had an immense impact on her child’s 

future and will be the reason that her daughter will not be living on government assistance and 

struggling paycheck to paycheck. CI_4_LB does not believe that she could have accessed 

another service similar to Capital IDEA if Capital IDEA did not exist. Before her training,  

CI_4_LB rated her job satisfaction 2/ 5 and her stress level 5/5. Now her satisfaction is 4/5 and 

her stress level is 2/5.  

CI_5_LB  

CI_5_LB is a 40-year-old female Black mother of two. CI_5_LB was a single mother living on 

Section 8 housing and working 2 full time jobs to get by. She lost her house in her divorce. At 

one point she was told that she was $1.50 the threshold to qualify for SNAP. CI_5_LB was 

unable to pay all of her bills including food and electricity.  

Despite receiving housing assistance CI_5_LB first heard about Capital IDEA in 2005, when she 

and her sister in law went to Capital IDEA to apply for the program. Her white sister was 

accepted and CI_5_LB was told she would be contacted which never happened. CI_5_LB feels 

that she was treated differently based on her race and was very disappointed by her initial 

experience with Capital IDEA. In 2012, CI_5_LB decided to apply for Capital IDEA again, and 

she was accepted into the program. She got her LVN license but wishes that she got her RN now, 

in hindsight, because of the better pay. At the time, the waiting list for RN was much longer, so 

she decided to participate in the LVN training. Before her training with Capital IDEA, CI_5_LB 

was receiving CHIP, SNAP, subsidized child care, housing assistance, and earned income tax 

credit.  

CI_5_LB’s experience far exceeded her expectations. She was not only helped with tuition, her 

scrubs were paid for as well as her licensing exam being reimbursed. CI_5_LB was blown away 

by the support of the staff. She thought that the resume review and job search help was 

exceptionally helpful. CI_5_LB also loved how supportive her counselor was and that when she 

was struggling to be punctual to the pre-requisite classes, they sat her down and explained the 

seriousness of the program. They would not let her fail. She didn’t want to let down those who 

had given her so much. Now CI_5_LB is making $50,400. Before she was making $26,880.  

CI_6_LB  

CI_6_LB participated in the job training program because he failed out of college and was back 

to living at home working at pizza restaurants for minimum wage. He was looking for some way 

to move towards a career path. Before the program when CI_6_LB was home living with his 
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parents he was very unhappy and did not feel lots of purpose. CI_6_LB found out about Capital 

IDEA through his family who were trying to help him find a good program.  

CI_6_LB trained with Capital IDEA for the game development specialization program. Capital 

IDEA exceeded CI_6_LB’s expectations, as they paid for everything but also offered him 

structured support and were checking up on with him to make sure everything was going well.  

Since the program has ended CI_6_LB has secured a job in the field he trained for and rates his 

job satisfaction as 4/5. Beforehand his job satisfaction was 1/5. CI_6_LB was able to move out 

and support himself. CI_6_LB is making $40,000 a year now and beforehand he was making 

$9.25 an hour without benefits. CI_6_LB would recommend Capital IDEA to others because it 

allowed him to enter a job field with a future. CI_6_LB wishes he had more money for better 

health insurance and for mental health counseling and medication that he does not have access 

to. Now his stress levels are 2-3/5 and before they were 4/5.  

CI_6_LB believes that he would be working at a call center if he had not found Capital IDEA 

where he saw no job advancement. CI_6_LB appreciates the support that Capital IDEA provided 

with him as well as the sense of community that they instilled within him which he still thinks 

about today.  

CI_7_LB  

CI_7_LB is a Latino male between 25-34 years old. Before his experience with Capital IDEA, he 

was working in bicycle shops for $10 dollars an hour and before that he worked in retail. He was 

struggling to find a career. CI_7_LB does not remember where he heard about Capital IDEA. He 

completed the HVAC (Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) program. Capital IDEA met 

CI_7_LB’s expectations in their financial support as well as them checking in with him to make 

sure that he was passing his classes. CI_7_LB feels that Capital IDEA invested in him and so 

that made him not want to fail. The prospect of completing his degree gave CI_7_LB something 

to look forward to. CI_7_LB would recommend Capital IDEA because it prevents debt, trains 

people in fields that are in high demand, and offers a well-rounded education.  

CI_7_LB got a job pretty fast after getting his certification. He currently works at ADC Home 

and Commercial Services, where he has worked for the last year. He makes $15 an hour and 

would rate his job satisfaction a 4/5, where beforehand it was a 3/5. CI_7_LB is now offered 

paid vacation/ time off, health insurance, a retirement plan, and maternity/ paternity leave, all 

benefits that he did not previously have access to. Additionally, the company where CI_7_LB 

works offers him other work to do and get trained in different departments when the seasonal 

HVAC work dies down. CI_7_LBnow makes $35,000 a year and works lots of overtime hours. 

He describes Capital IDEA as the catalyst for improving himself.  

If CI_7_LB had not taken part in the Capital IDEA program, he believes that he would still be in 

HVAC, either through getting certifications at ACC through Pell Grants or loans, or by just 

starting to work and then learning through experience on the job as many of his co-workers do. 

However, CI_7_LB knows that he would make much less money without the certificates that he 

received through his training with Capital IDEA.  

CI_8_LB  
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CI_8_LB is a White male between the age of 35-44 years old. Before he began with Capital 

IDEA, his life was filled with drug and alcohol abuse. CI_8_LB started Capital IDEA because he 

had a couple of attempted murder charges and was a stay at home father. He was looking for 

childcare during his classes at ACC so he sought out Capital IDEA, which he heard about 

through word of mouth. Before his time with Capital IDEA, CI_8_LB was unemployed for 6 

months due to the lack of demand in the construction industry and his criminal justice 

background. CI_8_LB trained as an automotive technician with CI. His expectations of Capital 

IDEA were that they would help with his childcare. They exceeded his expectations as they paid 

for all of his classes and even $20,000 dollars’ worth of tools.  

The most important thing that CI_8_LB learned with Capital IDEA was that he was able to hold 

a 4.0 GPA, which was very empowering for him. He found the ASE certification one of the most 

valuable tenants of his training program. He also thought that the classroom incentives with 

amazing instructors provided him with so much. CI_8_LB has recommended the program to 

many people around him for the betterment of their lives. During his construction job, CI_8_LB 

was making $50,000 a year. During his unemployment, CI_8_LB was living off of government 

benefits. In his future job, he will be making $35,000 a year.  

CI_8_LB has 2 children that he takes care of. Before the training he paid $0 month on family 

activities. Now he spends $150-200 dollars a month. CI_8_LB wishes that he had $1,100 more a 

month for rent so that he and his children could live in a safer neighborhood. CI_8_LB wishes 

that he could have more free time to spend with his children, as they have given him hope during 

the difficult parts of his life as well as preventing him getting involved in any more criminal 

activities. CI_8_LB believes that if he did not have the opportunity to partake in Capital IDEA. 

He may be in prison. Before Capital IDEA, CI_8_LB was accessing Medicaid, CHIP, SNAP, 

WIC, and earned income tax credit. Now his family only accesses Medicaid and SNAP for his 

children.  

CI_9_LB  

CI_9_LB is a 30-year-old Hispanic female. CI_9_LB got married very young so life for her 

before the training involved her taking care of her 2 young children and finishing her high school 

diploma. CI_9_LB heard about Capital IDEA through her teacher at a non-traditional high 

school. Before her training, CI_9_LB was unemployed and had never worked a job before. In 

Capital IDEA, she trained for the coding health sciences program. Her expectations entering the 

program were that she would have nice teachers and would learn a lot. Capital IDEA met her 

expectations. The only negative experience was that a counselor suggested that she start working 

before she entered the program. So, CI_9_LB received her CAN through Skillpoint Alliance, 

which she never ended up using. A super helpful aspect of the program was the job counselor at 

the end. The counselor  helped her edit her resume and get a job at the end of her program.  

CI_9_LB currently works at Cedar Park Medical Center as a HIM supervisor. She has worked 

there for 4 years. She works there 32 hours a week and gets paid $19 an hour. CI_9_LB has 

received one promotion since she started working there. Her job satisfaction is a 5/5. CI_9_LB 

makes $26,000 a year now. CI_9_LB’s children have had more access to activities since she 

completed her job training. Her children are both enrolled in traveling soccer leagues. Since she 

has more resources now, her family has access to healthier food as well. Before her job training, 

CI_9_LB had access to Medicaid, Healthy Texas Women and CEAP Energy Assistance. Now 
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she only utilizes CHIP. CI_9_LB currently has benefits  that she did not have before she was 

unemployed.  

CI_9_LB thought that Capital IDEA did a great job having counselors that provided a listening 

ear. She was dealing with the program and a family which was overwhelming and they provided 

a support system. Capital IDEA also provided CI_9_LB with information on local elections, 

which was really helpful since she did not know much about local politics. CI_9_LB has a job 

that she enjoys which Capital IDEA provided her with. She is also able to support her children.  

CI_10_LB  

CI_10_LB is a 50-year-old White female. She has worked in physical manual labor her whole 

life. Before her training with Capital IDEA, she was doing computer and phone installs for $25 

an hour before she was laid off. CI_10_LB took part in the Network Administration program. 

CI_10_LB benefitted from the program. However, she wishes that she had not been rushed to 

finish because the certifications that she could have received were much more valuable than the 

associates that she graduated with.  

CI_10_LB rates her previous and current work satisfaction as 4/5 as she loves the physical labor 

that she is involved in. Right now she works as a independent contractor in the state of Texas. 

She travels across the state of Texas for her work which is exhausting for her physically with 

age. CI_10_LB believes that she will soon begin to get more certifications because she is unable 

to move up in her line of work without more credentials.  

CI_10_LB has experienced and continues to experience ageism in her profession. She thinks that 

Capital IDEA needs to address the issue of ageism specifically in manual labor based work. 

CI_10_LB wishes there were physical qualifying tests because she thinks through the tests she 

would be been able to take on more positions because she could have shown her qualifications. 

Now that CI_10_LB is an independent contractor, she has no work benefits which is difficult for 

her as she gets older and older.  

CI_11_LB  

CI_11_LB is a White male between the ages of 35 and 44 who was laid off in 2011 at which 

point he decided to go back to school. Before his training with Capital IDEA, CI_11_LB was 

receiving unemployment through the workforce enforcement act and was able to go to school 

through the trade act. CI_11_LB trained as a surgical technologist and is very happy with the 

path that he chose for his goals and interests. Capital IDEA exceeded CI_11_LB’s expectations. 

They paid for schooling and books and found programs to get his scrubs and shoes for clinical 

paid for. For CI_11_LB, the motivation through Capital IDEA, resume training, and lessons on 

building networks helped him. Capital IDEA helped CI_11_LB with not only school but also 

personal struggles and connected him to so many resources. This is a reason he would 

recommend them to others.  

CI_11_LB believes that Capital IDEA truly was a saving grace because he applied to so many 

programs before for which he did not qualify. In addition to his education, CI_11_LB enjoyed 

meeting his cohort and having shared experiences which motivated him. CI_11_LB currently 

works at Northwest Surgical Center as a certified surgical technologist and materials manager. 

His job satisfaction is a 4/5. CI_11_LB has gotten one promotion a year since he started working 
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at Northwest Surgical Center. CI_11_LB received his Associates of applied science. His only 

complaint of the program was that he had to wait a year to take his clinical exam because there 

were a limited amount of spots each year.  

CI_12_LB  

CI_12_LB is a White female between the ages of 25-34. She got involved with Capital IDEA 

because she was a stay at home mother who was taking care of 2 children and really wanted to 

be able to take more than one classes at one time. She wanted to finish her degree and take 

classes full time. CI_12_LB got her degree in Autocad architectural engineering. She did not 

know what to expect from Capital IDEA, but her expectations were exceeded as Capital IDEA 

supported her the whole way, and held her hand. CI_12_LB valued the job training and resume 

building, as well as pid assistanceworking on her online presence development.  

CI_12_LB would absolutely recommend Capital IDEA to others because they do so much for 

their clients and ask for nothing in return, and you graduate debt free. CI_12_LB believes that 

Capital IDEA has affected her children. There were times where she had to bring her son into 

classes, and he loved learning; now he is excelling in classes. Both of her children are interested 

in college. CI_12_LB says that her life changed forever since Capital IDEA. She now owns a car 

and house which she never imagined. CI_12_LB now interviews Capital IDEA graduates for her 

company.   

CI_12_LB currently works at Johnson Custom Pools where she has been working for 5 years. 

Her job satisfaction is a 5/5. CI_12_LB feels thankful since she is a first-generation college 

student who went from struggling to get by to be able to provide for her family and live a typical 

suburban life which is a big deal for her.  

CI_13_LB  

CI_13_LB is an African American/ Black female between the age of 25 and 34 who works for 

Medicaid for the State of Texas as a case manager. CI_13_LB found out about Capital IDEA 

through a flyer posted in her neighborhood. She wanted to participate because she was working 

in early childhood education but wanted to be a nurse. CI_13_LB feels that interview process for 

Capital IDEA was exhaustive and she had at least 6 interviews before she entered the program. 

However, she understands why that was necessary.  

CI_13_LB would describe Capital IDEA as “hands off” in the sense that they were not 

micromanaging her or her grades. CI_13_LB’s job satisfaction before Capital IDEA was 3/5 and 

now her job satisfaction is 4/5. CI_13_LB believes that she could move up in her position. 

However, that is contingent upon her receiving her RN, as she is working with an LVN 

certificate. Capital IDEA taught CI_13_LB to never give up and to stay persistent with her 

education. CI_13_LB has received 2 promotions since she started her current job.  

CI_13_LB received all the job benefits she currently has at her previous job. However, before 

Capital IDEA, CI_13_LB was also receiving CHIP, SNAP, Subsidized childcare, and earned 

income tax credit. Now she receives no social service benefits. Before Capital IDEA, CI_13_LB 

was making $20,000 a year, now she is making $60,000 a year. She believes that Capital IDEA 

has had a huge impact on her daughter who has seen her go to college. Not only has that made 
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her daughter interested in college, her current salary will allow CI_13_LB to provide for her 

daughter’s future college education.  

CI_14_LB  

CI_14_LB is an Asian female between the ages of 35 and 44 who is currently unemployed. She 

got her advanced certification in biotechnology with Capital IDEA. CI_14_LB is happy with 

having studied Biotechnology but she wished that she could have received her teaching 

certification through Capital IDEA. However, that is a degree that is associated with a master’s 

and so it is not offered through Capital IDEA.  

Before Capital IDEA, CI_14_LB was working as a cashier at a gas station. She was receiving 

Medicare, Healthy Texas women, SNAP, and Earned Income Tax Credit. She is not receiving 

benefits, even though she is unemployed as she is supported by her new husband.  

CI_14_LB did not know what to expect from Capital IDEA since it was her first educational 

experience in the United States. CI_14_LB says that her mentor Suzanne was so kind and helpful 

and treated her like a little sister or daughter which was very special to CI_14_LB. CI_14_LB 

would recommend Capital IDEA because it helps people get a degree or certification that pounds 

participants access to jobs especially for underprivileged people. CI_14_LB completing Capital 

IDEA has helped her assist her daughter with her class work in high school as well as having her 

daughter respect her. Capital IDEA has also encourage her daughter to go to college.  

CI_14_LB believes that the only negative outcome of the program was the pressure to finish in a 

determined time period. She thinks that Capital IDEA has impacted her life positively even 

though she is unemployed. One of the main reasons that she is unemployed is because she 

moved from Austin to Houston just after having completed the program. Thus, she is getting 

adjusted in Houston and then will be applying for jobs. The career counselor from Capital IDEA 

is still in touch with her and sends her links for jobs to apply for. He is still helping CI_14_LB 

look for and find a job in Houston.  

CI_15_LB  

CI_15_LB moved from Africa to the United States in 2006. She heard about Capital IDEA 

through a friend and really wanted to participate because she had received her GED in the US 

and it had always been her dream to go to college. Before the training program, CI_15_LB was 

living paycheck to paycheck. She was making $18,000  a year, which was difficult to live on 

above but was enough to qualify her for government benefits.  

Capital IDEA exceeded CI_15_LB’s expectations because ACC has an excellent nursing 

program. Her counselor checked in with her every week to make sure that she had all the 

necessary resources to make her as successful as she could be in her program. Capital IDEA 

offered professional work clothing for interviews, mock interviews, interview training, and 

resume workshops which were all very helpful for CI_15_LB.  

CI_15_LB now works at Dell Seton in the Emergency Department as a Registered Nurse. She 

loves her job and would rate it a 6/5 if she could. It is a dream job for her. She works 32 hours a 

week, makes $60,000  a year and has lots of time to spend at home with her daughters, who are 2 

and 5 years old. Before the training, CI_15_LB traveled by bus to get to school from home. She 
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would work overnight shifts, come home to sleep for 2-3 hours, and then take the bus to school. 

Her current life quality is much better. She feels she can advance in her career and her job has 

helped her return to school to get her bachelors and rise up in her company.  

In terms of the impact of Capital IDEA on her life, CI_15_LB said:  

“Once someone gives you an opportunity for an education it does not go away. It is a lifetime 

opportunity.” She also stated that “Her associates degree [through capital IDEA] was a stepping 

stone for her to achieve even more.”  

CI_16_LB  

CI_16_LB is a 30-year-old African American male. CI_16_LB found out about Capital IDEA 

through a flyer posted at his church. Before Capital IDEA, CI_16_LB was working at a Co-op 

store organizing university books. While his job was “relaxed” and not overly stressful, he was 

aware that it was a job and that it would not provide him with a future career. CI_16_LB 

completed two certification programs with Capital IDEA between a 6-month period in 2010. A+ 

and Net+ certifications. Before training, CI_16_LB was making $28,000 a year and living with 

his parents. His primary mode of transportation was the bus.  

CI_16_LB began his technological career in 2011 after completing his training. For the last 5 

years, he has worked at a Home Depot Technology Center, where he started as a level one entry 

worker. Hence now moved up to a systems engineer. Within his career area, CI_16_LB sees 

space for growth and moving up. He currently makes $80,000 a year and would not need more 

time with friends and family. Additionally he would not need more money for his physical or 

mental health. His current primary mode of transportation is his own car, which he has paid off. 

CI_16_LB now lives on his own in a rented single-family home. While his job satisfaction 

before Capital IDEA was a 3/5, CI_16_LB’s current job satisfaction is a 5/5.  

The most important thing that CI_16_LB learned outside of his technical training was to seek out 

opportunities and stick with them, as well as sharing his experience to help others access services 

like Capital IDEA. The most helpful component to securing a job was the follow-up 

communication that CI_16_LB received from Capital IDEA, providing him with information on 

which recruiters to contact based on their open positions. CI_16_LB met many driven people at 

his training; being around people with similar goals motivated him.  

CI_17_LB  

CI_17_LB a white single mother heard about Capital IDEA through a friend. Before Capital 

IDEA, CI_17_LB did not have a car and was unable to go to school. She was on food stamps, 

TANF, and Medicaid. Her and her children lived with CI_17_LB’s parents. CI_17_LB worked 

hard to get her RN through Capital IDEA, but does not feel that currently nursing is the best field 

for her. Capital IDEA exceeded her expectations with their emotional support, childcare, 

funding, money for transportation and other services. CI_17_LB is the process of getting her 

bachelor degree to move into more of an administrative/ technological position.  

CI_17_LB is highly critical of ACC. When she was there, she was doing exceptionally well 

academically. However, a professor that disliked her put her on probation and kicked her out of 

the program without any due process simply due to problems in communication. When 
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CI_17_LB was kicked out of ACC she was terrified that she would be dropped by Capital IDEA. 

However, they stuck by her side even through the hard times. CI_17_LB applied to and was 

accepted to Temple nursing, where she got a great education and received a highly selective 

scholarship. CI_17_LB. Before Capital IDEA, CI_17_LB was making $10. For the last 8 years 

she has been working 70 hours a week and makes $75,000 a year. Since she started her bachelors 

program, she has been working 20-30 hours a week and is making around $40,000 a year. 

CI_17_LB and her family are no longer rely on social service benefits.  

CI_17_LB was unable to do many activities with her family due to their monetary restrictions 

before Capital IDEA. Now she is able to go on vacations and live a comfortable life. CI_17_LB 

biggest concerns with Capital IDEA were that they would not work for folks without housing; 

she wishes that Capital IDEA would help provide housing. Furthermore, she would have liked to 

shadow as a student so that she could have known earlier that nursing was not her passion. 

CI_17_LB thinks that shadowing would be great before choosing a career path.  

CI_18_LB  

CI_18_LB is a 50-year-old Hispanic female. Before entering Capital IDEA, CI_18_LB was 

working in a daycare and as a nanny, where she made $8-13 an hour. This salary was not enough 

for CI_18_LB as she had to support her 14-year-old son and adopted two young children that she 

had to support adopted. Before her time with Capital IDEA, CI_18_LB was on CHIP, subsidized 

childcare, and earned income tax credit. Her mother, who was living with her at that time, was 

utilizing Medicare, SNAP, and disability benefits.  

CI_18_LB completed her LVN in two years at Capital IDEA. Nursing was a great choice from 

her perspective. While she wishes that she could have gotten her RN, she was so desperate at that 

time, that getting her RN was not an option at the time. The program exceeded her expectations. 

She was provided uniforms, books, counselor support, gas vouchers, and as childcare on campus.  

Before her training with Capital IDEA, CI_18_LB could barely afford to buy groceries with the 

income that she was making. Her satisfaction before at her job was a 1/5. Her current satisfaction 

at her home health nursing job is a 5/5. CI_18_LB does not feel that she can move up in her 

current job without receiving her RN. CI_18_LB is now able to do activities that she was not 

able to do before, such as  take vacations with her children and weekend road trips. CI_18_LB 

now makes $24 an hour compared to 8-13 before her training.  

Furthermore, CI_18_LB’s stress levels before her training was a 5/5. CI_18_LB’s experience has 

allowed her children to understand the value of education as a result of Capital IDEA. If 

CI_18_LB had not trained with Capital IDEA, she believes she would be in an entry level 

position making much less money. CI_18_LB owns a single family home where she has lived for 

7 years and has worked at her current job with Vivica/ Incompass for 6 years.  

CI_19_LB  

CI_19_LB is a white Hispanic female between 45-54 before Capital IDEA. CI_19_LB was a 

mother of (including newborn) working a minimum wage job, and unable to pay for childcare. 

She worked as a part time office clerk. CI_19_LB had 2 experiences with capital IDEA. She 

went the first time for her LVN and went back to get her RN. CI_19_LB thought that the 

program was too good to be true when she saw a flyer at a Medicaid office. Her only expectation 
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was financial support. The program exceeded CI_19_LB’s expectations with their support and 

help with job placement post graduation. When asking CI_19_LB if she had more opportunities 

after Capital IDEA training, CI_19_LB responded. “Absolutely; my life changed.” CI_19_LB is 

a traveling pediatric home health nurse. It takes her 25-30 minutes each day to get to her work by 

car. The job security of being in the nursing field was the most helpful for her maintaining 

employment.  

CI_19_LB made $15,000 before, and is now making $70,000 a year. CI_19_LB has 

recommended Capital IDEA to folks for the last 19 years because of how effective it is in the 

long-run was not the first program at the XX. CI_19_LB does not believe that she could have 

found another service like Capital IDEA because CI. CI_19_LB also believes that she would 

never have been able to do what she did academically and career wise without Capital IDEA. If 

she had not participated in Capital IDEA, CI_19_LB thinks she would be in a job with low job 

security such as working in a restaurant, as a hotel cleaner, or odd jobs.  

Before CI, CI_19_LB had health insurance for which she paid $20 per month. Now she has no 

insurance through her company which is a downside. CI_19_LB would need an extra $1000 a 

month for good insurance for her and her children. Furthermore, before entering the program 

CI_19_LB was unemployed for 4 months because of her maternity leave. Before Capital IDEA, 

CI_19_LB received Medicaid, WIC, and earned income tax credit and now she is receiving 

none.  

CI_20_LB  

CI_20_LB is a 35-44-year-old White female. She was a Capital IDEA participant from 2003 and 

to 2007. CI_20_LB began with Capital IDEA because she was looking for a career path. She 

worked as a bank teller before Capital IDEA and lived with her sister. She hated her job and 

ended up as a nanny for her sister after quitting being a bankteller. Shortly after that she began 

her journey with Capital IDEA. CI_20_LB began her radiology program. Her expectations were 

financial support, but Capital IDEA exceeded her expectations. They did more than she thought 

they would do for her. CI provided transportation vouchers, paid for uniforms, licensing, and 

even electric bills when needed. CI_20_LB said “They provided tutoring and paid for everything 

that you needed to be successful in your program.” CI_20_LB did not get resume help with 

Capital IDEA, which she feels would have been helpful to her. In her previous job, CI_20_LB’s 

job satisfaction was a 1/5, her current satisfaction is 3/5. While she enjoys her work, she does not 

feel she has the ability to move up. CI_20_LB now makes 60,000 dollars a year and used to 

make 20,000 dollars a year. The most valuable part of her program was getting her clinical hours 

where she could train in different places and acquire valuable experience. Before Capital IDEA,  

CI_20_LB was on SNAP, and now she has no social service benefits. CI_20_LB works now as a 

lead memographer at Seton Medical Center. She has lived in her single family house she owns 

for the last 7 years. CI_20_LB currently has many more employee benefits that she previously 

did not have access to in her previous job.  

CI_21_LB  

CI_21_LB is a 35-44-year-old Hispanic female. She heard about Capital IDEA because she had 

3 small children to provide for. She always had an interest in nursing and knew that it paid well. 

As a single mom, CI_21_LB worked full time while her children went to daycare. She got 
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divorced when her eldest son was four and her other two children were one and two. CI_21_LB 

was on Section 8 housing. Before the program she was not receiving child support but got social 

security benefits from her ex-husband's unemployment. Before working with Capital IDEA, 

CI_21_LB worked a low paying office job at the American Academy for Nurse Practitioners. “It 

exceeded my expectations because there was so much financial support available: they paid for 

books, tuition, and gas. They had counselor meetings regularly, and walked you step by step in 

enrolling and test taking, and meeting you where you were at.” CI_21_LB stated that her job 

opportunities flourished after finishing her program with Capital IDEA. “I graduated with my 

nursing degree and it was a whole nother world.” CI_21_LB’s job satisfaction before was 3/5 

and it is now a 5/5. CI_21_LB sometimes works from home but when she does go to the office it 

is a 15-minute drive from her home. The most important thing that CI_21_LB learned at Capital 

IDEA was that there were so many other people like her. Everyone at CI had their own struggles 

and when she entered she genuinely believed she would be the oldest in her cohort but she ended 

up being the youngest.  

CI_21_LB went from making $25,000 a year to making $83,000 a year as a registered nurse with 

superior health plan. She would recommend Capital IDEA to others because “It is a no fail 

opportunity. You are given support from day one. They tell you what you need to do. They start 

at your own level, even if you don’t have your GED. You are not the only one in your situation; 

you are one of many. People of all ages are going back to school.” Capital IDEA has enabled 

CI_21_LB to put her children through college and allowed them to engage in meaningful 

extracurricular activities in high school. It also enabled her to be a home owner. Before 

CI_21_LB’s stress levels were a 4/5 and her job satisfaction was 3/5. Now her satisfaction is a 

5/5 and her stress level is 2/5. CI_21_LB is now a home owner, who does not receive the 

Medicaid, SNAP, WIC, subsidized childcare, housing assistance, energy assistance, earned 

income tax credit and disability benefits she used to get and can afford what she needs. She tries 

to serve her community and is able to donate back to multiple causes. CI_21_LB could not have 

done this without Capital IDEA.  

CI_22_LB  

CI_22_LB is a 55-64-year-old White male. CI_22_LB worked in the technology industry for 

many years of his life and worked for IBM for 13 years. CI_22_LB had jobs, thought they were 

stable. Then, the companies for which he was working kept getting bought out and thus he had 

high job instability. He participated in Capital IDEA for job stability in a needed field. 

CI_22_LB pursued his radiology degree and certificate through Capital IDEA. He became 

interested in the field when he was dealing with his wife’s breast cancer. Eventually, it became 

important to him and felt impactful. CI_22_LB says that Capital IDEA exceeded his 

expectations. They went above and beyond with their counselors and covered books, tuition and 

gas, so he did not have to work and could focus on his studies at the time. CI_22_LB says that 

Capital IDEA acted like they really cared about him and his future. CI_22_LB believes that one 

of the benefits of his certification he received through Capital IDEA was that he had skill level 

and credentials that employers were looking for and thus he did not have to start at the bottom. 

Before Capital IDEA, CI_22_LB’s job satisfaction was 3/5; now it is 5/5.  

CI_22_LB has received more than 5 raises since he started working at Rawling Brooks 

Community Hospital as a radiologic technologist. He gets 3 days off a week and has worked 

there for 8 years. Capital IDEA has taught CI_22_LB about giving back to the community. They 
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have him come back to speak to senators and advocate for Capital IDEA. CI_22_LB was making 

$25,000-$33,000 a year prior to Capital IDEA and is now making $50,000 a year. CI_22_LB’s 

family is now able to go on cross country trips that they were unable to go on before his 

experience with CI. CI_22_LB’s children have been positively affected by his work ethic and are 

both are passionately engaged in politics and work. CI_22_LB loves his job and enjoys the 

aspect of helping people. His emergency department has high praise, which he prides himself in.  

CI_23_LB  

CI_23_LB is a 35-44-year-old female of Hispanic/ Latino descent. CI_23_LB worked at 

McDonalds before she began with Capital IDEA. She initially wanted to go to Capital IDEA to 

learn English after she dropped out of high school. She learned English and was pushed by 

Capital IDEA to complete her GED. Then she was able to get her accounting certificate through 

the ACC program. CI_23_LB then continued on and ultimately got her certificate in real estate 

and is now a real estate agent. CI_23_LB’s current job satisfaction is a 5/5 and her previous job 

satisfaction was a 1/5. Before CI_23_LB was making between $12,000-$18,000 a year. Now she 

is making $100,000-$140,000 a year.  

CI_23_LB’s parents did not have any time or money for them. CI_23_LB now has time to spend 

with her children and can provide them with anything they could possibly need. Her dream is 

that she can send her children to college and provide them with an education. She encourages her 

children to keep going and never give up. The most important thing that CI_23_LB learned 

outside of Capital IDEA was to keep going and never give up. Capital IDEA has an impact on 

CI_23_LB’s life every single day. She had friends who were working with her at McDonalds 

who still work there now. She feels bad for them and thinks that could be her if not for Capital 

IDEA. Before, CI_23_LB was anemic and had vitamin deficiency due to her overconsumption of 

fast food. Now she is healthier: eats healthier foods, and does not eat fast food.   

CI_23_LB states that “everything I have experienced [as a result of Capital IDEA] has been 

positive and life changing.” CI_23_LB has helped her husband open a plumbing business and is 

self-employed as a real estate agent. She has been able to help her husband with her accounting 

skills. So even though she ended up in real estate, everything she learned through Capital IDEA 

has been immensely useful.  

CI_24_LB  

CI_24_LB is a 45-54 year-old Hispanic woman who has worked at “Kids Dental” for 11 years 

post Capital IDEA. With Capital IDEA, CI_24_LB trained as a dental hygienist. Before Capital 

IDEA, CI_24_LB was unemployed and looking for work. She couldn’t speak English and her 

degree from Mexico did not transfer to the United States. She was on Medicare/Medicaid, 

SNAP, and WIC as well as being unemployed for 4 years before she began with CI. CI_24_LB 

and her husband were living paycheck to paycheck, struggling to make ends meet. CI_24_LB 

began capital IDEA in 2002. CI helped CI_24_LB learn English and eventually graduate with 

her associate degree in Dental Hygiene. When CI_24_LB was unemployed, she reported her 

satisfaction of life was a 2/5. Post Capital IDEA, her job satisfaction is a 5/5.  

CI_24_LB says that if she had not been accepted and graduated from Capital IDEA, she would 

have returned to her home country of Mexico. CI_24_LB has the opportunity to move up in her 

career field. Capital IDEA helped her with interviewing, as well as the value of team work, 
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which applies to the work she is engaged in today. Today, CI_24_LB is making $70,000 a year. 

CI_24_LB says that if she had not participated in the program, her children would not be able to 

partake in any of the activities they enjoy now. CI_24_LB also believes that being with Capital 

IDEA kept her out of criminality because she is able to live in a nicer, safer neighborhood where 

her family is not exposed to crime. CI_24_LB now has access to healthier foods. While she once 

spent $0 a month on family activities with her husband, she now is able to spend $400 a month 

on family activities.   

CI_MH_1  

CI_MH_1 is a forty-year old white woman who began at Capital IDEA after the 2008 recession 

led to her husband losing his job. She is the sole provider for their family and three children. 

During the recession, she was working at Headstart and earning between $25,000-$30,000 a 

year. She had a bachelor’s degree in psychology from UT Austin, but felt she could not get a 

higher paying job with the degree. She applied for Capital IDEA and they made an exception for 

her since she had a bachelor’s and she began the RN program.  

She came from a very supportive family that helped her financially for a year while she was at 

Capital IDEA and her husband was out of the job. However, she said the program was very 

demanding. She did not expect anything out of it except her education. She says the only other 

thing the program taught her was to work hard and that she was able to finish the program. She 

realizes she was more fortunate than most of the other participants and learned to be grateful for 

what she has in life.  

After completing the program, she has worked at the same hospital for the past ten years and 

received two promotions. She says nursing is very hard and also occasionally takes on a second 

job as a travel nurse. She has the second job because she feels she does not earn enough at her 

primary job. Her husband also has a good-paying job, but they have more bills now. After 

Capital IDEA, both her and her husband’s quality of life has increased and they are able to do 

many things with their family. Some activities include vacation and expensive extra-curriculars 

that they could not afford before Capital IDEA. She also feels she has room to grow in her 

current career field. She had only positive outcomes from Capital IDEA and wishes it had the 

capacity to expand and enroll more people.  

CI_MH_2  

CI_MH_2 found out about Capital IDEA the day after her mother died. She already had her 

LVN, but had been pursuing her RN for the past 4 years on her own. She had spent all of her 

money on her mother’s funeral arrangements. When her ACC advisers recommended her to put 

her RN program on hold, she saw a poster for Capital IDEA. She only enrolled in the program 

because she wanted help paying for her books, but they helped her with everything, financially, 

emotionally, even when she didn’t ask. She says she considers Capital IDEA like her family.  

She was a 9th grade high school dropout, had dyslexia, and had three children by the time she was 

21. She always knew she wanted to be a nurse, but was struggling to get there. She had 

unreliable transportation and was in an unhealthy relationship with someone who did not support 

her dream to go back to school. She says the lack of mobility impaired her ability to move up. 

Capital IDEA completely exceeded her expectations and also helped her with her 

accommodations to make sure she was successful.  
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She says the program empowered her. Before the program she had limited opportunity, but now 

she works for the State Office of the Inspector General and is an advocate for her career and 

other nurses. She also says she has great opportunity for growth there. She says she loves her job 

and her quality of life has dramatically increased. She has lost 56 pounds, now is a home owner 

and drives her own car. She says the program also affected her children and they see what 

education can do. She also attributes to the program that she has been financially and 

emotionally secure to leave her ex-husband and focus on herself. She is much happier after the 

program and is very grateful to the people who work at the program.  

CI_MH_3  

CI_MH_3 immigrated to the US as a young adult and was working several jobs and taking ESL 

and night classes prior to enrolling at Capital IDEA. She was working long hours at two jobs and 

raising a 1-year-old at the time of starting at Capital IDEA. She heard about the program through 

her boss and couldn’t believe it was true. She always knew she wanted more education, and was 

taking ESL classes on her own before the program, but needed a little more help.  

She is very grateful for Capital IDEA. They helped her with daycare, expenses, and gave her a 

lot of support to empower her. She feels more confident in herself to make life decisions. After 

completed her degree as a Network administrator, she was able to find a job within a week. CI-

MH_3 now works at IBM as a contractor. She initially wanted to work for a school district, but 

was able to get the job with IBM. She has much more time to spend with her family and works 

from home. She says Capital IDEA has not only empowered her, but has had an effect on her 

daughter, who now has similar expectations for herself to get an education and be successful.  

Had it not been for Capital IDEA, she thinks she would still be in school. Her stress levels are 

about the same as before Capital IDEA and now, but she thinks it might just be due to age. Her 

eating and exercise habits have improved since completing the program. She says she will 

forever be an advocate for the program, as the people who work there truly care about their 

participants and know how to support them.  

CI_MH_4  

CP_MH_4 immigrated to the US from Algeria with a bachelor’s degree in a similar degree as 

accounting. However, he said it was very difficult to find a job and his degree was not 

recognized here in the states. He was working up to 80 hours a week at HEB and as a water 

meter reader to support his family. He says he was always tired and behind on sleep and working 

difficult, labor intensive jobs. Prior to Capital IDEA, he had been working at HEB for 9 years 

and was barely covering expenses.  

He heard of Capital IDEA through a friend and was skeptical, as it promised to pay for his 

education. He knew he needed to go back to school to get more education to get access to higher 

paying jobs, but his family did not have the money. His wife, also an Algerian immigrant, went 

with him to the info session and they both began at Capital IDEA. He says the program was 

incredibly helpful as it provided them all-day day care, a gas card, and assistance with other 

expenses. He says the program greatly exceeded his expectations. Apart from the free education, 

he says Capital IDEA was helpful in teaching him how to navigate different systems in the US. 

When he needed help getting certain documents or seeking assistance, his advisers directed him 
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on how to do it. He also made many friends and was very grateful to the program for paying for 

his CPA exam.  

Now with his CPA certification and degree, his quality of life has dramatically increased. He is 

no longer tired anymore and has 40 more hours of free-time to spend with his family. He only 

has to work one-job. He says he has the comfort of knowing he has his degree to fall upon. He 

says the program is great because they smartly invest in people so that people, like his family, no 

longer need to utilize social service programs. He wishes the program would support more 

immigrants, especially those who do have degrees that don’t carry over to the US. He says he 

always refers friends to Capital IDEA.  

SPA/CI_1_PS  

SPA/CI_1_PS is a 25-34 year-old immigrant from Afghanistan. He came to Austin in 2014 with 

his wife and now has two small children. The family relies on an array of public assistance 

programs: the whole family is on Medicaid, SNAP, WIC, and they get some sort of housing 

subsidy. The respondent was working as a security guard when he heard about Capital IDEA 

through a friend. With the help of an ACC advisor and some people at Texas Workforce 

Solutions, he was able to apply and be accepted to Capital IDEA’s program for training nurses. 

This is a three-year program. He praises the program particularly for paying for his tuition, 

books, and other necessities for his studies. He would not be able to afford study without their 

help. He continually pointed to the financial support as the most important part of the program 

for him.  

While going through the Capital IDEA program, a case worker he had at Capital IDEA 

recommended he take a 5-week course with Skillpoint Alliance that would help him pass a test to 

become a Certified Nurse’s Aide (CNA). This is the lowest certification one can get in within the 

nursing field. Gaining the certification would allow him to start working in a hospital as he 

continued to pursue a higher credential through his studies at Capital IDEA.  

He praises the Skillpoint Alliance program in particular for having a well-organized orientation 

at the start of the program and for the help it provided in pushing him into employment at the 

end. He noted the support he received in writing resumes and interview skills. He also said that 

at their graduation, Skillpoint Alliance had employers present and ready. He was hired quite 

quickly. He said that he thinks that everyone in his cohort completed the program. He now works 

a few hours a week at Brokedale Hospital using his CNA license and continues to work some 

hours as a security guard. At the same time, he is continuing his studies with Capital IDEA to get 

an ADA license (equivalent, he says, to an RN) so that he can get a better job. Currently, he 

earns $15/hour as a CAN, but thinks this will increase to something like $22-25/hour once he 

completes his studies at Capital IDEA.  

He said he has not yet experienced many changes in quality of life as he is still in the process of 

completing Capital IDEA. In response to the question regarding how much he would be willing 

to pay for more quality time, better mental health etc., he said he would like to have a lot more 

money: “I wish I had a million dollars.” But generally said he was fairly satisfied with where he 

and his family were at now. He put his stress level at 2.  
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CI_PS_3  

CI_PS_3 says that before Capital IDEA, she was working two jobs at once that were very 

stressful. One job was in a restaurant and another was as a cleaning lady of office buildings. She 

was working probably more than 50 hours a week, for about $11-12/hour. She had two kids and 

they were renting an apartment near where her mother lives. She learned about the program 

through a friend whose sister had done it. She was really pleased with how much help she 

received along the way, both the financial such as textbooks (she says she could never have 

afforded this schooling if it weren’t free) as well as the help from her case manager in checking 

in with her. By the end, she says that it was really easy to get a job. She had a couple offers right 

away but actually waited 1-2 months to receive an offer at a place that was close enough to home 

to be convenient for her.  

 

CI_PS_3 secured a position as a CNA shortly after graduating Capital IDEA. She worked at the 

same hospital for about 6 years. During that time, she was able to go back to school to get her 

RN because her employer paid for most of the extra training. She is really happy about this and 

feels like she just keeps “leveling up.” She moved to a different workplace, a cardiovascular 

center, a couple of years ago, where she got another pay bump. A few years ago, she finally was 

able to buy her own house, which had always been a dream for her. She had another child and 

also moved her mother into the house. She finally feels like she has a successful mother.  

CI_PS_4  

Before training, CI_PS_4 was just out of high school and working a couple of odd jobs -in his 

aunt’s store part-time and doing some contract work for his cousin who does construction stuff. 

He says this was really spotty. Sometimes he would have a super heavy week if he had a 

construction gig, but many times he would only get a few hours working for his aunt. Sometimes 

he would get $9/hour and sometimes up to $20/hour. He was still living at home with his mom at 

this time so it was more about spending money than house/family etc. He felt like he need some 

direction, career to follow, though.  

CI_PS_4 got his LVN license through Capital IDEA. He entered the program looking for a 

career that would offer him some path forward for his life. He thought the training was okay, he 

learned a lot he says and he liked the instructors. The only think he was not particularly happy 

about were the prospects of the jobs he could fill with his LVN.  

CI_PS_4 has had a few different jobs since getting his training at hospital and clinics, but more 

recently as a home health aide. He works for two different agencies that dispatch him to help 

mostly older people in their homes that need care and assistance. He has to drive to different 

homes all the time and on irregular schedules, which he says is hard work. He gets paid about 

$15/hour because he has a decent amount of experience. Since his training he has gotten married 

and had a kid. He still is glad he did the training, but feels like he needs better pay and maybe a 

more stable day-to-day. He talked vaguely about trying to get his RN but is not sure about it.  

CI_PS_5  

CI_PS_5 was a young mother before training. Her husband worked in tech and made enough 

money for the family, but she worked part time doing office work for various non-profits. This 

was partly for extra income and but also just because she wanted work of her own. She was 

working anywhere from 5-25 hours a week for part time work earning $15-20 an hour. She held 
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back her work ambitions when she had two little kids and spent a lot of time at home with them 

before they went into school. She knew she was going to want to have her own career, but she 

put it off for the kids. When they started going to school, she started looking into ways to 

become a nurse and found Capital IDEA.  

CI_PS_5 praised the work that Capital IDEA does. She entered to get an LVN because one of the 

counselors explained very well the pathway she could take from CNA->LVN->RN. This was the 

first step. The instruction itself was good, but maybe a little bit slow. She felt a bit ahead of the 

rest of the class. Still, she thought the teachers were very knowledgeable and helpful. The case 

manager helped her a lot as well. She said that the case manager more as a therapist than 

anything else. They both have children around the same age, so they got to talk about that and it 

was great to have someone to connect to about all of this. At the end of the program, she was 

introduced to employers that hired her right away.  

She was very successful in working the plan that the case manager had helped her to lay out. She 

got a job at a hospital that was kind of far from her at first. However, she chose it because they 

offered to pay for her RN schooling if she worked there a certain amount of time. She worked 

there a couple years and then got her RN. She later moved to a hospital closer to home and 

started receiving regular pay raises. She has since been invited to hire positions managing nurses, 

but has declined them as she likes the work she does now. She now makes a lot more money. 

Though her husband has a good salary, this has allowed the family to move to a better school 

district and enjoy things like vacations and visiting family whenever they want.  

CI_PS_6  

CI_PS_6 was in high school when she first heard about Capital IDEA. She said her family did 

not expect anything from her except to get married and have kids but CI_PS_6 wanted to do 

more. She was homeless and between homes in high school when she heard that the program 

would pay for her schooling. Although she didn’t finish high school, she got her GED shortly 

after. She was working three jobs after high school all at minimum wage at $7-$11 an hour, at 

Bed Bath and Beyond and at the flee market on the weekends. She did not like either of these 

jobs, ranked them at 2/5. She was hoping that the training would set her on the path for better 

paying work.  

She started Capital IDEA training for accounting. She experienced multiple disruptions during 

her program, such as her grandmother getting sick and passing, that made it difficult to finish. 

She had a lot of trouble in particular with the statistics class; she failed it multiple times. To this 

day she is not sure if she finished or not. When she went to one Capital IDEA campus, they told 

her she had graduated and another campus told her she had not. She was particularly thankful for 

the financial help the program provided while she was in it. At one point, they paid her rent for a 

month and paid a car payment. She also said that the interview coaching was particularly helpful 

and that she appreciated that they set her up with interviews.  

Immediately after training she kept one of her minimum wage jobs at Sears but began an 

internship in the area of accounting. With a few bumps along the way, she eventually secured 

full-time employment with the Cybertech Institute where she is a “bursar”, an accounting-based 

position. She is now making about $20/hour and works just one job 40 hours a week. She 

recently received a promotion. She has had two children since the training that she supports. She 
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is also supporting her husband. He had a minimum wage job, but with the price of child care, 

they have decided it would be better for him to stay home and care for the kids. She is happy that 

she is making $20/hour. She said this has allowed her to accumulate a little bit of savings and for 

the family to go in on a time-share that they visit sometimes.   

INTERVIEW CONTENT: GOODWILL 

GW_1_GK 

Friends told GW_1_GK about Goodwill. She was homeless at the time and living on friend’s 

couches. She moved to Austin in 2014 and got attacked on the job in 2015. Because of this 

attack, she could not work because her leg was injured. She was not on disability from work, so 

she became homeless. She participated in the phlebotomy certification, but currently doesn’t 

work in the field. She currently works as a front desk clerk at Foundation Communities and sees 

her kids regularly.  

 

GW_1_GK loved Ms. Terry (main instructor). Ms. Evett wanted the students to succeed and 

wanted them to take the course seriously. She and had a good relationship with her instructors. 

Goodwill taught her “to be a successful no matter where you work, you need to bend and be 

flexible to other people’s personalities and management styles.” She said, “If you truly want to 

get out of current circumstances, you can.” She thinks participating in Goodwill showed her kids 

what work is and taught them that work is important. She said if she didn’t participate in 

Goodwill she “would probably be working at McDonalds or looking for jobs on Indeed or 

Craigslist.” 

GW_1_GK is an example of someone who went from being homeless, to being employed full 

time with their own place and good relationship with kids.  

GW_2_GK  

GW_2_GK has made huge transformations in her life thanks to Goodwill. She was homeless and 

staying off and on in Salvation Army when her friend told her about how she had success with 

Goodwill. Through participation in the CNA certification through Goodwill, GW_2_GK was 

able to secure a job as a CNA in a nursing home. Salvation Army paid her rent for one year. She 

can now work 2 days a week, so she can spend time with her daughter with disabilities. Goodwill 

also helped her connect with resources available for her daughter. They now have at least 2-3 

case workers/therapists coming to help her daughter every week. Goodwill helped her with 

resumes and paid for bus passes, shoes, and uniforms.  

She is thinking about going back to Goodwill for the RN program, and her son is currently in 

Goodwill’s Excel program. GW_2_GK believes Goodwill helped her kids because it helped her 

financially and it’s an option for her kids as well. When speaking about her kids participating in 

Goodwill, she said it “opens doors to take small steps in their goals of going to college because 

they can get a certificate and get paid more while they go to college.” She said Goodwill helped 

her “because now I don’t have to try and figure out how to get food.”  

“Goodwill gave me a change to share with other people. When you go through a program like 

this, it’s your duty to your community to give back. I share with other people and have started 

volunteering a lot,” said GW_2_GK. 
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GW_3_GK  

GW_3_GK is an immigrant who has been in the US for over 20 years. Before training, he was 

working in the healthcare industry as a University Health System Manager making $29/hour. 

Due to racism in the workplace, he was fired. He had an education in this field from his home 

country but it didn’t transfer to the US. GW_3_GK trained through Goodwill in the Health 

Informatics and Health Information Management. He is currently unemployed and looking for 

work. He would not recommend this program because it is too difficult to get a job with just 

education, and employers are looking for certifications.  

GW_4_GK  

Graduate entered the CDL program through Goodwill after being released from prison. He didn’t 

know how to get his life back together, but he heard about Goodwill and thought it would help 

him with employment. Unfortunately, the terms of his deferred judication mean that his charges 

look like an open case, so driving companies won’t hire for the 2-year duration of his JV. The 

probation department won’t let him travel to other states, which the driving company requires. 

Since he couldn’t enter the field he was trained in, he is currently working part time at a furniture 

shop and living off of his social security.  

“I can’t thank them enough for giving me a chance. Training and peripheral support is great. 

Goodwill does everything but hire them.”  

 

INTERVIEW CONTENT: SKILLPOINT ALLIANCE  

SPA001  

Before training SPA001 was living off of disability and having trouble making ends meet. She 

describes life as crazy and chaotic. She was struggling with several health issues and was told 

she had a learning disability, which made everything extremely hard. She had previously worked 

in accounting, retail and business operations, but had been out of work for 6 months due to her 

health problems.  

SPA001 participated in Skillpoint Alliance’s training program to become a certified electrical 

apprentice. When she entered the program, she had no idea what to expect, but the teachers 

really took their time and taught in a diverse way that corresponded to differing learning styles. 

She is very happy with her choice and aspires to continue her education and become an electrical 

engineer one day. She spoke passionately about alternative energy sources and her own ideas for 

reconfiguring the electrical grid in Austin. Training exceeded her expectations. Upon completion 

she elected to work in a union electrical job after being head-hunted by a couple dozen 

companies. She ascribes herself as highly hirable to the fact that she is a woman trained in the 

electrical field which is male dominated.   

SPA001 rates her job satisfaction as a 5 on a scale on 1-5. She appreciates having union 

protection and working in a field where she is able to use her head and her hands. She is very 

confident in her ability to grow in her chosen field, expressing her desire to work her way up to 

achieving her journeyman license and also earning her master’s degree in electrical engineering. 
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She currently works all over the city at different job sites. The place site she is located at now is 

about 20 minutes from her house.  

Outside of the formal training SPA001 received at Skillpoint, she appreciates the networking and 

motivation to propel through difficult circumstances. She expressed that introductions within the 

union, independent electrical factions, and an explanation of the differences between the two 

were the most helpful non-technical components to helping her secure a job.  

SPA001 says she would and does recommend Skillpoint Alliance to people all the time. She 

says, “It is a great way to get your foot in the door.” She is always telling people that Skillpoint 

offer a path to excel at a job and make more money. Before Training, when SPA001 could work, 

she was making $8.50 per hour and working about 20 hours per week. Now, she is making 

$15.15 per hour and working 40 hours per week with the opportunity for overtime depending on 

the project. She went on to say that the $15.15 per hour she is making is only 55% of the wage 

she will be making once she is a journeyman.  

Since completing training SPA001 expressed that she more time to spend with family due to a 

better ability to manage her work life balance. She has been eating healthier and experiencing 

much less stress. She describes life before training as a pit of despair but says now everything is 

“hakuna matata.” 

When asked where she would be if it wasn’t for Skillpoint alliance, SKPA001 said she would 

likely be living with her parents or homeless. She was suffering from panic attacks and severe 

anxiety before Skillpoint. When she was able to get into a place where she was able to learn, 

work, and enjoy what she was doing, the panic attacks and anxiety practically disappeared. 

SPA001 said that without Skillpoint she would not have known where to turn. Other programs 

she found were for former felons, mom, or immigrants (which she would not qualify for). She 

made too much on disability to qualify for SNAP, but disability was not enough to cover her 

basic needs. She ended her interview stating, “Without companies like Skillpoint Alliance people 

wouldn’t be able to make choices to change their lives. We had to work for it. It wasn’t handed 

to us.”  

SPA/CI_1_PS  

SPA/CI_1_PS is a 25-34 year old immigrant from Afghanistan. He came to Austin in 2014 with 

his wife and now has two small children. The family relies on an array of public assistance 

programs: the whole family is on Medicaid, SNAP, WIC, and they get some sort of housing 

subsidy. The respondent was working as a security guard when he heard about Capital IDEA 

through a friend. With the help of an ACC advisor and some people at Texas Workforce 

Solutions, he was able to apply and be accepted to Capital IDEA’S program for training nurses. 

This is a three-year program. He praises the program particularly for paying for his tuition, 

books, and other necessities for his studies that he would not be able to afford without their help.  

He continually pointed to the financial support as the most important part of the program for 

him.  

While going through the Capital Idea program, a case worker he had at Capital IDEA 

recommended he take a 5-week course with SkillPoint Alliance that would help him pass a test 
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to become a Certified Nurse’s Aide (CNA). This is the lowest certification one can get in within 

the nursing field but gaining the certification would allow him to start working in a hospital as he 

continued to pursue a higher credential through his studies at Capital IDEA.  

He praises the Skillpoint Alliance program in particular for having a well-organized orientation 

at the start of the program and for the help it provided in pushing him into employment at the 

end. He noted, in particular, support he received in writing resumes and with interview skills. He 

also said that, at their graduation Skillpoint Alliance had employers present and ready. He was 

hired quite quickly. He said that he thinks that everyone he started with completed the program. 

He now works a few hours a week at Brokedale Hospital using his CNA license and continues to 

work some hours as a security guard. At the same time, he is continuing his studies with Capital 

Idea to get an ADA license (equivalent, he says, to an RN) so that he can get a better job. 

Currently, he is getting $15/hour as a CAN, but thinks this will increase to something like $22-

25/hour once he completes his studies at Capital IDEA.  

He said he has not yet experienced many changes in quality of life as he is still working on his 

Capital IDEA training. In response to the question regarding how much he would be willing to 

pay for more quality time/better mental health etc., he said he would like to have a lot more 

money: “I wish I had a million dollars.” But generally said he was fairly satisfied with where he 

and his family were at now. He put his stress level at 2.  

SPA_1_GK  

SPA_1_GK participated in Skillpoint because his wife had graduated from Skillpoint with CNA 

certification and recommended it. SPA_1_GK was unemployed for about 1 year before training. 

He received certification in electrical work and gained knowledge of outlets. Now, SPA_1_GK 

wants to go back and learn AC. After completing training, he applied to a couple jobs in the 

electrical field, but didn’t get a job. He was offered a job working for a car reposition company a 

couple weeks after graduation and took the job, and he still works there today. He recommends 

Skillpoint because he knows he has an education to fall back on, even if he isn’t using it today. 

He thought it was important to show his kids this work ethic as well. Before training he was 

making $600/week and now he makes $1000/week.  

SPA_1_GK has 4 daughters and now has more money to do things with them. He wrecked his 

car a couple weeks ago. If his wife wasn’t working full time and have full coverage of her car, it 

could have been detrimental to them financially. Since she went to Skillpoint, and now has a 

fulltime job, SPA_1_GK thinks that Skillpoint still has a positive impact on him and his family. 

Since he lives in public housing, he sees lots of kids without parent supervision or drive to go 

somewhere in their life. Thus, he thinks Skillpoint would be beneficial for many of the people in 

his community 

After training, SPA_1_GK feels he has the same amount of time to spend with friends and 

family. He works 9-6 weekdays and has nights and weekends to spend time with them.  

SPA_1_GK doesn’t know if he could have accessed another program like Skillpoint. He heard 

about Skillpoint through his public housing apartment. If he didn’t participate in the program, 

SPA_1_GK wouldn’t have been able to get the job he has now. He says he probably would have 
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had another job he wouldn’t have been happy and opportunities would continue to pass him up. 

SPA_1_GK doesn’t think that Skillpoint still has an impact on his life  

Before training, he spent $100/week on family activities, and now he spends $250/week. His 

wife has been in charge of helping kids with homework before and after.  

SPA_1_GK says there is crime in his neighborhood and he would spend all his money to move 

out. There are kids fighting a lot and filming it. He would spend $1000 to move, and his family is 

already trying to move. SPA_1_GK was involved in the criminal justice system in his youth, but 

went to TYC and it straightened him out, and he hasn’t been in trouble with the law since.  

Before training, SPA_1_GK spent $30 weekly on health insurance, and now he doesn’t have 

health insurance. He exercises 0 times a week, which was before and after training. Now he only 

eats breakfast and dinner instead of 3 meals a day like he did before training. Before training, his 

stress levels were a 2/5, and now it reduced to 1/5. SPA_1_GK would need $100 additional 

money/month to improve his physical health, and $0 a month for his mental health.  

SPA_1_PS  

SPA_1_PS is a 57-year-old white male. Before training, he was doing mostly unskilled day 

labor, mostly working in and around construction. He worked for day labor companies such as 

People Ready (formerly Labor Ready) and Pay Center Personnel. He describes these as “catch-

me-as-you-can” jobs because they are never guaranteed. Employees show up in the morning 

when they want to work and they may or may not dispatch the employees out to a work site. He 

was making between $7.75-$9 an hour doing this work. He said of the competition in this low-

wage labor market: “They pay $7.75. If you don’t want it, you just step aside and someone else 

will take it.”  

He was at Texas Workforce Solutions in 2014 looking at Youtube videos about drillbits on their 

free computers when a worker there recommended the machinery program at Skillpoint Alliance 

to him. He decided to take the program because he wanted a “portable skill” that would make 

him available for more jobs. He thought the class was very good, particularly because the teacher 

was very knowledgeable about manufacturing. The teacher told them that, unfortunately, there 

are not many good-paying manufacturing jobs in the immediate area. If they want good-paying 

manufacturing jobs, they would probably need to go to Houston. The respondent corroborated 

this story, citing a casting company in South Austin that he knows of that pays very poorly. The 

teacher also warned them not to work at a couple of particular factories because they were poorly 

paid or had bad conditions. He also said that he learned that “If you want to stay in Austin, you 

need skills for the jobs that are here.”  

Partway through the program, the respondent was forced to drop out of the class because he 

didn’t have enough money to sustain himself and had to go back to doing day labor. He said that, 

because he was the last person keeping the course above its required minimum of participants, 

that the entire class was canceled when he informed Skillpoint he could no longer continue.  

His work life has not changed much since the training. He continues to do day labor for menial 

pay and still rents a room by the day or by the week. He describes his housing complex being full 

of drug addicts and quite dangerous. He works alongside these same drug addicts for the day 
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labor agencies, he says. He continues to work somewhere between 40-50 hours per week doing 

day labor. He does not have health care of any sort. He was on SNAP for two years in the past 

but had his benefits revoked because he did not turn in the right paperwork. He is also drawing a 

very modest monthly pension from some years he worked at HEB more than a decade ago. He 

wants to continue his education and is planning on taking a beginning math course at ACC.  

SPA_2_GK  

SPA_2_GK participated in the job-training program, because she saw a flyer in the Goodwill 

office. Having just moved her from Mexico, she thought it would be a good idea. In Mexico, she 

was self-employed as an attorney and she had her own office. Now SPA_2_GK works as a CNA 

at a nursing home. Her work is different now because now she works for someone else in a 

nursing home and has to do things like bathing clients. SPA_2_GK loved Skillpoint and learned 

a lot in a short time. The staff helped her a lot, especially since English is her second language. 

SPA_2_GK felt Skillpoint exceeded her expectations and gave her first opportunity for work. 

SPA_2_GK worked as a CNA at a nursing home and is highly satisfied with work, but there are 

too many residents for the staff. SPA_2_GK doesn’t feel like there are opportunities for her to 

advance as a CNA. Her body got tired working, so she went back to school and got trained in 

Med Aid. She now makes $1 more an hour and makes $14/hour. In Mexico, she was not making 

as much money. At the Skillpoint training, three different companies came to recruit students. 

She now works at a nursing home that came to recruit. Some things SPA_2_GK enjoyed about 

the training program was really getting to know the teachers. SPA_2_GK would recommend 

Skillpoint.  

SPA_2_GK doesn’t have children in her household. She feels she does have more time to spend 

with her friends and family and to do things she enjoys outside of work.  

SPA_2_GK thinks she would be cleaning houses or working in a convenience store if she didn’t 

participate in Skillpoint, but she says she doesn’t think Skillpoint still has an impact on her life.  

SPA_2_GK was never involved in the justice system prior to training, SPA_2_GK didn’t pay for 

health insurance prior to work training program and now it is $100 per paycheck. SPA_2_GK 

spent 5 hours exercising a week before and after training. Her eating habits have changed since 

moving to America, but she doesn’t contribute it to the training. Her stress level before training 

was a 5/5 and now it’s a 3/5. Now, she spends less time on self–care things, like getting her hair 

done than she did in Mexico. SPA_2_GK said she would need $0 additional money per month to 

improve mental health and she doesn’t know how much for physical health. SPA_2_GK thinks 

there should be more promotion so people can know about these things.  

SPA_3_GK  

SPA_3_GK participated in Skillpoint training for the CNA certification in 6/17. Before training, 

he was working as a technician at the state hospital. SPA_3_GJK wanted to improve his financial 

situation and wanted a foot into a career path. He applied to Capital IDEA and they said he made 

too much money at $12/hour. He was barely making it by, but never experienced homelessness. 

 Skilpoint exceeded his expectations and feels like he chose the correct program and he now has 

more job opportunities. Now, SPA_3_GK is highly satisfied (5/5) with his current job as a PSA 

at Seaton Hospital. He is in the float pool, so he works where help is needed. Other things that he 
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liked about Skillpoint was that they provided him bus passes and gas money during training. He 

can go back and train in another career if he wants, and he really enjoyed the managers that 

worked there during his training. Now, SPA_3_GK makes $18/hour. One downside to Skillpoint 

was that it was so much work in a condensed time. Thus, he wasn’t able to keep his other job. 

SPA_3_GK doesn’t have any children. He feels he has more free time to make career moves in 

his free time. SPA_3_GK doesn’t think he could have accessed another program like Skillpoint 

because he did apply for Capital IDEA. They said he made too much money and he applied to 

Goodwill training program too, but they said he would have to pay a fee to attend. SPA_3_GK 

enjoyed Skillpoint and still thinks it has an impact on his life. He wasn’t able to answer how 

much he would be willing to pay for reduced crime in his neighborhood because willing and able 

are different, but he still feels that where he lives now is safer than where he grew up. 

SPA_3_GK wasn’t involved in the justice system before or after training. SPA_3_GK worked 

for the state and had free health insurance, now he pays $40 every 2 weeks. Before training, he 

spent 3 hours a week exercising, and now he spends 6 hours a week. He now has more money to 

spend on healthier food, instead of eating cheap ramen noodles all the time. Stress levels before 

training and after are the same at a 4/5. Before training, SPA_3_GK spent 3 hours on self-care, 

and now he spends 12 hours a week. He would need $0 to improve his physical health, and $120 

additional money a month to improve his mental health.  

SPA_3_PS  

SPA_3_PS was working in daycare before undergoing training with Skillpoint Alliance to 

become a Certified Nurse’s Assistant (CNA). As a childcare worker, she was earning minimum 

wage which was, at the time, somewhere around $7.25/hour. She was working about forty hours 

a week because she also needed to care for her own two children. She was able to have health 

care during this time through her parents; her father was military. She learned about the program 

from a flyer she saw at the Workforce Solutions office and was already familiar with CNA work 

because her sister was a CNA. She spoke very highly of the CNA certification program for a few 

reasons. First, she said the cohort that she went through the program became quite close. They 

would share rides and she still stay in touch with some of the group. Second, her teacher was 

excellent. Not only did the instructor give them the information they needed to pass the test, she 

also gave tips on patient care (e.g. how to deal with difficult patients, or patients’ families) that 

she still uses today. She was also happy that the program provided a few items that would be 

expensive to purchase on one’s own: stethoscope, scrubs etc. In addition, she was happy with the 

resume and interview guidance she received at the end of the program. She said she still uses the 

cover letter templates that they gave her.  

She is now working at Baylor Scott and White Hospital in Temple as a medical assistant. She 

started as a CNA and was able to bump up her certification while working there. She enjoys the 

work and feels like she is needed. She is the only medical assistant in the clinic available to do 

various tasks. She now makes $12/hour but expects to get a raise relatively soon. She also hopes 

that her work will eventually pay for her to get her RN. She is still working about 40 hours a 

week. The training and new job have had a few impacts on her children. First, she felt her going 

through training was a good example for her nine-year-old daughter who, she reports, is now 

taking school a bit more seriously and says she wants to go into nursing like her mom. The 

increased earnings have also allowed her to do more activities with the kids, like taking them to 
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the movies or to the trampoline park. She still could use a good amount more money, $200 per 

paycheck, to do the kinds of things she wants to with the kids. She is not totally satisfied. She 

says the insurance she now has through work is terrible and, with some health problems she has, 

she ends up paying some $200 a month out of pocket for doctor’s visits. She would need to earn 

more or have better insurance coverage to feel healthy.  

SPA_4_GK  

SPA_4_GK participated in the pipefitting and plumbing training through Skillpoint Alliance in 

9/2017. Before training, SPA_4_GK was homeless due to leaving an abusive relationship. 

Previously, SPA_4_GK has stayed at Salvation Army and Safe Place. She was pregnant living in 

her car and was unemployed for about a year before being accepted to Skillpoint. SPA_4_GK 

chose pipefitting and plumbing because she wanted to show that a woman could work in this 

field and wanted more of a career path. Before being unemployed, she was working in 

warehouses and temp jobs and didn’t like it very much. Skillpoint exceeded her expectations and 

she thinks she has more access to job opportunities. SPA_4_GK is planning on going back 

through Skillpoint to learn HVAC. SPA_4_GK always recommends Skillpoint because she feels 

everyone at Skillpoint went above and beyond to help her succeed. They provided hotels for her 

to stay in, bus passes, food, and other assistance. Now, she has a full-time job and got custody 

back of her four children.  

Currently, SPA_4_GK works for Copera as an apprentice, which is the field she worked in. 

During Skillpoint, Copera offered SPA_4_GK a job after her baby was born. She travels from 

Kileen by car for 1.5 to 1.75 hours to her job site for work. In the job, she is learning patience 

and to be a good learner. The certification and the program were what SPA_4_GK found most 

beneficial in securing a job. She knows many people that are looking for a career path, and she 

recommends Skillpoint because it’s something different. Before Skillpoint, SPA_4_GK was 

unemployed, and now she makes $15/hour.  

SPA_4_GK has five children. Before Skillpoint, she did not have custody of her first four 

children, and was pregnant with her fifth. Now, she has custody of all five children, and is 

responsible for taking them to other activities but not to school (they take the bus). Now, she is 

able to do more with her kids. She doesn’t get to see them in the mornings because of her job 

hours, and only gets to see them at night.  

S PA_4_GK believes she has more time to spend with her friends and family. She has the 

weekends off and gets off work at four. After she gets home from work, she considers it free 

time. After 4pm and the weekends are when she does things she enjoys outside of work  

SPA_4_GK doesn’t think she could have accessed a service like this if Skillpoint didn’t exist. If 

she didn’t participate in the program she would still be homeless sleeping in her car, without 

custody of her children. SPA_4_GK believes Skillpoint has had a great impact on her life.  

Before training, SPA_4_GK spent $0/week on family activities, and now she spends $150/week. 

Before training, she didn’t have custody of her kids, and now she has custody and feels able to 

do homework with them. She couldn’t answer how much she is willing to pay for more quality 

time with friends and/or family because willing and able are different. The question doesn’t 
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specify if that means if she was able. SPA_4_GK would like to spend as much time with her 

family as possible.  

Crime isn’t an issue where SPA_4_GK lives because she lives on Kileen army base. SPA_4_GK 

wasn’t involved in criminal justice system before or after training.  

Before training, SPA_4_GK had Medicaid. Her job now pays for her health insurance. Before 

training, she spent zero time exercising, and now her job is physical in nature so she exercises 

everyday. Before training SPA_4_GK ate three meals a day, but now she only has time for two. 

Her stress level before training was a 5/5, and now it is a 2/5. Before training, she didn’t spend 

time on self-care, and now she spends 7 hours a week. SPA_4_GK believes she needs $200 

additional money to improve her physical health, and $400 a month to improve her mental health 

and see a therapist and psychiatrist.  

 “I owe them my life.” Skillpoint provided bus passes, books, and funds to stay in hotel for 

weeks.  

SPA_4_PS  

SPA_4_PS got an electrical training certificate from Skillpoint Alliance in 2015, graduating in 

December of 2015. He started the program when he was 18 and it was recommended to him by 

his father, who went through a training for carpentry 20 years ago. He knew he wanted to go into 

electrical work and expected the program would provide him a “foot in the door” by giving him 

enough experience and training to be hired by an electrical contractor. The program met these 

expectations. Before training, he was living with his father and doing some work as a private 

contractor in construction and occasionally working minimum wage jobs in fast food. He was 

making about $9/hour on average, he says. The program gave him the skills he needed to get 

started in this business. He particularly cited that the teacher taught him how to do a technique 

called “circuit bending” that allowed him, once he was hired, to earn $2 more an hour than other 

people because he was the only one who could do it. He found work with a contractor shortly 

after finishing the program. Although the program brought employers to the school to introduce 

students to them, he ended up finding his job on his own.  

After a few months he was able to gain the experience to get into a union apprenticeship 

program. This program leads him towards ultimately becoming certified as a full journeyman 

and includes a combination of classroom time and work on the job. He ranks his satisfaction as a 

4/5, saying that the pay is very good but the physical nature of the work can sometimes be 

difficult as you have to work with your body in any condition. He is currently making 

$19.26/hour and works 40 hours a week with some occasional overtime. He would like to move 

out to a better neighborhood and buy his own house (he still lives with this dad) but he would 

need to be making at least $22/hour, “bare minimum” to think about being able to pay a 

mortgage. He thinks he will be able to do this as he continues in his apprenticeship.  

SPA_5_GK  

SPA_5_GK worked in a manufacturing plant for 22 years, using a microscope to rework parts. 

She wanted to learn how to take care of her aging and sick parents, as her dad had just had a 

heart attack. She went to Skillpoint for CNA training and graduated in November 2016. During 

this time, she noticed tremors, but people told her she was shaking because of stress. Turns out, 
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she was having tremors because she has Parkinson’s disease, and was diagnosed in 2017. 

SPA_5_GK believes that she might have gotten this disease from the fumes she was exposed to 

in the manufacturing plant. She had MAP health insurance through Travis County, and therefore 

wasn’t able to see a neurologist for one year. During this time without medicine, her disease 

progressed rapidly. Now, SPA_5_GK is on disability and is unable to work. SPA_5_GK has 

tremors in her hands and body. She struggles with everyday activities, and lives with her aging 

parents who don’t believe her illness and exhaustion are real. They view her as lazy. It has been 

difficult for SPA_5_GK to deal with this and also accept her illness and the way her life looks 

now.  

SPA_6_GK  

SPA_6_GK was incarcerated in prison for 12 years. As part of his eligibility for parole, he 

needed to complete a job training program. In prison, SPA_6_GK completed NCCER. This 

training didn’t really do him any good because his parole officer wouldn’t allow him to do 

electrical work around the city because he was on house arrest. After release from prison, he did 

Skillpoint training for electrical certification. Skillpoint helped him get his records for the prison 

training. He said “Hell yeah Skillpoint helped me, now I have two trades under my belt”. He then 

went to further schooling for electricity and was an apprentice at IEC (Independent Electrical 

Contractors). However, he found that he can’t get paid enough doing electrical work to get by. 

He thinks the apprenticeship salary should go up. Before prison, he was trained in cement and 

concrete work, so he went back to doing this. He was employed off and on with temporary work 

in this field. Recently, he got hired to work a full-time job in the concrete business, working for 

Chinos Concrete getting paid between $16-$17/day. Skillpoint slowed the pace down to help him 

understand the curriculum. The teachers had a relationship with the Union and the independent 

contractors. They taught the students about the tensions between these two groups and the 

strengths and weaknesses of both. Then, the students decide which route to take. Speakers from 

both sides came to talk and it helped him decide.  

SPA_KC_1  

SPA_KC_1 was not employed before the training. Life was very difficult, as she had no prior 

employment experience, and was living off of a disability check. She was interested in the skills 

taught and the experience to be gained from the program. She lived alone with no children.  

SPA_KC_1 decided to pursue a CNA from Skillpoint Alliance. She felt that there was a lot of 

classroom lecture, with not enough hands on training in the field. She felt the best part of the 

program was working in the nursing home with residents using the skills learned in class. She 

also could have used more support and follow up from tutors, counselors, and other staff. 

SPA_KC_1 felt that because she did not have work experience before the program, that she did 

not have the resume to get a job after. She feels she does not have access to employment.  

SPA_KC_1 is unemployed.  

SPA_KC_1 reports a similar lifestyle before and after training. She remains single with children, 

lives alone renting an apartment, and is not working. She declined to answer the other questions.  

SPA_KC_2  
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SPA_KC_2 was not employed before the training. She had recently immigrated to the U.S. She 

was at home, not working, with one child still in the house. She was a licensed physician in her 

home country. She found it hard to find work because she did not have any required 

certifications. She had a lot of experience and was older than most of the participants.  

SPA_KC_2 decided to pursue a CNA from Skillpoint Alliance. She felt that there was a lot of 

classroom lecture, with not enough hands on training in the field. She noted that the tutor needed 

more support and seemed to be overwhelmed. There was only one tutor, so she felt the class 

needed more frequent help. She was able to access job opportunities because of her certification. 

She enjoyed the hands-on work, such as taking blood pressure. She valued the time that was 

spent away from traditional lecture formats in class. She would recommend the program because 

of the friendly staff at Skillpoint, the short course time, and the free value. She did not think the 

“outsourced teacher and tutor” were positive parts of the program.  

SPA_KC_2 is working from home as a health care consultant with a non-profit. She doesn’t feel 

she can advance due to her older age of over 50. She likes her job and is making around $45,000 

per year. She was not placed at the job.  

SPA_KC_2 reports a better lifestyle. She is working full-time and at her own pace for a decent 

salary. Her children are all grown and out of the house. Her husband is working as an engineer 

and they own their home in Cedar Park. She has more free time to spend with family, exercise, 

or have hobbies.  

SPA_KC_3 

SPA_KC_3 was working 20 hours per week at only $10 per hour in a restaurant after she and her 

husband split up, leaving her in custody of her two children, aged 6 and 8. She found Skillpoint 

Alliance through research online, and also considered Capital IDEA, but picked Skillpoint for 

the brevity. She expected to enroll in an IT course, but it did not fit her work/mom schedule. 

Thus, she chose instead to pursue a CNA in November of 2015. She was an immigrant from Asia 

and had no higher education.  

She enjoyed Skillpoint Alliance a lot and had a very positive experience. She mentioned how the 

staff was always helpful and professional. She felt they did a great job at preparing her for the 

training, helped her during training, and were very supportive throughout the entire process. The 

curriculum was interesting and she found it helpful, in particular, hands-on training and nursing 

home visits. She also valued the professional development lessons and skills that were to be 

applied at home outside the workplace.  

Nursing/health care however was not her desired passion. Although she completed her CNA 

certification, she found a job at a tech company called BC Forward working as a contracted 

Content Analyst for Facebook. She now makes over $16 an hour working full time at 40 hours 

per week with health insurance and paid time off. She is much happier and less stressed than 

before. She recommends Skillpoint Alliance to everyone who is looking for a similar program. 

She said she talks about it all the time and always makes referrals.  

SPA_KC_4 
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SPA_KC_4 is a 25-year-old mother of two who is currently not employed. This i by choice to 

take care of her kids full time after her mother was no longer able to help. She will begin looking 

for work soon. She went through the program twice, once in 2014 and again in 2017 when her 

CNA expired.  

Before training, she was trying to work her way through nursing classes at ACC but was 

unemployed and could no longer afford it. Her friend mentioned Skillpoint Alliance to her and 

referred her to the CNA certification program. She wanted to do it because it was so short and 

free of charge. She just had her first baby and needed to find work. She wanted to be a nurse.  

She liked the training because of the hands-on curriculum, the helpful staff and friendly 

classmates. She felt the curriculum gave her the training she needed. She enjoyed working in the 

nursing homes. SPA_KC_4 felt the first time she went through the program, the only negative 

thing about the experience was a lack of help in the job finding process. She was not placed at a 

job. The second time she noted that this was a problem that had been fixed, and she was placed 

at a job.  

She worked in health care for a year until recently, as she has taken her kids full time. She is 

currently receiving Medicaid, Healthy Texas Women, CHIP and Section 8 housing. She feels she 

has plenty of time to spend with her children now, and when she was working because the CNA 

qualification gave her the opportunity to have a choice in jobs that provide flexible schedules.  

Her stress level before entering training was very high. However, her current stress level is much 

lower as she has confidence that she will be employed again soon. She refers everyone she talks 

to who is interested in nursing to Skillpoint. SPA_KC_4 really valued her experience with the 

training program and feels it gave her access to employment. The quality of life for both her and 

her children is now higher thanks to Skillpoint.  

SPA_LB_1  

SPA_LB_1 is a 43 year old Black male. Before training, SPA_LB_1 returned to the United 

States from being a Navy Seal and student in Japan. He was receiving $18,000 a year from his 

Navy retirement before having completed the program. Before his training, SPA_LB_1 was 

receiving SNAP, WIC, Earned income tax credit, and retirement income. Now, SPA_LB_1 is 

receiving earned income tax credit, VA disability benefits, and SPA_LB_1 retirement benefits. 

While SPA_LB_1’s current income is $86,160. According to him, his money spending and time 

with his children did not change with the training. He currently works within the department of 

health and human services. SPA_LB_1 has high job satisfaction (⅘) and has a low stress level 

(⅖)  

The reason that SPA_LB_1 participated in the job training was that it was required for the 

nursing program he wanted to apply to. The training that SPA_LB_1 participated in was CNA. 

Overall, SPA_LB_1 found the program helpful. However, he ended up not needing the received 

certification for the jobs he pursued in the future. For SPA_LB_1, the program was a chance to 

reconnect with the working world, and with people outside of the Navy. However, without 

Skillpoint Alliance, SPA_LB_1 believes he would have been able to find another workforce 

program, because he was actively looking for them. He would recommend job training to others 

because he saw the way it helped those around him who did not have access to higher education, 
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access jobs. SPA_LB_1 believes that Skillpoint Alliance is a great way for service members to 

reintegrate into the workforce.  

SPA_LB_1’s experience with Skillpoint Alliance was more philosophical than a last chance, as 

he saw it being for lots of participants around him. He thinks that having more workforce 

programs will help in destigmatizing life tracts that do not include higher education, in his work 

“noble and needed work.”  

SPA_LB_1’s main complaint of the program was that it had one facilitator who identified 

himself as a life coach to the participants. Many of the members saw the life coach position as 

unnecessary. The clients said that they needed a facilitator to tell them where to be when and 

guide them, not a life coach.  

SPA_LF_1  

SPA_LF_1 had already been working in the nursing field prior to her training with Skillpoint. 

She felt stuck in a position that did not offer her upward mobility. Without having a certification 

for being a Nursing Assistant, she earned a rate of $10-11/per hour that did not provide benefits 

or the opportunity for higher pay. She described the struggle to make ends meet with basic 

necessities for her family of 8, and felt that getting a certification for nursing could open her 

career to more possibilities.  

SPA_LF_1 really wanted to push that she knew how to do the job, but needed the certification in 

order to move up in the nursing field. Not only did she want an advancement in her career, but 

she wanted to provide more opportunity for her family. She expressed “when you’re not 

financially stable, you are very limited” in reference to the extracurricular activities that her kids 

were missing out on in their schools. She describes looking for other certification programs in 

Travis County, and saw that Skillpoint Alliance was the only one offered for free.  

Training with Skillpoint taught SPA_LF_1 much more than what she expected. She learned the 

general need for respecting others in any capacity, not just towards future clients. She feels she 

benefitted as a person, aside from her career. She did not expect training to go beyond “how to 

be a caregiver 101.” SPA_LF_1 expressed that her teachers really showed the desire to help 

students, and that they didn’t treat their position as “just a job.” She said her classmates offered 

diversity, where she wouldn’t have met these people before if she had not completed the job 

training program. She even saw many of her classmates were inspired to further their education 

past the certification course.  

SPA_LF_1 is very passionate about her place of employment. Since she originally started in 

November of 2015, she has had 3 promotions and is currently in a leadership role for her team. 

She makes $16.50 an hour working 40 hours per week. She has paid leave, a retirement plan, and 

insurance for her family. Her job is 30 minutes away, but she expressed having more time to 

spend with her family in this job compared to her previous position, since she does not feel the 

need to pick up extra shifts.  

SPA_LF_1 reported a decrease in stress due to having stability with her current employment. 

Her and her husband are able to take their 6 children out on the weekends, vs. every other 

weekend before training. She estimates regularly spending $100-$200 on activities such as 
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dinners and movies. Her children are now active participants in their school by being able to 

participate in activities like sports and band. SPA_LF_1 feels that her training showed that she is 

always looking to grow from opportunities. She feels content in her life at this time, but stated “if 

there is something that’s going to help me better myself where I can also spend time with my 

children, then whatever I have to do, I will do it.”  

Training for SPA_LF_1 caused a ripple effect in her life. Although she was able to work and did 

have experience in the field prior to training, she was more stressed and had less time to spend 

with her family. Now that SPA_LF_1 has higher pay and insurance, she can provide more 

opportunities for herself and her family to pursue what they are interested in. She is very grateful 

for the experience, and recommends it to anyone who has the motivation to better their 

circumstances.  

SPA_LF_2  

SPA_LF_2 has been unemployed for 3 years and worked as a waitress before she was pregnant 

with her second son. Once she had her son, she became a stay-at-home mom while her husband 

worked full-time. She had an interest in helping people and always admired hospitals, but had no 

previous training and only had a high school degree. Her husband recommended taking a few 

classes before finding a career that aligned with her interests. SPA_LF_2 first looked into 

courses at ACC, but could not afford classes. She had a friend that worked in the nursing field, 

and he recommended SPA_LF_2 to look into Skillpoint Alliance.  

SPA_LF_2 completed two programs with Skillpoint Alliance. She first started with the 

Computer Proficiency program and felt that training exceeded her expectations. In additional to 

technical skills, she also learned how to prepare for interviews, as well as how to look for a job. 

She described teachers helping her find “not just any job, but the job you want.”  

After completing the computer proficiency training in March of 2015, she entered into the CNA 

program that July. SPA_LF_2 was overwhelmed by the support from teachers, her peers, and 

especially patients that volunteered to help with the class. She voiced that out of 30 students, 29 

of them made it through the training. Teachers provided more support than she expected, and due 

to that, expresses profound gratitude towards the program. She continues to recommend 

Skillpoint Alliance to anyone interested in the same field as her.  

SPA_LF_2 has been employed at her current job at a hospital for the last 5 months. She had 

several other jobs within the field of healthcare after graduating from the program, but feels most 

passionate about working as a Patient Care Technician at the hospital. Her current job offers her 

a flexible schedule, where she works an average of 36 hours a week but can always work 

overtime. Her schedule is mostly working nights from 7pm-7am, and feels it provides her with a 

lot of free time to spend with family and friends. SPA_LF_2 is able to use the day to make 

dinner when her family gets home, as well as take the kids to doctor’s appointments and attend 

meetings with teachers at their school. She makes $13.75/hour and has health insurance, which 

she did not have prior to Skillpoint. SPA_LF_2 expressed the desire to start nursing school, and 

was excited to say that her employer offers tuition reimbursement. However, due to her 

immigration status she is unable to move forward with furthering her education at this time.  
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SPA_LF_2 reports income stability and low stress in her current job. Her family is now 

supported by two sources of income, and that has allowed them to spend more time going out to 

dinners, movies, and road trips on weekends she doesn’t work. SPA_LF_2 feels her motivation 

for exercise and self-care has changed since training once she began working in the hospital 

setting. She reports having patients that suffer from diabetes and high-blood pressure, and is 

aware of the importance of taking care of herself and her family. SPA_LF_2 is proud of herself 

for going through training and already sees an impact with her oldest son, as he also wants to 

work in a hospital when he grows up. Not only does she have more career opportunities with her 

CNA and being bilingual, she can afford more for her family and is a role model for her children. 

Ending the interview, she said “Skillpoint Alliance changed my life.”  

SPA_LF_3  

SPA_LF_3 already had experience in the maintenance field, but was laid off from his previous 

job due to the employer not providing stable work. His previous job caused him a good deal of 

stress that impacted his blood pressure levels as a result of working 12 hour days. He was 

interested in the technical certification program at ACC since TWC was willing to pay for the 

training due to being laid off, but that process would have been too time consuming.  

SPA_LF_3 decided to get a certification to be a machinist from Skillpoint Alliance. It was an 

introductory course and SPA_LF_3 stated that he “learned something new, but it was not 

necessarily what he wanted to learn.” The program met his expectations as far as getting the 

certification and OSHA training, but he didn’t expect to continue using Skillpoint Alliance as a 

resource after he graduated. To this day, SPA_LF_3 says he can reach out to his trainer and ask 

him specific questions even though he completed the program over 4 years ago. He also valued 

Skillpoint Alliance’s methodology for approaching certain tasks in ways he did not know prior to 

training.  

SPA_LF_3 only criticism was that he wished Skillpoint Alliance offered an introductory course 

in equipment maintenance. He believes it would have been more useful for his current 

employment and in the industry as a whole. He would like to go back to Skillpoint for other 

trainings that may be available in the future. SPA_LF_3 recommends training to other people in 

a similar position in order to increase their knowledge base and become more marketable in the 

field.  

SPA_LF_3 is still working with the same employer he was placed at after graduating from the 

program. He is satisfied with his job, and expects to be promoted in the next year. Longevity for 

the company is positive, as they are acquiring other businesses in Austin, which gives 

SPA_LF_3 the hope for stability. SPA_LF_3 makes approximately $55,000 a year, compared to 

his previous job where he made $45,000 a year. He also has insurance unlike before the program.  

SPA_LF_3 reports a similar lifestyle before and after training. He reported having the same 

expenditures for weekend activities for dinners, but “you can enjoy it more with stable income.”  

Stress levels for SPA_LF_3 have significantly decreased due to income stability and manageable 

hours for work, which has also improved his health. SPA_LF_3’s work hours are 7am-3:30pm. 

He is the first one home in his family and has free time for himself, which he uses to workout. 

SPA_LF_3 was “raised in training”, meaning that he always had the motivation to better his 
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circumstances. He sees that in his son in regards to his pursuit for professional sports once he 

graduates high school. SPA_LF_3 hopes to continue his education to be in a management 

position once his son graduates high school, and would like to turn back to Skillpoint Alliance 

for additional training.  

SPA_01_MH  

SPA_01_MH is a 30-year-old with over 10 years of experience in home health care experience 

prior to her CNA training with Skillpoint Alliance. Before training, life was difficult as she is a 

single mother who was living in public housing. She “always wanted to complete my nursing 

education…and had no time to go to a 4 year college.” In her words, Skillpoint Alliance “was 

just convenient and had cool classes.” She liked that candidates did not need much to qualify and 

that the training had a lot of different people with different experiences.  

She said the training was a little difficult but that the instructor, who she mentioned by name, 

was excellent. She had to take the bus every day to go to training, but that the program went 

well. The training was helpful, and although she already knew a lot of the skills from her 10+ 

years of experience, it was a good refresher. She learned some new techniques such as better 

ways to draw blood.  

Her expectations entering the program was to get her CNA certification to make higher wages. 

She liked the program, but it did not meet her expectation of getting her certification. She was 

unable to get certified because of transportation issues to go to Skillpoint Alliance’s certification 

campus in San Marcos. She said there were other participants in the same situation as her and 

that Skillpoint should have accommodated to their needs and had a certification center closer to 

Austin. Throughout the interview, she expressed this sentiment and her disappointment in not 

getting her certification and with the programs inability to accommodate them.  

Despite this, she said she made friends from the program and that her experience was good for 

her 8-year old daughter to see. Her daughter visited the campus and attended her mother’s 

graduation. SPA_01 said she never wanted an excuse for her daughter not to go to college and 

the program showed her daughter that her mother could do it. She said the training impacted 

herself and her daughter and that her daughter was very proud of her during graduation.  

After her training, she moved to Bastrop and is currently unemployed. She says it is difficult to 

find work in Bastrop without her CNA certification. Despite this she is still happy she did 

completed the training and still thinks a lot about her experience. She says the school was 

amazing and that it is the kind of school that a lot of people are looking for. She says everyone 

who wants to go there should and that she has referred a cousin and friend there.  

SPA_02_MH  

SPA_02_MH was looking for a career change when she found out about Skillpoint Alliance. She 

had been working as a cosmetologist and had some home health care experience but was looking 

to get her CNA certification. She has a bachelors and masters degree. When she went to 

Workforce solutions for help in changing careers, they did not have any programs for her and 

gave her a pamphlet for Skillpoint Alliance.  
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She describes her experience with Skillpoint as exceeding her expectations. She mentioned the 

instructor by name and said the teacher provided great training, gave insight into the field, and 

prepared them well for the certification exam. She also mentioned the clinicals at Skillpoint to be 

highly helpful in learning how to give direct patient care. She had no expectations for Skillpoint 

to give her a job, only to provide her training and help her get her certification, which she did. 

Now she works at an in-patient hospital in Dallas and reports loving her job and doing what she 

wants to do, with a rating of 5/5 for satisfaction. Despite making more money in her previous 

job, she rated it a 3/5 for satisfaction.  

She knows she would like to further her education and get an RN, but right now is happy with 

her new job and busy with her newborn, 3 month old baby. In her new job, she works night shifts 

which she says gives her more time to spend with her family and friends during the day. She 

reports having a little more stress since completing the training, but mostly due to her newborn 

and taking less time to take care of herself through exercise.  

Overall, she had a very positive experience with Skillpoint, with nothing negative to say about 

the program. She appreciated that they did not look at education or income level for participants 

and that entry was easy. She stressed the importance of training at no-cost to herself.  

SPA_03_MH  

SPA_03 is a 40-year-old single mom. She completed her CNA training with Skillpoint Alliance, 

but she was not able to get her certification because prior to the certification test, her wallet and 

forms of identification was stolen. She was unable to get substitute/alternative identification, so 

she was unable to take the test or make it up.  

Prior to the training, she was working at a fast-food restaurant and solely supporting her three 

children and constantly moving around. Her dream has always been to become an RN and 

Skillpoint Alliance was a free opportunity to get her foot in the door with her CNA certification.  

Apart from the skills she learned at Skillpoint, she said the program was very helpful in teaching 

her to have more confidence in herself. She also said the program was great about teaching her to 

have healthier habits for herself and her family. She also firmly agrees that the program will 

impact her children as they can see that she has been working towards bettering herself through 

education, especially her older son who will graduate from high school this year.  

Because she was unable to get her CNA certification and also because she has a three-year old 

newborn, she is not working right now. After the training, she working in childcare and had very 

little time for herself and to spend to with her family. Now she has much more time to spend 

with her family and is currently pursuing her education with Capital IDEA, although she has put 

the program on hold for the past 3 months since her baby was born.  

Without Skillpoint Alliance, she said she would probably still be working in fast food and highly 

recommends the program to anyone who wants it or is in her situation.  

SPA_MH_05  

SPA_MH_05 is a 52-year-old, veteran, black man currently pursuing his master-electrician 

certification in an apprenticeship program. Prior to graduating from Skillpoint Alliance with an 

apprentice electrician license, he had been doing part-time, temporary and contractual work for 
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the past two years. He was working as a construction helper, but was ready to find a more skilled 

and stable job with steady income. He went to workforce solutions where he met an individual 

tabling for Skillpoint Alliance. He had heard of Skillpoint a few years earlier, but at that time, it 

was geared towards younger individuals. Although he was skeptical of a free program that was 

effective, he began training in August 2016.  

While he did not have high expectations for the program, he was impressed on his first day with 

the training facility and instructor, who was a high-level manager of a well-known electric 

company. He said the program met his expectations and found the field trips to labor unions, 

networking opportunities, and the help with resume and interviewing particularly helpful. He 

mentioned that many individuals in the program were hired the day after training ended and that 

Skillpoint had great relationships with employers.  

Although he was not able to initially get into the labor union and apprenticeship he wanted after 

graduating, when he reapplied with a letter of recommendation from his Skillpoint instructor, he 

was able to get in. He has been working as an apprentice for the past 3 years and his stress levels 

have gone down and his job satisfaction has gone up. He enjoys working in an apprenticeship 

where he has structured, annual pay increases and where he feels there is an opportunity to 

advance his career.  

One thing he did not like about program is that it was very time intensive. He also feels he has 

less free time for himself since completing the program and entering the apprenticeship. He used 

to be more involved in the community and now feels he does not have as much time to be an 

activist or take care of himself. For him, the job is a means to an end, which is to enjoy his 

hobbies, activism, and time for spend with his friends and family. However, he does appreciate 

the program for giving him the opportunity to earn more and to provide free training. His 

benefits have also not changed since completing the program since he has VA benefits. Also, his 

long-term girlfriend makes substantial income Thus for him, finding stable employment and 

making higher income was not a dire necessity. Nevertheless, he still appreciates the training and 

gaining more skills and a higher income.
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Appendix B. 

Employer Survey Questions 

What percentage of your new hires are graduates of ___________ training program?  

In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that have 

participated in job training at ____________?  

Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with _____________?  

How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if _______________ did not 

exist?  

Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in terms or 

hard or soft job skills?  

Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are successful? 

(from the employer and employee perspective.)  

If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if the 

training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?
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Appendix C. 

 Participant Survey Questions 

Please be specific and write something for every question. 

RTA: Refused to Answer 

0: They would spend zero additional dollars per month 

N/A: Not applicable 

Qualitative: 

 

JOB TRAINING PROGRAM 

1. Why did you participate in the job training program? 

2. What was life like before you began training?  

3. Where did you work before training? 

4. What field did you train for? Do you feel like you chose the correct training program to 

meet your goals and interests? 

5. What were your expectations when you entered the job training program? 

6. Did it meet, exceed, or fall below your expectations? Explain. 

7. Since completing the program, have you had more access to job opportunities? 

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT  

1. Do you enjoy where you are currently working? Why or why not? Can you rate your job 

satisfaction on a scale of 1-5 BEFORE training and NOW? (1- highly unsatisfied, 5-

highly satisfied)  

2. Do you feel like you have the opportunity to advance in your current job or career field? 

3. How do you get to work and how long does it take you to get there? SPECIFIC TIME 

4. Outside of the core curriculum and technical job skills, what is the most important thing 

you learned in job training?\ 

5. Was there a specific component of your training that you found most helpful to securing 

a job and or maintaining employment? 
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6. Would you recommend job training to other people that were in a similar situation as 

you? Why or why not?  

7. How much money are you making per year NOW? How much did you make BEFORE? 

(if comfortable sharing)  

8. How many hours per week are you working NOW? How many hours per week are you 

working BEFORE?  

LIFE CHANGES 

Children 

1. Are there any children in your household? INCLUDE AGES 

2. Are you responsible for taking them to school or to any other activities? If so, how do 

you get there? 

3. Have the activities you and your children have been able to participate in changed since 

the job training program? (YES/NO) What changes have you noticed? 

4. How, if at all, do you believe your job training has impacted or will impact your 

children? 

Life 

5. Since completing training do you feel like you have more or less time to spend with your 

friends and/or family? (YES/NO) HOW MUCH time? (Hours per week/day/month??) 

6. HOW MUCH time per week do you spend doing things you enjoy outside of work? 

(Hours per week/day/month??) 

SOCIAL RETURN QUESTIONS 

Some of the questions in this section are going to ask you to put numbers to things that cannot be 

bought. They are going to ask you to value things like time, health, and safety numerically. I 

understand it can be challenging and even a little awkward. But I do want to encourage you to 

please do the best you can to answer these questions when we get to them.  

1. Could you have accessed a service like capital IDEA/Skillpoint/ Goodwill if it didn’t 

exist? If so, what service? How easy would it be for you to access this other service? 

2. Where would you be today if you did not participate in the work development program? 
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3. Would you say that your experience with Capital IDEA/Goodwill/Skillpoint still has an 

impact on your life? (YES/NO)  

4.  Did it meet, exceed, or fall below your expectations? Explain.  

5.  Since completing the program, have you had more access to job opportunities?  

Outcome: second generation improvement 

1. How much money did you spend on family activities BEFORE the work development 

program? AFTER? ($$ per week/day/month) 

2. If applicable, do you spend more time helping your children with homework now then 

before participating in job training? HOW MUCH TIME? (Hours per 

week/day/month??) 

3. Based on your previous responses, how much are you willing to pay for more quality 

time with friends and/or family? Note: Remind them we’re asking how much they would 

be willing to pay if you had it. You do not have to be able to pay it now. ($$ per 

hour/day/month)  

Outcome: reduced crime 

1. Is crime an issue in your neighborhood? (YES/NO) If so, how much money would you 

pay to see reduced crime in your neighborhood or move to an area with less crime? ($$ 

per hour/day/month)  

2. If you feel comfortable sharing. Where you ever involved in the justice system prior to 

training?  

3. If yes, have you been involved in the justice system since completing training? Do you 

think job training has had anything to do with your decreased/continued involvement in 

the justice system? 

Outcome: improved health  

1. How much did you pay for health insurance PRIOR to work training program? AFTER? 

(Please note who was on their plan before and after)  

2. How much time do you spend exercising NOW? BEFORE? 

3. Are your eating habits any different since completing training? (LIST EATING 

HABITS BEFORE AND AFTER TRAINING 

4. How would you describe your stress levels BEFORE and AFTER training? (scale 1-5 1 

= low stress, 5 = hard to function) 
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5. How much time did you spend on self-care BEFORE and AFTER training? (Hours per 

day/week/month)  

6. Based on your survey responses, how much additional money would you need per month 

to improve your physical health? ($$ per day/week/month) 

7. Based on your survey responses, how much additional money would you need per month 

to improve your mental health? ($$ per day/week/month) 

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT  

1. Do you enjoy where you are currently working? Why or why not? Can you rate your job 

satisfaction on a scale of 1-5 BEFORE training and NOW? (1- highly unsatisfied, 5-highly 

satisfied)  

2. Do you feel like you have the opportunity to advance in your current job or career field? ] 

3. How do you get to work and how long does it take you to get there? SPECIFIC TIME  

4. Outside of the core curriculum and technical job skills, what is the most important thing you 

learned in job training?  

5. Was there a specific component of your training that you found most helpful to securing a job 

and or maintaining employment?  

6. Would you recommend job training to other people that were in a similar situation as you? 

Why or why not?  

7. How much money are you making per year NOW? How much did you make BEFORE? (if 

comfortable sharing)  

8. How many hours per week are you working NOW? How many hours per week are you 

working BEFORE?  

LIFE CHANGES  

Children  

1. Are there any children in your household? INCLUDE AGES  

2. Are you responsible for taking them to school or to any other activities? If so, how do you get 

there?  

3. Have the activities you and your children have been able to participate in changed since the 

job training program? (YES/NO) What changes have you noticed?  

4. How, if at all, do you believe your job training has impacted or will impact your children?  
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Life  

5. Since completing training do you feel like you have more or less time to spend with your 

friends and/or family? (YES/NO) HOW MUCH time? (Hours per week/day/month??)  

6. HOW MUCH time per week do you spend doing things you enjoy outside of work? (Hours 

per week/day/month??) 

SOCIAL RETURN QUESTIONS  

Some of the questions in this section are going to ask you to put numbers to things that cannot be 

bought. They are going to ask you to value things like time, health, and safety numerically. I 

understand it can be challenging and even a little awkward. But I do want to encourage you to 

please do the best you can to answer these questions when we get to them.  

1. Could you have accessed a service like capital IDEA/Skillpoint/ Goodwill if it didn’t exist? If 

so, what service? How easy would it be for you to access this other service?  

2. Where would you be today if you did not participate in the work development program?  

3. Would you say that your experience with Capital IDEA/Goodwill/Skillpoint still has an 

impact on your life? (YES/NO)  

Outcome: second generation improvement  

1. How much money did you spend on family activities BEFORE the work development 

program? AFTER? ($$ per week/day/month)  

2. If applicable, do you spend more time helping your children with homework now then before 

participating in job training? HOW MUCH TIME? (Hours per week/day/month??)  

3. Based on your previous responses, how much are you willing to pay for more quality time 

with friends and/or family? Note: Remind them we’re asking how much they would be willing to 

pay if you had it. You do not have to be able to pay it now. ($$ per hour/day/month)  

Outcome: reduced crime  

4. Is crime an issue in your neighborhood? (YES/NO) If so, how much money would you pay to 

see reduced crime in your neighborhood or move to an area with less crime? ($$ per 

hour/day/month)  

1. If you feel comfortable sharing. Where you ever involved in the justice system prior to 

training?  

2. If yes, have you been involved in the justice system since completing training? Do you think 

job training has had anything to do with your decreased/continued involvement in the justice 

system?  
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Outcome: improved health  

1. How much did you pay for health insurance PRIOR to work training program? AFTER? 

(Please note who was on their plan before and after)  

2. How much time do you spend exercising NOW? BEFORE?  

3. Are your eating habits any different since completing training? (LIST EATING HABITS 

BEFORE AND AFTER TRAINING)  

4. How would you describe your stress levels BEFORE and AFTER training? (scale 1-5 1 = low 

stress, 5 = hard to function)  

5. How much time did you spend on self-care BEFORE and AFTER training? (Hours per 

day/week/month)  

6. Based on your survey responses, how much additional money would you need per month to 

improve your physical health? ($$ per day/week/month)  

7. Based on your survey responses, how much additional money would you need per month to 

improve your mental health? ($$ per day/week/month)  

7. Are there any more positive or negative outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that 

you have experienced as a result of job training?  

8. Is there anything else you would like to share? 
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Appendix D. 

Workforce Development Program Participant Interviews and 

Surveys 

INTERVIEW AND SURVEY PROCEDURES 

Research staff conducted in-person and telephone interviews of participants who had completed 

job training with Capital IDEA, Skillpoint, and Goodwill Central Texas. Research staff 

coordinated with each organization to gather graduate participants’ contact details. An email was 

sent out from Capital IDEA, Skillpoint Alliance, and Goodwill Central Texas to program 

graduates to solicit participation in the study. The organizations shared program graduates 

telephone contact information. Research staff then called graduate participants to solicit 

participation. Prior to initiating the interview, participant graduates were informed that any 

responses would be anonymous and that any comments would not affect funding for their 

training program. Research staff interviewed seventy Capital IDEA participant graduates, 

twenty-two Skillpoint Alliance participant graduates, and four Goodwill Central Texas 

participant graduates.  

During each interview, participants were asked a prescribed set of questions. All participants 

were asked the same interview questions in the same order. If a program graduate did not want to 

respond to a question, it was labeled as RTA, or “refused to answer.” The label N/A was used for 

two different instances: (a) if a question was not applicable to the participant or (b) if the 

participant was unable to answer a question.   

Following each in-person or telephone interview, program graduates were asked to complete a 

survey to gather data about each individual and his/her family. The survey collected information 

about the subject’s demographics, current employment, current living situation, specific training 

details, aspects of their life before and after training, social services they used before and after 

training, and the employee benefits they received before and after training.  

Research staff recorded responses based on notes for each interview completed in-person or by 

phone. For surveys completed in person, responses were recorded based on what was written on 

the survey sheet filled out by the interviewee. For surveys completed by phone, research staff 

filled out a survey sheet for each interviewee. The procedure listed below outlines the process for 

entering data collected from interviews and surveys.  

INTERVIEWS  

Researchers gathered detailed information on each participant’s experience in the job training 

program through interview questions regarding current employment, life after job training, 

increased income after training, as well as health, child-care, and other family changes after 

training. The results were used for analysis of social return on investment. Some responses were 

transcribed into the subject’s record. Other responses required more than a direct transcription, as 

described in the subsection below.  
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Impact 

Participants were asked to identify whether they believed their workforce training experience 

continued to affect their life at the time of the interview. Participants had a choice of three 

responses: 1. “yes, impact has lasted till today;” 2. “yes, program will always have an impact;” or 

3. “no, impact ended once the program was completed.” For individuals who answered response 

1 and 2, “impact” was calculated on a monthly basis from one month after they completed 

workforce training to October 2018, when all interviews were completed. For example, if an 

individual identified that she/he completed training in May 2017, the impact would start on June 

2017 and end in October 2018. For individuals able to identify the year they completed training, 

the impact value was still monthly, counted at the start of the year after they completed the 

program. For example, if an individual identified that she/he completed the program in 2001, 

impact was counted at the start of January 2002 to October 2018, when interviews ended. For 

individuals who answered response 3, the monthly impact transcribed was 0.  

Responses Given in Ranges 

When individuals answered with a numerical range, the midpoint of this range was recorded in 

the record. For example, if a subject answered that she/he spend 5-10 more hours a week with 

their family, the recorded number was 7.5 hours per week.  

Responses Without a Time Frame 

Within the tables is a designation of “*NTF” no time frame.  This label indicates that research 

staff were unable to collect a time frame (in days, weeks, months, or years), in an amount to a 

question asked to the interviewee.  

Annual Income and Hourly Wage 

Subjects could identify income either hourly or annually. Through this portion of interview 

questions, researchers gathered information on an individual’s annual income, a number of hours 

worked in a week, and an hourly wage. Staff estimated values if an individual did not give all 

three responses. For subjects who identified an hourly wage and hours worked per week, annual 

income can be calculated by multiplying these two values, multiplied by 52, the number of 

weeks in a year, in other words, annual income = (hourly wage) x (hours worked per week) x (52 

weeks). If a subject identified an annual income and hours worked per week, an hourly wage can 

be calculated by dividing the annual income by the number of hours worked per week by 52. In 

other words, hourly wage = (annual income) ÷ (hours worked per week) ÷ (52 weeks).  

Calculating Social Return Values 

Some subjects did not report an amount they would be willing to pay for the ‘social return 

investment’ questions. For example, some persons did not wish to answer the question, “How 

much would you be willing to pay for more time with your family?” Some interviewees 

identified the number of extra hours they would like to spend: time with family, mental health 

activities, etc. In such a case, an individual’s hourly income could be multiplied by the number 

of hours. The amount represents the monetary value of the additional time. For example, if a 

subject identified a preference for 10 additional hours per month to spend on mental health, the 
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10 hours can be multiplied by her/his hourly wage. In other words, (social return value) = (hours 

desired per month) x (interviewee’s hourly wage). 

Surveys 

Questions on the survey included two type of questions, with “fill in the blank” responses and 

other questions where the response would be to “check all that apply.” The “fill in the blank” 

portion of the surveys collected information on the subject’s demographics, current employment, 

current living situation, and specific details from their work development training. The “check all 

that apply” section included questions on transportation before and after the program, 

employment before and after the program, social services used before and after the program, 

employment benefits before and after the program, and factors that led to unemployment. The 

“fill in the blank responses” were transcribed directly and entered into an excel spreadsheet. The 

“check all that apply responses” were transcribed onto the subject’s record. 

WORK DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PARTICIPANT INTERVIEWS  

Content 

This portion of Appendix D collected interview responses for each participant from all three 

workforce training organizations. The text is divided into 3 parts, each one for Capital IDEA, 

Skillpoint Alliance, and Goodwill Central Texas. Data are presented in a table format. Content is 

grouped based on relevance and relation of each topic. There also is an explanation of each table 

and a list of questions posed to interviewees to gather those responses. All tables include each 

participant’s anonymous label and a short description of each question asked.  

Capital IDEA 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Lives Before Training 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s lives prior to completing job training 

with Capital IDEA through the following questions: 

1. Why did you participate in the job training program? 

2. What was life like before you began training? 

3. Where did you work before training? 

Table D.1 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Lives Before Training 

 
Participant Reason for Participating Life Before Training Jobs Before Training 

CI001 

Wanted to switch career 

path Average Rehab Health South 

CI002 

Needed help paying for 

school 

Trying to complete school 

but hadn't been able to Stay at home mom 
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CI003 

Was a High School (HS) 

teen mom, remembered 

Capitol IDEA (CI) 

mentioned in HS "Horrible" Walmart 

CI004 

Needed help paying for 

school N/A 

Cleaned houses, took care 

of son 

CI005 Low income Overwhelming Preschool; nanny 

CI006 

Dream Come True 

Foundation 

1st generation student; 

adopted 3 nieces Public Storage 

CI007 

Wanted to advance in 

career Had to work 2 jobs 

Private caregiver; Care 

Healthcare; Graze and 

Peeks 

CI008 

Needed help paying for 

school 

"Hectic," worked while 

going to school Retail 

CI_1_LB Low income; single mom 

"Terrible", married to a 

man who left when child 

was young; could not 

afford a home for her and 

her child; could not find 

work that didn't require 

degree Office manager; retail 

CI_2_LB Job security Unemployed Tech company 

CI_3_LB 

Program seemed like a 

good idea Two full time jobs 

Onion Creek 

Volkswagen; Valet 

CI_4_LB Low income; single mom Struggling financially 

Walgreens as a Pharmacy 

Technologist 

CI_5_LB Sister participated in it 

Section 8 housing; 2 full 

time jobs Austin Regional Clinic 

CI_LF_1 

High School degree from 

France did not transfer 

over 

Did not speak English; 

immigrated from France Full time student 

CI_6_LB 

Dropped out of college; 

was unable to find 

meaningful job 

Living with parents; 

barely making ends meet Domino's Pizza 

CI_7_LB Wanted associate degree 

Worked at a bike shop for 

10 years and made 

$10/hour Bike Shop 

CI_LF_2 

No higher education; 

heard about program 

through parents 

Living with 

friends/parents Applebee's 

CI_8_LB 

Free college; had 

attempted murder charges Drug and alcohol abuse Construction 

CI_9_LB 

Went to a charter school; 

a teacher gave her a flyer 

Married young with 2 

children; homemaker Unemployed 

CI_10_LB 

Heard about the program 

from her daughter 

Had just been laid off and 

moved in with daughter 

Computer and telephone 

installs at Fort Hood 

CI_KC_1 

Felt underpaid in previous 

job; impressed by 

orientation; referred by a 

friend 

Not satisfied; unable to 

pay for higher education 

Worked as a social 

worker at Southwest Key 

CI_11_LB 

Laid off work; was 

looking to go back to 

school Receiving unemployment;  Unemployed 

CI_12_LB 

Was referred to it by 

another stay at home “Mundane and mediocre” Stay at home mom 
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mom; ready to finish 

school 

CI_13_LB 

To better her career; was 

a teacher but wanted to 

pursue her passion 

(nursing) 

Wasn't doing what she 

loved; happy but not 

satisfied 

Child Ink Early 

Childhood Development 

CI_14_LB 

Was interested in college 

but could not afford it 

Working at a gas station; 

single-mom Gas station cashier 

CI_15_LB 

Moved to the U.S. from 

Africa; going to college 

was her dream 

Stressful; had just 

immigrated; struggled 

with finances Nursing home 

CI_MH_01 Free college 

Primary provider when 

husband got laid off in 

2008 Head-Start 

CI_MH_02 

Was already in nursing 

school; used up all her 

savings and needed 

financial help to finish 

Mom had just passed 

away 

LVN at Scott and White 

Round Rock 

CI_MH_03 

Was taking classes while 

working and raising a 

child; needed help 

Motivated to complete a 

degree, but did not have 

financial resources Waitress; cleaning; UT 

CI_MH_04 

Didn't have money to pay 

for school; had a degree 

from Algeria Barely covered expenses H-E-B 

CI_LF_3 

Dead end job; wanted to 

do something else 

Had tried traditional 

college but failed; was 

working retail and 

dreaded it  Outlet mall in San Marcos 

CI_LF_4 Low income 

Working in a field he did 

not like 

Owned landscaping 

business 

CI_LF_5 

Degree from her country 

didn't transfer over Stay at home mom Unemployed 

CI_LF_6 Low income 

Was in debt from 

attempting to go to ACC Jiffy-Lube part-time 

CI_LF_7 Low income 

trying to juggle work and 

school Dog groomer, nurse aid 

CI_LF_8 

Wanted financial help for 

education; needed daycare 

assistance 

No opportunity for 

advancement  Restaurant 

CI_16_LB 

Wanted to learn; saw ad 

at church 

Attended Austin 

Community  

College Co-op 

CI_LF_9 

Realized she was smart 

enough to go to school Artist; self-employed Call center 

CI_LF_10 

Low income; couldn't 

afford program she was 

involved in Single mom Waitress 

CI_17_LB 

To save money and get 

through school 

Dependent on others; 

could not pay for her or 

her kids' necessities Driver; substitute teacher 

CI_PS_4 Looking for a career Job to job Aunt's shop; construction 

CI_PS_5 

Wanted a better paying, 

more fulfilling job 

Spend a lot of time with 

toddlers Non-profit 

CI_PS_3 

Low income; wanted to 

buy a house “hectic;” 2 jobs 

Restaurant; late-night 

janitor 
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CAP_KC_5 Low income 

Couldn't advance; often 

laid off 

ROV submarine pilot; 

truck driving 

CAP_KC_4 Low income Living with parents A+ Federal Credit Union 

CAP_KC_2 

Migrant farm worker; got 

a GED; needed better pay 

Truck driver but got 

injured Truck driver 

CAP_KC_3 

Single mom; needed 

education 

Working 60+ hours a 

week 

Preschool teacher; 

babysitting 

CI_PS_6 

Her family had low 

expectations of her, but 

she wanted to do more Working 3 jobs 

Seven Eleven; Bed Bath 

and Beyond; Flee Market 

CI_1_GK 

Heard great things about 

program 

Had just graduated high 

school N/A 

CI_2_GK 

Friend recommended 

program 

Single mom; wanted 

promotion Medical assistant 

CI_3_GK 

Recently moved to 

Austin; wanted to change 

career 

Had a foreign degree in 

accounting; was not able 

to get accountant job in 

US 

IRS tax examiner; 

unemployment; Uber 

CI_4_GK To further education High school graduate 

Part-time employee in 

different jobs 

CI_5_GK 

Wanted to do something 

more interesting N/A 

Front office patient 

service representative 

CI_6_GK 

Friend recommended 

program 

Wanted to go back to 

school Medical assistant 

CI_LF_11 

Needed financial 

assistance for school Unstable; low income H-E-B 

CI_19_LB 

Saw a flyer in the 

Medicaid office Could not afford daycare Part-time office clerk 

CI_18_LB 

Friend recommended 

program 

Single mom; had recently 

adopted nephews Daycare; nanny 

CI_MH_05 Provided child care Working 2 jobs  Seton Hospital 

CI_MH_06 

Immigrated to US 3 years 

before starting the 

program 

Working multiple jobs to 

survive Manpower; Dell; CNA 

CI_20_LB 

Looking for a new career 

path 

Wasn't making enough 

money Bank; nanny 

CI_21_LB Passion to be a nurse Single mom Office 

CI_22_LB 

Got laid off; wanted a job 

with security Job instability Manufacturing facility 

CI_23_LB Saw it as her only option Worked minimum wage McDonald's 

CI_24_LB 

Needed help to pay for 

school 

Had a degree in Mexico, 

but it did not transfer over Unemployed 

CI_7_GK 

Had gone to school for 2 

semesters prior to Low income Waitress; EMT Basic 

CI_8_GK 

Friend recommended 

program Low income Highland Mall 

CI_9_GK 

Friend recommended 

program N/A Fast food; bank 

CI_10_GK Laid-off 

Had Certification and 

wanted associate degree Material handler overseas 

CAP_KC_6 

Wanted a degree; friend 

recommended program 

In college, but taking 1 

class a semester Stay at home mom 

CI_MH_07 

Single mom; wanted a 

higher education Low income Pharmaceutical company 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Experience with Capital IDEA’s Program 

Research staff gathered feedback on the perceptions of the program and overall experience 

within it from participants who completed Capital IDEA’s training. The following questions 

were used to collect a response from the interviewees: 

1. What field did you train for?  

2. Do you feel like you chose the correct training program to meet your goals or interests? 

3. What were your expectations when you entered the job training program? 

4. Did it meet, exceed, or fall below your expectations? Explain.  

5. Would you recommend job training to other people that were in a similar situation as 

you? Why or why not? 

Table D.2 

Interviewees Experience with Capital IDEA’s Program 

 

Participant Discipline 

Content with 

Discipline Choice Expectations of Program 

Expectations 

Met? 

Recommend 

Program 

CI001 

Software 

Testing N/A 

Get better paying job; earn 

degree; work in Austin Exceeded Yes 

CI002 

Surgical 

Technician N/A None N/A Yes 

CI003 

Registered 

Nurse N/A Intense program Mix Yes 

CI004 

Computer 

Programmi

ng/ 

Database 

Administra

tion N/A Finish degree Exceeded N/A 

CI005 

Registered 

Nurse N/A Tuition paid for Exceeded Yes 

CI006 

Network 

Admin N/A None Exceeded Yes 

CI007 

Registered 

Nurse N/A Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI008 

Registered 

Nurse N/A None Exceeded Yes 

CI_1_LB 

Registered 

Nurse N/A None Exceeded Yes 

CI_2_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Difficult Exceeded Yes 

CI_3_LB 

Automotiv

e 

Technician Yes 

Financial assistance; career 

advising Exceeded Yes 
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CI_4_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_5_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes 

Financial assistance; career 

advising Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_1 

Applied 

Science  Yes 

Help getting to nursing 

school; study tips; job 

placement Exceeded Yes 

CI_6_LB 

Computer 

Aided 

Design Yes 

Curriculum; books paid 

for; resume help Exceeded Yes 

CI_7_LB HVAC Yes Financial assistance Met Yes 

CI_LF_2 

Semicondu

ctor 

Technician N/A 

Difficult, but 

accommodating with tutors Exceeded Yes 

CI_8_LB 

Automotiv

e 

Technician N/A 

Possibly help with 

childcare Exceeded Yes 

CI_9_LB Coding Yes Good teachers Met Yes 

CI_10_LB 

Computer 

Administra

tion No None Met Yes 

CI_KC_1 

Registered 

Nurse N/A 

Lecture heavy curriculum 

with some hands-on Exceeded Yes 

CI_11_LB 

Medical 

Field Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CI_12_LB 

Computer 

Aided 

Design Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CI_13_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes 

None; went through 6 

interviews beforehand Met Yes 

CI_14_LB 

Biotechnol

ogy No 

It was her first educational 

experience in the U.S. N/A Yes 

CI_15_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes 

Would prepare her for the 

workforce; obtain skills to 

take care of people Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_01 

Registered 

Nurse Yes None Met Yes 

CI_MH_02 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_03 

Network 

Administra

tion N/A 

Low expectations; thought 

there was a catch Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_04 

Accounting 

Technician N/A Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_3 

Applied 

Science  Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_4 

Applied 

Science  Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_5 

Accounting 

Technician Yes It'd be like high school Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_6 

Auto 

Mechanic Yes Complete the program Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_7 

Registered 

Nurse Yes None N/A  Yes 

CI_LF_8 Registered Yes Good support system Exceeded Yes 
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Nurse 

CI_16_LB IT Yes Assistance, learning Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_9 

Biotechnol

ogy No 

Financial assistance with 

tuition  Below 

Yes, for 

individuals 

that are 

passionate 

about offered 

careers 

CI_LF_10 

Physical 

Therapist 

Assistant Yes Would help her graduate Exceeded Yes 

CI_17_LB 

Registered 

Nurse No 

Emotional support; 

financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_PS_4 

Registered 

Nurse N/A  

Would get a career that 

was financially sufficient Met Yes 

CI_PS_5 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse Yes Learn the basics Met Yes 

CI_PS_3 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Path to nursing  Exceeded Yes 

CAP_KC_5 

Electronics 

Technolog

y N/A 

Learn hard/soft skills; 

become qualified for jobs; 

rigorous program Met Yes 

CAP_KC_4 

Dental 

Hygienist Yes 

Difficult; open doors for 

more jobs Met Yes 

CAP_KC_2 

Radiology/

MRI Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CAP_KC_3 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse Yes 

Access to higher paying 

jobs Met Yes 

CI_PS_6 

Accounting 

Technician N/A 

Get on the path towards 

better and more stable 

income Met N/A 

CI_1_GK HVAC Yes 

None; though the program 

had a catch and he would 

have to pay back Met Yes 

CI_2_GK 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse Yes 

Financial assistance with 

fees Met Yes 

CI_3_GK 

IT & 

Network 

Administra

tion Yes 

Get education; job 

placement  RTA Yes 

CI_4_GK N/A N/A Guidance; mentorship Met Yes 

CI_5_GK 

Registered 

Nurse Yes 

Financial assistance; 

educational support Exceeded Yes 

CI_6_GK 

Registered 

Nurse Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CI_LF_11 

Computer 

Aided 

Design Yes Financial assistance Met Yes 

CI_19_LB 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse and 

then Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 
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Registered 

Nurse 

CI_18_LB 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_05 

Emergency 

Medical 

Services Yes 

Hands on training; 

mentoring Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_06 N/A No Difficult Exceeded Yes 

CI_20_LB Radiology Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

CI_21_LB 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Academic support Exceeded Yes 

CI_22_LB Radiology Yes Not sure Exceeded Yes 

CI_23_LB 

Accounting 

Technician N/A Not sure Exceeded Yes 

CI_24_LB 

Dental 

Hygienist Yes To finish degree Exceeded Yes 

CI_7_GK 

Emergency 

Medical 

Services N/A Too good to be true Exceeded Yes 

CI_8_GK 

Registered 

Nurse Yes Too good to be true Exceeded Yes 

CI_9_GK 

Automotiv

e 

Technician N/A 

Earn degree; become more 

marketable Met Yes 

CI_10_GK 

Electrical 

Technician Yes None Exceeded Yes 

CAP_KC_6 

Registered 

Nurse N/A Skeptical Exceeded Yes 

CI_MH_07 

Dental 

Hygienist Yes Financial assistance Exceeded Yes 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Employment Details 

Research staff gathered information from graduates of Capital IDEA’s training program on 

current employment. The following questions were used to collect a response from the 

interviewees: 

1. What is your employment status?  

2. How do you get to work and how long does it take you to get there? (minutes) 

3. Do you feel like you have the opportunity to advance in your current job or career field? 

Table D.3 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Employment Details 

 

Participant Employment Status  

Transportation 

Method 

Time to get to 

Work  

Advancement 

Opportunity 

CI001 Unemployed Car I own 20 

No; need bachelor's 

degree to advance in 

Computer Science 
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CI002 

Unemployed; secured job 

after training but was not 

able to keep up; Capital 

IDEA is now helping her 

find another one Car I own 14.5 Yes 

CI003 Employed Car I own 17.5 Yes 

CI004 Unemployed 

Car I share; 

Walk N/A N/A 

CI005 Employed Car I own 15 N/A 

CI006 Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI007 Employed Car I own 37.5 Yes 

CI008 Unemployed Car I share N/A Yes 

CI_1_LB Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_2_LB Employed Car I own 60 No 

CI_3_LB Employed Car I own 7 Yes 

CI_4_LB Employed Car I own 27.5 

Yes, with bachelor's 

degree 

CI_5_LB Employed Car I own 35 Yes 

CI_LF_1 Employed Car I own 15 Yes 

CI_6_LB Employed Car I own 27.5 

Gets raises, but feels like 

bachelor's degree would 

help more 

CI_7_LB Employed Car I own 17.5 Yes 

CI_LF_2 Employed Car I own 20 Yes 

CI_8_LB Employed Car I own N/A N/A 

CI_9_LB Employed Car I own 45 Yes 

CI_10_LB Employed Car I own 

Works around 

the whole state, 

just depends on 

the site Yes 

CI_KC_1 Employed Car I own 5 

Yes; starting his own 

business 

CI_11_LB Unemployed Car I own 10 Yes 

CI_12_LB Unemployed Car I own 20 Yes 

CI_13_LB Employed Car I own 60 

Yes, with more 

schooling; has not 

completed RN 

requirements 

CI_14_LB Unemployed Car I own N/A N/A 

CI_15_LB Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_MH_01 Employed Car I own 90 Yes 

CI_MH_02 Employed Car I own  26 Yes 

CI_MH_03 Employed Car I own 4.5 Yes 

CI_MH_04 Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_LF_3 Employed Car I own 75 Yes 

CI_LF_4 Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_LF_5 Employed Car I own 20 Yes 

CI_LF_6 Employed Car I own 25 

No, needs a higher 

degree 

CI_LF_7 Employed Car I own 10 Yes 

CI_LF_8 Employed Car I own 10 

Needs higher degree; 

currently in grad school 

CI_16_LB Employed Car I own 20 Yes 

CI_LF_9 Employed Car I own 32.5 No; just there part-time 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

Research staff gathered data on each interviewee’s job satisfaction before participating in Capital 

IDEA’s job training and their job satisfaction after completing training. The following questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. What is your employment status? 

2. Can you rate your job satisfaction on a scale of 1-5 before training and now? (1-highly 

unsatisfied, 5-highly satisfied) 

 

CI_LF_10 Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_17_LB Employed Car I own 12.5 Yes 

CI_PS_4 Employed Car I own 17.5 No; needs to get RN 

CI_PS_5 Employed Car I own 20 

No; pay goes up but not 

title 

CI_PS_3 Employed Car I own 20 Yes 

CAP_KC_5 Employed Car I share  100 Yes 

CAP_KC_4 Employed Car I own 10 No 

CAP_KC_2 Employed Car I own N/A Yes 

CAP_KC_3 Employed Car I own 45 Yes 

CI_PS_6 Employed Car I own 25 Yes 

CI_1_GK Employed Car I own 9 Yes 

CI_2_GK Employed Car I own 12.5 

No; needs a higher 

degree 

CI_3_GK Employed Car I own 25 No 

CI_4_GK Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_5_GK Employed Car I own 25 Yes 

CI_6_GK Employed Car I own 45 Yes 

CI_LF_11 Employed Car I own 17.5 No 

CI_19_LB Employed Car I own 27.5 No 

CI_18_LB Employed Car I own 10 No 

CI_MH_05 Employed Car I own 60 Yes 

CI_MH_06 Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_20_LB Employed  Car I own 20 No 

CI_21_LB Employed Car I own 15 Yes 

CI_22_LB Employed Car I own 30 Yes 

CI_23_LB Employed Car I own 20 Yes 

CI_24_LB Employed Car I own 25 Yes 

CI_7_GK Employed Car I own N/A Yes 

CI_8_GK Employed Car I own 25 Yes 

CI_9_GK Employed Car I own 45 Yes 

CI_10_GK Employed Car I own 40 Yes 

CAP_KC_6 Employed Car I own 20 

No; needs a higher 

degree 

CI_MH_07 Employed Car I own 60 

Somewhat; not in the 

clinical setting, but yes 

in sales 
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Table D.4 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

 

Participant Employment Status  

Employment 

Satisfaction Before 

Employment Satisfaction 

Present 

CI001 Unemployed N/A N/A 

CI002 

Unemployed; secured job after training 

but was not able to keep up; Capital 

IDEA is now helping her find another 

one N/A 4 

CI003 Employed N/A 5 

CI004 Unemployed N/A N/A 

CI005 Employed N/A 3.5 

CI006 Employed N/A 5 

CI007 Employed 3 4 

CI008 Unemployed N/A N/A 

CI_1_LB Employed N/A 5 

CI_2_LB Employed N/A 2, 3 

CI_3_LB Employed 3 4 

CI_4_LB Employed 2 4 

CI_5_LB Employed N/A 4 

CI_LF_1 Employed N/A 4 

CI_6_LB Employed 1 4 

CI_7_LB Employed 3 4 

CI_LF_2 Employed 1 5 

CI_8_LB Employed 4 N/A 

CI_9_LB Employed N/A 5 

CI_10_LB Employed 4 4 

CI_KC_1 Employed N/A 5 

CI_11_LB Unemployed 4 4 

CI_12_LB Unemployed N/A 5 

CI_13_LB Employed 3 4 

CI_14_LB Unemployed N/A N/A 

CI_15_LB Employed N/A 5 

CI_MH_01 Employed 2 3 

CI_MH_02 Employed 2 5 

CI_MH_03 Employed 3 4 

CI_MH_04 Employed 1 4 

CI_LF_3 Employed 1 5 

CI_LF_4 Employed 1 5 

CI_LF_5 Employed 4 N/A 

CI_LF_6 Employed 2 4.5 

CI_LF_7 Employed 2 5 

CI_LF_8 Employed 2 5 

CI_16_LB Employed 3 5 

CI_LF_9 Employed 2 4 

CI_LF_10 Employed 4 5 

CI_17_LB Employed 4 5 

CI_PS_4 Employed 3 3 

CI_PS_5 Employed 2 4 

CI_PS_3 Employed N/A 4 

CAP_KC_5 Employed 3 5 

CAP_KC_4 Employed 1 3 
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CAP_KC_2 Employed 1 5 

CAP_KC_3 Employed 2 5 

CI_PS_6 Employed 2 4 

CI_1_GK Employed N/A 3 

CI_2_GK Employed 5 4 

CI_3_GK Employed N/A 1 

CI_4_GK Employed N/A 5 

CI_5_GK Employed 2 3 

CI_6_GK Employed 5 5 

CI_LF_11 Employed 1 4 

CI_19_LB Employed 3 4 

CI_18_LB Employed 1 5 

CI_MH_05 Employed 2 5 

CI_MH_06 Employed 3.5 4 

CI_20_LB Employed  1 3 

CI_21_LB Employed 2 5 

CI_22_LB Employed 3 5 

CI_23_LB Employed 1 5 

CI_24_LB Employed N/A 5 

CI_7_GK Employed 2 4 

CI_8_GK Employed 1 4 

CI_9_GK Employed 3.25 5 

CI_10_GK Employed 5 5 

CAP_KC_6 Employed N/A 4 

CI_MH_07 Employed 4 5 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s hourly work week and financial 

earnings before and after completing job training. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. How many hours per week were you working before? 

2. How much money did you make per year before? (annual) 

3. How many hours per week are you working now? 

4. How much money are you making per year now? (annual) 

Table D.5 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income  

 
Participant Hours Worked Before Income Before Hours Worked After Income After 

CI001 N/A $22,000.00 0 $0.00 
CI002 N/A N/A 0 $0.00 
CI003 N/A $27,000.00 55 $60,000.00 
CI004 N/A N/A 0 $0.00 
CI005 35 $32,760.00 40 $49,920.00 
CI006 N/A $20,000.00 42.5 $42,000.00 
CI007 N/A N/A 40 $45,760.00 
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CI008 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CI_1_LB N/A $20,000.00 40 $80,000.00 

CI_2_LB 0 
$20,800.00 

(unemployment) 52 
 

$80,000.00 
CI_3_LB 65 $29,000.00 50 $67,500.00 
CI_4_LB 24 $13,728.00 38 $55,000.00 
CI_5_LB 40 $26,880.00 40 $50,400.00 
CI_LF_1 0 $0.00 34.39 $46,500.00 
CI_6_LB 36 $17,316.00 40 $40,000.00 
CI_7_LB 40+ $31,200.00 30 $23,400.00 
CI_LF_2 N/A $9,360.00 40 $149,760.00 
CI_8_LB 40 $50,000.00 45 $35,000.00 
CI_9_LB 0 $0.00 32 $26,000.00 
CI_10_LB 40 $49,920.00 45 $55,000.00 
CI_KC_1 N/A N/A 60 $68,640.00 
CI_11_LB 45 $47,500.00 33.5 $37,500.00 
CI_12_LB 0 $0.00 40 $40,000.00 
CI_13_LB 40 $20,000.00 40 $60,000.00 
CI_14_LB N/A N/A 0 $0.00 
CI_15_LB 40 $18,000.00 32 $60,000.00 
CI_MH_01 40 $25,000.00 73 ("usually 36") $80,000.00 
CI_MH_02 60+ $45,000.00 40 $70,000.00 
CI_MH_03 50 $20,000.00 50 $75,000.00 
CI_MH_04 75 $35,100.00 40 $68,640.00 
CI_LF_3 22.5 $9,184.50 35 $85,000.00 
CI_LF_4 RTA RTA 40 $52,000.00 
CI_LF_5 0 $0.00 40 $41,600.00 
CI_LF_6 8 $4,160.00 40 $52,000.00 
CI_LF_7 46 $24,000.00 40 $63,000.00 
CI_LF_8 20 $10,500.00 40 $69,000.00 

CI_16_LB 40 $28,000.00 42.5 $80,000.00 

CI_LF_9 N/A 

 

 

 

 

$12,000.00 N/A 

$45,000.00 (this 

was directly after 

program; current 

income is 

$18,000.00) 
CI_LF_10 N/A $24,000.00 N/A $80,000.00 
CI_17_LB 27.5 $14,300.00 25 $40,000.00 
CI_PS_4 5-60 N/A 47.5 $37,050.00 
CI_PS_5 20 $17,680.00 36 $63,648.00 
CI_PS_3 50 $29,900.00 36 $44,928.00 

CAP_KC_5 40 $26,000.00 40 $62,000.00 
CAP_KC_4 30 $20,280.00 24 $52,416.00 
CAP_KC_2 40 $18,720.00 40 $62,400.00 
CAP_KC_3 60 $30,000.00 40 $75,000.00 

CI_PS_6 N/A N/A 40 $41,600.00 
CI_1_GK 0 $0.00 N/A $20,800.00 
CI_2_GK 40 $34,944.00 40 $44,720.00 

CI_3_GK N/A 
Unemployment 

Income 40 
 

$37,000.00 
CI_4_GK 20 $25,000.00 40 $55,000.00 
CI_5_GK 40 $30,000.00 25 $35,000.00 
CI_6_GK 40 $20,800.00 36 $48,672.00 
CI_LF_11 40 $20,000.00 20 $23,920.00 
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CI_19_LB 30 $15,000.00 40 $70,000.00 
CI_18_LB 40 $27,040.00 48 $59,904.00 
CI_MH_05 47.5 $30,875.00 56 $75,712.00 
CI_MH_06 62.5 $60,000.00 40 $27,500.00 
CI_20_LB 40 $20,000.00 40 $60,000.00 
CI_21_LB 40 $25,000.00 40 $83,000.00 
CI_22_LB 40 $29,000.00 45 $50,000.00 
CI_23_LB 40 $15,000.00 35 $120,000.00 
CI_24_LB 0 $0.00 35 $70,000.00 
CI_7_GK 30 $18,000.00 59 $56,000.00 
CI_8_GK 20 $8,320.00 50 $50,000.00 
CI_9_GK 60 $32,000.00 47.5 $28,000.00 
CI_10_GK 40 $31,200.00 40 $42,120.00 
CAP_KC_6 0 $0.00 40 $70,000.00 
CI_MH_07 30 $25,000.00 32 $85,000.00 

 

Capital IDEA: Second Generation Impacts 

Research staff gathered information on how Capital IDEA trainees perceive the job training’s 

consequences on their children. The following questions were used to collect responses from the 

interviewees: 

1. Are there any children in your household? 

2. Have the activities you and your children have been able to participate in changed since 

the job training program? (yes/no) What changes have you noticed? 

3. Are you responsible for taking your children to school or to any other activities? If so, 

how do you get there? 

4. If applicable, do you spend more time helping your children with homework now than 

before participating in job training? 

5. How, if at all, do you believe your job training has impacted or will impact your 

children?  

Table D.6 

Capital IDEA Second Generation Impacts 

 

Participant 

Number 

of 

Children 

Activities 

with 

children 

Responsible For 

Taking Kids to 

School 

Time Difference 

Spent Helping Kids 

with Homework  

Impact on 

Children 

CI001 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI002 3 N/A 25 Same N/A 

CI003 1 More 15 More N/A 

CI004 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI005 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI006 3 N/A 3 More N/A 

CI007 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI008 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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CI_1_LB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More 

Cancer during 

training; children 

were learning to 

do something 

even when it was 

difficult; break the 

chain of poverty 

CI_2_LB 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_3_LB 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_4_LB 1 N/A N/A Not applicable 

No longer at the 

poverty level and 

could provide 

food 

CI_5_LB 1 More N/A N/A 

They saw her 

perseverance and 

work hard in 

school 

CI_LF_1 0 N/A N/A Not applicable 

Yes; will provide 

more income and 

opportunities to 

future children 

CI_6_LB 0 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CI_7_LB 1 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CI_LF_2 0 N/A N/A Not applicable 

More security; 

improve anything 

he decides to do 

moving forward 

CI_8_LB 2 No changes 

Takes children to 

school 

3.5 hours more per 

week 

Teaches kids 

about physics; 

children benefit 

from seeing him 

go to work 

CI_9_LB 2 

More access 

to activities; 

kids play in 

soccer league 

Sometimes takes 

children to school 

10 hours more per 

week 

Yes; beneficial 

because they did 

homework 

together, but her 

busyness forces 

her kids to be 

more independent  

CI_10_LB 0 N/A N/A Not applicable Not applicable 

CI_KC_1 0 

Children are 

grown up N/A Not applicable 

Yes; son saw his 

dad get a degree 

and wants to 

pursue a higher 

education 

CI_11_LB 0 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CI_12_LB 2 

More access 

to activities 

 Takes children to 

school and to football 

and choir practices 

3.5 hours more per 

week; “before they 

did not have as much 

homework” 

Yes; son would 

come to class with 

her and learned; 

both kids are 

interested in 

pursuing college 

CI_13_LB 2 No changes 

Takes children to 

school and other 

activities 

5 hours less per 

week; child doesn't 

ask for help anymore 

Yes; her daughter 

is motivated to go 

to college; she can 
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because she's older help her children 

pay for college 

CI_14_LB 1 

Understands 

the education 

system better 

and this 

allows her to 

help her child 

more with 

school 

Takes child to 

mosque and football 

games 

5 hours more per 

week 

Yes; daughter has 

more respect now 

and is encouraged 

to go to college 

CI_15_LB 2 

Did not have 

children 

before 

participating 

in the 

program 

Takes children to 

school and other 

activities Not applicable 

Yes; if she were 

still low income, 

her kids would 

not have gone to 

as good of schools 

and this would 

impact where they 

go to college 

CI_MH_01 3 

Family 

vacations; 

state fair; 

zoo; 

extracurricula

r activities; 

bought 

daughter a 

horse 

Takes children to 

school sometimes; 

father-in-law also 

helps Same; 2 hours a week 

Yes; greater 

access to 

opportunities; she 

set an example for 

kids 

CI_MH_02 3 

Children are 

grown up 

Does not take kids to 

school 

Helps granddaughter 

2 hours per week  

Yes; children got 

higher educations 

(trade school and 

bachelor's); take 

vacations 

CI_MH_03 1 N/A Takes child to school 7 hours per week 

Yes; daughter 

values education; 

motivated to go to 

college 

CI_MH_04 3 

Volleyball 

team 

Takes children to 

school and other 

activities 

Kids don't need help 

with homework, but 

plays volleyball with 

them 

Yes; has more 

money to pay for 

extracurricular; 

more time to 

spend with them; 

is a role model 

CI_LF_3 0 N/A M/A N/A 

Yes; will have an 

impact on her 

children 

CI_LF_4 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_LF_5 3 

Daughters are 

involved in 

YMCA and 

school now 

Takes children to 

school; picks them 

up; eats lunch with 

them 

When kids were 

younger, she spent 

more time, now kids 

are older so less time 

Yes; kids can be 

involved more; 

money brings 

more opportunity 

in the future 

CI_LF_6 1 N/A 

Not responsible for 

this N/A 

Yes; child can 

"live good" now 

CI_LF_7 1 N/A 

Child is old enough 

to drive self to school N/A 

Yes; sister sees 

how she works 
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and wants to go to 

medical school 

CI_LF_8 3 

Son is doing 

archery; pays 

for tutor; 

family 

vacations 

Takes younger 

children to work More time now 

Yes; value 

education more 

CI_16_LB 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_LF_9 0 N/A N/A N/A 

Yes; her future 

children will not 

grow up in 

poverty 

CI_LF_10 1 

Able to take 

son to 

concerts Takes child to school RTA 

Yes; child has a 

higher quality life 

CI_17_LB 2 

Six flags; 

vacations 

Not responsible for 

this N/A 

No; did not 

impact children 

positively because 

she was in school 

and at work 

CI_PS_4 1 

Completed 

training 

before having 

child so 

activities are 

the same 

Splits this 

responsibility with 

wife N/A No impact 

CI_PS_5 2 N/A Yes 

More time now since 

kids were younger 

before and did not 

have homework 

Yes; better 

income allows for 

more activities 

and a nicer 

neighborhood 

CI_PS_3 3 Vacations 

Yes; shares this 

responsibility with 

grandma Same 

Yes; more 

stability; owns a 

home so kids are 

not changing 

schools 

CAP_KC_5 0 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CAP_KC_4 0 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CAP_KC_2 0 N/A N/A Not applicable 

Yes; first child 

became a teacher; 

he was a role 

model  

CAP_KC_3 2 

Kids take 

guitar 

lessons; 2 

vacations per 

year; 

cheerleading; 

clothes and 

supplies 

Responsible for 

taking kids to school 14 hours per week 

Yes; kids are 

living a high 

quality life now 

CI_PS_6 2 Vacations 

Splits with her 

husband 

Not applicable; kids 

were younger Yes 

CI_1_GK 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_2_GK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes; daughter is 

senior in High 
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2 

 

 

 

No changes 

 

 

 

Kids drive  

 

 

 

N/A 

School and wants 

to do Capital 

IDEA 

CI_3_GK 2 RTA 

Wife takes kids to 

school More No 

CI_4_GK 0 N/A N/A Not applicable N/A 

CI_5_GK 4 Same Kids ride bus Same 

Yes; moved to a 

bigger house 

CI_6_GK 1 

Does more 

activities Takes child to school N/A Yes 

CI_LF_11 0 N/A N/A N/A 

Yes; financially 

stable for future 

kids 

CI_19_LB 2 

Vacations; 

six flags Kids drive  N/A 

Yes; good 

example for kids 

CI_18_LB 3 Vacations Takes one to daycare Same Yes 

CI_MH_05 2  

Takes children to 

school More Yes 

CI_MH_06 6 

Vacations; 

extracurricula

r 

Takes children to 

school N/A Yes 

CI_20_LB 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_21_LB 1 

Participate in 

sports and 

band; son is 

in college Takes child to school N/A Yes 

CI_22_LB 2 

Children are 

grown up N/A N/A Yes 

CI_23_LB 2 

Kids have 

everything 

they need, 

and time with 

their mother 

Takes children to 

school N/A Yes 

CI_24_LB 2 

Kids were not 

born before 

training  

Takes children to 

school N/A Yes 

CI_7_GK 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_8_GK 1 N/A 

No; child doesn't go 

to school N/A Yes 

CI_9_GK 1 

Takes care of 

child Takes child to school N/A Yes 

CI_10_GK 2 No changes 

Takes children to 

school "More time now" Yes 

CAP_KC_6 3 

Able to get 

kids through 

college debt 

free No; kids are adults N/A Yes 

CI_MH_07 1 

Vacations; 

pays for 

child's 

college No; son is an adult N/A Yes 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

Research staff gathered information on the time interviewees spent on various activities.  The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Since completing training do you feel like you have more or less time to spend with your 

friends and/or family? 

2. How much time per week do you spend doing things you enjoy outside of work? (hours 

per week) 

Table D.7 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

 
Participant Time Spent with Family Time Spent Doing Things They Enjoy  

CI001 More; not working now 30 

CI002 Less; when working 17.5 

CI003 More 8 

CI004 More 28 

CI005 More N/A 

CI006 More Same as before 

CI007 More N/A 

CI008 Same N/A 

CI_1_LB Less N/A  

CI_2_LB Less 10 

CI_3_LB More 13.5 

CI_4_LB Same 30 

CI_5_LB More 8 

CI_LF_1 More 36 

CI_6_LB More 22 

CI_7_LB Less 14 

CI_LF_2 Same 5 nights a week 

CI_8_LB More 24 

CI_9_LB Same 20 

CI_10_LB Less 4.75 

CI_KC_1 More “Enough to run a business on the side” 

CI_11_LB Same 17.5 

CI_12_LB Less 12.5 

CI_13_LB More 10 

CI_14_LB Less 0.4 

CI_15_LB More 24 

CI_MH_01 More  6 

CI_MH_02 More 38 

CI_MH_03 More 25 

CI_MH_04 More 35 

CI_LF_3 More 60 

CI_LF_4 Less 20 *NTF 

CI_LF_5 More "2 days a week, and weeknights" 

CI_LF_6 More "2 days a week" 

CI_LF_7 More "4 days a week" 

CI_LF_8 Same "2 to 3 times a week" 

CI_16_LB More 8 
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CI_LF_9 Less 10 

CI_LF_10 More 12.5 

CI_17_LB More 25 

CI_PS_4 Less 4 

CI_PS_5 Less 2 

CI_PS_3 More 5 

CAP_KC_5 More 10 

CAP_KC_4 More 2.5 

CAP_KC_2 More 14 

CAP_KC_3 More 12 

CI_PS_6 N/A 6 

CI_1_GK Less 10 

CI_2_GK Same "once a week, the entire day" 

CI_3_GK RTA 2 

CI_4_GK More 6 

CI_5_GK More "4 days a week" 

CI_6_GK More "80% of the time" 

CI_LF_11 Less 1.5 

CI_19_LB Same 15 

CI_18_LB More 12 

CI_MH_05 Less N/A 

CI_MH_06 N/A 35 

CI_20_LB Same 20 

CI_21_LB More 30 

CI_22_LB Same 35 

CI_23_LB Same 10 

CI_24_LB More 10 

CI_7_GK Same 0 

CI_8_GK Same N/A 

CI_9_GK More 42 

CI_10_GK More 3 

CAP_KC_6 More 7 

CI_MH_07 More "3 days a week" 

 

Capital IDEA: Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

Research staff gathered information from each interviewee on how Capital IDEA’s job training 

affects their lives. Interviewees also speculated on where they believe they would be in life right 

now, had they not participated in Capital IDEA’s program. The following questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Would you say that your experience with Capital IDEA still has an impact in your life? 

2. Based on the survey response, research staff calculated length of impact by looking at the 

month and/or year the participant ended training, to the end of October 2018 when all 

interviews concluded.   

3. Could you have accessed a service like Capital IDEA if it didn’t exist? 

4. Where would you be today if you did not participate in the work development program? 
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Table D.8 

Capital IDEA Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

 

Participant 

Length 

Impact Has 

Lasted  

Length 

Impact Has 

Lasted  

Access to a Program 

Like This Outside of 

It? 

Where Would They Be If They Did 

Not Participate 

CI001 

Impact till 

today 10 No In a job he did not like 

CI002 

Impact till 

today 10 No Would not have graduated 

CI003 

Impact till 

today 10 

Yes; Texas 

Workforce Solutions At Walmart 

CI004 

Impact till 

today 10 Yes; scholarships In debt 

CI005 

Impact till 

today 10 No In debt; still trying to finish degree 

CI006 

Impact till 

today 17 No 

Public Storage and tax credit property 

housing 

CI007 

Impact until 

dying day 10 No Working as a CNA or caregiver 

CI008 

Impact till 

today 10 No 

Still in nursing school; would not have 

completed because of financial need 

CI_1_LB 

Impact till 

today 57 No 

Unemployed; on welfare; struggling to 

get by 

CI_2_LB 
Impact till 

today 35 No 
Not a nurse; could not have gone back 

to school because of finances 

CI_3_LB 

Impact till 

today 41 No Same place but in debt 

CI_4_LB 

Impact till 

today 34 No Using welfare programs and in debt 

CI_5_LB 

Impact till 

today 34 No Living with parents 

CI_LF_1 

Impact till 

today 34 Yes 

Working part-time and going to 

school part-time 

CI_6_LB 

Impact till 

today 37 No Working at Best Buy call center 

CI_7_LB 

Impact till 

today 41 Yes 

Same place, but in an entry level 

position 

CI_LF_2 

Impact till 

today 190 No Living on someone's couch 

CI_8_LB 

Impact till 

today N/A No Prison 

CI_9_LB 

Impact till 

today 58 

She has CNA through 

SPA, but says she 

could not access a 

program that helped 

with her associate 

degree 

More involved in children's lives such 

as being in the school PTA 

CI_10_LB 

"Good 

experience" 58 No Unsure 

CI_KC_1 

Impact till 

today 146 No 

Would still be trying to figure out how 

to pay for school 

CI_11_LB 

Impact till 

today 41 No 

Same place, but in debt and 

academically would not have been 
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well off 

CI_12_LB 

Impact till 

today 65 No 

A couple of years behind, but she 

would still be working on her goal to 

end up where she is today 

CI_13_LB 

Impact till 

today 65 No 

A couple of years behind, but she 

would still be working on her goal to 

end up where she is today 

CI_14_LB 

Impact till 

today 2 No 

Would not have had a chance at a 

career-oriented job 

CI_15_LB 

Lifetime 

impact 94 No Living in low income apartments 

CI_MH_01 

Impact till 

today 70 No Not sure 

CI_MH_02 

Impact till 

today 74 No 

Living in a small apartment with an 

unreliable car 

CI_MH_03 

Impact till 

today 76 No In school trying to finish degree 

CI_MH_04 

Impact till 

today 74 No Working at H-E-B; paying back loans 

CI_LF_3 

Impact till 

today 206 No Working at the Outlet Mall 

CI_LF_4 

Impact till 

today 41 No 

Would still own his small business; 

wouldn't be as happy 

CI_LF_5 

Impact till 

today 38 No Stay at home mom or a cashier 

CI_LF_6 

Impact till 

today 38 No Not sure 

CI_LF_7 

Impact till 

today 46 No In debt 

CI_LF_8 

Impact till 

today 41 No Dead end job 

CI_16_LB 

Impact till 

today 94 No 

Would still be working on his goal; 

Capital IDEA accelerated his success 

CI_LF_9 

Ended when 

program was 

completed  0 Unsure In debt 

CI_LF_10 

Impact till 

today 53 No In debt 

CI_17_LB 

Impact till 

today 102 No In debt 

CI_PS_4 

Ended when 

program was 

completed  0 Yes Different career 

CI_PS_5 

Impact till 

today 118 No Housewife 

CI_PS_3 

Impact till 

today 130 No Living in an apartment; working a lot 

CAP_KC_5 

Impact till 

today 149 No 

Working lower paying job; not in the 

field of tech 

CAP_KC_4 

Impact till 

today 70 No 

Not as successful; living at home; 

poor 

CAP_KC_2 

Impact till 

today 190 No Working in a trade; difficult 

CAP_KC_3 

Impact till 

today 41 No 

Would still be a pre-school teacher; 

struggling to financially provide for 
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her daughters; would be immature 

CI_PS_6 

Impact till 

today 130 No Making minimum wage 

CI_1_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No 

In the same field, but would have had 

to pay for training 

CI_2_GK 

Impact till 

today 17 No 

Still working as a medical assistant; 

making less money 

CI_3_GK 

Impact till 

today 17 No Without an education 

CI_4_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 N/A 

Same place, but it would have been 

harder to get there 

CI_5_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No Where she was before 

CI_6_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No Where she was before 

CI_LF_11 

Impact till 

today 53 No 

“In a bad place;” full-time 

employment helped her family 

financially 

CI_19_LB 

Impact till 

today 197 No Insecure job 

CI_18_LB 

Impact till 

today 94 No Entry-level position 

CI_MH_05 

Impact till 

today 77 No In a less satisfying career 

CI_MH_06 

Impact till 

today 106 No Unsure 

CI_20_LB 

Impact till 

today 130 Unsure Where she was before training 

CI_21_LB 

Impact till 

today 113 No 

Section 8 housing; same place as 

before training 

CI_22_LB 

Impact till 

today 98 No In debt 

CI_23_LB 

Impact till 

today 106 No Unsure 

CI_24_LB 

Impact till 

today 137 No Returned to Mexico 

CI_7_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No Where she was before training 

CI_8_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No In debt 

CI_9_GK 

Impact till 

today 22 No Where he was before training 

CI_10_GK 

Impact till 

today 29 No No job security; low income 

CAP_KC_6 

Impact till 

today 46 No 

"Sad and depressed;" now she has 

more time for herself 

CI_MH_07 

Impact till 

today 89 No “Dead end job” 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 
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Research staff gathered data on the amount of money interviewees spent on family activities 

before and after completing job training with Capital IDEA. The following questions were used 

to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How much money did you spend on family activities before the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

2. How much money did you spend on family activities after the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

3. Column 4 entails the difference in money spent by each interviewee in dollars per month. 

Staff calculated this value by subtracting reported money spent before from reported 

money spent after. A positive value indicates an increase in spending, a value of zero 

indicates no change, and a negative value indicates a decrease in spending.  

Table D.9 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 

 

Participant 

Money Spent Before on 

Family Activities 

Monthly  

Money Spent After on 

Family Activities 

Monthly  

 

Difference in Money 

Spent Monthly 

CI001 $200.00 $500.00 + $300.00 

CI002 $100.00 $200.00 + $100.00 

CI003 $300.00 $800.00 + $500.00 

CI004 $0.00 N/A N/A 

CI005 $0.00 $200.00 + $200.00 

CI006 $200.00 $400.00 + $200.00 

CI007 N/A N/A N/A 

CI008 $200.00 $400.00 + $200.00 

CI_1_LB $0.00 $400.00 + $400.00 

CI_2_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_3_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_4_LB $80.00 $230.00 + $150.00 

CI_5_LB $80.00 $125.00 + $45.00 

CI_LF_1 $75.00 $350.00 + $400.00 

CI_6_LB N/A N/A + $275.00 

CI_7_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_LF_2 $120.00 $2,600.00 + $2,480.00 

CI_8_LB $0.00 $175.00 + $175.00 

CI_9_LB $400.00 $700.00 + $300.00 

CI_10_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_KC_1 N/A 

 “More now;” did not 

specify quantity N/A 

CI_11_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_12_LB $200.00 $600.00 + $400.00 

CI_13_LB $100.00 $100.00 $0.00  

CI_14_LB $80.00 $200.00 + $120.00 

CI_15_LB $0.00 $100.00 + $100.00 

CI_MH_01 $250.00 $600.00 + $350.00 

CI_MH_02 $100.00 $500.00 + $400.00 

CI_MH_03 $200.00 $1,200.00 + $1000.00 
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CI_MH_04 $80.00 $500.00 + $420.00 

CI_LF_3 $800.00 $600.00 - $200.00 

CI_LF_4 $0.00 $800.00 + $800.00 

CI_LF_5 $35.00 $100.00 + $65.00 

CI_LF_6 $0.00 $1,000.00 + $1000.00 

CI_LF_7 $80.00 $400.00 + $320.00 

CI_LF_8 $110.00 $450.00 + $340.00 

CI_16_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_LF_9 $50.00 $300.00 + $250.00 

CI_LF_10 $80.00 $800.00 + $720.00 

CI_17_LB $10.00 $75.00 + $65.00 

CI_PS_4 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_PS_5 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_PS_3 50 *NTF $100.00 *NTF N/A 

CAP_KC_5 N/A N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_4 N/A N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_2 N/A N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_3 $50.00 $500.00 + $450.00 

CI_PS_6 N/A  N/A N/A 

CI_1_GK N/A N/A N/A 

CI_2_GK $100.00 $100.00 $0.00 

CI_3_GK N/A N/A N/A 

CI_4_GK N/A N/A N/A 

CI_5_GK $100.00 $200.00 + $100.00 

CI_6_GK $0.00 $300.00 + $300.00 

CI_LF_11 $70.00 $70.00 $0.00 

CI_19_LB $100.00 $250.00 + $150.00 

CI_18_LB $100.00 $400.00 + $300.00 

CI_MH_05 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_MH_06 $150.00 $550.00 + $400.00 

CI_20_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_21_LB $200.00 $1,200.00 + $1000.00 

CI_22_LB $100.00 $200.00 + $100.00 

CI_23_LB N/A N/A N/A 

CI_24_LB $0.00 $400.00 + $400.00 

CI_7_GK $20.00 $300.00 + $280.00 

CI_8_GK $0.00 $300.00 + $300.00 

CI_9_GK "No change" "No change" $0.00 

CI_10_GK N/A 

“More now;” did not 

specify quantity N/A 

CAP_KC_6 $200.00 $600.00 + $400.00 

CI_MH_07 $100.00 $300.00 + $200.00 

 

Capital IDEA: Social Return Proxies  

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s willingness to spend money to 

achieve specific outcomes. Based on the responses, their data were used to estimate a 

quantitative value to subjective metrics. By asking participants to quantify in dollar terms the 

value of an outcome, staff could make comparisons and estimate values. The following questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 
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1. How much are you willing to pay for more quality time with friends or family? (dollars 

per month) 

2. How much money would you pay to see reduced crime in your neighborhood or move to 

an area with less crime? (dollars per month) 

3. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your physical health? (dollars per month) 

4. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your mental health? (dollars per month) 

Table D.10 

Capital IDEA Social Return Proxies 

 

Participant 

Willing to Pay for 

More Quality Time 

Willing to Pay 

Monthly to Reduce 

Crime   

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Physical 

Health  

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Mental 

Health  

CI001 $1,000.00 N/A N/A N/A 

CI002 $1,250.00 N/A N/A N/A 

CI003 $1,155.00 N/A $300.00 N/A 

CI004 “All money” N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI005 $1,344.00 $1,000,000,000.00 N/A N/A 

CI006 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 N/A N/A 

CI007 N/A N/A As much as possible N/A 

CI008 $1,000.00 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_1_LB N/A $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

CI_2_LB N/A N/A $90.00 $450.00 

CI_3_LB N/A N/A $125.00 $150.00 

CI_4_LB $300.00 N/A $200.00 $250.00 

CI_5_LB $500.00 N/A $300.00 $100.00 

CI_LF_1 $0.00 N/A $2,000.00 $3,000.00 

CI_6_LB N/A N/A $500.00 $1,068.00 

CI_7_LB N/A N/A $300.00 $100.00 

CI_LF_2 $0.00 0 $0.00 $0.00 

CI_8_LB $4,000.00 $1,100.00  $6,000.00 $300.00 

CI_9_LB $608.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_10_LB $0.00 N/A $700.00 $450.00 

CI_KC_1 $0.00 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_11_LB N/A N/A $50.00 $0.00 

CI_12_LB $1,200.00 $400.00  $750.00 $500.00 

CI_13_LB $634.48 N/A $150.00 $100.00 

CI_14_LB N/A N/A $150.00 $300.00 

CI_15_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_MH_01 $912.00 N/A $1,000.00 $1,500.00 

CI_MH_02 $1,728.00 N/A $300.00 $400.00 

CI_MH_03 $576.00 N/A $200.00 *NTF $0.00 

CI_MH_04 $1,440.00 N/A $400.00 $0.00 

CI_LF_3 $0.00 $0.00  $100.00 $67.50 

CI_LF_4 $1,500.00 N/A $1,000.00 $500.00 

CI_LF_5 RTA N/A RTA RTA 

CI_LF_6 $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 
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CI_LF_7 $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_LF_8 $0.00 N/A $40.00 $40.00 

CI_16_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_LF_9 $216.00 N/A $0.00 $500.00 

CI_LF_10 $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_17_LB $2,400.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_PS_4 $300.00 N/A $600.00 $0.00 

CI_PS_5 $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_PS_3 $384.00 N/A $0.00 N/A 

CAP_KC_5 $1,500.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CAP_KC_4 $0.00 

N/A; responded 

$0.00, but had no 

crime in 

neighborhood $500.00 $0.00 

CAP_KC_2 N/A 

N/A; responded 

$0.00, but had no 

crime in 

neighborhood $100.00 $0.00 

CAP_KC_3 $100.00 N/A $139.00 $10.00 

CI_PS_6 $200.00 N/A $200.00 $0.00 

CI_1_GK N/A 0 $100.00 $0.00 

CI_2_GK $0.00 N/A $300.00 $200.00 

CI_3_GK RTA N/A $150.00 $500.00 

CI_4_GK $0.00 N/A $833.33 $0.00 

CI_5_GK $0.00 N/A $400.00 $100.00 

CI_6_GK $0.00 N/A $100.00 $100.00 

CI_LF_11 $0.00 N/A $100.00 $0.00 

CI_19_LB $0.00 N/A $1,000.00 $0.00 

CI_18_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_MH_05 $182.00 $0.00  N/A N/A 

CI_MH_06 RTA N/A $0.00 N/A 

CI_20_LB $0.00 $850.00 $0.00 $0.00 

CI_21_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_22_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_23_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_24_LB $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_7_GK 

"increase of 20" 

*NTF N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_8_GK "Yes" N/A $100.00 $100.00 

CI_9_GK $896.00 N/A $1,500.00 $1,500.00 

CI_10_GK $2,333.33 N/A $150.00 $150.00 

CAP_KC_6 $0.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

CI_MH_07 $0.00 N/A $150.00 $100.00 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Experience with Crime 

Research staff gathered information on matters related to crime and criminal justice in the life of 

interviewees. The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Is crime an issue in your neighborhood? (yes/no) 
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2. If you feel comfortable sharing, where you ever involved in the justice system prior to 

training? 

3. If yes, have you been involved in the justice system since completing training? Do you 

think job training has had anything to do with your decreased/continued involvement in 

the justice system? 

Table D.11 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Experience with Crime 

 

Participant 

Crime in 

Neighborhood 

Involvement in Justice 

System Before 

Involvement in 

Justice System After 

Job Training Impacts on 

Justice System 

Involvement 

CI001 No No No N/A 

CI002 No N/A N/A N/A 

CI003 No No No N/A 

CI004 No No No N/A 

CI005 Yes No No N/A 

CI006 Yes Yes No N/A 

CI007 No No No N/A 

CI008 No No No N/A 

CI_1_LB Yes No No Yes 

CI_2_LB Average No No No 

CI_3_LB No No No No 

CI_4_LB No No No Yes, some impact 

CI_5_LB No No No Yes, some impact 

CI_LF_1 No No No N/A 

CI_6_LB No No No Yes 

CI_7_LB N/A No No No 

CI_LF_2 Yes Yes No 

Yes, Capital IDEA helped 

him improve his life 

CI_8_LB Yes Yes No 

Yes, having a job helps, but 

having his children as 

motivation also helps 

CI_9_LB No No No No 

CI_10_LB No No No No 

CI_KC_1 No No No N/A 

CI_11_LB No No No N/A 

CI_12_LB Yes Yes No No 

CI_13_LB No No No N/A 

CI_14_LB No No No N/A 

CI_15_LB No No No 

Somewhat; if she were not 

educated and was trying to 

make ends meet, she said 

she could be in a criminal 

area and this could have 

made her appear as a threat 

even if she was not doing 

anything wrong 

CI_MH_01 No Yes No No 

CI_MH_02 No No No N/A 

CI_MH_03 No No No N/A 

CI_MH_04 No No No N/A 
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CI_LF_3 Yes No No N/A 

CI_LF_4 No Yes No Yes, training helped 

CI_LF_5 No No No N/A 

CI_LF_6 No No No N/A 

CI_LF_7 No No N/A N/A 

CI_LF_8 No Yes No No 

CI_16_LB No No No N/A 

CI_LF_9 No No No N/A 

CI_LF_10 No No No N/A 

CI_17_LB No No No N/A 

CI_PS_4 No Yes No No 

CI_PS_5 No No No N/A 

CI_PS_3 No No No N/A 

CAP_KC_5 No No No N/A 

CAP_KC_4 No No No N/A 

CAP_KC_2 No No No N/A 

CAP_KC_3 No Yes; DUI No 

No, said it was a one time 

mistake 

CI_PS_6 No No No N/A 

CI_1_GK Yes No No N/A 

CI_2_GK No No No N/A 

CI_3_GK No No No N/A 

CI_4_GK No No No N/A 

CI_5_GK No No No N/A 

CI_6_GK No Yes No No 

CI_LF_11 No No No N/A 

CI_19_LB No No No N/A 

CI_18_LB No No No N/A 

CI_MH_05 Yes Yes No No 

CI_MH_06 No No No N/A 

CI_20_LB Yes No No N/A 

CI_21_LB No No No N/A 

CI_22_LB No No No N/A 

CI_23_LB No No No N/A 

CI_24_LB No No No 

Yes, because she lives in a 

good neighborhood now 

CI_7_GK No No No N/A 

CI_8_GK No No No N/A 

CI_9_GK No No No N/A 

CI_10_GK No No No N/A 

CAP_KC_6 No No No N/A 

CI_MH_07 No No No N/A 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s access to health insurance, before and 

after job training with Capital IDEA. The following questions were used to collect responses 

from the interviewees: 

1. Did you have health insurance prior to work training program? After? 
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2. How much did you pay for health insurance prior to work training program? After? 

(dollars per month) 

Table D.12 

 Capital IDEA Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

 

Participant 

Health 

Insurance 

Before 

Health 

Insurance 

Cost Before  

Notes for HI 

Before 

Health 

Insurance 

After 

Health 

Insurance 

Cost After  

Notes on HI 

After 

CI001 Yes $0.00 

Employer paid 

for HI No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI002 Yes $287.00  Yes $300.00 

For total family 

including dental 

CI003 Yes 

Not 

Applicable 

Medicaid & 

MAP Yes N/A  

CI004 No 

Not 

Applicable  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI005 Yes $0.00  Yes N/A  

CI006 Yes $120.00  Yes $252.00 

Added eldest 

daughter 

CI007 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes N/A  

CI008 No 

Not 

Applicable  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_1_LB Yes $0.00  Yes $400.00  

CI_2_LB Yes $0.00  Yes $700.00  

CI_3_LB N/A N/A  Yes N/A  

CI_4_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes  $350.00 

Her and 

daughter 

CI_5_LB Yes $250.00 

For whole 

family Yes $268.00 

Hers is covered 

through 

employer; this 

covers children 

CI_LF_1 Yes $200.00  Yes $300.00  

CI_6_LB Yes $130.00  Yes $150.00  

CI_7_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $67.00  

CI_LF_2 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $60.00  

CI_8_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes N/A  

CI_9_LB Yes N/A  Yes $300.00  

CI_10_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_KC_1 Yes N/A  Yes N/A  

CI_11_LB Yes $800.00  Yes $200.00  

CI_12_LB Yes 

Not 

Applicable 

Had Healthy 

Texas Women 

and kids had 

CHIP Yes $600.00 

This includes 2 

adults, and 2 

kids 

CI_13_LB Yes N/A 

Does not know 

how much she 

paid before Yes $300.00 

This includes 

her, and her 2 

children 

CI_14_LB Yes N/A Medicaid Yes $24.00  
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CI_15_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $200.00 

This includes 

her husband, 

her, and 

children 

CI_MH_01 Yes $300.00 

For whole 

family Yes $390.00 

For whole 

family 

CI_MH_02 Yes 

Not 

Applicable Medicaid Yes $0.00 

Paid for by 

employer 

CI_MH_03 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $250.00 

This includes 

husband and 

daughter 

CI_MH_04 Yes $200.00 

For whole 

family Yes $250.00 

His is covered 

through 

employer; this 

covers 3 

children 

CI_LF_3 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $0.00 

Paid for by 

employer 

CI_LF_4 No 

Not 

Applicable  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_LF_5 Yes 

Not 

Applicable Medicaid Yes $0.00 

Paid for by 

employer 

CI_LF_6 Yes $55.00  Yes $40.00 

This includes 

family 

CI_LF_7 Yes N/A 

Was on parent’s 

insurance Yes $45.00  

CI_LF_8 Yes N/A 

Medical 

assistance 

program for 

herself and kids 

were on 

Medicaid Yes $300.00 

For kids and 

herself 

CI_16_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $44.00  

CI_LF_9 Yes $0.00  Yes $0.00  

CI_LF_10 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $340.00 

Includes her 

and child 

CI_17_LB Yes 

Not 

Applicable Medicaid Yes $150.00 

Includes her 

and children 

CI_PS_4 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes N/A 

Did not include 

cost, subject 

said he does not 

use his HI 

CI_PS_5 Yes N/A 

Through 

husband's 

employer Yes N/A 

Through 

husband's 

employer 

CI_PS_3 N/A N/A  N/A N/A  

CAP_KC_5 Yes $170.00  Yes $225.00  

CAP_KC_4 Yes N/A 

On parent’s 

insurance Yes $225.00  

CAP_KC_2 Yes $400.00  Yes $100.00  

CAP_KC_3 No 

Not 

Applicable 

Student just put 

N/A so not sure 

if subject had 

insurance before Yes $200.00  
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CI_PS_6 Yes 

Not 

Applicable Medicare No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_1_GK Yes 

Not 

Applicable 

Had CHIP until 

he was 18 Yes $130.00  

CI_2_GK Yes $25.00 

CHIP for the 

kids Yes $100.00  

CI_3_GK No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes N/A 

Is deducted 

from salary 

CI_4_GK Yes N/A Through mom Yes N/A through mom 

CI_5_GK Yes N/A 

Participant paid 

for it but was 

not able to give 

a value Yes $250.00 

This includes 

her kids 

CI_6_GK No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $230.00 

Covers her and 

son 

CI_LF_11 Yes N/A  

Under father's 

insurance Yes N/A 

Has insurance 

through military 

now  

CI_19_LB Yes $20.00  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_18_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $350.00 Covers 5 people  

CI_MH_05 Yes N/A  Yes $0.00  

CI_MH_06 Yes $320.00 Him and 1 son Yes $80.00 

Covers all 

family 

CI_20_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes N/A 

Does not know 

how much 

CI_21_LB Yes N/A Free through job Yes $153.00 For her family 

CI_22_LB Yes $250.00 For family Yes $400.00 

For him and 

wife 

CI_23_LB No 

Not 

Applicable  No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_24_LB Yes N/A  

Under husband's 

insurance Yes $500.00 

Includes family 

of 5 

CI_7_GK Yes N/A on mother's plan Yes $275.00  

CI_8_GK Yes N/A MAP Yes $400.00 

Includes son 

and husband 

CI_9_GK Yes $130.00 

Covered him 

and daughter No 

Not 

Applicable  

CI_10_GK Yes $400.00 

Covered him 

and child Yes $400.00 

Covers him and 

child 

CAP_KC_6 No 

Not 

Applicable  Yes $500.00 Covers 3 people 

CI_MH_07 Yes $60.00 Included son Yes $30.00 Includes son  

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Changes in Exercising and Eating 

Research staff gathered details on each interviewee’s diet and exercise habits, to consider 

changes in physical health. The following questions were used to collect responses from the 

interviewees: 

1. How much time did you spend exercising before job training? After? (hours per week) 
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2. Are your eating habits any different since completing training?  

Table D.13 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Changes in Exercise and Eating 

 

Participant Exercise Before  Exercise After  

Exercise Overall 

After 

Eating Habits 

After 

CI001 3 20 More Same; limits meat 

CI002 4 1.5 Less Better 

CI003 0 0 Same Better 

CI004 N/A N/A N/A Same 

CI005 N/A N/A Same Better 

CI006 N/A N/A Same Better 

CI007 N/A N/A Less Better 

CI008 0 4.5 More Better 

CI_1_LB N/A N/A Same Better 

CI_2_LB 5 5 Same Same 

CI_3_LB 0 2.5 more Better 

CI_4_LB 10 10 same Better 

CI_5_LB 5 3 less Better 

CI_LF_1 0 3 More Better 

CI_6_LB 0 7 More 

Better; can afford 

healthier foods now 

CI_7_LB 2 12 Less 

Better; can afford 

healthier foods now 

CI_LF_2 0 3.50 N/A 

Better, more food 

and healthier 

options 

CI_8_LB 0 3 More 

Better; location he 

lives allows him to 

access healthy food 

CI_9_LB 1 4 Less Better 

CI_10_LB 

"climbs ladders all 

day" "a couple of hours a week" N/A 

Same; always been 

a healthy eater 

CI_KC_1 N/A N/A More Same 

CI_11_LB 0 0 Same 

Better; more of a 

vegetarian diet as 

opposed to red 

meats 

CI_12_LB 14 7 Less Same 

CI_13_LB 0 3.5 More Same 

CI_14_LB 0 0.166666667 More Same 

CI_15_LB 0 3 More 

Better, can afford 

healthier foods 

CI_MH_01 6 0 Less 

Better; can afford 

more food now 

CI_MH_02 10.5 5.25 Less 

Better; meal preps 

and buys nutritious 

food 

CI_MH_03 0 0.169166667 More 

Better; less 

restrictive with 

foods she can buy 

CI_MH_04 0 5.5 More 

Better; can buy 

more nutritious food 
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CI_LF_3 3.5 0 Less 

Better; can afford to 

buy what she wants, 

and purchases more 

organic products 

CI_LF_4 10 0 Less Same 

CI_LF_5 2 0 Less 

"Makes easy food 

now" since less time 

to cook 

CI_LF_6 7 7 Same Same 

CI_LF_7 0.5 4.5 More Better 

CI_LF_8 0 0 Same Better 

CI_16_LB 6 6 Same Better 

CI_LF_9 0 0 Same Better 

CI_LF_10 2 4 More Same 

CI_17_LB 4.5 4.5 Same Same 

CI_PS_4 4 "a couple hours if lucky" Less Same 

CI_PS_5 0 0 Same Same 

CI_PS_3 0 0 Same Same 

CAP_KC_5 

"2 hours a week" 

*NTF N/A N/A 

Better; lower 

cholesterol, no red 

meat, and more 

greens 

CAP_KC_4 6 4 Less Better; less fast food 

CAP_KC_2 0 7 More Same 

CAP_KC_3 N/A 3 N/A Same 

CI_PS_6 0 0 Same Same 

CI_1_GK 6.75 4.5 Less Worse 

CI_2_GK 0 0 Same Same 

CI_3_GK 4 2 Less N/A 

CI_4_GK 10 10 Same Same 

CI_5_GK 3.5 0 Less Worse 

CI_6_GK 4 0 Less 

More money to 

spend on food 

CI_LF_11 0 4.5 More Better 

CI_19_LB 7.5 1 Less Better 

CI_18_LB 1 4.5 More 

Better; more time to 

cook 

CI_MH_05   Less Worse 

CI_MH_06 0 35 More Same 

CI_20_LB 3.5 3.5 Same Better 

CI_21_LB 0 2 More Better 

CI_22_LB 4 4 Same Same 

CI_23_LB 0 0 Same Better 

CI_24_LB 3 3 Same Better 

CI_7_GK 0 3 More Better 

CI_8_GK 2 0 Less Same 

CI_9_GK 0 0 Same Same 

CI_10_GK 3 0 Less Same 

CAP_KC_6 1.75 4 More 

Better; healthier 

options and more 

restaurants 

CI_MH_07 1 7 More Same 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s stress levels and overall self-care, 

before and after completing job training with Capital IDEA. The following questions were used 

to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How would you describe your stress levels before and after training? (scale 1-5; 1 = low 

stress, 5 = hard to function)  

2. How much time did you spend on self-care before and after training? (hours per week)  

Table D.14 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

 

Participant 

Stress Level 

Before 

Stress Level 

After 

 Stress Level 

Overall 

Self-Care 

Before 

Self-Care 

After  

Self-care 

Overall  

CI001 4 1 Less N/A N/A Same 

CI002 5 2 Less 7 1 Less 

CI003 4 2 Less N/A N/A Less 

CI004 5 1 Less N/A N/A N/A 

CI005 5 3 Less 0 18 More 

CI006 2 1 Less N/A N/A Same 

CI007 4 1 Less N/A N/A More 

CI008 5 2 Less 1.167 2.33 More 

CI_1_LB 5 5 Same 0 N/A More 

CI_2_LB 5 5 Same 5 5 Same 

CI_3_LB 3 3 Same 0 2.75 more 

CI_4_LB 5 2 Less 2 4 more 

CI_5_LB 4 2 Less 2 2 same 

CI_LF_1 2.5 1 Less 1.5 4.5  more 

CI_6_LB 4 2.5 Less 0 7 more 

CI_7_LB 2 3 More 28 7 less 

CI_LF_2 5 3 Less 0 7 more 

CI_8_LB 5 5 Same 6 6 same 

CI_9_LB 1 3 More 6 6 same 

CI_10_LB 1 2 More 15 10 less 

CI_KC_1 1 1 Same 0 21 more 

CI_11_LB 3 2.5 Less 24.5 14 less 

CI_12_LB 2.5 2.5 Same 7 7 same 

CI_13_LB 1 2 More 10.5 10.5 same 

CI_14_LB 2 3 More 10 4 Less 

CI_15_LB 4 2 Less 0 3 More 

CI_MH_01 5 2 Less 6 9 More 

CI_MH_02 5 2 Less 0 5 More 

CI_MH_03 3 3 Same 0 30 More 

CI_MH_04 4.5 2 Less 0 

"5 weeks 

for sport" More 

CI_LF_3 2 4.5 More 0 7 *NTF More 

CI_LF_4 2 4 More 

"7 days a 

week" 

"2 days a 

week" Less 

CI_LF_5 3 2 Less RTA RTA RTA 

CI_LF_6 3 1 Less N/A N/A Same 
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CI_LF_7 5 3 Less 

"a couple of 

times a year" 

"a couple 

of times a 

month" More 

CI_LF_8 4 2 Less 0 0.5 More 

CI_16_LB 3 2 Less 2 2 Same 

CI_LF_9 1 3 More 0 0 Same 

CI_LF_10 3 3 Same 2 4 More 

CI_17_LB 4 5 More 30 19 Less 

CI_PS_4 3 3 Same 0 0 Same 

CI_PS_5 

3; was this 

high because 

kids were 

young 1 Less 1 2.5 More 

CI_PS_3 3 2 Less 1 *NTF 3 *NTF More 

CAP_KC_5 4 1 Less 7 14 More 

CAP_KC_4 

2; lived with 

parents 

5; more 

responsibility 

now More 1.25 5 More 

CAP_KC_2 5 1 Less 

"4 hours per 

week"  N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_3 5 1.5 Less 7 *NTF N/A N/A 

CI_PS_6 3 3 Same 2 *NTF N/A N/A 

CI_1_GK 2 2 Same N/A N/A More 

CI_2_GK 1 5 More 5 10 More 

CI_3_GK 5 2.5 Less 16 *NTF 8 *NTF Less 

CI_4_GK 2 2 Same 10 *NTF 10 *NTF Same 

CI_5_GK 4 1 Less N/A N/A Same 

CI_6_GK 3 2 Less 7 21 More 

CI_LF_11 3 3 Same 

"one day 

every two 

weeks" 

"one day 

every two 

weeks" Same 

CI_19_LB 4 4 Same 0 3 More 

CI_18_LB 5 2 Less 0 7 More 

CI_MH_05 5 2 Less RTA RTA N/A 

CI_MH_06 RTA RTA N/A RTA RTA N/A 

CI_20_LB 3 2 Less 7 7 Same 

CI_21_LB 4 2 Less 1 10 More 

CI_22_LB 3 2 Less 6 6 Same 

CI_23_LB 2.5 2.5 Same 5 5 Same 

CI_24_LB 3 4 More 15 8 Less 

CI_7_GK 3 4 More 0 3.5 More 

CI_8_GK 2 2 Same 2 2 Same 

CI_9_GK 4 3 Less 0 0 Same 

CI_10_GK 2 1 Less 0 3 More 

CAP_KC_6 5 3 Less 7 14 More 

CI_MH_07 3 1 Less 1 10 More 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Insights on the Program  

Research staff gathered feedback on the self-reported skills the interviewees gained through 

Capital IDEA. The following question was used to collect responses from the interviewees: 
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1. Outside of the core curriculum and technical job skills, what is the most important thing 

you have learned in job training? 

Table D.15 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Insights on the Program 

 
Participant Additional skills learned 

CI001 Learned to be more assertive, outgoing; believes in his capability; tenacity  

CI002 Gained a sense of celebration; it's okay to be proud of yourself; gained a sense of self 

CI003 N/A 

CI004 To be responsible and own up to self and to be present and on time 

CI005 How to manage time and balance work and school  

CI006 Time management; work in a collaborative team; resume building 

CI007 

How to overcome adversity; built up confidence; learned about the discrimination experienced by 

people with accents; empowerment in job selecting; learned to never give up on self 

CI008 N/A 

CI_1_LB Believe in herself 

CI_2_LB Cultural sensitivity to use in her job 

CI_3_LB Setting up social media to be employer friendly 

CI_4_LB Resume building; securing a job 

CI_5_LB Accountability 

CI_LF_1 Applying self; learned how to "go through the grind" 

CI_6_LB Learned that he could recover from failure; networking skills 

CI_7_LB 

Learned how to keep personal documents in order; organization skills; take things seriously; 

gained a sense of perseverance and now looks forward to completing degree; improved interview 

skills 

CI_LF_2 

Realized potential in self; secured job placement; interview preparation and skills; gained a 

positive outlook on life; learned how to take the punches and not quit 

CI_8_LB 

Had a 4.0; felt empowered; he can help his children academically and they are motivated to see 

him go to work 

CI_9_LB Resume building; securing a job; learned about voting and elections 

CI_10_LB Was seen as capable; everyone she worked with had good hearts 

CI_KC_1 Time management; study skills 

CI_11_LB Resume building; interview skills; networking 

CI_12_LB Resume building; job finding; how to present herself online and in person when interviewing 

CI_13_LB Learned to never give up and stay persistent; developed leadership skills 

CI_14_LB N/A 

CI_15_LB Learned the power of giving; resume building; interview skills 

CI_MH_01  

CI_MH_02 Financial independence; job longevity; financial security; tenacity; motivation 

CI_MH_03 Security in making life decisions; learned the value learning  

CI_MH_04 Networking 

CI_LF_3 N/A 

CI_LF_4 Resume building 

CI_LF_5 N/A 

CI_LF_6 Networking; resume building; job finding 

CI_LF_7 Self-confidence improved; communication skills 

CI_LF_8 Resume building; preparing for interviews 

CI_16_LB 

To seek out opportunities; to share his experience with others; sending emails to potential 

employers 

CI_LF_9 Resume building; connections 

CI_LF_10 Ask for help when needed 

CI_17_LB To believe in herself 
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CI_PS_4 N/A 

CI_PS_5 N/A 

CI_PS_3 Study skills 

CAP_KC_5 Problem solving; employability skills 

CAP_KC_4 Self-confidence improved; critical thinking skills; professionalism 

CAP_KC_2 Self-confidence improved; communication skills; public speaking skills 

CAP_KC_3 Confidence in interviews; how to present herself; how to be employed 

CI_PS_6 Interview skills 

CI_1_GK Interview skills; resume skills; got connected to a job 

CI_2_GK How to handle stress; resume skills; interview skills; networking 

CI_3_GK N/A 

CI_4_GK Communication skills; time management 

CI_5_GK Job connections 

CI_6_GK Resume skills 

CI_LF_11 N/A 

CI_19_LB N/A 

CI_18_LB N/A 

CI_MH_05 Internship; critical thinking skills improved 

CI_MH_06 N/A 

CI_20_LB N/A 

CI_21_LB N/A 

CI_22_LB Learned to give back to the community 

CI_23_LB N/A 

CI_24_LB Team work skills; interview skills 

CI_7_GK Resume skills; interview skills; dress to impress training 

CI_8_GK Networking; job connections; determination 

CI_9_GK N/A 

CI_10_GK Networking; resume skills 

CAP_KC_6 Time management; perseverance; critical thinking 

CI_MH_07 Learned to give back to the community 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s life outcomes resulting from 

participation in Capital IDEA’s job training program. Table D.16 lists positive outcomes. The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any more positive outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Table D.16 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

 
Participant Additional Comments/ Outcomes in Life 

CI001 More realistic about skills needed; knows what's in demand 

CI002 Was valued as a person 

CI003 

Says son is interested in going to college now; says she will be able to help son since she's gone 

through college 

CI004 Resume; internships; help finding job 
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CI005 Confidence in ability to go to college; empowered; plans to pursue bachelor's degree 

CI006 

Feels like he is able to give kids more guidance now; in November it'll be 2 years since his 

family needed to apply for food stamps 

CI007 N/A 

CI008 N/A 

CI_1_LB Is now able to give back to the community instead of just taking 

CI_2_LB More potential for longevity and growth 

CI_3_LB N/A 

CI_4_LB She is now able to take care of her daughter 

CI_5_LB N/A 

CI_LF_1 N/A 

CI_6_LB N/A 

CI_7_LB 

The company he works for offers lots of benefits; since HVAC is seasonal, he is training in other 

departments; believes the program is strategic because it prevents debt and targets high-demand 

careers 

CI_LF_2 

Stopped using drugs; used to be homeless; LCRN payed for 80% of his bachelor's degree and 

will soon be pursuing master's degree 

CI_8_LB 

The program was strict and punished hard because they wanted participants to stick with the 

program 

CI_9_LB N/A 

CI_10_LB N/A 

CI_KC_1 Trying to get a similar program started in Florida  

CI_11_LB 

Met new people and was able to learn from their experience, was motivated by Capital IDEA 

(CI) to finish college; CI helped him with personal problems 

CI_12_LB 

First generation college student; her life and her children's lives have gotten so much better since 

completing the program 

CI_13_LB Had a great counselor that was very supportive 

CI_14_LB 

Moved to Dallas and hasn't found a job; her Capital IDEA (CI) mentor took her in like a little 

sister and this helped her get through stress; CI mentor still keeps in touch with her 

CI_15_LB N/A 

CI_MH_01 N/A 

CI_MH_02 The supportive community at Capital IDEA I helped her thrive 

CI_MH_03 N/A 

CI_MH_04 

Hopes Capital IDEA sponsors more immigrants; says that now he’s able to contribute to the 

economy since he bought a home and 2 vehicles 

CI_LF_3 

Best decision she made in her life; this foundation launched her success; has completed master's 

degree in education 

CI_LF_4 Capital IDEA really helped him out 

CI_LF_5 N/A 

CI_LF_6 N/A 

CI_LF_7 N/A 

CI_LF_8 N/A 

CI_16_LB N/A 

CI_LF_9 N/A 

CI_LF_10 

Montessori childcare Capital IDEA (CI) offered hugely impacted child; CI was a huge factor to 

her success  

CI_17_LB 

Thinks Capital IDEA should have students shadow other students with the careers that they want 

to enter 

CI_PS_4 N/A 

CI_PS_5 The teachers were the best part of her training 

CI_PS_3 N/A 

CAP_KC_5 

Capital IDEA (CI) was diverse and inclusive for all people of color; CI supported him well; CI 

gave him a way of life 

CAP_KC_4 N/A 
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CAP_KC_2 Thankful that Capital IDEA changed his life 

CAP_KC_3 Capital IDEA (CI) cleansed her entire life; she is grateful for CI 

CI_PS_6 N/A 

CI_1_GK N/A 

CI_2_GK 

Capital IDEA’s assistance helped her navigate her education, and as a person who was not as 

strong in English due to migrating from Mexico, it was an invaluable experience to her success 

CI_3_GK N/A 

CI_4_GK N/A 

CI_5_GK N/A 

CI_6_GK N/A 

CI_LF_11 

"Capital IDEA should make themselves more known in the community, specifically in high 

schools with minority students, so that those with financial burdens see a better pathway” 

CI_19_LB N/A 

CI_18_LB N/A 

CI_MH_05 N/A 

CI_MH_06 

Joined the Army after completing job training; the support and community from Capital IDEA 

made his experience great; hopes the organization is able to grow and serve more people 

CI_20_LB N/A 

CI_21_LB N/A 

CI_22_LB After his wife got stage 3 cancer, he became interested in the medical field 

CI_23_LB She helped her husband open a plumbing business 

CI_24_LB N/A 

CI_7_GK “Great program” 

CI_8_GK N/A 

CI_9_GK N/A 

CI_10_GK "I'm really happy" 

CAP_KC_6 

Is working on bachelor’s degree; Capital IDEA counselors were encouraging and firm, but 

understanding 

CI_MH_07 N/A 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s life outcomes as a result of 

participation in Capital IDEA’s job training program. Table D.17 lists negative outcomes. The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any more negative outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Table D.17 

Capital IDEA Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

 
Participant Additional Comments/ Outcomes in Life  

CI001 N/A 

CI002 N/A 

CI003 N/A 

CI004 N/A 

CI005 

Goes to Capital IDEA meetings just to sign paper work and drive across town is long and 

sometimes has to miss work 
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CI006 N/A 

CI007 N/A 

CI008 N/A 

CI_1_LB N/A 

CI_2_LB N/A 

CI_3_LB N/A 

CI_4_LB N/A 

CI_5_LB N/A 

CI_LF_1 N/A 

CI_6_LB N/A 

CI_7_LB Says there wasn't check-ins to ensure he was passing classes 

CI_LF_2 N/A 

CI_8_LB N/A 

CI_9_LB 

She had less time to spend with her kids, and she feels like she's not there as much as before; did 

not like that counselor suggested she started working before the program since she had CAN 

certification through Skill Point Alliance 

CI_10_LB 

She experienced age discrimination; was pushed to rush through the program and this didn't 

allow her to get the best possible job  

CI_KC_1 N/A 

CI_11_LB N/A 

CI_12_LB N/A 

CI_13_LB N/A 

CI_14_LB 

Too much pressure to finish which was hard on her; wishes she would have gotten a teaching 

certification but Capital IDEA does not offer that 

CI_15_LB N/A 

CI_MH_01 N/A 

CI_MH_02 N/A 

CI_MH_03 N/A 

CI_MH_04 N/A 

CI_LF_3 N/A 

CI_LF_4 N/A 

CI_LF_5 Wished Capital IDEA helped more with job finding; difficult to secure job without experience 

CI_LF_6 N/A 

CI_LF_7 Says nurses are underpaid in Austin in comparison to other places in Texas 

CI_LF_8 N/A 

CI_16_LB N/A 

CI_LF_9 Says Austin does not have the right market for biotech industry 

CI_LF_10 N/A 

CI_17_LB N/A 

CI_PS_4 N/A 

CI_PS_5 N/A 

CI_PS_3 N/A 

CAP_KC_5 N/A 

CAP_KC_4 Has back problems because of job; saturated market; hard to find full-time job 

CAP_KC_2 N/A 

CAP_KC_3 N/A 

CI_PS_6 N/A 

CI_1_GK 

Thinks a program that incorporates field work and class work simultaneously would be more 

beneficial 

CI_2_GK N/A 

CI_3_GK 

The IT field hires young people with no experience, but not older people (him) so he wants other 

older individuals to avoid this; says the city should provide employers with money to hire 

immigrants with education from outside the country  

CI_4_GK N/A 
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CI_5_GK N/A 

CI_6_GK N/A 

CI_LF_11 N/A 

CI_19_LB N/A 

CI_18_LB N/A 

CI_MH_05 N/A 

CI_MH_06 N/A 

CI_20_LB Would have benefited from resume help 

CI_21_LB N/A 

CI_22_LB N/A 

CI_23_LB N/A 

CI_24_LB N/A 

CI_7_GK Teachers made her feel like she was taking advantage of the system because she was white 

CI_8_GK N/A 

CI_9_GK N/A 

CI_10_GK Wishes they could help individuals get bachelor's degree 

CAP_KC_6 N/A 

CI_MH_07 N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Lives Before Training 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s lives prior to completing job training 

with Skillpoint Alliance. The following questions were used to collect a response from the 

interviewees: 

1. Why did you participate in the job training program? 

2. What was life like before you began training? 

3. Where did you work before training? 

Table D.18 

Skillpoint Interviewees Lives Before Training 

 
Participant Reason for Participating Life Before Training Jobs Before Training 

SPA001 Low income 

Unemployed; living off 

disability N/A 

SPA002 Expand skills 

Military; on his way out 

of service; divorce Military 

SPA003 Just got out of prison 

Job-to-job; never more 

than a year in one 

 swimming pool work; 

retail; retail management; 

pipefitting; fast food 

SPA_LB_1 

CNA was required for nursing 

program he was applying to 

 

“Good” Military 

SPA_1_MH 

Wanted CNA certification to increase 

wage Difficult; single-mom 

Guleys Home Healthcare; 

Madeline Branch Café 

SPA_2_MH Looking for a career change 

Solid part-time sales job 

and cosmetology job Hotel; Home Health 
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SPA_4_GK 

Wanted to challenge gender 

stereotypes Job-to-job  Warehouse 

SPA_5_GK 

Dad got a heart attack and she 

wanted to know how to treat one N/A 

Microscope 

Manufacturing Company 

SPA_1_GK 

Wife completed a program with 

Skillpoint Alliance Unemployed Unemployed 

SPA_LF_1 

Previously working as caregiver; 

wanted certification No upward mobility Caregiver 

SPA_3_GK Low income 

Wanted a foot into 

medical field Technician at hospital 

SPA_2_GK Immigrated from Mexico N/A Self-employed attorney 

SPA_1_PS Friend recommended program  Day labor Unskilled day labor 

SPA/CI_2_PS 

Recommended through Capital 

IDEA N/A Security Officer 

SPA_LF_2 Wanted to become a nurse Stay at home mom Unemployed 

SPA_KC_1 Wanted to gain a steady income Difficult; low-income Unemployed 

SPA_LF_3 Laid-off previous job 

Worked long hours prior 

to unemployment Unemployed; Flextronics 

SPA_MH_003 

Wanted CNA certification, long-term 

goal is to become an RN 

Working and being with 

kids Fast food restaurant 

SPA_KC_2 

Was a physician in Pakistan, needed 

certification from U.S. to practice Stayed at home, one child Unemployed 

SPA_KC_3 

Left husband and needed more 

income N/A Chef-helper 

SPA_KC_4 Wanted to become a nurse Unemployed N/A 

SPA_6_GK Incarcerated for 12 years N/A N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Experience with Skillpoint’s Program 

Research staff gathered feedback on each interviewee’s perceptions of the workforce training 

program and their experience within it. The following questions were used to collect a response 

from the interviewees. 

1. What field did you train for?  

2. Do you feel like you chose the correct training program to meet your goals or interests? 

3. What were your expectations when you entered the job training program? 

4. Did it meet, exceed, or fall below your expectations? Explain.  

5. Would you recommend job training to other people that were in a similar situation as 

you? Why or why not? 

Table D.19 

Interviewees Experience with Skillpoint’s Program 

 

Participant Discipline 

Content with 

Discipline Choice 

Expectations of 

Program 

Expectations 

Met? 

Recommend 

Program 

SPA001 

Electrical 

Apprentice N/A None Exceeded Yes 
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SPA002 

Electrical 

Apprentice N/A None 

N/A; “tough 

program” Yes 

SPA003 HVAC N/A Hands on training 

Met, somewhat 

exceeded; great 

instructor Yes 

SPA_LB_1 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes None Met  Yes 

SPA_1_MH 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

She would make 

more money upon 

earning 

certification 

Program was 

good, but did not 

earn certification Yes 

SPA_2_MH 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

Earn certification; 

was not expecting 

to find a job Exceeded Yes 

SPA_4_GK 

Pipefitting 

Plumbing Yes Earn certification Exceeded Yes 

SPA_5_GK 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

Someone would 

help her Met Yes 

SPA_1_GK 

Electrical 

Apprentice Yes N/A N/A Yes 

SPA_LF_1 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

Would earn 

certification, but 

she learned so 

much more Exceeded Yes 

SPA_3_GK 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes None Exceeded Yes 

SPA_2_GK 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes N/A Exceeded Yes 

SPA_1_PS 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

Would gain skills 

that would help 

him get a job Met Yes 

SPA/CI_2_PS 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes N/A N/A Yes 

SPA_LF_2 

Certified 

Nurse Aide 

, PCT Yes 

Just curriculum 

instruction, and 

instruction on 

using computers  Exceeded Yes 

SPA_KC_1 

Certified 

Nurse Aide 

No; said more 

training was 

needed 

Lectures; 

applicable skills; 

secure a job 

Below; expected 

more hands on 

work 

Yes, better than 

no education 

SPA_LF_3 

Machine 

Program No 

Earn certification; 

OSHA training Met Yes 

SPA_MH_003 N/A Yes 

Skills needed to 

earn certification Exceeded Yes 

SPA_KC_2 

Certified 

Nurse Aide Yes 

Hands on training; 

one-on-one help 

Below; expected 

more hands on 

work; had little 

in-field training Yes 

SPA_KC_3 

Certified 

Nurse Aide No N/A Met Yes 

SPA_KC_4 

Certified 

Nurse Aide N/A N/A Met Yes 

SPA_6_GK 

Electrical 

Apprentice Yes 

They'd have high 

expectations of 

him Met Yes 
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Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Employment Details 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s current employment. The following 

questions were used to collect a response from the interviewees. 

1. What is your employment status?  

2. How do you get to work and how long does it take you to get there? (minutes)   

3. Do you feel like you have the opportunity to advance in your current job or career field? 

Table D.20 

Skillpoint Interviewees Employment Details 

 

Participant Employment Status Time to get to Work  

Advancement 

Opportunity 

SPA001 Employed 20 Yes 

SPA002 Employed 8 Yes 

SPA003 Employed 45 Yes 

SPA_LB_1 Employed 40 Yes 

SPA_1_MH Unemployed N /A No 

SPA_2_MH Employed 12.5 No 

SPA_4_GK Employed 97.5 Yes 

SPA_5_GK Unemployed/Disability N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK Employed N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_1 Employed 30 Yes 

SPA_3_GK Employed N/A Yes 

SPA_2_GK Employed N/A No 

SPA_1_PS Employed N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS Employed 30 Yes 

SPA_LF_2 Employed 22.5 Yes 

SPA_KC_1 Unemployed/Disability N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_3 Employed 27.5 Yes 

SPA_MH_003 Unemployed N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_2 Employed 0; works from home No, not as a 50+ year old 

SPA_KC_3 Employed 17.5 Yes 

SPA_KC_4 

Out of work and looking 

for work N/A N/A 

SPA_6_GK Employed Takes bus N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

Research staff gathered data on each interviewee’s job satisfaction before participating in 

Skillpoint Alliance’s job training, and their job satisfaction after completing training. The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. What is your employment status? 

2. Can you rate your job satisfaction on a scale of 1-5 before training and now? (1-highly 

unsatisfied, 5-highly satisfied) 
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Table D.21 

Skillpoint Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

 

Participant Employment Status 

Employment 

Satisfaction Before 

Employment 

Satisfaction Present 

SPA001 Employed N/A 5 

SPA002 Employed N/A 2 

SPA003 Employed 1 4 

SPA_LB_1 Employed N/A 4 

SPA_1_MH Unemployed 5 N/A 

SPA_2_MH Employed 3 5 

SPA_4_GK Employed N/A 4 

SPA_5_GK Unemployed/Disability N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK Employed N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_1 Employed 2 5 

SPA_3_GK Employed N/A 5 

SPA_2_GK Employed N/A 5 

SPA_1_PS Employed N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS Employed N/A 4 

SPA_LF_2 Employed N/A 5 

SPA_KC_1 Unemployed/Disability N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_3 Employed 3 4 

SPA_MH_003 Unemployed 3 N/A 

SPA_KC_2 Employed N/A 5 

SPA_KC_3 Employed 1 5 

SPA_KC_4 

Out of work and looking 

for work N/A N/A 

SPA_6_GK Employed N/A 3 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s hourly work week and financial 

earnings before and after completing job training. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. How many hours per week were you working before? 

2. How much money did you make per year before? (annual) 

3. How many hours per week are you working now? 

4. How much money are you making per year now? (annual) 

Table D.22 

Skillpoint Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income 

 
Participant Hours Worked Before Income Before Hours Worked After Income After 

SPA001 20 $8,840.00 40 $31,512.00 

SPA002 N/A $35,000.00 N/A $125,000.00 

SPA003 N/A $25,000.00 N/A $60,000.00 
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SPA_LB_1 0 $18,000.00 40 

$86,160.00; 

includes 

retirement and 

disability 

SPA_1_MH N/A $10,500.00 0 $0.00 

SPA_2_MH N/A $30,000.00 30 $17,000.00 

SPA_4_GK 0 $0.00 40 $31,200.00 

SPA_5_GK N/A N/A  0 

$14,400.00; 

disability 

SPA_1_GK N/A $31,200.00 40 $52,000.00 

SPA_LF_1 40 $21,840.00 40 $34,320.00 

SPA_3_GK N/A N/A  36 $33,696.00 

SPA_2_GK N/A N/A 40 $29,120.00 

SPA_1_PS 27.5 $12,000.00 45 $18,720.00 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A N/A  30 $23,400.00 

SPA_LF_2 0 $0.00 36 $25,740.00 

SPA_KC_1 0 N/A; disability  0 N/A; disability  

SPA_LF_3 N/A $45,000.00 50 $55,000.00 

SPA_MH_003 N/A $18,600.00 0 $0.00 

SPA_KC_2 0 $0.00 40 $45,000.00 

SPA_KC_3 25 $13,000.00 40 $34,320.00 

SPA_KC_4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_6_GK 55 $40,000.00 52.5 $45,045.00 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Second Generation Impacts 

Research staff gathered information on the perceived effects from training with Skillpoint 

Alliance on each interviewee’s children. The following questions were used to collect responses 

from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any children in your household? 

2. Have the activities you and your children have been able to participate in changed since 

the job training program? (yes/no) What changes have you noticed? 

3. Are you responsible for taking your children to school or to any other activities? If so, 

how do you get there? 

4. If applicable, do you spend more time helping your children with homework now than 

before participating in job training? 

5. How, if at all, do you believe your job training has impacted or will impact your 

children?  

Table D.23 

Skillpoint Second Generation Impacts 

 

 

Participant 

 

Number 

of 

 

Activities with 

children 

Responsible for 

Taking Kids to 

School 

Time Difference 

Spent Helping 

Kids with 

 

Impact on 

Children 
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Children Homework 

SPA001 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA002 3 Increased N/A Same N/A 

SPA003 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

 

SPA_LB_1 

 

 

2 

Increased but not 

associated with 

job training 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

Same 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

SPA_1_MH 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

More; daughter 

used to be in 

daycare now she's 

not 

Yes; daughter 

saw her graduate, 

and wishes to 

pursue the same 

path 

SPA_2_MH 2 Same N/A N/A No 

 

 

 

SPA_4_GK 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

Increased 

 

 

 

N/A 

More; when she 

was homeless kids 

weren't in her 

custody 

 

 

Her children don't 

see her as often  

 

 

 

SPA_5_GK 

 

 

 

0 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

N/A 

Yes; children 

were happy that 

she was trying to 

better herself 

 

 

SPA_1_GK 

 

 

4 

 

 

Increased 

N/A  

 

N/A  

Yes; children see 

the value of 

education 

 

 

 

SPA_LF_1 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

Increased 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

More; kids were not 

in school before 

Yes; kids are able 

to participate in 

more school 

activities 

SPA_3_GK 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_2_GK 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPA_LF_2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

Increased; can 

now take lids to 

doctor's 

appointments and 

to school; helps 

with homework; 

go to church; 

weekend road 

trips,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More 

 

Yes; kids see her 

passion for her 

career and are 

inspired to work 

in a hospital too 

one day 

SPA_KC_1 0 N/A N/A RTA N/A 

 

 

 

SPA_LF_3 

 

 

 

1 

 

Son drives; he is 

involved in son's 

sports 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

Same 

Yes; child has 

another way to 

see motivation 

and hard-work 

pay off 

 

 

SPA_MH_003 

 

 

4 

 

 

No changes 

 

 

N/A 

 

More; 14 hours per 

week 

Yes; children 

have something 

to look up to 

 

 

SPA_KC_2 

0; children 

are older 

now 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

More time for fun 

things; is able to 

 

 

 

More; 14 hours per 
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Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

Research staff gathered information on the time each interviewee spent on activities.  The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Since completing training do you feel like you have more or less time to spend with your 

friends and/or family? 

2. How much time per week do you spend doing things you enjoy outside of work? (hours 

per week) 

Table D.24 

Skillpoint Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

 
Participant Time Spent with Family  Time Spent Doing Things They Enjoy 

SPA001 More 20 

SPA002 Less 18 

SPA003 Less 12.5 

SPA_LB_1 More 10 

SPA_1_MH More; unemployed  N/A 

SPA_2_MH More 10 

SPA_4_GK More "After 4pm and weekends" 

SPA_5_GK More N/A 

SPA_1_GK Same "After 6pm and weekends" 

SPA_LF_1 More "After 5pm and weekends" 

SPA_3_GK More N/A 

SPA_2_GK More "Free time after work and English school" 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS Less N/A 

SPA_LF_2 More "Has a lot of time; days are free" 

SPA_KC_1 N/A Unemployed 

SPA_LF_3 More "20 hours per week plus full weekend" 

SPA_MH_003 More; unemployed 5 

SPA_KC_2 N/A 5 

SPA_KC_3 More; 30 more *NTF 35 

SPA_KC_4 More; 12 more per week 4 *NTF 

SPA_6_GK N/A "1.5 days of free time" *NTF 

 

 

SPA_KC_3 2 buy stuff N/A week Yes 

 

 

 

 

SPA_KC_4 

 

 

 

 

2 

Takes kids to 

school walking 

and in a car; able 

to do more 

activities with 

kids 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

More; kids were too 

young before 

 

Yes; they know 

she went to 

school and they 

helped her get 

ready 

 

 

SPA_6_GK 

0; children 

are older 

now  

 

 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

Yes; never too 

old to get an 

education 
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Skillpoint Alliance: Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

Research staff gathered information on the impact on the lives of the interviewees from 

Skillpoint Alliance job training. Interviewees also described where they believe they would be in 

life right now if they had not participated in Skillpoint Alliance’s program. The following 

questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Would you say that your experience with Skillpoint Alliance still has an impact in your 

life? 

2. Based on the survey response, research staff calculated length of impact by looking at the 

month and/or year the participant ended training, to the end of October 2018 when all 

interviews concluded.   

3. Could you have accessed a service like Skillpoint Alliance if it didn’t exist? 

4. Where would you be today if you did not participate in the work development program? 

Table D.25 

Skillpoint Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

 
 

Participant 

Length Impact 

Has Lasted  

Length Impact 

Has Lasted  

Access to a Program 

Like This Outside of It? 

Where Would They Be If 

They Did Not Participate 

SPA001 Impact till 

today 

16 No Living with parents 

SPA002 Impact till 

today 

 

34 

Yes; Vocational Rehab 

through Veterans Affairs 

 

Same place 

SPA003 Impact till 

today 

17 No Same place 

SPA_LB_1 Impact till 

today 

 

39 

Maybe; lack of 

knowledge of programs 

 

Same place 

SPA_1_MH Impact till 

today 

26 No Doing home health 

SPA_2_MH  

Impact till 

today 

 

28 

 

No 

Doing home health and 

cosmetology 

SPA_4_GK Impact till 

today 

13 No Homeless 

SPA_5_GK Impact till 

today 

23 No Same place 

 

 

SPA_1_GK 

Impact ended at 

completion of 

program 

 

 

40 

 

 

No 

 

 

Unemployed; unhappy 

SPA_LF_1 Impact till 

today 

43 No Still at previous job 

SPA_3_GK Impact till 

today 

16 No N/A 

 

 

SPA_2_GK 

Impact ended at 

completion of 

program 

 

 

0 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

Cleaning houses 

 

SPA_1_PS 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

Yes; Texas Workforce 

Solutions 

 

Worse off 
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SPA/CI_2_PS 

 

N/A 

 

14 

 

Yes; Capital IDEA 

Would be financially 

unstable 

 

SPA_LF_2 

 

Impact till 

today 

 

38 

 

No 

Working as a cashier or a 

waitress 

 

 

SPA_KC_1 

Impact ended at 

completion of 

program 

 

 

0 

 

 

No 

 

 

Same place 

SPA_LF_3 Impact till 

today 

50 No Same place 

 

SPA_MH_003 

 

Impact till 

today 

 

30 

No: heard about Capital 

IDEA through Skillpoint 

 

Fast food employee 

 

 

SPA_KC_2 

Impact ended at 

completion of 

program 

 

 

0 

 

 

No 

 

 

Same place 

 

 

SPA_KC_3 

 

Impact till 

today 

 

34 

Knew of Capital IDEA, 

but wanted a short-term 

program 

 

 

Same place 

 

SPA_KC_4 

 

Impact till 

today 

 

17 

 

No 

Trying to figure out how to 

get into nursing school 

 

SPA_6_GK 

 

Impact till 

today 

 

18 

 

Yes 

Struggling to get his 

license  

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 

Research staff gathered data on the money each interviewee spent on family activities before and 

after completing job training with Skillpoint Alliance. The following questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How much money did you spend on family activities before the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

2. How much money did you spend on family activities after the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

3. Column 4 entails the difference in money spent by each interviewee in dollars per month. 

Staff calculated this value by subtracting reported money spent before from reported 

money spent after. A positive value indicates an increase in spending, a value of zero 

indicates no change, and a negative value indicates a decrease in spending. 

Table D.26 

Skillpoint Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 

 

Participant 

Money Spent Before on 

Family Activities  

Money Spent After on 

Family Activities  

Difference in Money 

Spent Monthly 

SPA001 $20.00 $200.00 + $180.00 

SPA002 $300.00 $2,000.00 + $1700.00 

SPA003 $750.00 $750.00 $0.00 
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SPA_LB_1 Same Same $0.00 

SPA_1_MH Same Same $0.00 

SPA_2_MH $200.00 $75.00 - $125.00 

SPA_4_GK $0.00 $150.00 + $150.00 

SPA_5_GK N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK $100.00 $250.00 + $150.00 

SPA_LF_1 N/A $150.00 N/A 

SPA_3_GK N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_2_GK N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_2 $200.00 $600.00 + $400.00 

SPA_KC_1 RTA RTA N/A 

SPA_LF_3 Same Same $0.00 

SPA_MH_003 $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 

SPA_KC_2 $250.00 $100.00 - $150.00 

SPA_KC_3 $200.00 $500.00 + $300.00 

SPA_KC_4 $200.00 $500.00 + $300.00 

SPA_6_GK N/A N/A N/A 

 
Skillpoint Alliance: Social Return Proxies  

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s willingness to spend money for 

specific outcomes. Based on the responses, these data were used to estimate a subjective 

economic value to outcome metrics. By asking participants to quantify in dollar terms the value 

of outcomes, staff could estimate benefits and costs. The following questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How much are you willing to pay for more quality time with friends or family? (dollars 

per month) 

2. How much money would you pay to see reduced crime in your neighborhood or move to 

an area with less crime? (dollars per month) 

3. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your physical health? (dollars per month) 

4. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your mental health? (dollars per month) 

Table D.27 

Skillpoint Social Return Proxies 

 

Participant 

Willing to Pay for 

More Quality 

Time with Family  

Willing to Pay to 

Reduce Crime 

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Physical 

Health  

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Mental 

Health 

SPA001 $1,000.00 N/A As much as possible As much as possible 

SPA002 Priceless N/A N/A N/A 

SPA003 $2,000,000.00 $0.00 N/A N/A 

SPA_LB_1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_MH $12.50 per hour, but N/A $12.50 $0.00  
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did not specify how 

many hours 

SPA_2_MH $0.00 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_4_GK N/A N/A $200.00 $400.00  

SPA_5_GK N/A N/A $1,000.00 $1,000.00  

SPA_1_GK N/A $1,000.00 $100.00 $0.00 

SPA_LF_1 $0.00 N/A $1,000.00 $1,000.00  

SPA_3_GK N/A N/A $0.00 $120.00  

SPA_2_GK N/A $0.00 N/A $0.00 

SPA_1_PS N/A $640.00 $200.00 $0.00 

SPA/CI_2_PS $1,000,000.00 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_2 $0.00 N/A 

"$3.50 more per 

hour" $0.00 

SPA_KC_1 RTA $0.00 N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_3 $0.00 N/A $200.00 $0.00; "No need" 

SPA_MH_003 $2,000.00 N/A $1,000.00 $2,000.00  

SPA_KC_2 $100.00 N/A $0.00 $0.00 

SPA_KC_3 $350.00 N/A $350.00 $400.00  

SPA_KC_4 $400.00 $800.00 $0.00 $0.00  

SPA_6_GK N/A N/A $500.00 $400.00 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Experience with Crime 

Research staff gathered information on matters related to crime and criminal justice in the life of 

each interviewee. The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Is crime an issue in your neighborhood? (yes/no) 

2. If you feel comfortable sharing, where you ever involved in the justice system prior to 

training? 

3. If yes, have you been involved in the justice system since completing training? Do you 

think job training has had anything to do with your decreased/continued involvement in 

the justice system? 

Table D.28 

Skillpoint Interviewees Experience with Crime 

 

Participant 

Crime in 

Neighborhood 

Involvement in Justice 

System Before 

Involvement in 

Justice System After 

Job Training 

Impacts on Justice 

System Involvement 

SPA001 No N/A N/A N/A 

SPA002 No No No N/A 

SPA003 Yes Yes No N/A 

SPA_LB_1 No No No N/A 

SPA_1_MH No No No N/A 

SPA_2_MH No No No N/A 

SPA_4_GK No No No N/A 

SPA_5_GK Yes No No N/A 

SPA_1_GK Yes Troubled Youth Program No 

Troubled Youth 

Program helped 
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SPA_LF_1 No No No N/A 

SPA_3_GK Yes No No N/A 

SPA_2_GK N/A No No N/A 

SPA_1_PS Yes Yes No N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS No No No N/A 

SPA_LF_2 No No No N/A 

SPA_KC_1 Yes No No N/A 

SPA_LF_3 No Yes N/A 

No; bad decisions 

made but he learned 

from it 

SPA_MH_003 No No No N/A 

SPA_KC_2 No No No N/A 

SPA_KC_3 No No No N/A 

SPA_KC_4 Somewhat No No N/A 

SPA_6_GK No Yes No No 

 
Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s access to health insurance before and 

after Skillpoint Alliance job training. The following questions were used to collect responses 

from the interviewees: 

1. Did you have health insurance prior to work training program? After? 

2. How much did you pay for health insurance prior to work training program? After? 

(dollars per month) 

Table D.29 

Skillpoint Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

 

Participant 

Health 

Insurance 

Before 

Health Insurance 

Cost Before  

 

Notes on 

HI Before 

Health 

Insurance 

After 

Health 

Insurance Cost 

After  

 

Notes on 

HI After 

SPA001 Yes $115.00  Yes $0.00  

SPA002 Yes $0.00  Yes $600.00 

Him and 3 

kids 

SPA003 No Not Applicable  Yes $0.00  

SPA_LB_1 Yes $45.17  Yes N/A  

SPA_1_MH Yes $200.00  Yes Not Applicable Medicaid 

SPA_2_MH Yes $300.00  Yes $300.00  

SPA_4_GK Yes $0.00  Yes $0.00  

SPA_5_GK Yes $0.00  Yes $134.00  

SPA_1_GK Yes $30.00  No Not Applicable  

SPA_LF_1 No Not Applicable  Yes $100.00  

SPA_3_GK Yes $0.00  Yes $80.00  

SPA_2_GK No Not Applicable  Yes $100.00  

SPA_1_PS No Not Applicable  No Not Applicable  

SPA/CI_2_P

S Yes  N/A Medicaid N/A N/A  

SPA_LF_2 No Not Applicable  Yes $200.00  

SPA_KC_1 Yes N/A Disability Yes Not Applicable Disability 

SPA_LF_3 No Not Applicable  Yes $200.00  
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SPA_MH_0

03 No Not Applicable  No Not Applicable  

SPA_KC_2 Yes N/A 

On 

husband's 

insurance Yes $0.00 

On 

husband's 

insurance 

SPA_KC_3 No Not Applicable  Yes N/A 

Not sure 

how much 

it costs 

SPA_KC_4 Yes Not Applicable 

Medicaid 

for kids Yes Not Applicable 

CHIP for 

kids 

SPA_6_GK Yes N/A MAP Yes $57.00  

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Changes in Exercising and Eating 

Research staff gathered details on each interviewee’s diet and exercise habits to assess changes 

in physical health. The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How much time did you spend exercising before job training? After? (hours per week)  

2. Are your eating habits any different since completing training? 

Table D.30 

Skillpoint Interviewees Changes in Exercise and Eating 

 

Participant Exercise Before  Exercise After  

Exercise Overall 

After 

Eating Habits 

After 

SPA001 10 20 More Better 

SPA002 “Military” 4 N/A 

Better; eats more 

vegetables and 

protein, no red meat 

SPA003 N/A N/A More Better 

SPA_LB_1 “More intense” 6 Less Same 

SPA_1_MH “Everyday” “3 times a week” Less Same 

SPA_2_MH “Everyday” 0 Less 

Says she snacks and 

gained weight 

SPA_4_GK 0 “Everyday” More 

3 meals before; 2 

meals after 

SPA_5_GK 1.5 0 Less Same 

SPA_1_GK 0 0 Same 

3 meals before; 2 

meals after 

SPA_LF_1 4 4 Same "More self-aware" 

SPA_3_GK 3 6 More Better 

SPA_2_GK 5 5 same Better 

SPA_1_PS 0 0 Same Same 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A 4 *NTF N/A Gained weight 

SPA_LF_2 0 3.5 More 

Better; seeing 

people in the 

hospital with 

diabetes has 

inspired to feed her 

family better 

SPA_KC_1 1 *NTF 1 *NTF Same Same 
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SPA_LF_3 0 1.5  More Same 

SPA_MH_003 0 7 More 

Better; more greens 

and fruits; less 

greasy food 

SPA_KC_2 0 0 Same Same 

SPA_KC_3 1.16 1.16 Same 

Eats out more, and 

buys more 

expensive food 

SPA_KC_4 7  7  N/A Same 

SPA_6_GK 14 0 Less Worse 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee on their stress levels and overall self-

care before and after completing Skillpoint Alliance job training. The following questions were 

used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How would you describe your stress levels before and after training? (scale 1-5; 1 = low 

stress, 5 = hard to function)  

2. How much time did you spend on self-care before and after training? (hours per week)  

Table D.31 

Skillpoint Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

 
 

Participant 

Stress Level 

Before 

Stress Level 

After 

 

Self-Care 

Before 

 

Self-Care 

After 

 

Self-care Overall  

 

SPA001 

 

5 

 

2 

Less; “10% of 

time” 

More; “50% of 

time” 

 

More 

SPA002 5 1 35 35 Same 

SPA003 3 1   More 

SPA_LB_1 N/A 2 N/A N/A Same 

 

SPA_1_MH 

 

1 

 

1 

 

N/A 

N/A; Gets nails 

done 

 

N/A  

 

SPA_2_MH 

 

2 

4; has a 

newborn baby 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

N/A  

SPA_4_GK 5 2 0 7 *NTF More 

SPA_5_GK 3 3 3 *NTF 3 *NTF Same 

SPA_1_GK 2 1 N/A N/A N/A  

SPA_LF_1 4 2 1 3 More 

SPA_3_GK 4 4 3 12 More 

SPA_2_GK 5 3 N/A N/A Less 

SPA_1_PS 3 3 N/A N/A N/A  

SPA/CI_2_PS 2 2 N/A N/A N/A  

SPA_LF_2 4 1 0 N/A More 

SPA_KC_1 5 5 N/A N/A N/A  

SPA_LF_3 4 2 0 3.5 More 

SPA_MH_003 5 1.5 0 2 *NTF More 

SPA_KC_2 5 1 14  14  Same 

   "once every 6 "once every 6  
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SPA_KC_3 5 2 months" months" Same 

SPA_KC_4 4.75 1.5 7  14  More 

SPA_6_GK 3 5 N/A "a little more" More 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Insights on the Program  

Research staff gathered feedback on the self-reported skills the interviewees gained through 

Skillpoint Alliance. The following question was used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Outside of the core curriculum and technical job skills, what is the most important thing 

you have learned in job training? 

Table D.32 

Skillpoint Interviewees Insights on the Program 

 
Participant Additional skills learned 

SPA001 N/A 

 

SPA002 

More sociable; gained networking skills; learned it's okay to ask questions; learn to 

collaborate with a team 

SPA003 Resume building 

SPA_LB_1 N/A 

SPA_1_MH N/A 

SPA_2_MH N/A 

SPA_4_GK N/A 

SPA_5_GK N/A 

SPA_1_GK N/A 

SPA_LF_1 Training taught her a lot about how to care and respect for other regardless of capacity, which 

has been invaluable to her career  

SPA_3_GK N/A 

SPA_2_GK Respect and love; received help with speaking English since her first language is Spanish 

SPA_1_PS N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A 

 

 

SPA_LF_2 

Has gained the passion to do good; is motivated now and wants to be intentional in her actions 

to achieve success; learned professionalism and how to be presentable; gained computer 

proficiency skills 

SPA_KC_1 N/A 

SPA_LF_3 Critical thinking improved 

SPA_MH_003 Resume building; interview preparation; confidence  

SPA_KC_2 Self-discipline 

SPA_KC_3 N/A 

SPA_KC_4 N/A 

SPA_6_GK N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s life outcomes resulting from 

participation in Skillpoint Alliance’s job training program. Table D.33 lists positive outcomes. 

The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 
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1. Are there any more positive outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Table D.33 

Skillpoint Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

 
Participant Additional Comments/ Outcomes in Life 

SPA001 

“Without companies like Skillpoint Alliance, people wouldn't be able to make the choices to 

change their lives. We had to work for it, this was not handed.” 

SPA002 Sister works overseas and is encouraging 

SPA003 

More stability, responsibility and monetary assets; lives in own home instead of staying with 

friends; has a savings account now instead of living paycheck to paycheck like before; overall 

wellbeing has increased; has a passion for life; wholesome integrity; feeling and dealing with 

responsibilities is rewarding  

SPA_LB_1 Has PTSD; needed training but it wasn’t his last resort like other individuals in the training 

SPA_1_MH N/A 

SPA_2_MH N/A 

SPA_4_GK She went from homeless to having a job, and now she has her family by her side  

SPA_5_GK N/A 

SPA_1_GK N/A 

SPA_LF_1 Opened a lot of opportunities 

SPA_3_GK N/A 

SPA_2_GK 

Thinks programs should be advertised more so more people are made aware of the existence of 

these programs 

SPA_1_PS N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A 

SPA_LF_2 Is currently undergoing immigration process; said Skillpoint Alliance changed my life 

SPA_KC_1 Is still seeking employment; says employer contacts through Skillpoint Alliance are not hiring 

SPA_LF_3 Says Skillpoint Alliance should offer training or a certification in equipment management 

SPA_MH_003 N/A 

SPA_KC_2 N/A 

SPA_KC_3 N/A 

SPA_KC_4 Study skills; time-management; how to prepare for job finding 

SPA_6_GK Teachers were helpful  

 
Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s life outcomes as a result of 

participation in Skillpoint Alliance’s job training program. Table D.34 lists negative outcomes. 

The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any more negative outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 
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Table D.34 

Skillpoint Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

 
Participant Negative Comments 

SPA001 N/A 

SPA002 Had issues with ex-wife during program  

SPA003 N/A 

SPA_LB_1 

Says life coach was not helpful and unnecessary; suggested a facilitator that tells them what to 

do and how instead of life coach 

SPA_1_MH N/A 

SPA_2_MH N/A 

SPA_4_GK N/A 

SPA_5_GK 

Has Parkinson's disease and because the previous insurance she had was not that good she had 

to wait a year for treatment; during that year her disease progressed fast and now she is unable 

to work 

SPA_1_GK N/A 

SPA_LF_1 N/A 

SPA_3_GK N/A 

SPA_2_GK N/A 

SPA_1_PS N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A 

SPA_LF_2 N/A 

SPA_KC_1 Suggested more hands-on training; said you still need job experience to secure a job 

SPA_LF_3 N/A 

SPA_MH_003 Wishes the program had more flexibility with hours 

SPA_KC_2 

Program fell below expectations because there are not enough tutors and not enough one-on-

one help; said there a lot of lectures with little in-filed training; said lectures could be 

modernized 

SPA_KC_3 Didn't know how daycare program worked; said the program should provide transportation 

SPA_KC_4 

Participated in the program twice, and the first time she did not have support with job 

searching; the second time she went this did not happen 

SPA_6_GK Outdated textbooks; the profession does not pay enough 

 

Goodwill Industries of Central Texas 

Goodwill: Interviewees Lives Before Training 

Research staff gathered information on a number of facets on lives of interviewee’s prior to 

completing job training with Goodwill. The following questions were used to collect responses 

from the interviewees: 

1. Why did you participate in the job training program? 

2. What was life like before you began training? 

3. Where did you work before training? 
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Table D.35 

Goodwill Interviewees Lives Before Training 

 
Participant Reason for Participating Life Before Training Jobs Before Training 

GW_1_GK 

Friend recommended program; wanted 

to advance career 

Unemployed due to an 

attack at work N/A 

GW_2_GK Friend recommended program 

Resident at Salvation 

Army CNA 

GW_3_GK Looking for a job On and off unemployment Healthcare Industry 

GW_4_GK 

Out of jail; could not go back to old job 

because of felony 

"humiliated coming out of 

jail" Bail bondsman  

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Experience with Goodwill’s Program 

Research staff gathered comments for each interviewee’s perceptions of Goodwill workforce 

training and experience within it. The following questions were used to collect a response from 

the interviewees: 

1. What field did you train for?  

2. Do you feel like you chose the correct training program to meet your goals or interests? 

3. What were your expectations when you entered the job training program? 

4. Did it meet, exceed, or fall below your expectations? Explain.  

5. Would you recommend job training to other people that were in a similar situation as 

you? Why or why not? 

Table D.36 

Interviewees Experience with Goodwill’s Program 

 
 

Participant 

 

Discipline 

Content with 

Discipline Choice 

Expectations of 

Program 

Expectations 

Met? 

Recommend 

Program 

 

 

 

GW_1_GK 

 

 

 

Phlebotomy 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

None 

"because I didn't 

have any there 

wasn't anything 

to meet" 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

GW_2_GK 

Certified Nurse 

Aide 

Yes  

Better income 

 

Exceeded 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

GW_3_GK 

Health 

Informatics and 

Health 

Information 

Management 

 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

Met 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

GW_4_GK 

Commercial 

Driver’s License 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

Exceeded 

 

Yes 
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Goodwill: Interviewees Employment Details 

Research staff gathered information from graduates of Goodwill’s training program on current 

employment. The following questions were used to collect a response from the interviewees: 

1. What is your employment status?  

2. How do you get to work and how long does it take you to get there? (minutes) 

3. Do you feel like you have the opportunity to advance in your current job or career field? 

Table D.37 

Goodwill Interviewees Employment Details 

 
Participant Employment Status  Time to get to Work Advancement Opportunity 

GW_1_GK Employed 120 No 

GW_2_GK Employed N/A Yes 

GW_3_GK Unemployed N/A N/A 

GW_4_GK Employed 20 No 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

Research staff gathered data on each interviewee’s job satisfaction prior to participating in 

Goodwill’s job training, and their job satisfaction after completing training. The following 

questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. What is your employment status? 

2. Can you rate your job satisfaction on a scale of 1-5 before training and now? (1-highly 

unsatisfied, 5-highly satisfied) 

Table D.38 

Goodwill Interviewees Changes in Job Satisfaction 

 
Participant Employment Status  Employment Satisfaction Before Current Employment Satisfaction 

GW_1_GK Employed N/A 3 

GW_2_GK Employed N/A N/A 

GW_3_GK Unemployed N/A N/A 

GW_4_GK Employed 2 5 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s hourly work week and financial 

earnings, before and after completing job training. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. How many hours per week were you working before? 
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2. How much money did you make per year before? (annual) 

3. How many hours per week are you working now? 

4. How much money are you making per year now? (annual) 

Table D.39 

Goodwill Interviewees Change in Hours Worked and Income 

 

Participant 

Hours Worked 

Before Income Before  

Hours Worked 

After Income After  

GW_1_GK 0 $0.00 32 $24,000.00 

GW_2_GK 40 $10,800.00 40 $37,200.00 

GW_3_GK 40 $60,320.00 0 $0.00 

GW_4_GK 60 $50,000 15 

$21,840.00; 

$6,240.00 from job 

and $15,600.00 

from social security 

 

Goodwill: Second Generation Impacts 

Research staff gathered information on the perceived effects of the Goodwill training program’s 

affect, if any, on each interviewee’s children. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any children in your household? 

2. Have the activities you and your children have been able to participate in changed since 

the job training program? (yes/no) What changes have you noticed? 

3. Are you responsible for taking your children to school or to any other activities? If so, 

how do you get there? 

4. If applicable, do you spend more time helping your children with homework now than 

before participating in job training? (hours per week) 

5. How, if at all, do you believe your job training has impacted or will impact your 

children?  

Table D.40 

Goodwill Second Generation Impacts 

 

Participant 

Number of 

Children 

Activities with 

children 

Responsible 

for Taking 

Kids to School 

Time Difference 

Spent Helping Kids 

with Homework  

Self-Reported 

Impact on 

Children 

GW_1_GK 8 

Same; always 

looks for free 

things to do 

Walk to school; 

walk to after 

school program 

Less time now 

because she is 

employed 

Yes; her 

children see her 

as a working 

woman  
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GW_2_GK 2 

Opportunity 

center through 

Dell Valley N/A More; 100 *NTF 

Yes; financially 

better, and now 

know steps to 

go to college 

GW_3_GK 

N/A; kids 

are in 

college N/A 

 

 

N/A N/A 

Yes; good 

example for 

kids  

GW_4_GK 0 More activities 

 

 

 

N/A N/A 

Yes; better 

standard of 

living, happier 

dad 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

Research staff gathered information on the time interviewees spent on various activities.  The 

following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Since completing training do you feel like you have more or less time to spend with your 

friends and/or family? 

2. How much time per week do you spend doing things you enjoy outside of work? (hours 

per week) 

Table D.41 

Goodwill Interviewees Quality Time Outside of Work 

 
Participant Time Spent with Family Time Spent Doing Things They Enjoy  

GW_1_GK Same 0 

GW_2_GK More "get to watch TV now" 

GW_3_GK Less N/A 

GW_4_GK More 4.5 

 

Goodwill: Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

Research staff gathered information on the impact of the Goodwill job training on interviewees 

lives. Interviewees also reported comments on where they believe they would be in life right now 

had they not participated in the Goodwill program. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. Would you say that your experience with Goodwill still has an impact in your life? 

2. Based on the survey response, research staff calculated length of impact by looking at the 

month and/or year the participant ended training, to the end of October 2018 when all 

interviews concluded.   

3. Could you have accessed a service like Goodwill if it didn’t exist? 

4. Where would you be today if you did not participate in the work development program? 
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Table D.42 

Goodwill Work Development Impact on Interviewees Lives 

 

Participant 

Length Impact 

Has Lasted  

Length 

Impact Has 

Lasted  

Access to a Program Like 

This Outside of It? 

Where Would They Be If 

They Did Not Participate 

GW_1_GK Impact till today 9 No 

Working at McDonald's, or 

looking for employment 

GW_2_GK Impact till today 9 No Doesn't know 

GW_3_GK 

Impact ended at 

end of program 0 No Still employed 

GW_4_GK Impact till today 8 No Doesn’t know 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 

Research staff gathered data on how each interviewee spends money on family activities, before 

and after completing job training with Goodwill. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 

1. How much money did you spend on family activities before the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

2. How much money did you spend on family activities after the work development 

program? (dollars per month) 

3. Column 4 entails the difference in money spent by each interviewee in dollars per month. 

Staff calculated this value by subtracting reported money spent before from reported 

money spent after. A positive value indicates an increase in spending, a value of zero 

indicates no change, and a negative value indicates a decrease in spending.  

Table D.43 

Goodwill Interviewees Changes in Spending on Family Activities 

 
 

Participant 

Money Spent Before on 

Family Activities 

Money Spent After on 

Family Activities  

Difference in Money 

Spent Monthly 

GW_1_GK $20.00 $20.00 $0.00 

GW_2_GK $0.00 100 *NTF N/A 

GW_3_GK N/A N/A N/A 

GW_4_GK $200.00 $0.00 -$200.00 

 

Goodwill: Social Return Proxies  

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s willingness to spend money to 

achieve specific outcomes. Staff used these data to estimate the value of subjective metrics. By 

asking participants to quantify in dollar terms the value an outcome has to them, staff could 

estimate dollar values of benefits and costs. The following questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees: 
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1. How much are you willing to pay for more quality time with friends or family? (dollars 

per month) 

2. How much money would you pay to see reduced crime in your neighborhood or move to 

an area with less crime? (dollars per month) 

3. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your physical health? (dollars per month) 

4. Based on your previous responses, how much additional money would you need per 

month to improve your mental health? (dollars per month) 

Table D.44 

Goodwill Social Return Proxies 

 

Participant 

Willing to Pay for 

More Quality 

Time with Family  

Willing to Pay 

Monthly to Reduce 

Crime  

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Physical 

Health  

Willing to Pay for 

Improved Mental 

Health  

GW_1_GK 

"can't put a price on 

it" N/A $1,500.00 $1,500.00 

GW_2_GK N/A $0.00 $300.00 $100.00 

GW_3_GK $0.00  N/A $100.00 $100.00 

GW_3_GK N/A N/A $500.00 $0.00 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Experience with Crime 

Research staff gathered information on matters related to crime and criminal justice in each 

interviewee’s life. The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Is crime an issue in your neighborhood? (yes/no) 

2. If you feel comfortable sharing, where you ever involved in the justice system prior to 

training? 

3. If yes, have you been involved in the justice system since completing training? Do you 

think job training has had anything to do with your decreased/continued involvement in 

the justice system? 

Table D.45 

Goodwill Interviewees Experience with Crime 

 

Participant 

Crime in 

Neighborhood 

Involvement in Justice 

System Before 

Involvement in Justice 

System After 

Job Training Impacts 

on Justice System 

Involvement 

GW_1_GK No No No N/A 

GW_2_GK Yes Yes No 

Yes; program helped 

because she is no longer 

trying to figure out how 

to get food 
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GW_3_GK No No No N/A 

GW_4_GK No  Yes No N/A 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s access to health insurance before and 

after job training with Goodwill. The following questions were used to collect responses from 

the interviewees: 

1. Did you have health insurance prior to work training program? After? 

2. How much did you pay for health insurance prior to work training program? After? 

(dollars per month) 

Table D.46 

Goodwill Interviewees Changes in Health Care 

 

Participant 

Health 

Insurance 

Before 

Health 

Insurance 

Cost Before 

Notes for HI 

Before 

Health 

Insurance 

After 

Health 

Insurance 

Cost After 

 

Notes for HI 

After 

GW_1_GK Yes 

Not 

applicable 

Automatically 

deducted from 

unemployment  Yes N/A 

 

GW_2_GK Yes  N/A MAP  No 

Not 

Applicable  

 

GW_3_GK Yes  $325.00   Yes N/A  

GW_4_GK Yes  $300.00 Covers family Yes  $215.00 

$65.00 for 

daughter, 

$150 for 

Medicaid  

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Changes in Exercising and Eating 

Research staff gathered details on each interviewee’s diet and exercise habits, to evaluate the 

value of changes in physical health. The following questions were used to collect responses from 

the interviewees: 

1. How much time did you spend exercising before job training? After? (hours per week) 

2. Are your eating habits any different since completing training? 

Table D.47 

Goodwill Interviewees Changes in Exercise and Eating 

 

Participant Exercise Before Exercise After 

Exercise Overall 

After 

Eating Habits 

After 

GW_1_GK 7 *NTF 0 Less Better 

GW_2_GK N/A N/A More Better 
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GW_3_GK 3 *NTF N/A Less Same 

GW_4_GK 0 0 Same 

Better; cooks at 

home 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s stress levels and overall self-care, 

both before and after completing job training with Capital IDEA. The following questions were 

used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. How would you describe your stress levels before and after training? (scale 1-5; 1 = low 

stress, 5 = hard to function)  

2. How much time did you spend on self-care before and after training? (hours per week)  

Table D.48 

Goodwill Interviewees Changes in Mental Health 

 

Participant 

Stress Level 

Before 

Stress Level 

After 

Stress Level 

Overall  

Self-Care 

Before 

Self-Care 

After 

Self-care 

Overall  

GW_1_GK 5 5 

 

Same 

“5 times per 

week” 

“5 times per 

month” Less 

GW_2_GK 5 0 Less 0 8 More 

GW_3_GK 2 3 More 2 *NTF 2 *NTF Same 

GW_4_GK 5 1 Less 15 *NTF 20 *NTF More 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Insights on the Program  

Research staff gathered feedback on each interviewee’s self-reported skills gained through 

Goodwill. The following question was used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Outside of the core curriculum and technical job skills, what is the most important thing 

you have learned in job training? 

Table D.49 

Goodwill Interviewees Insights on the Program 

 
Participant Additional skills learned 

GW_1_GK N/A 

GW_2_GK Resume building 

GW_3_GK N/A 

GW_4_GK Microsoft office; resume building; interview practice 
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Goodwill: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

Research staff gathered information from each interviewee on life outcomes beyond those 

covered in the interview that may have been related to participation in Goodwill’s workforce 

training program. Table D.50 lists positive outcomes. A following table lists negative outcomes. 

The following questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees: 

1. Are there any more positive outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Table D.50 

Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Positive) 

 
Participant Additional Comments 

 

 

GW_1_GK 

Things a support group would be a good addition to the 

program; the instructors wanted her to succeed and to 

take the course seriously 

 

GW_2_GK 

Goodwill gave her a chance; feels the duty to give back 

to her community and volunteers now 

GW_3_GK N/A 

GW_4_GK N/A 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

Research staff gathered information on each interviewee’s life outcomes beyond those covered in 

the interview related to their participation in Goodwill’s job training program. Table D.51 lists 

negative outcomes. The following questions were used to collect responses from the 

interviewees: 

1. Are there any more negative outcomes in your life (that we haven’t mentioned) that you 

have experienced as a result of job training? 

2. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Table D.51 

Goodwill Interviewees Additional Outcomes (Negative) 

 
Participant Additional Comments 

GW_1_GK N/A 

GW_2_GK N/A 

GW_3_GK N/A 

GW_4_GK N/A 
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WORK DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PARTICIPANT SURVEYS  

Content 

This portion of the Appendix reports collected survey responses for each participant from all 

three workforce training organizations. The text is divided into 3 parts, each one for Capital 

IDEA, Skillpoint Alliance, and Goodwill Central Texas. Data are presented in a table format. 

Content is grouped based on the layout of the survey sheet. All tables include each participant’s 

anonymous label and a short description of each question asked.  

Capital IDEA  

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Demographic Information 

Table D.52 lists each interviewee’s demographic information. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What is your age? 

2. Ethnicity origin or race (Check all that apply) 

3. Gender (Check all that apply) 

Table D.52 

Demographic Information 

 
Participant Age Ethnicity origin (or race) Gender 

CI001 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI002 45-54 years old White Female 

CI003 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI004 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI005 25-34 years old White Female 

CI006 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI007 55-64 years old Black or African American Female 

CI008 25-34 years old Asian/Pacific Islander Female 

CI_1_LB 35-44 years old White Female 

CI_2_LB 45-54 years old White Female 

CI_3_LB 18-24 years old White Male 

CI_4_LB 25-34 years old White Female 

CI-5_LB 35-44 years old Black or African American Female 

CI_LF_1 25-34 years old Black or African American Male 

CI_6_LB 25-34 years old White Male 

CI_7_LB 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI_LF_2 45-54 years old White Male 

CI_8_LB 35-44 years old  White Male 

CI_9_LB 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_10_LB 55-64 years old White Female 

CI_KC_1 35-44 years old Black or African American Male 
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CI_11_LB 35-44 years old White Male 

CI_12_LB 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_13_LB 25-34 years old Black or African American Female 

CI_14_LB 35-44 years old Asian/Pacific Islander Female 

CI_15_LB 25-34 years old African Female 

CI_MH_01 35-44 years old White Female 

CI_MH_02 35-44 years old Multicultural Female 

CI_MH_03 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_MH_04 35-44 years old  White Male 

CI_LF_3 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_LF_4 35-44 years old  White Male 

CI_LF_5 35-44 years old  Prefer not to say Female 

CI_LF_6 25-34 years old Black or African American Male 

CI_LF_7 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_LF_8 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_16_LB 25-34 years old Black or African American Male 

CI_LF_9 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_LF_10 35-44 years old Black or African American Female 

CI_17_LB 45-54 years old White Female 

CI_PS_4 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI_PS_5 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_PS_3 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CAP_KC_5 45-54 years old White Male 

CAP_KC_4 25-34 years old Black or African American Female 

CAP_KC_2 55-64 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CAP_KC_3 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_PS_6 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_1_GK 18-24 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI_2_GK 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_3_GK Prefer not to say White Male 

CI_4_GK 18-24 years old Black or African American Male 

CI_5_GK 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_6_GK 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_LF_11 25-34 years old Black or African American Female 

CI_19_LB 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_18_LB 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_MH_05 45-54 years old White Male 

CI_MH_06 25-34 years old Other Male 

CI_20_LB 35-44 years old White Female 

CI_21_LB 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_22_LB 55-64 years old White Male 

CI_23_LB 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_24_LB 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_7_GK 25-34 years old White Female 

CI_8_GK 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_9_GK 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

CI_10_GK 45-54 years old Black or African American Male 

CAP_KC_6 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

CI_MH_07 35-44 years old  Black or African American Female 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Current Employment Details 

Table D.53 lists each interviewee’s current employment details. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Where do you currently work? 

2. How long have you worked there? (months) 

3. What is your current job title? 

4. How many hours per week do you work? 

5. How many days off do you get per week? 

6. How much do you get paid per hour? 

7. How many promotions have you received since working there? 

Table D.53 

Current Employment 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

Current 

Employment 

Time 

Worked 

There  

 

 

Job Title 

Weekly 

Hours 

Worked 

Days 

off Per 

Week 

 

Hourly 

Wage 

Promotions 

Received, if 

any 

CI001 Unemployed N/A N/A N/A N/A $0.00 N/A 

CI002 Unemployed N/A N/A N/A N/A $0.00 N/A 

CI003 

Aveana Home 

Health; MGA 

Home Healthcare 17 

Pediatric 

Registered Nurse 30; 24 2 

$30,00; 

$33.00 0 

CI004 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $0.00 N/A 

CI005 

St. David's South 
Austin Medical 

Center 6 Registered Nurse 38 4 $24.00 0 

CI006 Indeed 24 IT Support 40-45 2 $20.32 1 

CI007 
Stonebridge 

Senior Care 4 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Charge Nurse 40+ 2 $22.00 0 

CI008 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_1_LB 
New Century 

Hospice 18 

Hospice nurse/ 

clinical liaison 40+ N/A $38.46 1 

CI_2_LB 

Spectrum Health 

Resources; Seton 

Hospital 5; 40 Registered Nurse 52 2 

$40.00;   

$30.12 1 

CI_3_LB 
Onion Creek 

Volkswagen 60 

Automotive 

Technician 50 1.5 $25.00 1 

CI_4_LB 
Dell Sutton 

Medical Center 30 Registered Nurse 38 4 $30.00 0 

CI-5_LB 

State of Texas 

Health and 

Human Services 24 

Licensed 

Vocational Nurse 40 2 $26.25 2 

CI_LF_1 Ethical Services 31 Registered Nurse 40 3 $26.00 0 
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CI_6_LB Quinci Software 36 

Software 

Developer 40 2 $18.75 2 

CI_7_LB 

ADC Home and 

Commercial 

Services 12 HVAC Installer 40+ 2 $15.00 0 

CI_LF_2 LCRA 156 

Real Time 

Energy Trader 40 3-7 $72.00 4 

CI_8_LB 

Brookes 

Automotive CO 

Springs 0 

Automotive 

Technician 45 2 $14.96 0 

CI_9_LB 
Cedar Park 

Medical Center 48 HIM Supervisor 82 N/A $19.00 1 

CI_10_LB Self-Employed 36 

Independent 

Contractor 45 1.5 $35.00 0 

CI_KC_1 

Sacred Heart 

Hospital, 

Pensacola 48 

Surgical 

Technologist 60 2 $22.00 1 

CI_11_LB 
Northwest 

Surgery Centers  36 

Certified Surgical 

Technician 33.5 2 $22.50 3 

CI_12_LB 
Johnson Custom 

Pools 60 Project Manager 40 2 $20.00 1 

CI_13_LB 
Medicaid State of 

Texas 18 Case Manager 40 2 $28.84 2 

CI_14_LB N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI_15_LB 
Dell Sutton 

Medical Center 96 Registered Nurse 32 4 $39.00 2 

CI_MH_01 

 St. David's 

Medical Center; 

Dallas Citer 

Hospital 10, 1 

Night Nurse 

Supervisor; 

Travel Nurse 73 1 

$38.00; 

$29.00 2 

CI_MH_02 

Office of 

Inspector General 

of Texas 60 

Team Lead 

Nurse 40 3 $36.00 1 

CI_MH_03 IBM 72 

Network 

Administration 50 2 $28.00 2 

CI_MH_04 
Texas Workforce 

Commission 8 Accountant 40 2 $33.00 0 

CI_LF_3 ACC 108 

Associate 

Professor 35 2 $46.70 0 

CI_LF_4 General Motors 12 

Automotive 

Technician 40 2 $25.00 0 

CI_LF_5 
Texas Workforce 

Commission 7 Accountant 40 2 $20.00 0 

CI_LF_6 Self-Employed 36 Auto Dealer 40+ 2 $25.00 0 

CI_LF_7 

St. David's South 

Austin Medical 

Center 60 Registered Nurse 36 4 $30.00 2 

CI_LF_8 
Seton McCarthy 

Clinic 7 

Nurse Navigator; 

Diabetics 

Educator 40 3 $33.17 0 

CI_16_LB 

Home Depot 

Technology 

Center  60 System Engineer 40 2 $38.16 1 

CI_LF_9 
Austin 

Community 5 Assistant 12.5 2 $18.00 1 
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College 

CI_LF_10 
Outcomes PT 

Services 24 

Chief Marketing 

Officer 45 2 

$80,000.0 

per year 2 

CI_17_LB 

St. David's 

Georgetown 

Medical Center 1.5 Registered Nurse 25 3 $30.00 0 

CI_PS_4 
Home Health 

Agency; LVN 24 

Home Health 

Care Aid 45 2 $15.00 0 

CI_PS_5 
St. David's North 

Medical Center 48 Registered Nurse 36 4 $34.00 2 

CI_PS_3 
St. David's 

Cardiovascular 60 Registered Nurse 36 4 $24.00 2 

CAP_KC_5 Criteria Labs 6 

Engineering 

Technician 50 2 $26.00 0 

CAP_KC_4 
Westlake Hill 

Dental 24 Dental Hygienist 24 4 $42.00 0 

CAP_KC_2 

Memorial 

Hermann 

Hospital 0 MRI Tech 40 3 N/A 0 

CAP_KC_3 Sodalis 1 

Health and 

Wellness 

Director 40 2 $36.06 0 

CI_PS_6 Cyber-tech  24 Bursar 40 2 $20.00 1 

CI_1_GK ABA Appliance 18 HVAC Installer 19 depends 

$300.00 

per week  0 

CI_2_GK Scott and White 12 

Licensed 

Vocational Nurse  40 3 $21.50 0 

CI_3_GK State 12 

System Support 

Specialist 40 2 $17.79 0 

CI_4_GK 
Charter 

Communication 24 

Network 

Engineer 40 2 $28.00 1 

CI_5_GK Seaton 21 Registered Nurse 25 5 $31.00 2 

CI_6_GK Dell Seton 18 Registered Nurse 36 4 $26.00 1 

CI_LF_11 
Page Archi-Tech 

Engineering Firm 54 

Mechanical 

Designer 20 4 $23.00 0 

CI_19_LB 
Premier Home 

Health 1 

Pediatric Private 

Duty 40 2 $30.00 0 

CI_18_LB 

Vivicare Health; 

Encompass 

Health 72 

Home Health 

Nurse 48 3 $24.00 1 

CI_MH_05 COA EMS 72 

Clinical 

Specialist 42 5 $26.00 1 

CI_MH_06 US Army 5 *NTF 

Transport 

Operator N/A N/A N/A 5 

CI_20_LB 
Seton Medical 

Center 132 

Lead 

Mimographer 40 2 $32.62 1 

CI_21_LB 
Superior Health 

Plan 30 

Senior Care 

Manager 40 2.5 $39.90 1 

CI_22_LB 

Rawlings 

Community 

Brooks Hospital 96 

Radiologic 

Technologist 45 3 $24.00 0 

CI_23_LB Keller Williams 72 

Real Estate 

Agent 35 2 $65.93 0 

CI_24_LB Kids Dental 132 Dental Hygienist 35 3 $38.75 0 

CI_7_GK Williamson 16 Licensed 64 4 $18.25 2 
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County EMS Paramedic 

CI_8_GK 

Southwest Health 

and Wellness 

Clinic 6 Registered Nurse 50 2 $25.00 1 

CI_9_GK 

Hill Country 

European 

Autoworks 22 

Automotive 

Technician 40 2 $16.00 3 

CI_10_GK Samsung 29 

Engineering 

Technician 40 3 $20.25 1 

CAP_KC_6 
Cardiologist 

Clinic 15 RN 40 2 

$70,000.0 

per year 0 

CI_MH_07 Temp. 2 Dental Hygienist 35 3 N/A 0 

 

Capital IDEA: Number of People Supported by Interviewees 

Table D.54 lists the number of adults, including the interviewee, and the number of children, 

supported by each of the interviewees. The following survey questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees:  

1. Including yourself, how many adults do you support? 

2. How many children do you support? 

Table D.54 

Number of Adults and Children Supported 

 
Participant Number of Adults Supported (Including self) Number of Children Supported 

CI001 1 0 

CI002 1 2 

CI003 1 1 

CI004 1 1 

CI005 1 0 

CI006 1 2 

CI007 2 0 

CI008 1 0 

CI_1_LB 2 3 

CI_2_LB 3 0 

CI_3_LB 1 0 

CI_4_LB 1 1 

CI-5_LB 1 1 

CI_LF_1 1 0 

CI_6_LB 1 0 

CI_7_LB 1 0 

CI_LF_2 1 0 

CI_8_LB 2 2 

CI_9_LB 2 2 

CI_10_LB 1 0 

CI_KC_1 1 0 

CI_11_LB 2 0 

CI_12_LB 2 2 

CI_13_LB 1 2 
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CI_14_LB 
0; her husband supports her mom, child, and 

herself N/A 

CI_15_LB 2 2 

CI_MH_01 3 2 

CI_MH_02 2 1 

CI_MH_03 1 1 

CI_MH_04 2 3 

CI_LF_3 1 0 

CI_LF_4 1 0 

CI_LF_5 2 3 

CI_LF_6 2 1 

CI_LF_7 2 1 

CI_LF_8 1 3 

CI_16_LB 1 0 

CI_LF_9 1 0 

CI_LF_10 1 1 

CI_17_LB 1 2 

CI_PS_4 1 1 

CI_PS_5 1 2 

CI_PS_3 1 3 

CAP_KC_5 2 0 

CAP_KC_4 2 0 

CAP_KC_2 2 0 

CAP_KC_3 2 2 

CI_PS_6 1 2 

CI_1_GK 1 0 

CI_2_GK 1 2 

CI_3_GK 1 2 

CI_4_GK 1 0 

CI_5_GK 1 4 

CI_6_GK 1 1 

CI_LF_11 3 0 

CI_19_LB 2 0 

CI_18_LB 2 3 

CI_MH_05 1 2 

CI_MH_06 2 6 

CI_20_LB 1 0 

CI_21_LB 2 1 

CI_22_LB 2 2 

CI_23_LB 2 2 

CI_24_LB 3 3 

CI_7_GK 1 0 

CI_8_GK 1 1 

CI_9_GK 1 3 

CI_10_GK 1 1 

CAP_KC_6 2 0 

CI_MH_07 2 0 
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Capital IDEA: Interviewees Current Living Situation 

Table D.55 lists each interviewee’s current living situation. The following survey questions were 

used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Do you rent or own? 

2. What type of housing do you live in? (Check all that apply) 

3. How long have you been in your current housing? (months) 

4. How many times have you moved in the past year? 

5. How many times have you moved in the past five years? 

6. What is your current zip code?  

Table D.55 

Current Living Situation 

 
 

 

Participant 

Rent or 

Own 

Home 

 

Type of 

Housing 

 

Time Lived in 

Household  

Times 

Moved in the 

Past Year 

Times 

Moved in the 

Past 5 Years 

 

 

Zip Code 

CI001 Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 24 3 N/A N/A 

CI002 Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 30 0 1 N/A 

CI003 Own 

Manufacture

d Home 36 0 1 N/A 

CI004 Rent Single Room 84 0 N/A N/A 

CI005 Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 12 1 5 N/A 

CI006 Rent Apartment 1 1 3  

CI007 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 24 0 1 N/A 

CI008 Rent Apartment 2 1 3 N/A 

CI_1_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 1 78753 

CI_2_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home N/A 0 1 78729 

CI_3_LB Rent Apartment 1 1 2 78724 

CI_4_LB Rent  Apartment 36 0 2 78665 

CI-5_LB Rent Apartment 10 1 2 78664 

CI_LF_1 Rent Apartment 12 1 1 78665 

CI_6_LB Rent 

Single 

Family 24 0 2 78723 
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Home 

CI_7_LB Rent 

Duplex/Four

plex 30 0 1 78731 

CI_LF_2 Own Condo 36 0 1 78704 

CI_8_LB Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 2 1 3 80911 

CI_9_LB Rent  

Single 

Family 

Home 108 0 0 78721 

CI_10_LB Rent 

Duplex/Four

plex 24 0 1 76541 

CI_KC_1 Rent Apartment 4 N/A 3 32514 

CI_11_LB Rent Apartment 24 0 3 78728 

CI_12_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 1 78664 

CI_13_LB Rent Town Home 3 1 2 78660 

CI_14_LB Rent Apartment 12 1 2 75007 

CI_15_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 2 78626 

CI_MH_01 Own  

Single 

Family 

Home 12 1 1 78642 

CI_MH_02 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 1 78732 

CI_MH_03 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 8 1 1 78664 

CI_MH_04 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 1 78754 

CI_LF_3 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 144 0 0 78666 

CI_LF_4 Rent Apartment 12 1 3 78208 

CI_LF_5 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 1 78754 

CI_LF_6 Rent Apartment 12 1 1 78728 

CI_LF_7 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 1 78745 

CI_LF_8 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 30 0 1 78744 

CI_16_LB Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 2 78752 

CI_LF_9 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 5 2 2 78754 

CI_LF_10 Rent Duplex/Four 24 0 1 78704 
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plex 

CI_17_LB Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 2 78626 

CI_PS_4 Rent N/A 24 0 2 78721 

CI_PS_5 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 60 0 0 78660 

CI_PS_3 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 1 78744 

CAP_KC_5 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 240 0 0 78640 

CAP_KC_4 Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 60 0 0 78725 

CAP_KC_2 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 48 0 1 77488 

CAP_KC_3 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 30 0 1 78133 

CI_PS_6 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 120 0 0 N/A 

CI_1_GK N/A 

Single 

Family 

Home 180 0 0 78753 

CI_2_GK Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 156 0 0 78681 

CI_3_GK Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 6 1 5 

7823 

(incompletely 

answered) 

CI_4_GK Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 24 0 1 78725 

CI_5_GK Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 7 1 1 78660 

CI_6_GK Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 1 78612 

CI_LF_11 Rent Apartment 3 1 5 78702 

CI_19_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 36 0 1 78653 

CI_18_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 84 0 0 78616 

CI_MH_05 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 84 0 0 78721 

CI_MH_06 Rent Single 4 1 3 32403 
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Family 

Home 

CI_20_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 84 0 0 78758 

CI_21_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 78 0 0 78747 

CI_22_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 324 0 0 76527 

CI_23_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 3 1 1 78617 

CI_24_LB Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 84 0 0 78610 

CI_7_GK Rent 

Single 

Family 

Home 4 1 5 78626 

CI_8_GK Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 12 0 1 78653 

CI_9_GK Rent Apartment 12 0 4 78747 

CI_10_GK Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 12 1 1 78641 

CAP_KC_6 Own 

Single 

Family 

Home 96 0 0 78628 

CI_MH_07 Rent Apartment 2 1 1 77478 

 

Capital IDEA: Interviewees Specific Training Details 

Table D.56 lists each interviewee’s training details. The following survey questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What credentials did you earn? (Check all that apply) 

2. What field or discipline is your credential in? 

3. When did you start training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

4. When did you complete training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

5. When were you placed at a job? 

6. Are you still working at the same location you were originally placed? 

7. Are you still working in the same industry you trained in? 
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Table D.56 

Interviewee Training Details 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

 

Credentials 

 

 

Discipline 

 

Start of 

Training 

 

End of 

Training 

 

Date Placed 

in Job 

Working 

at Same 

Location 

Working 

in Same 

Industry 

CI001 
Associate  

degree 

Software 

Testing N/A 12/15/2017 N/A N/A N/A 

CI002 

Certification; 

Associate  

degree 

Surgical 

Technician N/A 12/17/2017 2/12/2018 No 

Yes 

(looking) 

CI003 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 1/1/2014 12/1/2017 Transitioning Yes Yes  

CI004 

Certification, 

Associate  

degree 

Computer 

Programming/ 

Database 

Administration 1/18/2015 12/1/2017 N/A No No 

CI005 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 2/1/2016 12/1/2017 12/1/2017 Yes Yes 

CI006 
Associate  

degree 

Network 

Admin 8/1/2018 5/1/2017 1/9/2017 Yes Yes 

CI007 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 8/1/2016 12/1/2017 4/1/2018 Yes Yes 

CI008 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 1/1/2016 12/1/2017 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_1_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 4/15/2008 1/12/2014 1/1/2015 No Yes 

CI_2_LB 

Certification; 

Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 1/1/2014 10/12/2015 1/2/2016 Yes Yes 

CI_3_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Automotive 

Technician 

2013-

2014 5/1/2015 2013 Yes Yes 

CI_4_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 2014 12/15/2015 2/1/2016 Yes Yes 

CI-5_LB Certification  

Registered 

Nurse 6/1/2012 12/1/2015 1/1/2016 Yes No 

CI_LF_1 
Associate  

degree 

Applied 

Science  1/1/2012 12/1/2015 2/1/2016 Yes Yes 

CI_6_LB N/A 

Computer 

Aided Design 1/10/2013 9/15/2015 2018 Yes Yes 

CI_7_LB 
Associate  

degree HVAC 8/1/2013 5/1/2015 5/15/2015 No Yes 

CI_LF_2 
Associate  

degree 

Semiconductor 

Technician 2000 2002 7/8/2002 No No 

CI_8_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Automotive 

Technician 6/1/2010 N/A 12/1/2012 No Yes 

CI_9_LB 
Associate  

degree Coding 2008/2009 2013 2013 No Yes 

CI_10_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Computer 

Administration 1/1/2011 12/1/2013 12/1/2014 No Yes 

CI_KC_1 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 8/1/2004 8/1/2006 

Hired before 

program 

ended No Yes 

CI_11_LB Associate  Medical Field 5/1/2011 5/1/2015 12/1/2015 Yes Yes 
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degree 

CI_12_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Computer 

Aided Design 8/1/2012 5/1/2013 8/1/2013 Yes Yes 

CI_13_LB Certification 

Registered 

Nurse 8/1/2008 5/1/2013 5/1/2013 No Yes 

CI_14_LB Certification Biotechnology 5/1/2016 8/1/2018 N/A N/A N/A 

CI_15_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 5/1/2017 12/1/2010 6/1/2011 Yes Yes 

CI_MH_01 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 2009 12/1/2012 2/1/2013 No Yes 

CI_MH_02 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 7/1/2011 8/1/2012 3/1/2013 No Yes 

CI_MH_03 
Associate  

degree 

Network 

Administration 6/1/2009 6/1/2012 6/1/2012 No Yes 

CI_MH_04 
Associate  

degree 

Accounting 

Technician 6/1/2008 8/1/2012 12/1/2012 No Yes 

CI_LF_3 
Associate  

degree 

Applied 

Science  8/1/1999 8/1/2001 8/18/2001 No No 

CI_LF_4 
Associate  

degree 

Applied 

Science  5/1/2014 5/1/2015 6/1/2015 No Yes 

CI_LF_5 Certification 

Accounting 

Technician 8/1/2015 8/1/2015 2/1/2017 No Yes 

CI_LF_6 
Associate  

degree Auto Mechanic 8/1/2011 8/1/2015 8/1/2015 No Yes 

CI_LF_7 Certification 

Registered 

Nurse 1/1/2013 12/1/2014 7/1/2013 Yes Yes 

CI_LF_8 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 8/1/2013 5/1/2015 6/1/2015 No Yes 

CI_16_LB Certification IT 2010 2010 2011 No Yes 

CI_LF_9 
Associate  

degree Biotechnology 1/1/2013 5/1/2015 2/1/2015 No Yes 

CI_LF_10 
Associate  

degree 

Physical 

Therapist 

Assistant 8/1/2014 5/1/2014 6/1/2014 No Yes 

CI_17_LB 

Certification; 

Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 9/1/2005 4/1/2010 8/1/2010 No Yes 

CI_PS_4 Certification 

Registered 

Nurse 2006 2008 2008 No Yes 

CI_PS_5 Certification 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse 2007 2008 2009 No Yes 

CI_PS_3 Certification 

Registered 

Nurse 8/1/2004 2007 2/1/2018 No Yes 

CAP_KC_5 
Associate  

degree 

Electronics 

Technology 9/1/2003 5/1/2006 6/1/2006 No Yes 

CAP_KC_4 
Associate  

degree 

Dental 

Hygienist 2007 2012 N/A No Yes 

CAP_KC_2 
Associate  

degree Radiology/MRI 2001 2002 N/A No Yes 

CAP_KC_3 
Associate  

degree 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse 2011 5/1/2015 N/A No Yes 

CI_PS_6 
Associate  

degree 

Accounting 

Technician 2007 2007 N/A No Yes 
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CI_1_GK Certification HVAC 2014 12/1/2016 1/1/2017 No Yes 

CI_2_GK Certification 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse 5/1/2016 5/1/2017 7/1/2017 N/A Yes 

CI_3_GK 
Associate  

degree 

IT & Network 

Administration 5/1/2015 5/1/2017 8/1/2017 No Yes 

CI_4_GK 
Associate  

degree N/A 2014 2016 

Got a job 

during 

training Yes Yes 

CI_5_GK 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 1/1/2013 12/1/2016 11/1/2016 Yes Yes 

CI_6_GK Certification 

Registered 

Nurse 2007 2016 7/1/2017 Yes Yes 

CI_LF_11 
Associate  

degree 

Computer 

Aided Design 1/1/2012 5/1/2014 5/1/2014 Yes Yes 

CI_19_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse and then 

Registered 

Nurse 9/1/1999 5/1/2002 7/1/2002 No Yes 

CI_18_LB Certification 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse 8/1/2007 12/1/2010 7/1/2011 Yes Yes 

CI_MH_05 
Associate  

degree  

Emergency 

Medical 

Services 1/1/2010 5/1/2012 5/1/2012 Yes Yes 

CI_MH_06 
Associate  

degree N/A 2008 12/1/2009 N/A No No 

CI_20_LB 
Associate  

degree Radiology 2003 2007 2007 Yes Yes 

CI_21_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 2004 5/1/2009 6/1/2019 No Yes 

CI_22_LB 
Associate  

degree Radiology 8/1/2008 8/1/2010 12/1/2010 Yes Yes 

CI_23_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Accounting 

Technician 2000 2009 N/A No No 

CI_24_LB 
Associate  

degree 

Dental 

Hygienist 6/1/2002 5/1/2007 8/1/2007 No Yes 

CI_7_GK 
Associate  

degree 

Emergency 

Medical 

Services 1/1/2014 12/1/2016 12/1/2016 Yes Yes 

CI_8_GK 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 2013 2016 N/A No Yes 

CI_9_GK 
Associate  

degree 

Automotive 

Technician 6/1/2014 12/1/2016 12/1/2016 Yes Yes 

CI_10_GK 
Associate  

degree 

Electrical 

Technician 2015 5/1/2016 5/8/2016 Yes Yes 

CAP_KC_6 
Associate  

degree 

Registered 

Nurse 5/1/2011 12/1/2014 N/A No Yes 

CI_MH_07 
Associate  

degree 

Dental 

Hygienist 5/1/2009 5/1/2011 12/1/2011 Yes Yes 
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Capital IDEA: Transportation Before and After Training  

Table D.57 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What was your primary mode of transportation before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was your primary mode of transportation after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.57 

Transportation Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Transportation Before Transportation After 

CI001 Bus, I get a ride, Car I own Car I own 

CI002 Car I own Car I own 

CI003  Car I own Car I own 

CI004 Bus, I get a ride, Walk  Car I share, Walk 

CI005 Car I own Car I own 

CI006 Car I own Car I own 

CI007 Car I own Car I own 

CI008 Car I share Car I share 

CI_1_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_2_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_3_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_4_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI-5_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_1 Car I own Car I own 

CI_6_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_7_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_2 Walk Car I own 

CI_8_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_9_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_10_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_KC_1 Car I own Car I own 

CI_11_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_12_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_13_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_14_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_15_LB Bus Car I own 

CI_MH_01 Car I own  Car I own 

CI_MH_02 Car I own Car I own  

CI_MH_03 Car I share Car I own 

CI_MH_04 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_3 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_4 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_5 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_6 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_7 Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_8 Car I own Car I own 

CI_16_LB Bus Car I own 

CI_LF_9 Car I own, Car I share Car I own 

CI_LF_10 Car I own Car I own 
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CI_17_LB Car I share, Parents car Car I own 

CI_PS_4 Bus Car I own 

CI_PS_5 Car I own Car I own 

CI_PS_3 Car I own  Car I own 

CAP_KC_5 Car I own Car I share  

CAP_KC_4 Car I own Car I own 

CAP_KC_2 Car I own Car I own 

CAP_KC_3 Car I own Car I own 

CI_PS_6 N/A Car I own 

CI_1_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_2_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_3_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_4_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_5_GK Car I own  Car I own 

CI_6_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_LF_11 Car I own Car I own 

CI_19_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_18_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_MH_05 Bike Car I own 

CI_MH_06 Car I own Car I own 

CI_20_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_21_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_22_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_23_LB Car I own Car I own 

CI_24_LB Car I share Car I own 

CI_7_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_8_GK Bus Car I own 

CI_9_GK Car I own Car I own 

CI_10_GK Car I own Car I own 

CAP_KC_6 Car I share Car I own 

CI_MH_07 Car I own Car I own 

  

Capital IDEA: Employment Status Before and After Training  

Table D.58 lists each interviewee’s employment status before and after training. The following 

survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What was your employment status before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was employment status after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.58 

Employment Status Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Employment Status Before Employment Status After 

CI001 Employed for Wages A student 

CI002 Student Employed for Wages 

CI003 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI004 Self-employed Out of work and looking for work 

CI005 Self-employed Employed for Wages 

CI006 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 
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CI007 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI008 Employed for Wages Out of work and looking for work 

CI_1_LB Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_2_LB Out of work and looking for work Employed for Wages 

CI_3_LB Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_4_LB Employed for Wages, Student Employed for Wages 

CI-5_LB Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_1 Student Employed for Wages 

CI_6_LB Employed for Wages, Student Employed for Wages 

CI_7_LB Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_2 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_8_LB Out of work and looking for work Employed for Wages 

CI_9_LB 
Out of work and looking for work, 

a homemaker Employed for Wages 

CI_10_LB Out of work and looking for work  Self-Employed 

CI_KC_1 Employed for Wages 

Employed for Wages, Self-

Employed 

CI_11_LB 
Out of work and looking for work, 

a student Employed for Wages 

CI_12_LB A homemaker Employed for Wages 

CI_13_LB Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_14_LB Employed for Wages 

Out of work and looking for work, 

a homemaker 

CI_15_LB Employed for Wages 

Employed for Wages, A 

homemaker, A student 

CI_MH_01 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_MH_02 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_MH_03 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_MH_04 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_3 Employed for Wages Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_4 Self-employed Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_5 A homemaker Employed for Wages 

CI_LF_6 Employed for wages Self-Employed 

CI_LF_7 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_LF_8 Employed for Wages, Student Employed for wages, A student 

CI_16_LB Employed for Wages, Student A student 

CI_LF_9 Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

CI_LF_10 Employed for Wages, Student Employed for wages 

CI_17_LB Employed for Wages, Student Employed for wages, a student 

CI_PS_4 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_PS_5 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_PS_3 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CAP_KC_5 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CAP_KC_4 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CAP_KC_2 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CAP_KC_3 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_PS_6 N/A N/A 

CI_1_GK A student Employed for wages 

CI_2_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_3_GK Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

CI_4_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_5_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_6_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_LF_11 Employed for wages Employed for wages, a student 
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CI_19_LB 
Out of work but not currently 

looking for work, a homemaker Employed for wages 

CI_18_LB Self-employed, a homemaker Employed for wages 

CI_MH_05 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_MH_06 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_20_LB 
Out of work but not currently 

looking for work Employed for wages 

CI_21_LB Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_22_LB Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_23_LB Employed for wages Self-Employed 

CI_24_LB Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

CI_7_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_8_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_9_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CI_10_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

CAP_KC_6 A homemaker Employed for wages 

CI_MH_07 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

 
Capital IDEA: Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.59 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.59 

Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

SS/Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

SS/Benefits After 

CI001 0 None 0 None 

CI002 2 

Earned Income Tax Credit, 

Free/Reduced Lunch 2 

Earned Income Tax Credit, 

Free/Reduced Lunch 

CI003 2 Medicaid/Medicare, WIC 0 None 

CI004 2 Medicaid/Medicare, WIC 1 Medicaid/Medicare 

CI005 0 None 0 None 

CI006 2 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP 1 Medicaid/Medicare 

CI007 0 None 0 None 

CI008 2 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP 2 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy Texas 

Women 

CI_1_LB 6 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Subsidized Childcare, 

CEAP Energy Assistance, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_2_LB 1 Unemployment benefits 0 None 

CI_3_LB 0 None 0 None 

CI_4_LB 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Earned Income Tax 

Credit 0 None 

CI-5_LB 5 CHIP, SNAP, Subsidized 0 None 
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Childcare, Housing Assistance 

or subsidy, Earned Income 

Tax Credit 

CI_LF_1 0 None 0 None 

CI_6_LB 1 Obamacare 0 None 

CI_7_LB 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_2 0 None 0 None 

CI_8_LB 5 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

SNAP, WIC, Earned Income 

Tax Credit 2 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP 

CI_9_LB 3 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy 

Texas Women, CEAP Energy 

Assistance 1 CHIP 

CI_10_LB 1 Unemployment benefits 0 None 

CI_KC_1 1 CHIP 0 None 

CI_11_LB 1 Unemployment benefits 0 None 

CI_12_LB 5 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

Healthy Texas Women, WIC, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_13_LB 4 

CHIP, SNAP, Subsidized 

Childcare, Earned Income Tax 

Credit 0 None 

CI_14_LB 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy 

Texas Women, SNAP, Earned 

Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_15_LB 0 None 0 None 

CI_MH_01 3 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC,  0 None 

CI_MH_02 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Disability Benefits 0 None 

CI_MH_03 1 CHIP 0 None 

CI_MH_04 1 WIC 0 None 

CI_LF_3 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_4 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_5 2 Medicaid/Medicare, WIC 0 None 

CI_LF_6 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_7 1 SNAP 0 None 

CI_LF_8 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

Subsidized Childcare, Housing 

Assistance or subsidy 0 None 

CI_16_LB 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_9 0 None 0 None 

CI_LF_10 2 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP 0 None 

CI_17_LB 7 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Subsidized Childcare, 

CEAP Energy Assistance, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_PS_4 1 Medicaid/Medicare 0 None 

CI_PS_5 0 None 0 None 

CI_PS_3 1 WIC 0 None 

CAP_KC_5 0 None 0 None 

CAP_KC_4 0 None 0 None 

CAP_KC_2 5 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

SNAP, WIC, Worker 0 None 
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Compensation (Injury) 

CAP_KC_3 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Earned Income Tax 

Credit 3 

Earned Income Tax Credit, VA 

Benefits, Disability Benefits 

CI_PS_6 7 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

Healthy Texas Women, 

SNAP, WIC, Subsidized 

childcare, Housing assistance 

or subsidy 1 CHIP 

CI_1_GK 1 CHIP 0 None 

CI_2_GK 1 CHIP 1 CHIP 

CI_3_GK 0 None 1 Housing Assistance or subsidy 

CI_4_GK 0 None 0 None 

CI_5_GK 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy 

Texas Women, SNAP, WIC 1 WIC 

CI_6_GK 3 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC 0 None 

CI_LF_11 1 SNAP 0 None 

CI_19_LB 3 

Medicaid/Medicare, WIC, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_18_LB 3 

CHIP, Subsidized childcare, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 None 

CI_MH_05 4 

CHIP, SNAP, Subsidized 

childcare, Earned Income Tax 

Credit 0 None 

CI_MH_06 0 None 0 None 

CI_20_LB 1 SNAP 0 None 

CI_21_LB 8 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Subsidized Childcare, 

Housing Assistance or 

subsidy, CEAP Energy 

Assistance, Earned Income 

Tax Credit, Disability Benefits 0 None 

CI_22_LB 1 Unemployment benefits 0 None 

CI_23_LB 1 Medicaid/Medicare 0 None 

CI_24_LB 3 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC 0 None 

CI_7_GK 0 None 0 None 

CI_8_GK 0 None  0 None 

CI_9_GK 0 None 0 None 

CI_10_GK 0 None 0 None 

CAP_KC_6 0 None 0 None 

CI_MH_07 1 Subsidized Insurance for son 0 None 

 

Capital IDEA: Employee Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.60 lists each interviewee’s employee benefits before and after completing training. The 

following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 
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Table D.60 

Employee Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

Employee Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

Employee Benefits After 

CI001 1 Health Insurance N/A N/A 

CI002 0 None 5 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week  

CI003 2 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Health Insurance 4 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI004 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CI005 0 None 4 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI006 3 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits, Breakfast and 

Lunch 

CI007 0 None 4 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 
Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, 

At least 2 days off per week 

CI008 1 Paid Vacation/Time-off 0 None 

CI_1_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_2_LB 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_3_LB 4 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits 6 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, 

Maternity/Paternity leave, Childcare 

Benefits 

CI_4_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 6 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave,  

CI-5_LB 7 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits 
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CI_LF_1 0 None 4 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_6_LB 6 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_7_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 6 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_LF_2 1 At least 2 days off per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Education Assistance 

CI_8_LB 0 None 3 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, At least 

2 days off per week 

CI_9_LB 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Childcare Benefits 

CI_10_LB 8 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

leave, Childcare Benefits 0 None 

CI_KC_1 4 

Paid Sick Days, Paid 

Vacation-Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 4 

Paid Sick Days, Paid Vacation-

Time-off, Health Insurance, At least 

2 days off per week 

CI_11_LB 0 None 11 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits, Short-term 

Disability, Death/Injury Insurance, 

Lawsuit Protection 

CI_12_LB 0 None 4 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, At least 2 days 

off per week, Maternity/Paternity 

Leave 

CI_13_LB 8 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits 
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leave, Childcare Benefits 

CI_14_LB 0 None 0 None 

CI_15_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_MH_01 4 

Paid sick days, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, Childcare Benefits 4 

Paid sick days, Retirement Plan or 

Pension, Health Insurance, 

Childcare Benefits 

CI_MH_02 0 None 5 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 

CI_MH_03 0 None 0 None 

CI_MH_04 4 

Paid Sick Days, Paid 

Vacation-Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation-Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_LF_3 2 

Paid sick days, at least 2 days 

off per week 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_LF_4 1 At least 2 days off per week 3 

Paid sick days, Unpaid 

vacation/time-off, at least 2 days off 

per week 

CI_LF_5 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_LF_6 3 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 2 

Health Insurance, at least 2 days off 

per week  

CI_LF_7 2 

Paid sick days, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, At least 2 

days off per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_LF_8 1 At least 2 days off per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_16_LB 1 At least 2 days off per week 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Stock purchase options 

CI_LF_9 0 None 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At least 

2 days off per week 

CI_LF_10 2 Paid Vacation/Time-off, At 5 Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-
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least 2 days off per week off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 

CI_17_LB 3 

Unpaid Vacation-Time-off, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 9 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Disability benefits, Employee 

Assistance Program 

CI_PS_4 0 None 3 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance 

CI_PS_5 5 

Paid Sick Days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 6 

Paid Sick Days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_PS_3 1 At least 2 days off per week 6 

Paid Sick Days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

CAP_KC_5 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CAP_KC_4 8 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

leave, Childcare Benefits 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At least 

2 days off per week 

CAP_KC_2 7 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

leave 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CAP_KC_3 3 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, Maternity/Paternity 

Leave 

CI_PS_6 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave, Childcare 

benefits 

CI_1_GK 0 None 3 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 
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week 

CI_2_GK 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_3_GK 0 None 5 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 

CI_4_GK 1 At least 2 days off per week 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare benefits 

CI_5_GK 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity Leave 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

Leave 

CI_6_GK 0 None 6 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_LF_11 1 Unpaid Vacation/Time-off  4 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_19_LB 2 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 3 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, At least 2 days off per week 

CI_18_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 4 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Holiday time (1.5x wage) 

CI_MH_05 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_MH_06 4 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Childcare benefits 

CI_20_LB 5 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, 

Maternity/Paternity Leave 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

Leave, Childcare benefits, Savings 

account benefits 

CI_21_LB 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 
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Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity Leave 

per week, Maternity/Paternity 

Leave, Childcare benefits  

CI_22_LB 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity Leave 5 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week 

CI_23_LB 2 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days of per week 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 days off 

per week, Maternity/Paternity leave 

CI_24_LB 0 None 3 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_7_GK 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

CI_8_GK 0 None 8 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Childcare Benefits 

CI_9_GK 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week 0 None 

CI_10_GK 7 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity Leave 0 None 

CAP_KC_6 0 None 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-

off, Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity Leave 

CI_MH_07 4 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, 

Health Insurance 4 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, 

At least 2 days off per week 
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Capital IDEA: Unemployment Details   

Table D.61, if applicable to the interviewee, lists unemployment details. The following survey 

questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, how long were you 

unemployed for before beginning training? 

2. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, was there a specific 

factor that led to your unemployment? 

Table D.61 

Unemployment Details 

 
Participant  Time Unemployed Factors That Led to Unemployment 

CI001 N/A N/A 

CI002 216 Stay at home mom; went back to school after divorce 

CI003 Transition N/A 

CI004 N/A N/A 

CI005 N/A Nannying “under the table” 

CI006 N/A N/A 

CI007 6.5 Quit job to start school 

CI008 1 Wanted to focus strictly on studies to graduate on 

time 

CI_1_LB N/A N/A 

CI_2_LB 13 laid-off 

CI_3_LB N/A N/A 

CI_4_LB N/A N/A 

CI-5_LB N/A N/A 

CI_LF_1 36 Didn't speak English; started school 

CI_6_LB N/A N/A 

CI_7_LB N/A N/A 

CI_LF_2 40 "Being stupid!" 

CI_8_LB 6 Criminal justice background 

CI_9_LB Had never worked before N/A 

CI_10_LB 4 Laid-off 

CI_KC_1 N/A N/A 

CI_11_LB 3 Laid-off 

CI_12_LB 60 Stay at home mom 

CI_13_LB N/A N/A 

CI_14_LB N/A N/A 

CI_15_LB N/A N/A 

CI_MH_01 N/A N/A 

CI_MH_02 N/A N/A 

CI_MH_03 N/A N/A 

CI_MH_04 N/A N/A 

CI_LF_3 N/A N/A 

CI_LF_4 N/A N/A 

CI_LF_5 144 Stay at home mom 

CI_LF_6 N/A N/A 

CI_LF_7 N/A N/A 

CI_LF_8 N/A N/A 
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CI_16_LB N/A N/A 

CI_LF_9 4 Laid-off 

CI_LF_10 N/A N/A 

CI_17_LB N/A N/A 

CI_PS_4 N/A N/A 

CI_PS_5 N/A N/A 

CI_PS_3 N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_5 N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_4 N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_2 N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_3 N/A N/A 

CI_PS_6 N/A N/A 

CI_1_GK N/A N/A 

CI_2_GK N/A N/A 

CI_3_GK 6 Couldn't find a job in accounting 

CI_4_GK N/A N/A 

CI_5_GK N/A N/A 

CI_6_GK 6 Didn't pass test until July 

CI_LF_11 N/A N/A 

CI_19_LB 4 Had recently had a baby 

CI_18_LB N/A N/A 

CI_MH_05 N/A N/A 

CI_MH_06 N/A N/A 

CI_20_LB 6 Dissatisfaction at work 

CI_21_LB N/A N/A 

CI_22_LB N/A N/A 

CI_23_LB N/A N/A 

CI_24_LB 48 Did not speak English; no accredited degree 

CI_7_GK N/A N/A 

CI_8_GK N/A N/A 

CI_9_GK N/A N/A 

CI_10_GK N/A N/A 

CAP_KC_6 N/A N/A 

CI_MH_07 N/A N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Demographic Information 

Table D.62 lists each interviewee’s demographic information. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What is your age? 

2. Ethnicity origin or race (Check all that apply) 

3. Gender (Check all that apply) 
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Table D.62 

Demographic Information 

 
Participant  Age Ethnicity origin (or race) Gender 

SPA001 35-44 years old N/A Female 

SPA002 25-34 years old Black or African American Male 

SPA003 25-34 years old White Male 

SPA_LB_1 35-44 years old Black or African American Male 

SPA_1_MH 25-34 years old Black or African American Female 

SPA_2_MH 35-44 years old Black or African American Female 

SPA_4_GK 25-34 years old Black or African American Female 

SPA_5_GK 45-54 years old Black or African American Female 

SPA_1_GK 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

SPA_LF_1 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

SPA_3_GK 25-34 years old White Male 

SPA_2_GK 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

SPA_1_PS 55-64 years old White Male 

SPA/CI_2_PS 25-34 years old Other: Afghan Male 

SPA_LF_2 25-34 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

SPA_KC_1 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

SPA_LF_3 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

SPA_MH_003 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

SPA_KC_2 55-64 years old Asian/Pacific Islander Female 

SPA_KC_3 35-44 years old Asian/Pacific Islander Female 

SPA_KC_4 18-24 years old Black or African American Female 

SPA_6_GK 45-54 years old Hispanic or Latino Male 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Current Employment Details 

Table D.63 lists each interviewee’s current employment details. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Where do you currently work? 

2. How long have you worked there? (months) 

3. What is your current job title? 

4. How many hours per week do you work? 

5. How many days off do you get per week? 

6. How much do you get paid per hour? 

7. How many promotions have you received since working there? 
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Table D.63 

Current Employment 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

Current 

Employment 

Time 

Worked 

There  

 

 

Job Title 

Weekly 

Hours 

Worked 

Days off 

Per 

Week 

 

Hourly 

Wage 

Promotions 

Received, if 

any 

SPA001 

Big State 

Electric 10 

Electrical 

Apprentice 40 2 $15.15 1 

SPA002 

Canadian 

National 

Railway 12 Conductor 67.5 2 $39.00 0 

SPA003 

A-US Air 

Conditioning 12 

Service 

Technician 50 1 $24.00 2 

SPA_LB_1 

Texas Health 

and Human 

Services 33 Trainer 40 2 $24.00 0 

SPA_1_MH N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_2_MH 

Methodist 

Church 

Medical 

Center 6 

Certified 

Nurse Aide 30 3 $13.50 0 

SPA_4_GK COPPERA 7 Apprentice 40 2 $15.00 0 

SPA_5_GK N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK Bullseye 24 

Office 

Manager 40 2 $16.00 1 

SPA_LF_1 

Brookdale 

Hospice 36 

Hospice 

Team 

Assistant 40 2 $16.50 3 

SPA_3_GK Seaton PSA 14 Driver 36 N/A $17.25 1 

SPA_2_GK Senior Care 24 

Certified 

Nurse Aide 40 N/A $15.00 1 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS 

Brookdale 

Hospice 12 

Certified 

Nurse Aide 30 2 $15.00 0 

SPA_LF_2 

Round Rock 

Medical 

Center 5 

Patient Care 

Technician 36 4 $13.75 0 

SPA_KC_1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_3 LDT Material 3.5 

Maintenance 

Management 50 2 $25.00 1 

SPA_MH_003 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_2 

Healthcare 

Nonprofit 12 Consulting 20 2 $21.63 0 

SPA_KC_3 BC Forward 24 

Content 

Analyst 40 2 $16.50 0 

SPA_KC_4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_6_GK 

Chinos 

Concrete 0 

Concrete 

finisher and 

setter 52.5 1.5 $16.50 0 
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Skillpoint Alliance: Number of People Supported by Interviewees 

Table D.64 lists the number of adults, including the interviewee, and the number of children, 

supported by each of the interviewees. The following survey questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees:  

1. Including yourself, how many adults do you support? 

2. How many children do you support? 

Table D.64 

Number of Adults and Children Supported 

 
Participant Number of Adults Supported (Including self) Number of Children Supported 

SPA001 1 0 

SPA002 1 3 

SPA003 1 1 

SPA_LB_1 1 2 

SPA_1_MH 2 1 

SPA_2_MH 1 2 

SPA_4_GK 3 5 

SPA_5_GK 2 N/A 

SPA_1_GK 1 4 

SPA_LF_1 2 6 

SPA_3_GK 1 1 

SPA_2_GK 2 0 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS 1 2 

SPA_LF_2 2 2 

SPA_KC_1 1 0 

SPA_LF_3 1 1 

SPA_MH_003 3 4 

SPA_KC_2 2 0 

SPA_KC_3 1 2 

SPA_KC_4 1 2 

SPA_6_GK 1 0 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Current Living Situation 

Table D.65 lists each interviewee’s current living situation. The following survey questions were 

used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Do you rent or own? 

2. What type of housing do you live in? (Check all that apply) 

3. How long have you been in your current housing? (months) 

4. How many times have you moved in the past year? 
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5. How many times have you moved in the past five years? 

6. What is your current zip code?  

 

Table D.65 

Current Living Situation 

 
 

 

 

Participant 

 

 

Rent or 

Own Home 

 

 

Type of 

Housing 

 

Time Lived 

in 

Household 

Times 

Moved in 

the Past 

Year 

Times 

Moved in 

the Past 5 

Years 

 

 

 

Zip Code 

SPA001 Rent  Single Room N/A 2 N/A N/A 

SPA002 

Owns home 

in TX, Rent Apartment 12 2 2 N/A 

SPA003 Rent N/A 24 0 10 N/A 

SPA_LB_1 Own 

Single 

Family Home 24 0 3 78660 

SPA_1_MH Rent 

Single 

Family Home 24 0 2 78602 

SPA_2_MH Rent 

Single 

Family Home 9 1 1 75154 

SPA_4_GK Rent 

Single 

Family Home N/A N/A 3 76549 

SPA_5_GK Rent 

Single 

Family Home 156 0 0 78755 

SPA_1_GK Rent Apartment 48 0 N/A 78741 

SPA_LF_1 Own 

Single 

Family Home 132 0 0 78660 

SPA_3_GK Rent  

Single 

Family Home 36 0 1 78653 

SPA_2_GK Rent 

Single 

Family Home 36 0 N/A 78617 

SPA_1_PS Rent N/A 6 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS Rent Apartment 24 0 1 78704 

SPA_LF_2 Rent 

Single 

Family Home 24 0 2 78653 

SPA_KC_1 Rent Apartment 36 N/A 1 78627 

SPA_LF_3 Own 

Single 

Family Home 264 0 0 78626 

SPA_MH_003 Rent Trailer 4 1 4 78621 

SPA_KC_2 Own 

Manufactured 

Home 36 0 1 78613 

SPA_KC_3 Own 

Single 

Family Home N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_4 Rent Apartment 12 N/A 2 78702 

SPA_6_GK Rent Single Room 9 1 3 78744 
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Skillpoint Alliance: Interviewees Specific Training Details 

Table D.66 lists each interviewee’s training details. The following survey questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What credentials did you earn? (Check all that apply) 

2. What field or discipline is your credential in? 

3. When did you start training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

4. When did you complete training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

5. When were you placed at a job? 

6. Are you still working at the same location you were originally placed? 

7. Are you still working in the same industry you trained in? 

Table D.66 

Interviewee Training Details 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

 

Credentials 

 

 

Discipline 

 

Start of 

Training 

 

End of 

Training 

Date 

Placed in 

Job 

Working 

at Same 

Location 

Working 

in Same 

Industry 

SPA001 Certification 

Electrical 

Apprentice N/A 6/23/2017 7/11/2017 Yes Yes 

SPA002 Certification 

Electrical 

Apprentice N/A 12/1/2015 2/1/2016 Yes No 

SPA003 Certification HVAC 2/1/2017 5/1/2017 6/1/2017 Yes Yes 

SPA_LB_1 Certification CNA 6/1/2015 7/1/2015  No No 

SPA_1_MH Certification CNA 9/1/2016 10/1/2016 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_2_MH Certification CNA 6/1/2016 8/1/2016 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_4_GK 

Certification;  

did not 

complete 

Pipefitting 

Plumbing 

7/20/201

7 9/1/2017 2/1/2018 Yes Yes 

SPA_5_GK Certification CNA 9/1/2016 11/1/2016 N/A N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK Certification 

Electrical 

Apprentice 8/1/2016 9/1/2016 9/1/2017 Yes Yes 

SPA_LF_1 Certification CNA 2/1/2015 3/1/2015 11/1/2015 No Yes 

SPA_3_GK Certification CNA 3/1/2017 6/1/2017 7/12/2016 Yes Yes 

SPA_2_GK Certification CNA 

10/1/201

5 10/31/2015 11/1/2015 Yes  Yes 

SPA_1_PS Certification CNA N/A N/A N/A No N/A 

SPA/CI_2_P

S Certification CNA 7/1/2017 8/1/2017 N/A Yes No 

SPA_LF_2 Certification CNA, PCT 3/1/2015 8/1/2015 9/1/2015 No Yes 

SPA_KC_1 Certification CNA N/A N/A N/A No No 

SPA_LF_3 Certification 

Machine 

Program 8/1/2014 8/31/2014 3/1/2015 Yes Yes 

SPA_MH_0

03 Certification N/A 3/1/2016 4/1/2016 N/A N/A N/A 
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SPA_KC_2 Certification CNA 2015 2015 N/A N/A Yes 

SPA_KC_3 Certification CNA 

11/1/201

5 12/1/2015 N/A No Yes 

SPA_KC_4 Certification CNA 4/1/2017 5/1/2017 5/1/2017 No No 

SPA_6_GK Certification 

Electrical 

Apprentice 1/1/2017 4/1/2017 N/A N/A N/A 

 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Transportation Before and After Training  

Table D.67 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What was your primary mode of transportation before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was your primary mode of transportation after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.67 

Transportation Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Transportation Before Transportation After 

SPA001 Car I share Car I own 

SPA002 Car I own Car I own 

SPA003 Bus, Bike, Walk Car I own 

SPA_LB_1 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_1_MH Bus, Walk Bus, Walk 

SPA_2_MH Car I own Car I own 

SPA_4_GK Car I own Car I own 

SPA_5_GK Car I own N/A 

SPA_1_GK Car I own Car I own 

SPA_LF_1 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_3_GK N/A N/A 

SPA_2_GK Car I own Car I own 

SPA_1_PS Car I own Car I own 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_2 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_KC_1 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_LF_3 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_MH_003 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_KC_2 Car I share Car I share  

SPA_KC_3 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_KC_4 Car I own Car I own 

SPA_6_GK Car I own Bus 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Employment Status Before and After Training  

Table D.68 lists each interviewee’s employment status before and after training. The following 

survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  
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1. What was your employment status before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was employment status after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.68 

Employment Status Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Employment Status Before Employment Status After 

SPA001 Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

SPA002 Active military Employed for wages 

SPA003 

Self-Employed, Out of work but not 

currently looking for work Employed for wages 

SPA_LB_1 

Out of work and looking for work, a 

student Employed for wages 

SPA_1_MH Employed for wages Out of work and looking for a job 

SPA_2_MH Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_4_GK 

Out of work but not currently looking for 

work Employed for wages 

SPA_5_GK Employed for wages N/A 

SPA_1_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_LF_1 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_3_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_2_GK Self-Employed  Employed for wages 

SPA_1_PS Employed for wages Out of work and looking for a job 

SPA/CI_2_PS Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_LF_2 A homemaker Employed for wages 

SPA_KC_1 Out of work and looking for work Out of work and looking for work 

SPA_LF_3 Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

SPA_MH_003 N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_2 Out of work and looking for work Employed for wages 

SPA_KC_3 Employed for wages Employed for wages 

SPA_KC_4 A student 

Out of work but not currently looking for 

work 

SPA_6_GK Employed for wages Employed for wages 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.69 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.69 

Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

SS/Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

SS/Benefits After 

SPA001 2 Medicaid/Medicare, Disability 0 None 
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Benefits 

SPA002 1 VA Benefits 1 VA Benefits 

SPA003 1 SNAP 0 None 

SPA_LB_1 4 

SNAP, WIC, Earned income tax 

credit, VA Benefits 3 

Earned Income Tax Credit, VA 

Benefits, Disability Benefits 

SPA_1_MH 2 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, SNAP, 

Earned Income Tax Credit 

SPA_2_MH 0 None 0 None 

SPA_4_GK 3 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, WIC 3 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, WIC 

SPA_5_GK 0 None 2 

Medicaid/Medicare, Disability 

Benefits 

SPA_1_GK 0 None 0 None 

SPA_LF_1 1 Medicaid/Medicare 0 None 

SPA_3_GK 1 SNAP 0 None 

SPA_2_GK 0 None 0 None 

SPA_1_PS 1 SNAP N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Housing Assistance or 

Subsidy 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, WIC, 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy 

SPA_LF_2 1 Medicaid/Medicare 0 None 

SPA_KC_1 2 

Medicaid/Medicare, Disability 

Benefits 2 

Medicaid/Medicare, Disability 

Benefits 

SPA_LF_3 0 None 0 None 

SPA_MH_003 3 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, WIC 3 Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, WIC 

SPA_KC_2 0 None 0 None 

SPA_KC_3 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, SNAP, 

WIC, Subsidized childcare 1 CHIP 

SPA_KC_4 5 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

Healthy Texas Women, SNAP, 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy  5 

Medicaid/Medicare, CHIP, 

Healthy Texas Women, SNAP, 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy  

SPA_6_GK 1 MAP 0 None 

 
Skillpoint Alliance: Employee Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.70 lists each interviewee’s employee benefits before and after completing training. The 

following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.70 

Employee Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

Employee Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

Employee Benefits After 

SPA001 0 None 2 Paid sick days, Health Insurance 

SPA002 1 Military  8 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement Plan 

or Pension, Health Insurance, At least 2 

days off per week, Maternity/Paternity 

leave, Childcare Benefits, Stock Benefits, 

Union Benefits 
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SPA003 0 None 4 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance 

SPA_LB_1 2 

Retirement Plan or 

Pension, Health Insurance 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

SPA_1_MH 3 

Health Insurance, At least 

2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 0 None 

SPA_2_MH 3 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or 

Pension, Health Insurance 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave (unpaid) 

SPA_4_GK 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

SPA_5_GK 5 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or 

Pension, Health Insurance, 

At least 2 days off per 

week 0 None 

SPA_1_GK 0 None 0 None 

SPA_LF_1 1 

At least 2 days off per 

week 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave 

SPA_3_GK 8 

Paid sick days, Paid 

Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or 

Pension, Health Insurance, 

At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity 

leave, Childcare Benefits 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, Childcare 

Benefits 

SPA_2_GK 0 None 4 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Health 

Insurance 

SPA_1_PS 0 None 0 None 

SPA/CI_2_PS 0 None 0 None 

SPA_LF_2 0 None 7 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week, 

Maternity/Paternity leave  

SPA_KC_1 0 None 0 None 

SPA_LF_3 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week 

SPA_MH_003 0 None 0 None 
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SPA_KC_2 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week 

SPA_KC_3 1 Maternity/Paternity Leave 4 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, Health Insurance, At 

least 2 days off per week 

SPA_KC_4 0 None 0 None 

SPA_6_GK 4 

Paid Vacation/Time-off, 

Unpaid Vacation/Time-off, 

Health Insurance, At least 

2 days off per week N/A N/A 

 

Skillpoint Alliance: Unemployment Details   

Table D.71, if applicable to the interviewee, lists unemployment details. The following survey 

questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, how long were you 

unemployed for before beginning training? 

2. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, was there a specific 

factor that led to your unemployment? 

Table D.71 

Unemployment Details 

 
Participant  Time Unemployed Factors That Led to Unemployment 

SPA001 6 Health 

SPA002 0 N/A 

SPA003 24 “Bad lifestyle”; imprisonment 

SPA_LB_1 18 Retired from the Navy, being in school in Japan 

SPA_1_MH N/A N/A 

SPA_2_MH N/A N/A 

SPA_4_GK 12 Abusive relationship 

SPA_5_GK N/A N/A 

SPA_1_GK 12 N/A 

SPA_LF_1 N/A N/A 

SPA_3_GK 0 N/A 

SPA_2_GK N/A N/A 

SPA_1_PS N/A N/A 

SPA/CI_2_PS N/A N/A 

SPA_LF_2 36 

High risk pregnancy; quit job and became a stay 

at home mom 

SPA_KC_1 12 Disability from car accident 

SPA_LF_3 1 Laid-off  

SPA_MH_003 N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_2 12 Had immigrated recently 

SPA_KC_3 N/A N/A 

SPA_KC_4 54 Lack of education 

SPA_6_GK N/A N/A 
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Goodwill Central Texas 

Goodwill: Interviewees Demographic Information 

Table D.72 lists each interviewee’s demographic information. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What is your age? 

2. Ethnicity origin or race (Check all that apply) 

3. Gender (Check all that apply) 

Table D.72 

Demographic Information 

 
Participant  Age Ethnicity origin (or race) Gender 

GW_1_GK 35-44 years old Black or African American Female 

GW_2_GK 35-44 years old Hispanic or Latino Female 

GW_3_GK Prefer not to say Black or African American Male 

GW_4_GK 65-74 years old White Male 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Current Employment Details 

Table D.73 lists each interviewee’s current employment details. The following survey questions 

were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Where do you currently work? 

2. How long have you worked there? (months) 

3. What is your current job title? 

4. How many hours per week do you work? 

5. How many days off do you get per week? 

6. How much do you get paid per hour? 

7. How many promotions have you received since working there? 

Table D.73 

Current Employment 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

Current 

Employment 

Time 

Worked 

There  

 

 

Job Title 

Weekly 

Hours 

Worked 

 

Days off 

Per Week 

 

Hourly 

Wage 

Promotions 

Received, if 

any 

GW_1_GK Foundation 8 Front Desk 32 2 $12.00  0 
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Communities Clerk 

GW_2_GK 

Nursing 

home  5 CAN 40 5 $15.00  0 

GW_3_GK Unemployed N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

GW_4_GK Employed 1 Salesperson 15 N/A $8.00  0 

 

Goodwill: Number of People Supported by Interviewees 

Table D.74 lists the number of adults, including the interviewee, and the number of children, 

supported by each of the interviewees. The following survey questions were used to collect 

responses from the interviewees:  

1. Including yourself, how many adults do you support? 

2. How many children do you support? 

Table D.74 

Number of Adults and Children Supported 

 
Participant Number of Adults Supported (Including self) Number of Children Supported 

GW_1_GK 1 8 

GW_2_GK 1 2 

GW_3_GK 1 0 

GW_4_GK 1 1 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Current Living Situation 

Table D.75 lists each interviewee’s current living situation. The following survey questions were 

used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. Do you rent or own? 

2. What type of housing do you live in? (Check all that apply) 

3. How long have you been in your current housing? (months) 

4. How many times have you moved in the past year? 

5. How many times have you moved in the past five years? 

6. What is your current zip code?  
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Table D.75 

Current Living Situation 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

Rent or Own 

Home 

 

Type of 

Housing 

 

Time Lived 

in 

Household  

Times 

Moved in 

the Past 

Year 

Times 

Moved in 

the Past 5 

Years 

 

 

Zip Code 

GW_1_GK Rent Apartment 9 1 3 78702 

GW_2_GK Rent Apartment 5 1 10 78741 

GW_3_GK Own 

Single 

Family Home 240 0 0 N/A 

GW_4_GK Rent Single Room 9 1 2 78653 

 

Goodwill: Interviewees Specific Training Details 

Table D.76 lists each interviewee’s training details. The following survey questions were used to 

collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What credentials did you earn? (Check all that apply) 

2. What field or discipline is your credential in? 

3. When did you start training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

4. When did you complete training? (DD/MM/YYYY) 

5. When were you placed at a job? 

6. Are you still working at the same location you were originally placed? 

7. Are you still working in the same industry you trained in? 

Table D.76 

Interviewee Training Details 

 
 

 

Participant 

 

 

Credentials 

 

 

Discipline 

 

Start of 

Training 

 

End of 

Training 

Date 

Placed in 

Job 

Working 

at Same 

Location 

Working 

in Same 

Industry 

GW_1_GK Certification Phlebotomy 10/1/2017 12/1/2017 1/1/2018 Yes Yes 

GW_2_GK Certification CNA 10/1/2017 12/1/2017 4/1/2018 Yes Yes 

GW_3_GK Certification 

Health 

Informatics 

and Health 

Information 

Management 1/1/2018 3/23/2018 N/A N/A N/A 

GW_4_GK Certification 

Commerical 

Drivers 

 License 10/1/2017 12/1/2018 N/A No No 
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Goodwill: Transportation Before and After Training  

Table D.77 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What was your primary mode of transportation before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was your primary mode of transportation after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.77 

Transportation Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Transportation Before Transportation After 

GW_1_GK Bus Bus 

GW_2_GK Bus Bus, Lyft 

GW_3_GK Car I own Car I own 

GW_4_GK Car I own Car I own 

 

Goodwill: Employment Status Before and After Training  

Table D.78 lists each interviewee’s employment status before and after training. The following 

survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What was your employment status before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What was employment status after training? (Check all that apply) 

D.78 

 Employment Status Before and After Training 

 
Participant  Employment Status Before Employment Status After 

GW_1_GK Unemployed Employed 

GW_2_GK N/A Employed 

GW_3_GK Unemployed Unemployed 

GW_4_GK N/A Employed 

 

Goodwill: Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.79 lists each interviewee’s mode of transportation before and after completing training. 

The following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 
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Table D.79 

Social Services/Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

SS/Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

SS/Benefits After 

GW_1_GK 2 Healthy Texas Women, SNAP 2 Healthy Texas Women, SNAP 

GW_2_GK 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy 

Texas Women, Housing 

Assistance or Subsidy, MAP 

(trans county health insurance) 4 

Medicaid/Medicare, Healthy 

Texas Women, Housing 

Assistance or Subsidy, MAP 

(trans county health insurance) 

GW_3_GK 2 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy, 

MAP Health Insurance 2 

Housing Assistance or Subsidy, 

MAP Health Insurance 

GW_4_GK 0 None 0 None 

 

Goodwill: Employee Benefits Before and After Training  

Table D.80 lists each interviewee’s employee benefits before and after completing training. The 

following survey questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. What social services/benefits did you receive before training? (Check all that apply) 

2. What social services/benefits did you receive after training? (Check all that apply) 

Table D.80 

Employee Benefits Before and After Training 

 
 

Participant  

Total 

Before 

 

Employee Benefits Before 

Total 

After 

 

Employee Benefits After 

GW_1_GK 0 None 6 

Paid sick days, Paid 

vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

Vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week 

GW_2_GK 5 

Paid vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, At least 2 days 

off per week, Employee 

Assistance Program 8 

Paid sick days, Paid 

vacation/Time-off, Unpaid 

vacation/Time-off, Retirement 

Plan or Pension, Health 

Insurance, At least 2 days off per 

week, Maternity/Paternity leave, 

Employee Assistance Program 

GW_3_GK 0 None 0 None 

GW_4_GK 3 

Paid vacation/Time-off, 

Retirement Plan or Pension, At 

least 2 days off per week 2 

Unpaid vacation/Time-off, At 

least 2 days off per week 
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Goodwill: Unemployment Detail 

Table D.81, if applicable to the interviewee, lists unemployment details. The following survey 

questions were used to collect responses from the interviewees:  

1. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, how long were you 

unemployed for before beginning training? 

2. If you were unemployed before entering your job training program, was there a specific 

factor that led to your unemployment? 

Table D.81 

Unemployment Details 

 
Participant  Time Unemployed Factors That Led to Unemployment 

GW_1_GK 24 attacked on the job by a customer 

GW_2_GK N/A N/A 

GW_3_GK 36 racism, lost-job 

GW_4_GK N/A N/A 
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Appendix E. 

List of Acronyms 

BCR  Benefit Cost Ratio 

BLS  Bureau of Labor and Statistics 

CAN  Certified Nursing Assistant 

CAP  Austin Energy’s Customer Assistance Program 

CHIP  Children’s Health Insurance Program 

COA  City of Austin 

CTE  Career and Technical Education 

EBT  Electronic Benefits Transfer 

FPG  Federal Poverty Guidelines 

GDP  Gross Domestic Product 

HVAC  Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

IC2  UT Institute for Innovation, Creativity, and Capital 

JTPA  Job Training Partnership Act 

KPI  Key Performance Indicators 

MAP  Medical Access Program (City of Austin) 

NPV  Net Present Value 

OECD  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

PRWORA Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act 

RMC  Ray Marshall Center for the Study of Human Resources 

ROI  Return on Investment 

SNAP  Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 

SROI  Social Return on Investment 
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SSI  Supplemental Security Income 

SYEI  Summer Youth Employment Initiative 

TANF  Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 

UA  Urban Alliance 

UI  Unemployment Insurance 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 

UT  The University of Texas at Austin 

WIC  Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children 
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Appendix F. 

Methods and Equations to Evaluate Economic Return 

on Investment 

A return on investment (ROI) analysis is one of many tools analysts can apply to measure 

the performance of a program or investment. A ROI informs the evaluation discussion of 

the effectiveness of an investment by quantifying and monetizing costs and benefits of 

the City of Austin’s investment in workforce training programs. A ROI facilities any 

subsequent discussion on the limits of the methodology, as well as other social and 

economic considerations. 

Research staff developed a ROI analysis to examine the benefits and costs of the three 

workforce development programs that accrue to three specific stakeholder groups: 

training participants, government accounts and the City of Austin. This particular ROI 

was created to measure how benefits and costs changed from the time period before 

training participants entered the training programs to multiple years after completion of 

the training programs. In this return on investment, benefits and costs are defined as the 

monetary returns or expenditures realized such as wage changes, government benefits 

received, program costs or changes in taxes. Training participants receive benefits such as 

increased wages post-graduation. They may also pay out more in the form of higher taxes 

and lower government assistance. In contrast, the City of Austin and the public sector 

would receive benefits such as increased tax revenue and savings towards government 

programs, while taking on the cost of the training programs. 

Research staff used participant wage data to estimate costs and benefits, such as changes 

in tax revenue and government benefits. This chapter serves as a guide to analyze the 

estimation techniques used by research staff to estimate benefits and costs incurred by the 

three stakeholder groups as a result of the training programs. Research staff constructed 

equations to provide additional context of the exact methodology used to compose the 

benefits and costs. 

To formulate return on investment, a first step is to define the years n, or the years under 

analysis. The time period prior to exiting the training program is defined as year n=0. The 

return on investment analysis is applied to each year after exiting the training program for 

a 5-year period (n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Stakeholders j refers to the three intended groups, 

participants (j=1), government accounts (j=2), and the City of Austin (j=3). There are 

three workforce training programs, where k=1 is Capital IDEA, k=2 is Goodwill, and k=3 

is Skillpoint. Each stakeholder j has its own set of benefits (bnjk) associated with each 

year n and each separate stakeholder account. Each stakeholder j has its own set of costs 

(Cnjk) for each year. Table F.1 summarizes these definitions. Return on investment 

depends upon what constitutes a benefit and a cost and economic activities that vary by 

stakeholder; what might be a cost to one stakeholder could be a benefit to another (see 

Table F.2). 
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𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑘 = ∑
𝑏𝑗

(1+𝑟)𝑛 − ∑
𝐶𝑗

(1+𝑟)𝑛∀𝑛∀𝑛      for all j, k, n  (Equation F.1) 

The net present value (NPV) for a given training program (k = 1, 2, 3) is the 
sum of annual benefits (b) accrued to a given stakeholder (j = 1, 2, 3) for a 
given year (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) discounted at a rate of 2.5% (r) minus the sum of 
annual costs (c) accrued to a given stakeholder (j = 1, 2, 3) for a given year 
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) discounted at a rate of 2.5% (r ). 

Table F.1 

Description of variables 

Variable Meaning Range Index 

Time Years after training 1 to 5 years Variable n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Stakeholder Who gains/loses Participants Government 

Accounts, and City of Austin 

Variable; j = 1, 2, 3 

Program Workforce training 

program 

Capital Idea, Goodwill, 

Skillpoint 

Variable; k=1, 2, 3 

Costs to stakeholder j Different costs to a 

stakeholder 

Varies with stakeholder Ctj   

Benefits to stakeholder j Different benefits to a 

stakeholder 

Varies with stakeholder Btj   

 

An additional performance measurement of return on investment is the summed 

discounted returns for all training programs divided by the summed discounted 

expenditures of all training programs, or the benefit-cost ratio. The research staff decided 

to discount benefits and costs at the U.S Federal Reserve discount rate of 2.5 percent to 

convert costs and benefits from different time periods to present value.1 The research 

staff calculated benefit cost ratios for each stakeholder. A benefit-cost ratio greater than 

one signals a positive economic return and benefit.  

𝐵𝐶𝑅𝑘 =
∑

𝑏𝑗

(1+𝑟)𝑛∀𝑛

∑
𝐶𝑗

(1+𝑟)𝑛∀𝑛

     for all j, k, n    (Equation F. 2) 

The Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) for a given training program (k = 1, 2, 3) is the 
sum of annual benefits (b) accrued to a given stakeholder (j = 1, 2, 3) for a 
given year (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) discounted at a rate of 2.5% (r) divided by the 
sum of annual costs (c) accrued to a given stakeholder (j = 1, 2, 3) for a given 
year (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) discounted at a rate of 2.5% (r).  

Research staff use a modified ROI measure as described by the Exploratory Return-on-

Investment Analysis of Local Workforce Investments produced by the RMC in 2011.2 

Research staff analyzed 2014 returns on investments from adult workforce training 

provided by Capital IDEA, Goodwill of Central Texas, and Skillpoint Alliance for 

Austin. Research staff use computed returns and expenditures specifying City of Austin’s 

funded training graduates from the 2014 cohort. Returns were calculated for 1-, 2-, 3-, 4- 
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and 5-year post-investment periods from 2015-2019. While participant wage data was 

used to calculate changes in benefits and costs during the 1-, 2-, 3-year post-investment 

period, wage projections based on available data were used to for the 4- and 5-year post-

investment period. 

Research staff analyzed economic ROIs for participants, government accounts, and the 

City of Austin (COA). In a 2011 study, the Ray Marshall Center grouped together 

employers and individuals under one participant category. In the study, research staff 

defined a person who completed a training program as a participant. Research staff 

calculated a government accounts ROI to capture returns and expenditures for local, state, 

and federal governments. City of Austin’s ROI included incurred returns and 

expenditures specific to the COA. Research staff used unemployment insurance (UI) 

wage and claims data to estimate earnings for participants. UI data provides average 

quarterly wages for participants for the period before and after completion of the training 

programs. With available UI wage data, research staff could estimate income change 

upon completion of the programs. Available UI wage data allowed the research staff to 

estimate change in social services received by participants, including SNAP, housing, and 

utility subsidies, as discussed below 

Table F.2 lists the measures used to complete the economic return on investment. To 

estimate the variables above, the research team used measurements to estimate 

performance measures listed in Table F.3. The results of this analysis would vary if 

research staff had wanted to include or exclude performance metrics, select other 

surrogate measures or assumptions for those measures, or adapt other assumptions within 

the ROI methodology. As research staff believe the measure assumptions are appropriate, 

the analysis is developed in the subsections below. Staff relax some of the assumptions to 

compute a sensitivity analysis of how outcomes will vary with different assumptions. 

Table F.2 

Economic Return on Investment Analysis 

 

Measurement Definition and relevant stakeholders 

Annual earnings Wages from work over a 365-day timespan 

Stakeholders: participants 

Per participant cost Total costs of services provided to a student by training programs; includes values of 

instructor time, recruiting, supplies, and other services  

Stakeholders: government accounts and City of Austin  

Foregone earnings Wages that participants do not earn while in training 

Stakeholders: participants  

Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program 

(SNAP) 

A monthly benefit for low-income individuals to purchase food with a rechargeable 

payment card (EBT card).  

Stakeholders: participants and government accounts 

Housing vouchers Vouchers for low-income residents to assist in purchasing housing  

Stakeholder: participants  
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Utility assistance Customer Assistance Service to low-income residents, which discounts City of 

Austin utility bills. 

stakeholders: participants, government accounts, and City of Austin 

Sales tax 6.25 percent tax (state) and 2% tax (city) on all retail sales, leases, and rentals of 

most goods and taxable services. 

Stakeholders: participants, government accounts, and City of Austin 

Income tax Federal progressive tax rate on individual personal income 

Stakeholders: participants and government accounts  

 

Table F.3 

List of Measures and Sources Used for Estimates 

 

Measurement Sources 

Annual earnings UI wage data collected from the Texas Workforce Commission to estimate annual 

wages 

Per-participant cost Each training program provided per-participant cost 

Forgone earnings UI wage data. Training program wages not earned, based on average length of 

program, provided by each program.  

Supplemental 

Nutrition Assistance 

Program (SNAP) 

The research team used UI wage data from the Ray Marshall Center, income 

thresholds and standard deductions and benefit levels from the US Department of 

Agriculture Food and Nutrition Service (USDA FNS), and fair market rents from the 

US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  

Housing vouchers The research team used income thresholds and fair market rents provided by the US 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 

Utilities assistance The research team used the estimated annual average rate reduction of $650 for low-

income residents from the City of Austin’s Customer Assistance Program (CAP) as 

calculated and published by Austin Energy on the CAP website. The team also used 

annual federal poverty level (FPL) measurements for a single household in relevant 

years as reported by the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services as the Poverty 

Guidelines for the 48 Continuous States and the District of Columbia. 

Sales tax The research team used an estimated tax incidence as a percent of total income in 5 

brackets provided by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. (TX CPA) 

Income tax The research team used the summary of the latest federal income tax data provided by 

the Tax Foundation which includes an average federal income tax rate by individual 

adjusted gross income. 

 

To simplify an initial analysis, the research staff made several assumptions, as listed in 

Table F.4. 
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Table F.4 

ROI Methodology Assumptions 

 

Assumption Overview 

Wages Reported wages are a participant’s only source of income, with reported quarterly earnings 

consistent for the year. If a trainee may hvas other sources of income, this assumption may 

underestimate actual income. 

Household size Participants are single person households; each individual is single with no dependents. 

This assumption is likely to underestimate family size and thus eligibility for participant 

benefits. 

Discount rate All past and future costs and benefits are converted to present US dollars using a Federal 

Reserve 2.5 percent discount rate. The Federal Reserve standard estimates the 2.5 percent 

discount rate through an in-depth evaluation of nationwide economic conditions.  

Benefit coverage Any participant who meets a income requirement for any benefit (SNAP, utility discounts, 

or housing assistance) is enrolled automatically and will receive benefits. Monthly benefits 

based on income are consistent for the calendar year.  

Housing expenses Program participants do not purchase homes in the Austin/Round-Rock area and do not 

pay property taxes. Shelter expenses are equal to the fair market rent in Travis County for 

an efficiency apartment.  

Income taxes Participants pay federal income tax based on income. The City of Austin does not receive 

direct transfers from paid federal taxes.  

Sales taxes As participants earn more, they purchase more and therefore pay more in sales tax. The 

city of Austin receives revenue from 24% of the sales tax revenue collected that accrue to 

the state of Texas (2.0/8.5=0.24).  

 

MEASUREMENTS 

ANNUAL EARNINGS 

The research staff include estimated annual earnings for each participant, which are 

benefits to participants as compared to their pre-program earnings. The Texas Workforce 

Commission provides the Ray Marshall Center with quarterly wages for all training 

participants and comparison groups.3 Quarterly wages allow the research team to estimate 

training program participant benefits by computing training participants’ earnings prior to 

and after finishing the training program. As participants complete training programs, their 

wages may increase after graduation. If a participant’s wages increase after training more 

than comparison group wages, the increased income is an economic benefit for the 

participant. 

A quarterly wage is the amount paid by an employer as wages over three months. 

Quarterly wages are converted to annual wages by multiplying a quarterly wage by four. 
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Annual wages are configured for four time periods: pre-program (year -1), versus the 

wages five years after completing the program, years 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 = 𝑄𝑊𝑛𝑘 ∗ 4       (Equation F.3) 

QW refers to quarterly wages of year n (n=-1, 1, 2 ,3, 4, 5) for program k (1, 2 
,3). AE refers annual earnings of year n (n=-1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for program k (1, 
2, 3).  

The research teams computed the difference in the earnings before the program and after 

the training program. As indicated in Equation F.4, a participant’s change in annual 

earnings is calculated by subtracting their pre-program annual earnings for each of years 

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  

𝛥𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘– 𝐴𝐸−1𝑘       for all n,k   (Equation F.4) 

ΔAEnk refers to annual earnings change for training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n 
(1, 2, 3).  

To calculate the return on investment, research staff calculated annual earnings and 

earnings change for the comparison group for each program. Research staff used the 

same formula to calculate comparison group annual earnings and earning change as 

ΔAEnkal earnings and earning change as indicated in Equations F.5 and F.6.  

𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙 = 𝑄𝑊𝑛𝑙 ∗ 4 for all n,l    (Equation F.5) 

QW are defined as the wages for comparison group l (l = 1, 2, 3) in year n (n 
= -1, 1, 2, 3). AE are the annual earnings for comparison group l (l= 1, 2, 3) in 
year n (n=-1, 1, 2, 3). 

𝛥𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙  – 𝐴𝐸−1𝑙   for all n,l   (Equation F.6) 

𝛥𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙  refers to annual earnings change for comparison l (l=1, 2, 3) in year n 
(n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5).   

One step is to calculate the change in annual earnings for training participants versus the 

comparison group.  The annual wage difference between groups is the change in earnings 

in the time-class for the training group versus the comparison group. This difference, as 

computed in Equation 5.7, is needed in the ROI calculations. 

𝐴𝐸𝐵𝑛𝑘 =  𝛥𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘  –  𝛥𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙           (Equation F.7)  

 𝐴𝐸𝐵𝑛𝑘 refers to the difference in annual earning benefits for training group k 
(1, 2, 3) for stakeholder j (j=1) in year n (1, 2, 3) 

WORKFORCE INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES 

Workforce investment costs reflect how much a program spends for each participant, 

including direct program services, supplies, any staff time for supporting occupational 
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training efforts, and any other costs. These are taxpayer costs, as the COA funds each of 

these programs. Workforce investment costs are included in ROI. The per-participant 

cost for each trainee is $8,033 per person for Capital IDEA, $2,200 per person for 

Goodwill, and $5,668 per person for Skillpoint.  

There remains significant uncertainty in February 2019 as to the costs of training because 

of uncertainty as to the exact number of graduates and the actual cost. Cost can vary 

among the three programs and ought to be comparable if the City of Austin or the 

programs themselves hopes to compare costs. After March 1, 2019, research staff will 

seek to divulge a more transparent estimation of training cost per program graduate. 

FORGONE EARNINGS 

Foregone earnings measure the income that participants could have received from work if 

that individual had not been enrolled in training. For any trainee, if the flow of future 

earnings/benefits after training is less than the training participant’s foregone earnings 

(due to training per se), the individual would experience costs rather than financial 

benefits. If the stream of future benefits exceeds foregone earnings and other 

expenditures, then a trainee receives more financial benefits than costs, a net positive 

benefit or sum costs. Each workforce program requires full-time enrollment. Foregone 

earnings is the difference between what a participant did earn during the program, versus 

the potential earnings had a participant not enrolled. Participants eliminate work hours to 

attend a training program, so participants forgo wages. Foregone earnings represent a 

participant cost within a training program.  

The research team calculates training participants’ foregone earnings by computing the 

difference between pre-program earnings and in-program earnings. As wage data are 

available only in quarterly form, the research team converted the difference in quarterly 

earnings to foregone earnings by assuming the in-program earnings throughout training. 

Table F.4 lists foregone earnings, using quarterly earnings for pre-training and in-training 

earnings.  

Table F.5 

Foregone Earnings Per Program 

 

Program Pre-program 

earnings 

In-program 

Earnings 

Difference  Foregone 

earnings 

Capital IDEA $4,467 $4,547 -$80 -$1,114.96 

Goodwill $3,185 $2,768 $416 $173.52 

Skillpoint $3,671 $2,317 $1,354 $648.95 

 

To calculate forgone earnings, the research team multiplied average program length (in 

quarters) by the earning difference per quarter, as computed in Equations F.8 and F.9. For 
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example, Capital IDEA’s program length comprises of 14 quarters (3.5 years). Goodwill 

and Skillpoint’s length are respectively 5/12 (5 weeks) and 5.75/12 (5.75 weeks) quarters.  

∆𝑃𝑘 = 𝑄𝑊−1𝑘 − 𝑄𝑊0𝑘      (Equation F.8) 

𝐹𝐺𝐸𝑘 = ∆𝑃𝑘 ∗
𝑋𝑘

12
      (Equation F.9) 

𝑄𝑊−1𝑘 refers to pre-program quarterly wage for training program k (k=1, 2, 
3) in year n (n=-1).  QW-1  refers to in-program quarterly wages for training 
program k (1, 2, 3) in year n (n=0). The difference between pre-program 
earnings and in training earnings ΔPk refers to the difference in earnings for 
program k (k =1, 2, 3) from pre-program (n=-1) to in program (n=0). The 
term Xk/12 measures the length in program k (k = 1, 2, 3) and FGEk is the 
foregone earnings for program k (k = 1, 2, 3). 

 

SNAP BENEFITS 

If a training program participant exits poverty, he or she will likely reduce the amount of 

social services consumed. One change would be in the amount of public food assistance 

benefits for which an individual is eligible, pre- or post- program. As a participant’s 

wages increase, it is likely that their food assistance benefits decrease. Reduced costs 

from less food aid represent a negative return to the participant but a positive return to 

government accounts. The federal government authorizes funding for food assistance 

benefits through the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). SNAP is a 

federal program administered by states that provide a monthly allowance to qualifying 

families based on net and gross income.4 Benefits can be spent on food only and are 

delivered monthly on a reusable Electronic Benefit Transfer card (EBT), similar to a 

debit card. A SNAP card can be used at grocery stores and other establishments that sell 

food items. In fiscal year 2017 an estimated 14 percent of Texans received SNAP 

benefits at some point during the year.5 A household’s monthly benefit is determined by 

its total income and expenditures on food, shelter, and other living expenses. To be 

considered eligible, applicants must also meet specific asset and income limits. In 

general, gross income must be below 130 percent of the Federal Poverty Guidelines 

(FPG) for the corresponding household size; net income (after expenses) must be below 

100 percent FPG.6 The benefit calculation formula uses a maximum benefit amount 

determined by the federal government that families with zero net income would receive. 

The SNAP benefit equals that maximum benefit amount minus the household’s expected 

contribution towards food. This means that a SNAP benefit is reduced as income 

increases until a household’s earnings exceed the gross/net income limits for program 

participation. 

SNAP provides support in meeting basic living expenses and is one factor in assessing 

the financial stability of low-income households. Research staff chose to include SNAP 

in the analysis to account for the important role of food assistance can provide to persons 

in poverty, towards an individual’s budget and overall purchasing power.  
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To include SNAP benefits in the ROI analysis, research staff estimate an individual’s 

eligibility for the program and expected benefits before and after training program 

completion. The monthly benefit is determined based on a household’s income and 

deductions for expenditures on shelter and other necessities, such as childcare and food. 

The standard benefit calculation formula is determined by the federal government, as 

listed below.7 The calculation includes an earnings deduction equal to 20 percent of gross 

income, a standard deduction based on household size, and other deductions for shelter 

costs and basic expenses. Research staff used this methodology to estimate the annual 

SNAP benefit based on average quarterly earnings, as reported in Ray Marshall Center 

data.  

Equations F.10 through F.12 represent a method to calculate SNAP benefits. 8 A 

household’s countable income is calculated using monthly earnings, the SNAP standard 

deduction (applied to all households, based on size), and childcare expenses (see 

Equation F.10). Net income is defined as a household’s monthly shelter costs less half of 

monthly countable income as indicated in Equation F.11. The monthly SNAP benefit is 

then calculated using the maximum benefit received by households with no income less 

the household’s anticipated contribution towards food, or one third of the household’s net 

income (Equation F.12).  

𝐶𝐼𝑛 = (
𝑄𝑊𝑛

3
) − 𝑦𝑤 − (. 2) (

𝑄𝑊𝑛

3
) − 𝑧    (Equation F.10) 

CIn is a household’s monthly countable income in year n. Monthly countable 
income is equal to monthly earnings minus the SNAP standard deduction, the 
earnings deduction (equal to 20 percent of monthly earnings), and the 
household’s childcare monthly childcare expenses. Monthly countable 
income is equal to monthly earnings minus the SNAP standard deduction, the 
earnings deduction (equal to 20 percent of monthly earnings), and the 
household’s childcare monthly childcare expenses. 

𝑁𝐼𝑛 = 𝑞 − (.5)(𝐶𝐼𝑛)       (Equation F.11) 

NIn is a household’s monthly net income in year n. Monthly net income is 
equal to a household’s monthly shelter expenses less 50 percent of countable 
income in year n (calculated in Equation 5.10).   

𝑀𝐵𝑛 = 𝑢𝑤 − (.3)(𝑁𝐼𝑛)      (Equation F.12) 

MBn is a household’s estimated monthly SNAP benefit in year n. The monthly 
SNAP benefit is equal to the maximum monthly SNAP benefit minus the 
household’s contribution to food, assumed to be 30 percent of the 
household’s monthly net income in year n. is a household’s estimated 
monthly SNAP benefit in year n.  

To obtain a conservative estimate of SNAP payments, research staff assume a household 

size of one person with zero childcare expenses, with shelter costs equal to the fair 

market rental standard in Travis County for the corresponding year.9 The USDA Food 
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and Nutrition Service (FNS) determines annually a SNAP standard deduction and 

maximum benefit level for each household size.10  

Research staff calculated the annual SNAP benefit based on the estimated monthly 

benefit for each household (see Equation F.13). For each training program, Research staff 

estimated a pre- and post-program annual SNAP benefit, based on an estimated change in 

eligibility and benefit levels for both the average participant (treatment group) and the 

average non-participant (comparison group) over one, two, and three years, as computed 

in Equations F.14 and F.15. The return on investment (ROI) analysis includes the 

difference in annual SNAP benefit between the treatment and comparison groups at each 

year post-completion.  

𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛 = 12 ∗ 𝑀𝐵𝑛       (Equation F.13) 

SNAPn is the estimated annual SNAP benefit received for a participant in year 
n and the annual SNAP benefit is equal to twelve times the estimated 
monthly SNAP benefit.  

𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃−1𝑘 − 𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑘 =  ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑘      (Equation F.14) 

SNAP-1k  is the pre-program SNAP benefits for program k (1, 2, 3) in year n 
(year -1). SNAPnk is the annual SNAP benefit for training group k (1, 2, 3) in 
year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). ΔSNAPnk is the annual SNAP benefit change for training 
group k in year n. 

𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃−1𝑙 − 𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑙 = ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑙     (Equation F.15) 

SNAP-1l  is the pre-program SNAP benefit for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) in 
year n (year -1). SNAPnl is the annual SNAP benefit for comparison group l 
for year n. ΔSNAPnl is the annual SNAP benefit change for comparison group l 
for year n. 

∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑙 − ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑘 =  ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑛𝑘𝑝   (Equation F.16) 

∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑘 − ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑙 =  ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑔   (Equation F.17) 

∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑘 − ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑙 =  ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑃𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑐   (Equation F.18) 

ΔSNAPCnkp is the SNAP costs to participants from training group k (1, 2, 3) in 
year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). ΔSNAPBnkg is the SNAP benefits to government accounts 
from training group k in year n. ΔSNAPBnkc is the SNAP benefits to the City of 
Austin from training group k in year n. 

Housing Services  

Research staff use housing vouchers in the Return on Investment analysis. If wages 

increase post program versus pre-program, the value of housing vouchers would fall, 

which represents a cost to participants. Research staff estimated housing voucher cash 
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benefits using RMC wage data. Research staff do not identify government accounts or the 

COA as relevant stakeholders because the COA fixes the upper limit on the number of 

persons which the COA who can receive voucher support at roughly 6,000 people.11 If a 

trainee exits the housing voucher program, another person would enter it, as fewer 

persons receive housing assistance than the number of persons who are eligible. Other 

households would replace households that no longer require voucher assistance.  

The COA provides housing assistance to lower-income persons through two types of 

vouchers, tenant-based and property-based. Research staff used the tenant-based voucher 

method exclusively to estimate housing benefits for the ROI. Project-based or private-

subsidized housing benefits are difficult to estimate because the costs and benefits are not 

uniform across all recipients.  

COA vouchers enable a lower-income resident to choose a market-rate apartment and 

spend no more than 30 percent of the household income on rent, with a voucher funding 

the remainder.12 Vouchers subsidize rent based on a tenant’s income. The value of a 

voucher drops as a tenant’s income increases. Vouchers are no longer issued when a 

household’s income reaches a COA determined threshold. Table F.7 lists the value of a 

voucher related to a person’s income. The values assume a one-person threshold level for 

years 2010, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018. Because HUD yet to release the 2019 

one-person income threshold, research staff used 2018 thresholds for 2019 estimation 

Table F.5 

Income Threshold for One-member Household (value in dollars)  

 

Year 2010 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Income limit $25,850 $26,400 $26,900 $27,250 $28,500 $30,100 

 

Research staff used COA’s so-called “fair market rents” for an efficiency apartment to 

determine the voucher value, which is a conservative estimate. Table 5.7 lists the voucher 

amount for an efficiency apartment for years 2010, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 

2019. 

Table F.6 

Voucher Amount for an Efficiency Apartment 

 

Year 2010 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Efficiency rent $688 $696 $681 $740 $799 $860 $931 

 

Research staff use UI wage data to determine income, and thus also how much voucher 

recipients would contribute to rent. Participant income included imputed welfare income 

which the COA would supplement with vouchers. If a participant is under the threshold 

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2019_code/2019summary.odn
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2019_code/2019summary.odn
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income, program benefits are configured for the four time periods. Research staff 

calculate annual rents by multiplying monthly fair market rents by 12. 

𝐴𝑅𝑛𝑘 = 𝐹𝑀𝑅𝑛𝑘 ∗ 4      (Equation F.19) 

ARnk is the annual rent for training group k (1, 2, 3) for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
and FMRnk is the fair market monthly rent for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

𝐴𝑅𝑛𝑙  =  𝐹𝑀𝑅𝑛𝑙 ∗ 4       (Equation F.20) 

ARnl is the annual rent for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
and FMRnl is the fair market monthly rent for year n. 

Research staff then calculated an annual housing benefit for a participant by subtracting 

the 30 percent of the annual earnings that a voucher recipient pays toward rent from the 

annual cost of rent, as computed in Equation F.21.  

𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑘 =  𝐴𝑅𝑛𝑘 − (0.3 ∗ 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 )     (Equation F.21) 

HAVnk is the annual housing voucher for training group k (1, 2, 3) for year n 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and AEnk is the annual earnings for group l (1, 2, 3) for year n. 

𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙 =  𝐴𝑅𝑛𝑙 − (0.3 ∗ 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙)     (Equation F.22) 

HAVnl is the annual housing voucher for training group k (1, 2, 3) for year n 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and AEnl is the annual earnings for group l (1, 2, 3) for year n. 

Research staff then calculated the difference in housing pre-program voucher value 

versus post-program (see Equation F.23). A participant’s change in yearly housing 

voucher is calculated by subtracting pre-program benefits from years 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

Research staff repeated the same methodology for the comparison group. 

𝐻𝐴𝑉−1𝑘 − 𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑘 = ∆𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑘    (Equation F.23) 

𝐻𝐴𝑉−1𝑘 is the annual housing voucher for training group k (1, 2, 3) pre-
program (year -1) and is the annual housing voucher for training group k (1, 
2, 3) for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).  

𝐻𝐴𝑉−1𝑙 − 𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙 = ∆𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙     (Equation F.24) 

𝐻𝐴𝑉−1𝑙 is the annual voucher benefits for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) pre-
program (year -1) and 𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙 is the annual voucher benefits for comparison 
group l (1, 2, 3) for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).  

The ROI was then calculated by subtracting the comparison group’s yearly housing 

benefit changes from the training group’s yearly housing benefit changes. 

𝛥𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙  −  𝛥𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑘  =  𝐻𝐴𝐶𝑛𝑘𝑝     (Equation F.25) 
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𝛥𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑙  is the annual housing voucher change for comparison group l (1, 2, 
3) for year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), 𝛥𝐻𝐴𝑉𝑛𝑘  is the annual housing voucher change for 
training group k (1, 2, 3) for year n. 𝐻𝐴𝐶𝑘𝑛𝑝 is the difference in housing cost 
to participants of training group k in year n. 

Research staff assumed that every voucher-eligible resident who would qualify for a 

housing voucher would receive a voucher. Wage data were not available regarding the 

percentage of program participants who were voucher program recipients versus who 

were not voucher recipients. As household size was not available for any of the three 

training programs, research staff used a family size of one as a conservative estimate for 

housing subsidy calculations.  

UTILITY SERVICES 

Research staff measure changes in utility assistance to estimate returns to the City of 

Austin, government accounts and participants as stakeholders within workforce training 

programs. Research staff classify a reduction in utility assistance due to an increase in 

participant earnings of workforce training participants as a benefit to the City of Austin 

and government accounts. From the perspective of the workforce training participant, a 

reduction in utility assistance due to increased earnings is classified as a loss of benefits 

to a training participant. The following section describes how changes in benefits are 

determined and quantified. 

Low-income residents in the City of Austin can receive many forms of utility assistance, 

such as rate reduction or bill payment assistance through programs administered by 

Travis County, the City of Austin and local non-profit organizations. Research staff 

narrowed scope of this ROI to one such program with particularly high enrollment, the 

City of Austin and Austin Energy’s Customer Assistance Program (CAP). CAP reached 

about 38,000 rate payers monthly in 2016.13 CAP assists low-income customers by 

reducing bills through the elimination of fees and the reduction of rates for electricity, 

water, wastewater and trash collection services, a discount equivalent to $54 a month or 

$650 a year.14 

CAP began an auto-enrollment process in 2014 to reach low-income customers. The 

program automatically enrolls any Austin Energy customer participating in any of the 

following programs: Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Supplemental 

Security Income (SSI), Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), Telephone Lifeline 

Program, Medical Access Program (MAP), or Comprehensive Energy Assistance 

Program.15 Austin Energy uses diverse databases to ensure that CAP participants are 

enrolled in such programs. 

Many workforce training program participants receive CAP benefits. If workforce 

training participants gain more income after training, they may no longer receive utility 

assistance. Research staff classify a loss of utility assistance due to increased economic 

conditions as a benefits loss to workforce training participants. A training participant’s 

loss of utility assistance is a reduction in costs for the City of Austin’s due to the success 

of the workforce training program and an increase in participant income. The following 

paragraphs describe how changes in benefits are determined and quantified. 
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Research staff estimate a participant’s change in utility benefits before and after 

participating in one of the three workforce training programs. A first step is to compare a 

participant’s annual earnings before and after the program to the CAP income eligibility 

limit. As CAP’s enrollment is based on the set of programs listed above, research staff 

use a conservative approach, a low-estimator, by choosing the highest income threshold 

of all programs, CHIP. Therefore, a workforce development participant with an income at 

or below 200 percent of the FPL is considered to be enrolled in CAP. Research staff 

identify the annual income limits for a single-family household at 200 percent FPL for 

each relevant year as reported by U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.16  

Research staff estimated the percentage of the training participants with annual earnings 

above or below 200 percent FPL at each time period before and after participants 

received training. Research staff reference aggregate data provided by the RMC, such as 

the mean annual participant earnings and standard deviation, to create a sampling 

distribution under an assumption that sample participant earnings are normally 

distributed. The annual income represented by 200 percent FPL, the standard deviation, 

and the sample size are used to calculate a z-score. The z-score is converted into a 

percentage of the sample distribution by referencing a negative standard normal 

distribution table.17 The calculated percentage can be understood as the percentage of the 

sample population that falls at or below 200 percent FPL. Under the assumption that 200 

percent FPL is the eligibility limit for CAP, the percentage can also be understood as the 

percentage of the population receiving utility assistance. This analysis is repeated for 

each time periods before and after receiving training as indicated in equation 5.23. 

Research staff calculate the total utility subsidy benefits that a participant receives by 

using the calculated percentage of the sample population receiving benefits. To perform 

this calculation, an annual average individual benefit as reported by the City of Austin of 

$650 is applied. 

𝑇𝑈𝐴 = 𝑃%𝑈𝐴 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔       (Equation F.26) 

TUA are total calculated utility assistance, P%UA is the percentage of training 
group population receiving utility assistance, P is the training group 
population, and UAavg is the average yearly utility assistance from CAP. 

To calculate utility assistance per participant, total utility assistance provided can be 

divided by the number of trainees, as is indicated in the following equation.  

𝑈𝐴 =  𝑃%𝑈𝐴 ∗  𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔       (Equation F.27) 

Research staff repeated this process for each workforce training program and each time 

period. Changes in utility assistance benefits are calculated for all years after receiving 

training. Any loss of benefits represents a cost to training participants, a gain for the City 

of Austin, and a gain for government accounts. 

𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘 − 𝑈𝐴−1𝑘 = ∆𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘      (Equation F.28) 
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ΔUAnk is the annual utility assistance change for training group k (1, 2, 3) in 
year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) after training. UAnk is the annual utility assistance per 
training group k participant in year n after training, UA0k is the annual utility 
assistance per training group k participant pre-program year (0). 

If a participant’s earnings increased above 200% FPL for a certain year, the average 

change in benefits would decrease. A negative benefit, or a cost, would be experienced 

by the participant as the result of the training program. If a change did not occur, a 

participant who had received utility assistance would still receive assistance; the change 

in average benefits would be $0. 

Any increased costs to participants would in this case be an increase utility assistance to 

the City of Austin and to government accounts. Equation F.29 computes changes in 

utility assistance to the City of Austin and government accounts.  

𝑈𝐴−1𝑘 − 𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘 = ∆𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘      (Equation F.29) 

In this case the difference between pre-program and post-program are 
reversed. ΔUAnk is the annual City of Austin benefits change and government 
account benefits for training group k (1, 2, 3) in n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) year after 
training. UAnk is the annual benefits per training group k (1, 2, 3) participant 
in year n after training, and UA0k is the annual benefits per training group k 
(1, 2, 3) participant pre-program year (-1). 

With no change in earning before or after the training program, government accounts will 

experience no change in utility assistance provided to training participants. If a 

participant’s earnings increased after training to above 200 percent FPL for a certain year, 

less utility assistance would be provided to the training participant in that year; costs 

would decrease to the City of Austin and government accounts. 

Research staff compare changes in benefits of training participants to changes in benefits 

of a comparison group, to account for increased earnings that may not be associated with 

the training program. The change in benefit calculations are repeated for a comparison 

group, as illustrated in Equation F.30.    

𝑈𝐴−1𝑙 − 𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑙 = ∆𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑙     (Equation F.30) 

ΔUAnl is the annual City of Austin benefits change and government account 
benefits for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) after training, 
UAnl is the annual benefits per comparison group l (1, 2, 3) participant in year 
n after training, and UA0k is the annual benefits per comparison group l (1, 2, 
3) participant pre-program year (-1). 

After calculating changes for both training and comparison groups, the utility assistance 

benefit estimation for the ROI is the difference between the change in benefits of each 

group for each year, as indicated in Equation F.31.  
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𝑈𝐴𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑝 = 𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑙  –  𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘       (Equation F.31) 

UABnkp is the utility assistance cost for participants from training program k 
(1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),  ∆UAnl is the annual utility assistance change 
for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) in year n, and ∆UAnk is the annual utility 
assistance change for training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n. 

𝑈𝐴𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑐 = 𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘 − 𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑙       (Equation F.32) 

UABnkc is the utility assistance benefit for the City of Austing from training 
program k (1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), ∆UAnk is the annual utility 
assistance change for training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n, and ∆UAnl is the 
utility assistance benefit change for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) in year n. 

𝑈𝐴𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑔 = 𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑘 − 𝛥𝑈𝐴𝑛𝑙      (Equation F.33) 

UABnkg is the utility assistance benefit for government accounts from training 
program k (1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 3, 4 5), ∆UAnk is the annual utility 
assistance change for training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n, and ∆UAnl is the 
annual utility assistance change for comparison group l (1, 2, 3) in year n. 

Research staff assumes a normal distribution of participant earnings to estimate changes 

in utility assistance. Such an assumption may be inaccurate, as the actual income 

distribution may have a positive skew. A positive skew could decrease the number of 

participants computed to have earnings above 200 percent FPL and decrease the number 

using utility assistance.18 High standard deviations may be less prevalent at the post-

program level. As no data are available to estimate the pre-program, post-program and 

non-program earnings distributions, a normal distribution represents a reasonable 

assumption for estimating the number of training participants receiving utility assistance. 

Sales Tax 

Sales tax is defined as a direct tax on consumption that the State of Texas and local 

governments impose on purchased goods and services, typically calculated as a 

percentage of the sale price.19 In the City of Austin, that percentage is a flat 8.25 percent 

on purchases, excluding grocery food, motor vehicles, items purchased for resale, 

medical goods, and other items specified in the sales tax code. 20, 21 For example, a 

purchase of a $10 book would require collection of an additional 83 cents of sales tax 

($10*0.825 = $0.83). Research staff are measuring sales tax increases due to increased 

annual incomes after training. Any increase in receipts of sales taxes represent a benefit 

to government accounts and the City of Austin. Sales taxes represent an increase in cost 

to a participant, as increased participant income leads to more purchases and higher sales 

tax occurs due to the increased purchases after completing workforce training versus 

prior to the training program. As trainees’ incomes increase after the workforce program, 

participants will pay more taxes while governments will earn more tax revenue. Due to 

confidentiality considerations, staff did not seek to inquire as to the individual sales tax 

that any particular participant would pay. Research staff can estimate average sales tax 
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changes average by using a ratio: the average marginal increase of the sales tax to total 

income.  

The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (TX CPA) has estimated state sales tax as a 

percent of total income in five brackets by five household income groups (see Table F.9). 

Research staff used these values as the marginal increase ratios for each household 

income group.22 Marginal increase is the change in state sales tax as percentage of total 

income, when moving to the next highest household income group. The new percentage 

is applied only to the portion of income in the new bracket. The resulting state sales tax 

expenditure in dollars is additive to the state sales tax expenditure in the previous bracket. 

For example, consider a participant’s income increases from $30,000 annually to $40,000 

annually after the training program. In this scenario, the participant was in the first 

quintile prior to the start of the program. After completing the program, her increased 

income pushes her into the second quintile. Sales tax as percentage of total income is 6.7 

percent for the first quintile. The top limit of the first quintile is $35,108. Sales tax as 

percentage of total income is 3.7 percent for the second quintile. Multiply the top limit of 

the first quintile by 6.7 percent. Subtract the top limit of the first quintile from the new 

annual income ($40,000). Multiply the resulting dollar amount by 3.7 percent. Add the 

two sales tax expenditure calculations together and multiply the ratio of total sales tax 

rate to state sales tax rate to find the current total sales tax expenditure in dollars for the 

participant. For each dollar, 76 percent of the collected total sales tax is transferred to the 

State of Texas and 24 percent goes to the City of Austin. Of the sales tax revenue 

collected by the City of Austin, half is earmarked specifically for the City of Austin 

Metro Transport Authority. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 $30,000   (Equation F.34) 

=  $30,000 ∗  6.7% ∗ (8.25% / 6.25%) 

 =  $2,653 (𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒: $2,010, 𝐶𝑂𝐴: $643) 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 $40,000  (Equation F.35) 

=  [ $35,108 ∗ 6.7% +  $4,892 ∗ 3.7%] ∗  (8.25%/ 6.25%) 

 =  $3,344 (𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒: $2,533, 𝐶𝑂𝐴: $811) 

 

Table F.9 

Texas Sales Tax Incidence  

 

Quintile 
Household 

income 

Amount 

($ billion) 

Tax as a Percent 

of Total Income 

1 Less than $35,108 $2,158.3 6.7 

2 $35,108 - $61,522 $3,157.1 3.7 
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3 $61,522 - $95,635 $4,349.6 3.2 

4 $95,635 - $146,699 $5,945.4 2.8 

5 $146,699 and higher $9,403.4 1.5 

Total  $31,731.9  

 

Research staff estimated sales tax by multiplying the annual income by marginal ratios, 

as listed in Equations F.36 through F.39.  

𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑘 = 𝑆𝑅𝐺𝑛𝑘 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 ∗ 𝑀𝑅 ∗ (
8.25

6.25
%)   (Equation F.36) 

𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑙 = 𝑆𝑅𝐺𝑛𝑙 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙 ∗ 𝑀𝑅 ∗ (
8.25

6.25
%)   (Equation F.37) 

𝑆𝑅𝐶𝑛𝑘 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 ∗  𝑀𝑅 ∗ (2% / 6.25%)   (Equation F.38) 

𝑆𝑅𝐶𝑛𝑙 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙 ∗ 𝑀𝑅 ∗ (
8.25

6.25
%)    (Equation F.39) 

Lowercase n stands for year n, lowercase k stands for the training program k, 
and lowercase l for the comparison group. The term AEnk represents annual 
earnings in training group k in year n, where AEnl represents annual earnings 
in comparison group l in year n.  Following a similar process, ST stands for 
annual sales tax, SRG stands for annual sales tax revenue for government 
accounts, and SRC stands for annual sales tax for the City of Austin. MR 
stands for marginal ratios per income bracket.  

Research staff then calculated the difference in the sales tax before and after the training 

program. The training and comparison groups’ changes in sales taxes are calculated by 

subtracting their pre-program sales taxes from year 1, year 2, year 3, year 4 and year , as 

listed in Equations F.40 through F.45.  

∆𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑘 = 𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑘 − 𝑆𝑇−1𝑘     (Equation F.40) 

∆𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑙 = 𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑙 − 𝑆𝑇−1𝑙      (Equation F.41) 

𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑔 = 𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑔  −  𝑆𝑅−1𝑘𝑔      (Equation F.42) 

𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑔 = 𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑔  −  𝑆𝑅−1𝑙𝑔      (Equation F.43) 

𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑐 = 𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑐  −  𝑆𝑅𝑘𝑐      (Equation F.44) 

𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑐 = 𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑐  −  𝑆𝑅0𝑙𝑐      (Equation F.45) 

Lowercase n stands for year, lowercase k stands for the training program, 
and lowercase l for the comparison group. The variable ΔSTnk represents 
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annual sales tax change for training group k in year n, where ΔSTnl represents 
annual sales tax change for comparison group l in year n.  Following a similar 
process, ΔSRnkg stands for annual sales revenue change of government 
accounts from training group k, and ΔSRnkc stands for annual sales revenue 
change for the City of Austin from training group k. Subscript l represents the 
comparison group. After calculating the change in sales taxes for both groups, 
the sales tax estimation for the ROI is the difference between the change in 
sales taxes in the respective year-period for each group as indicated in 
Equations F.46 through F.48.  

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑛𝑘𝑝 = ∆𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑙 − ∆𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑘     (Equation F.46) 

𝑆𝑇𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑔 = ∆𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑔 − ∆𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑔     (Equation F.47) 

𝑆𝑇𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑐 = ∆𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑙𝑐 − ∆𝑆𝑅𝑛𝑘𝑐     (Equation F.48) 

Lowercase n stands for year, lowercase k stands for the training program, 
lowercase p for participants, lowercase g for government accounts, and 
lowercase c for City of Austin. ST𝐶nkp represents difference in sales tax for 
training group k in year n for participants.  Following a similar process, 
ST𝐵nkg references government accounts and ST𝐵nkc references the City of 
Austin.   

Two assumptions used in this approach for estimating sales tax are that: (a) average ratio 

supplied by TX CPA represents a marginal increase ratio, and (b) that participant income 

is equal to household income. While the assumption may not be accurate, no information 

exists to allow a calculation. There assumptions are both conservative, so as not to 

underestimate changes in sales tax expenditures or receipts.  

Income Tax 

If a participant earns more income after completing workforce training, she/he will pay 

more in U.S. federal income taxes. Increases in the federal income tax from pre-program 

and post-program participant earnings would be a participant cost, but a net increase for 

government accounts. As an individual earns more, he or she may fall into a higher 

federal income tax bracket, resulting in increased federal income taxes.  

Workforce training graduates will pay more in U.S. federal income taxes after completing 

the program if their earnings increase. Participant earnings and the marginal tax rate 

allow the research staff to estimate income tax receipt. Marginal tax rate is the change in 

federal income tax as percentage of total income when moving to the next highest income 

bracket. The new percentage is applied only to the portion of income in the new bracket. 

The resulting federal income tax is additive to federal income tax from any previous 

bracket. 

Research staff use Tax Foundation tax bracket information to estimate the federal income 

tax marginal increase ratio to total income. This approach is similar to the method of 
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estimating the cost of sales tax expenditure. The Tax Foundation, a leading independent 

tax policy nonprofit, has reported IRS federal income tax rates paid by individuals, 

depending on their adjusted gross incomes (see Table F.10). Individuals making more 

than $79,655 annually pay an average rate of 18 percent on their income, while those 

making $39,275-$79,655 are paying a tax rate of 7.67 percent on their income. 

Individuals making less than $39,275 are paying a tax rate of 3.59 percent on income. 

Table F.7 

Average Federal Income Tax Rate by adjusted Gross Income 

 

 Top 25% Between 25 - 50% Bottom 50% 

Income Split Point $79,655 $39,275  

Average Tax Rate 18.00% 7.67% 3.59% 

 

Research staff estimated federal income tax by multiplying the annual income by using 

above marginal ratios as below in equations F.49 and F.50. 

𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑘 =  𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑘 = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑘 ∗  𝑀𝑅     (Equation F.49) 

𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑙  =  𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑙  = 𝐴𝐸𝑛𝑙  ∗  𝑀𝑅    (Equation F.50) 

Lowercase n stands for year, lowercase k stands for the training program, 
and lowercase l for the comparison group. The variable AEnk represents 
annual earnings in training group k in year n, where AEnl represents annual 
earnings in comparison group l in year n.  Following a similar process, IT 
stands for annual income tax, and IR stands for annual income tax revenue 
change for government accounts. 

Research staff calculated the difference in federal income tax before and after completing 

the workforce training program. The training and comparison groups’ changes in income 

taxes are calculated by subtracting their pre-program income taxes from year 1, year 2, 

year 3, year 4 and year 5 as computed in Equations F.51 through F.54. 

𝛥𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑘 = 𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑘 −  𝐼𝑇 − 1𝑘      (Equation F.51) 

𝛥𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑙 = 𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑙 −  𝐼𝑇 − 1𝑙       (Equation F.52) 

𝛥𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑘 = 𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑘 −  𝐼𝑅 − 1𝑘      (Equation F.53) 

𝛥𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑙 = 𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑙 −  𝐼𝑅 − 1𝑙      (Equation F.54) 

Lowercase n stands for year, lowercase k stands for the training program, 
and lowercase l for the comparison group. ΔITnk represents annual income 
tax change in training group k in year n. ΔITnl represents annual income tax 
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change in comparison group l in year n.  Following a similar process, ΔIR 
stands for annual income tax revenue change.  

After calculating the change in income taxes for both groups, the income tax estimation 

for the ROI is the difference between income taxes in the respective year-period for each 

group as computed in equations F.55 and F.56. 

𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑛𝑘𝑝 = 𝛥𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑙 −  𝛥𝐼𝑇𝑛𝑘      (Equation F.55) 

𝐼𝑇𝐵𝑛𝑘𝑔 = 𝛥𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑘 −  𝛥𝐼𝑅𝑛𝑙     (Equation F.56) 

Lowercase n stands for year, lowercase k stands for the training program, 
lowercase p for participants, and lowercase g for government accounts. 
ITCnkp represents income tax cost for training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 
3, 4, 5) for participants, where ITBnkg represents income tax benefit for 
training group k (1, 2, 3) in year n (1, 2, 3) for participants. 

There are a number of assumptions in the methodology that could lead to inaccurate 

results. One assumption is that the ratio provided by the Tax Foundation represents the 

marginal increase ratio of income tax to total income in each bracket. A second 

assumption is that each participant’s income is equal to the adjusted gross income. These 

assumptions may not be accurate, but no alternative information exists to allow more 

accurate estimation of incremental tax payments These assumptions are conservative, in 

that they do not lead to over-stating the change in income tax payments. 

Limitations 

One challenge in estimating a return on investment to participants, government accounts, 

and the City of Austin is that this study has only one available surrogate for personal 

income: the quarterly UI wage data obtained by the Ray Marshall Center from the Texas 

Workforce Commission. All ROI factors reflect the UT wage data as the sole proxy for 

income. Research staff lacked access to any individual’s benefit status. Staff estimated 

eligibility for SNAP, housing assistance, and utilities assistance using wage data and 

benefit calculation formulas for each program. Without information regarding training 

program participants’ household size and other demographic information, staff made 

specific assumptions to ensure conservative estimates. Staff calculated household income 

and benefits assuming a household size of one. In reality, program participants are often 

members of households larger than one. Many training participants or their family 

members have other sources of income. Information on household composition and total 

income would have enabled research staff to develop for more accurate eligibility and 

benefit estimates. Benefit coverage, or the share of eligible individuals actually receiving 

benefits, was assumed to be 100 percent. It is likely that some participants are eligible for 

public assistance based on wages but are not actually receiving such benefits, particularly 

for housing assistance, as waiting lists indicate less than complete coverage for eligible 

residents of Travis County. Using the assumptions, research staff could compare of 

purchasing power before and after program completion even without access to specific 

information about a household’s composition and income sources, including benefits. 
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This ROI methodology relied on aggregate or mean UI wage values, not individual wage 

records, to estimate the effect of program participation. The available data include a 

cohort’s average quarterly earnings prior to program participation and at various post-

completion intervals. Earnings data for any specific individual participant were not 

available for this analysis. Based on earnings, the average program participant may be 

eligible for benefits prior to program participation but ineligible after program 

completion. Some participants may still fall below the income threshold even after 

completing a training program. Conducting this analysis at an individual participant level 

would allow for more accurate estimating of each program’s outcome.  There are many 

other performance measures that could be included in an ROI analysis, including 

incarceration rates, home ownership, vehicle ownership/transportation costs, healthcare 

expenses and health insurance, and the time value of participation. Some of these metrics 

may be captured in the later analysis on social return on investment (SROI) analysis. 

These other performance metrics could not be included in the ROI portion of this study 

due to limitations on data and a lack of publicly available information.  
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18 Research staff can assume a positive skew from the aggregate earnings data of training group participants 

due to notably high mean and low median. This suggests that there are more participants receiving lower 

earnings than the mean earnings for the sample population. If more participants are receiving lower 

earnings as opposed to a normal distribution, we can expect more participants to not reach the 200% FPL 

level that signifies to research staff whether a participant is receiving utility assistance or not. 
19 Source: TurboTax Intuit 2018. 
20 People living in Austin are charged 6.25% of the state sales tax and 2% of the local sales tax.  
21 Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (2018), Tax Exemption & Tax Incidence Report, 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/reports/tax-exemptions-and-incidence/. 
22 The first assumption has a plausible reason; in the table, the tax as a percent of total income decreases as 

income brackets go up while the state sale tax ratio is held constant as 6.25%. It corresponds to the 

economic principle that the MPC decreases as the income increases and households with low-income 

purchase relatively a lot of taxable items like foods or clothes compared to households with high-income 

when their income increase. On the other hand, applying the average ratio could result in an unreasonable 

case that the sales tax could decrease when the income even goes up. 
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Appendix G. 

Equations to Evaluate Social Return on Investment 

Social return on investment analysis of Capital Idea, Goodwill and Skillpoint Alliance 

training programs includes inputs from the following stakeholders: society, the City of 

Austin, higher levels of government, private donors, employers, families, programs and 

participants. This analysis on the programs includes outputs of graduation, graduate 

employment, and graduate earnings. Outcomes are organized into four categories: job, 

quality of life, crime and health. 

 

 

Outcomes Definition Stakeholders 

Job Value of employment beyond wages including employee fringe 

benefits and employer savings from increased retention rates 
Family 

Participant 

Quality of 

Life 
Value of changes in time and money invested in participants’ 

families and changes in social services used  
Family 

Participant 

Crime Savings associated with changes in participant’s criminal 

involvement 
Society 

City of Austin 
Family 

Participant  

Health Savings and costs associated with changes in health insurance 

status, exercise habits and dietary habits 
Employers 

Family 
Participant  

 

Job Satisfaction Outcome 

Participant returns in the job outcome were measured using fringe benefit estimates. 

Employer returns in the job outcome were measured using estimates for employee 

retention savings. Research staff used 30% and 20% as an average rate of fringe benefits 

and an average cost saving rate from lower turnover, respectively, according to data from 

Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 

Participants: 

Δ UI Wages × Average Rate of Fringe Benefits  =  Employee Benefits 
Outcome 

Δ UI Wages × 30% = Average Employee Benefit Gain 
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Employers: 

Δ UI Wages × Average Turnover Cost (% of Salary) = Job Satisfaction 
Outcome 

Δ  UI Wages × 20% = Average Decrease in Turnover Costs 

Quality of Life Outcome 

The quality of life outcome was analyzed on an annual basis following program 

completion and was evaluated based on monetization of the changes in social program 

participation experienced by participants following program completion, and 

monetization of changes in participants’ time spent with families following program 

completion. 

 

Participants and Families: 

Δ Time with family × Hourly wage after program completion = Benefits from 
increased time with family 

Δ Money spent on family = Material Benefits from increased consumption 

Crime Outcome 

The crime outcome was measured using changes in criminal involvement and 

incarceration costs. Research staff were able to monetize social returns for the crime 

outcome to the City of Austin and to the State of Texas. Research staff used 19.5% as 

changes in criminal involvement according to participant interview and survey responses. 

Also, Research staff used $21,535/individual/year and $18,615/individual/year as 

incarceration costs to COA and the state of Texas, respectively, according to Texas 

Criminal Justice Coalition and Texas Public Policy Foundation. 

 

City of Austin: 

Δ Criminal Involvement × Incarceration Cost to CoA = Annual savings per 
individual 

(  0.195 × $21,535/individual/year = $4,199/individual/year  ) 

State of Texas: 

Δ Criminal Involvement × Incarceration Cost to TX = Annual savings per 
individual 

(  0.195 × $18,615/individual/year = $3,630/individual/year  ) 
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Health Outcome 

The health outcome was analyzed on the basis of estimated expenses to the participants 

associated with changes in health insurance and dietary habits, and monetization of the 

value of changes in participant exercise habits. 

 

Participants: 

Average Rate of ER Visits if Uninsured × (Average Cost of an Out-Of-Network 
Hospital Bill/Number of Months in a Year) - Average Rate of ER Visits if 
Insured × (Average Cost of In-Network Copay/Number of Months in a Year) 
=  Δ Health Insurance Status Outcome 

y = .122 × ($1,233/12) - .111 × ($150/12) - $182.07 

(Average Increase in Minutes Spent Exercising for Participants/150) × 
Average Health 1Savings for 150 Minutes of Exercise/Week  =  Δ Healthier 
Exercise Habits Outcome 

y = .267 × 2500 

Average Amount Spent a Day on Healthier Food Choices × Number of Days in 
a Year  =  Δ Healthier Eating Habits Outcome 

     y = 1.50 × 36 
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Appendix H. 

Personas 

Research staff created hypothetical “personas” for workforce participants as a way to estimate 

potential training benefits and cost. Each persona is a hypothetical person designed to reflect 

patterns in wages and quality of life. Research staff then used data from these personas to 

develop interview materials, which were used throughout the interview process. Research staff 

based these “personas” on (a) publicly available data from Capital IDEA, Goodwill, and 

Skillpoint Alliance; (b) publicly available information on social services to estimate the scope of 

Texas’ and (c) Austin’s social “safety net.” Research staff used publicly available Travis County 

court and imprisonment cost data to estimate judicial and incarceration costs. The personas 

enabled research staff to visualize characteristics that may be missed by relying solely on 

economic data. These provided a basis to develop questions for job training participants to 

evaluate social return. 

These are seven hypothetical personas for workforce participants.  

• H.1 Ana Gonzalez 

• H.2 Bradley Bonaparte 

• H.3 Connie Holston  

• H.4 Enrique Juanes  

• H.5 James Smith  

• H.6 Justin Blade 

• H.7 Sally Walker 
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H.1 ANA GONZALEZ 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

DACA RECIPIENT 

AGE: 21 

HS DIPLOMA & SOME 

COLLEGE 

 

ONE CHILD: AGE 2 

 

OWNS RELIABLE CAR 

 

 

CURRENTLY LIVING 

WITH PARENTS 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training in the 

health field in order to move 

out of parents’ home and 

provide for son.  

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Ana is currently enrolled in a local college taking part time 

classes while she works part time at H-E-B making $9.68 

per hour to pay for school. She lives at home with her 

mother, father, sister and two-year-old son. Her son’s father 

is not a part of her life physically, emotionally, or 

financially, but Ana’s mom helps by watching Ana’s son 

while she is at work or at school.  

Though Ana appreciates the help she receives from her 

family she is fed up with living under her parents’ roof 

because it does not afford her the privacy to raise her 

daughter the way she wishes to. Ana still wants to complete 

her degree, but looks into job training in hope of being able 

to live on her own while she continues to work towards her 

goals.  

Ana decides to participate in a job training program at 

Skillpoint Alliance to become a nurse’s aide to increase her 

income and move out of her parents’ home. Thanks to an 

understanding manager at H-E-B, Ana is able to complete 

the job training program in 4 weeks, and finds a job paying 

$12.21 an hour as a nurse aide. Ana is grateful for the 

increase in income, but decides that it is not enough to 

comfortably raise her son outside of her parents’ home. She 

continues to work part time, now as a nurses’ aide and 

continue pursuing her degree in biology to further advance 

in the medical field.  

  

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Ana increased her hourly earnings by $2.53 per hour, her 

monthly income by $202.40, and her yearly income by 

$2,631.20. Ana still qualifies as very low-income and her 

son continues to receive CHIP benefits. The extra money is 

not enough to make any big changes, such as taking 

additional classes or moving out, but she is able to take on 

more responsibility for herself and her sons expenses.  
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ANA’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Sally Receives Cost to Government 

Medicaid/CHIP for child Healthcare services for child $2,966 per year. Per child  

WIC for toddler Small monthly nutritional 

stipend 

$360 per year 

Totals  $3,326 per year 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a DACA recipient Ana does not qualify for government benefits, but her son does. He will 

age out of WIC at age 4. But will continue receiving CHIP benefits until he turns 18 or his 

mother’s income increases. Though Ana was not able to attain her goal through job training. She 

did gain valuable skills, increase her income, and got involved in the hospital. These are all great 

benefits for her as she plans to continue school at Austin Community College and become a 

nurse.   
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H.2 BRADLEY 

BONAPATRE 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

DISBALED VETERAN 

AGE: 45 

HS DIPLOMA & SOME 

COLLEGE 

 

TWO ADULT CHILDREN,  

NO SPOUSE 

 

OWNS RELIABLE CAR 

 

 

LIVES ALONE IN ONE 

BEDROOM APT  

(SOUTH AUSTIN) 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training in to 

find a job that is less 

physically taxing.   

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Bradley has a bad knee due to his injury in the army. He is 

currently working as a security guard for a local company 

in Austin, but would like to transition to something that 

requires less walking and standing.  

Bradley has an interest in computers, so he decides to 

participate in the Goodwill Career and Technical 

Academy’s technology training to become a computer 

support specialist. Bradley does the program part time so 

that he can continue working his security job and is able to 

complete the program in six months. He spends another 12 

months looking for a job. He believes his age and 

background make him less desirable as an employee than 

the younger non-veterans. Bradley finally ends up finding a 

job as a entry level Computer Support Specialist making 

$30,279 per year. This is the low end of the average salary 

for this position in Austin.  

  

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

A year and a half after entering job training Bradley was 

able to increase his annual income by $592. This did not 

significantly increase his earnings, but he was able to attain 

his goal of transitioning to a job that is less physically 

demanding without losing any income. There is also room 

in his new career for advancement and increased future 

earnings. Bradley will continue to receive his military 

benefits.  
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BRADLEY’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Bradley Receives Cost to Government 

VA Disability Benefits Monetary Support $190 per month  

VA Medical Benefits Free or low cost medical 

services 

 

Totals   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A year and a half after entering job training Bradley is bringing in a total of $32,559 with his 

disability benefits. He is still between 50% and 60% MFI though his annual income has 

increased slightly. Bradley has the opportunity for upward advancement in his career and could 

make the high end of the average salary for Computer Support Specialists in Austin which is 

$39,777. This would move him closer to 70% MFI which is considerably higher than where he 

started. There is no real government savings since Bradley did not qualify for any public benefits 

before entering the program. 
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H.3 CONNIE HOLSTON 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

AGE: 25 

GED 

 

NO CHILDREN 

 

USES BUS 

 

 

 LIVING ROOMATES 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training to for 

a career change and more 

income. 

 

   

 

 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Connie is 25 years old. She works full time as a waitress 

making $2.19 per hour plus tips. With tips and working 40 

hours a week Connie makes about $9 an hour or $18,720 

annually.  She rents a room in a house from a friend who 

only charges her $300 per month while she works to get her 

life in order. Connie made some poor decisions in the past 

and dropped out of high school, but she recently finished 

her GED and plans to apply to Capital IDEA in hopes of 

earning her associates degree.  

After attending an information session and talking to an 

advisor, Connie decides to apply to Capital IDEA’s 

program and pursue a career as a dental hygienist. Going to 

school part-time and working full time, Connie is able to 

graduate with her Associates of Applied Science in Dental 

Hygiene in three years. Thanks to internship opportunities 

provided by Capital IDEA Connie already has a job lined 

up as a dental hygienist making $37.50 upon graduation.  

  

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Connie increased her hourly earnings by $28.50 and her 

yearly income by $59,280. This moves Connie from below 

40% of median family income to above 120% of median 

family income. Her new annual salary is $78,000. Connie is 

able to move into her own apartment and live comfortably 

in the Austin area.  
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CONNIE’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Connie Receives Cost to Government 

Healthy Texas Women Limited healthcare services $241 x 12 months = $2,892 

SNAP Monetary food assistance $2,328 

Totals  $5,220 per year 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Connie went from receiving healthcare and food assistance from the government to not receiving 

any government benefits. She was determined to reach financial independence and complete her 

college degree, which she did.  
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H.4 ENRIQUE JUANES 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

AGE: 20 

HS DIPLOMA & SOME 

COLLEGE 

 

NO CHILDREN 

 

OWNS UNRELIABLE 

VEHICLE 

 

 

LIVING WITH 

ROOMATES 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training to find 

a stable job in the computer 

industry. 

 

 

 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Enrique was attending college at The University of Texas in 

Austin to complete his Bachelor’s degree in computer 

science. Mid-way through his sophomore year his academic 

scholarship was withdrawn due to his academic standing. 

He had been getting B’s in his computer courses, but the 

other required courses he just didn’t see the point of taking 

seriously.  Unable to afford classes, Enrique was forced to 

drop out of school.  

Moving back home with his parents wasn’t an option for 

Enrique so he used what little money he had saved up for 

the following months rent and with a little support from his 

two roommates he was able to begin Goodwill’s Career and 

Technical Academy. Due to his previous coursework, 

Enrique was able to complete the computer specialist 

program in only two-months. Unable to continue paying 

rent with his roommates, Enrique did move home for a few 

months before he found a job in his field earning $35,000 

per year at the entry level. After his first couple months on 

the job Enrique was again able to move out of his parent’s 

home and continue his career.  

 

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Enrique effectively went from relying on scholarship and 

work study to pay his bills, to becoming financially 

independent in under a year. As a single person, Enrique’s 

new salary places him above 60% MFI for the Austin area. 

He was able to attain his goals through job training.  
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ENRIQUE’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Bradley Receives Cost to Government 

VA Disability Benefits Monetary Support $190 per month  

VA Medical Benefits Free or low cost medical 

services 

 

Totals   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Due to his record James did not qualify for any public benefits. However, thanks to his sister and 

the job training program he is able to work towards regaining his independence and financial 

stability.  
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H.5 JAMES SMITH 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

CRIMINAL RECORD 

AGE: 30 

SOME COLLEGE 

 

ONE CHILD: NOT LIVING 

WITH HIM 

 

RELIES ON PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION 

 

 

INCONSISTENT LIVING 

ARRANGEMENT 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training to find 

a stable job.  

 

 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

James was in a bar fight at age 21 when he got charged with 

aggravated assault. He served 8 years of a 10-year sentence 

and was released from Travis County jail a year ago. Since 

his release he has been able to pick up odd jobs but nothing 

consistent. He currently doesn’t have a place of his own. He 

bounces around between the couches of friends and family.  

James is limited from the public service benefits he can 

receive due to his criminal record and the ones he can 

receive he hasn’t bothered to take the time to enroll in, 

because his main priority has been finding a job. Wanting to 

help, James’ sister offers him a room in her home if he will 

agree to participate in a job training program and find some 

work. James agrees to give it a try and begins the Career 

Expressway program at Capital IDEA to pursue a career as 

a LAN Systems Network Administrator.  

 

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Six months into the program, James is able to get a paid 

internship earning $10,000/yr. By the time he completes the 

program his internship site offers him an entry level job 

making $14/hr. James went from not having any consistent 

employment to working a full-time job that pays him 

$29,120/year. James is still considered low income but has 

managed to move from less than 20% MFI up to over 50% 

MFI. He can now work towards moving into his own home. 
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JAMESS’ 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Bradley Receives Cost to Government 

VA Disability Benefits Monetary Support $190 per month  

VA Medical Benefits Free or low cost medical 

services 

 

Totals   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Due to his record James did not qualify for any public benefits. However, thanks to his sister and 

the job training program he is able to work towards regaining his independence and financial 

stability.  
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H.6 JUSTIN BLADE 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

AGE: 35 

NO HS DIPLOMA 

 

TWO CHILDREN: 5 & 8 

 

OWNS RELIABLE VEHICLE 

 

 

LIVING IN 2 BEDROOM 

APARTMENT 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training and 

regain custody of children. 

 

 

 

 

 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Justin has been working paycheck to paycheck since his 

wife died a couple years ago. His two kids take the bus to 

school while Justin works about 50 hours per week at a 

warehouse where he makes $12.50 per hour. Things are 

tight, but Justin is able to bring in about $30,000 per year 

to provide for his family.  

One day, rushing home from work to see his son’s 

basketball game, Justin gets pulled over by a police 

officer for speeding. Justin has been so focused on other 

things that he has also let his car registration lapse. The 

officer gives Justin two tickets, one for speeding at a rate 

of 7 miles over the limit and one for his expired 

registration. The speeding ticket plus court costs is 

$177.10, and the registration ticket plus the court costs is 

$157.00. Altogether, Justin owes $334.10 in traffic 

tickets, which he can not afford to pay.  

Knowing that he can’t pay his ticket, Justin misses his 

court date and a warrant is issued for his arrest. Justin 

makes it another two-months before an officer pulled him 

over for failing to reduce speed in a construction zone. 

Justin is arrested and issued another ticket. Justin uses his 

one phone call to have his mother pick up his kids and 

serves time in jail.  

  

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Enrique effectively went from relying on scholarship and 

work study to pay his bills, to becoming financially 

independent in under a year. As a single person, 

Enrique’s new salary places him above 60% MFI for the 

Austin area. He was able to attain his goals through job 

training.  
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JUSTIN’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Bradley Receives Cost to Government 

VA Disability Benefits Monetary Support $190 per month  

VA Medical Benefits Free or low cost medical 

services 

 

Totals   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Due to his record James did not qualify for any public benefits. However, thanks to his sister and 

the job training program he is able to work towards regaining his independence and financial 

stability.  
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H.7 SALLY WALKER 

 

 
 

AUSTIN RESIDENT 

AGE: 27 

GED 

 

THREE CHILDREN: 3, 7, 

11 

 

OWNS RELIABLE CAR 

 

 

CURRENTLY LIVING IN 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

VIA VOUCHER 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 

Complete job training in the 

health field in order to find a 

higher paying job to provide 

for her three children.  

 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE 

Sally was working a full-time job earning $9.00 per hour 

when she got laid off. Knowing she needed to care for 

herself and her children, Sally immediately applied for 

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families and ensured she 

would be receiving unemployment benefits. She then 

started searching for jobs.  

After a couple months of searching with no avail, Sally’s 

brother offers to put Sally on as a distributor in his 

moderately successful, though illegal, marijuana business. 

The novice that she is, Sally gets caught and charged with a 

misdemeanor drug charge after sitting in jail overnight. 

Fortunately, the police did afford her one phone call and she 

was able to have a friend pick up her children and keep 

them during the night she was in jail and no social services 

reports were filed.  

After this incident, Sally gets serious about finding 

something stable and legal. She decides to enroll in a job 

training program to become a certified nurse’s aide. She 

joins Skill Point’s 4-week certification program and a 

couple months later is able to find a job as a nurse’s aide in 

a local hospital making $12.21 per hour or $25,396.80/year 

working 40-hour weeks.  

  

JOB TRAINING OUTCOMES 

Sally increased her hourly earnings by $3.21 per hour and 

her yearly income by $6,676. This moves Sally from below 

30% of median family income to slightly above 30% 

median family income. She is still considered very low 

income and will continue to receive any social services she 

was previously receiving, except for temporary services she 

received during her time of unemployment.    
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SALLY’S 

NUMERIC BREAKDOWN 

 

 

Initial Benefits What Sally Receives Cost to Government 

Healthy Texas Women Limited healthcare services  

Medicaid/CHIP for 3 children Healthcare services for 

children 

$2,966 per year. Per child (x3) 

Head Start for toddler Free pre-school $8,000 per year 

WIC for toddler Small monthly nutritional 

stipend 

$360 per year 

SNAP Monetary food assistance $7,788 per year 

Tenant Based Rental 

Assistance 

Rental subsidy $2,592 per year 

Totals  $27,638.00 per year 

 

Temporary Benefits  What Sally Receives Cost to Government 

Unemployment Monetary support  $180 per week (x4) 

TANF Monetary support $290 per month 

Totals  $1,010.00 per month 

 

Criminal Justice Expenses Costs to Sally Costs to Government 

Arrest, booking, 1 night, & 

release 

$261.00 $109.61 

Fine for possession  $1,000.00 $0 

Probation/Government 

Supervision 

$60 per month  $2.00 per day x 75 days 

Totals $1,411.00  $259.61 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Job training increased Sally’s income, however it did not move her out of poverty nor did it 

significantly change the amount the government is spending to support her. However, because 

Sally participated in job training upon her release, when she went to court a month into her 

training the judge was lenient on her sentencing. The judge dropped Sally’s charge from a Class 

A misdemeanor to a Class C, gave her probation instead of jail time, and charged her with a 

$1,000 fine instead of a $2,000 fine. It is important to note, that due to her new criminal record 

Sally does risk losing her access to housing as many agencies elect not to accept tenants with any 

form to criminal record.  
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Appendix I. 

Interviews with Employers of Program Participants 

Capital IDEA Employers 

I.1 Technology Industry  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Capital IDEA training program?  

- Hired 2, very happy with them. 10%  

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Capital IDEA?  

- Highly motivated, local – no importing of outside talent, community-based support   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Yes. Intern to senior web developer quickly. Intern 12 weeks.   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Capital IDEA?   

- Yes. $20,000 per employee saved.   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Capital IDEA did 

not exist?  

- It wouldn’t change- but capital idea provides an additional resource  

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- No, they’ve been outstanding.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Performance measures – annual review.   

- If they are meeting their own personal milestones.   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Percentage of interns that get hired on full time   

- Salary before and after the program   

- Average amount of time spent in the field   

- Number of employees from outside the Austin area that this has prevented outside 

sources from taking   
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9. Additional Comments: 

- About 3-year partnership    

- Not as many positions available   

- One Capital IDEA graduate went to being sharpest person within a year. 

- Another Capital IDEA graduate exemplified everything you want in an employee. 

Picks up things very quickly.   

 

I.2 Nursing Industry 

  

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Capital IDEA training program?  

- About 244 graduates of capital IDEA since the beginning – 2% of current employees 

are graduates of capital IDEA.   

- 14,0000 employees – over 100 locations – 12 acute care hospitals in Austin and Waco 

– 90 locations of doctor offices, urgent care, clinics  

- Ascension Texas – 2% of employees – nurses ADNs  

  

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Capital IDEA?  

- Biggest advantage – the wraparound support they receive, their resiliency to change, 

ability to be team players, willingness to work really hard (grit)   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Hard to say, they don’t measure it. Capital IDEA graduates have a higher awareness 

of how to take advantage of training and educational opportunities provided by the    

employer, if any. Tuition reimbursement, flexible schedules, opportunities to be 

exposed to colleges and universities, certification training etc.  

- If you have a system in place people will take advantage of it.   

We require undergraduate degrees for manager position. Masters for director 

positions etc.  

- value education in a way that is used as a differencing factor – not what is was meant 

to be.   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Capital IDEA?  

- Pay Capital IDEA – 5,000 in retention fee for each Cap IDEA nurse that stays over 4 

years   

- Pay 625 per quarter for up to 2 years for Capital IDEA nurses that stay at Seton. 

- Reduces hiring cost but also sustains capital IDEA.   

- Currently paying 60,000 per year – 24 nurses within 2-year period   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Capital IDEA did 

not exist?  

- Capital IDEA aligns with mission focusing on recognizing every individual as a 

human being. Preferential option to the poor. Allows this to exist within internal 
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temporary staffing agency. Temp agency hires Cap IDEA people temporarily while 

they go to school – built in support service.   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- 10 years – in healthcare you need to know how to be a team player and check your 

ego at the door for patient benefit and quality care.  

- 2) you need to have the collaborative skill of knowing how to manage conflict – 

especially around patient care. Managing your own emotions.  

- 3) an appreciation for the tremendous transformational changes going on in 

healthcare – shifts reviewed every 4 hours, PRN – prescribed as needed don’t get 

PTO or benefits  

- Customer service – have to be able to leave your problems at the door.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Were they retained for 2 years?   

- Were they “hireable”?   

- Employment outcomes and retention outcomes   

- Senior leadership support of the effort   

- Focus on skillsets needed   

- Has to be about competitive employment of individual person   

- Project SEARCH – individuals with developmental disabilities $11 - $15 (out of HS) 

18-22 HS to work transition model – spend an extra year with Seton – based on 

principles of project search entire department 

   

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- # of people moving from poverty into middle class or high demand career field   

- 50,000 per year   

- High demand career   

- High turnover – in the high demand field is also entry level positions – how many 

people from there are moving into high demand careers – if you don’t do both you’re 

really kidding yourself about whether you’re doing anything in terms of removing 

people from poverty.   

- Can they afford to live in Austin???  

- Are they able to spend your money in Austin??   

- Longer tracking – 5 year check-in, 10 year check-in.   

- Generationally it really matters to the people that make it.   

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- In workforce development there has to be a radical focus on the employment of every 

individual to remove barriers to enable them to move out of poverty. A pathway to 

the middle class. 

- Regional workforce plan in central Texas   
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- Boston is decades ahead in terms of workforce development in Healthcare. (JVS- 

Jewish vocational services)   

- Diversity department and workforce development*** focus on getting high demand 

career jobs.   

- Capital IDEA – I would hope they continue to radically evolve and change for the 

needs of employers – al a carte services to small businesses and mid-sized company. 

Provide the similar services to large companies.   

- How do we connect the community to high demand careers. Individualized services.   

- Capital IDEA – archaic in one size fits all mentality. Senior leadership must be 

interested in innovation, change, and disruption.   

- ACC – revamped how they approach employers. Austin Chamber of Commerce – 

graduation rates for ACC are less than 50%. Vice President of Business and 

something else department – Ooop to Goodwill – flexible, adaptable, forward 

seeking   

- Workforce Solutions   

- Workforce Development Metrics   

- JP Morgan Chase Foundation   

- Dell foundations   

- Outcomes vs outputs  

 

I.3 Technology Industry  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Capital IDEA training program?  

- 5%, 5-6  

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Capital IDEA?  

- Have formal education, really good job with internships, have some experience and 

background, have drive and passion IT professionals   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- 50% have advanced more quickly, Mercedes promoted in 2 months – no one below 

average  

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Capital IDEA?   

- Yes.  Better than a lot of actual contracting companies. No fees associated.   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Capital IDEA did 

not exist?  

- More costly – it would still get done, but it’s a nice situation   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  
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- More network certification training, CCNA, Juniper, Network engineering 

certifications, hire them in full time vs contracted. Contractor 20-22$ per hour, full 

time level I tech 25-27$  

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- KPIs, # of tickets resolved or closed, network monitoring - # of alarms they 

acknowledge, cost stats – how long on phone, how quickly, how long calls are, 

Notifications – how fast is a notification sent out (within 20mins)   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Percentage of pre-program compensation vs post program compensation   

- Full financial analysis of the individuals lifestyle – where they live, where they go, 

are they able to save   

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- Good program, needs to keep going, expand into 4 year degree, gives you a slight leg 

up  

  

 I.4 Nursing Industry 

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Capital IDEA training program?  

- Hire about 3-4, max hire about 10 during the year, last year hired 300, about 3%  

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Capital IDEA?  

- Retention is very high  

- They live in the community   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Not necessarily, they graduate with ABN degree and leadership advancement 

individuals need bachelor degrees. If ACC implements AND to BSN we might see it 

more. They do become preceptors and are able to become charge nurses etc. Not any 

quicker than others.   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Capital IDEA?   

- Not money, have a retention agreement with capital IDEA, pay $$ to help retain 

employees for 2 years. Increase pipeline train more   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Capital IDEA did 

not exist?  

- It would not change. Enhances diversity due to the clientel served   
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6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- No, have had open discussions with Capital IDEA. Focused on RNs, radiology techs, 

lab techs, etc.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Retention is the big test. Transitioning from the role of student to professional nurse. 

Transition from ABN to BSN.   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- # of people entered, # of people graduated   

- Starting salary and final salary   

- Ratio of what is costs to maintain Cap IDEA and what it costs to train participants   

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- Love the support services they provide   

- Loves Capital IDEA, St. David’s sponsors their celebration/graduation every year, 

helps to be able understand what it means to raise someone from poverty to a working 

job, being able to see the first people in their families to go to college. 

Enhance peoples motivation, competencies, skills, to be successful. Hearing people 

tell their stories is lifechanging.   

  

I.5 Electrical Internships 

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Capital IDEA training program?  

- Interview 76 applied -  46 passed test – 33 interviewed   

- 43% of people that apply actually get accepted   

- Application – aptitude test (HS math algebra, reading comp online) – interview of 

contractors and electrical reps – then ranked and chosen   

- Interview holds most weight – test has no bearing on hiring   

- Interview looks for characteristics ability to take responsibility, follow instruction, 

lead, hobbies, what’s the hardest thing you’ve ever had to do in life, (AA women 

semi-pro football, hardest thing raise 4 children alone in program now) internal 

toughness, ability to struggle and succeed   

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that  

have participated in job training at Capital IDEA?  

- Anyone with a background in electrical trade helps them get ranked higher   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- 2 people made it through the program that came from Skillpoint   

- Classroom 196  

- On the job 2,000  
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- Person that excels is the one that excels the best on the job – that’s how they secure 

position  

- Gives them a leg up to get in program   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Capital IDEA?   

- Allow in class presentation (much more Skillpoint focused)   

- See them apply but do not pass math (if you didn’t pass 6 months to retake)   

  

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Capital IDEA did 

not exist?  

- Not that much of an impact. Recruit from HS level up. Out there doing this work all 

the time. Wish was able to draw more people from classes. People are in there 

because they want   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Hard job skills and hands on experience   

- Bend conduit, pull wire  

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Contest to measure how well the trainees learn their skills – provide more 

recognizable traits of people learning – see physical skills demonstrated   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- City needs to come and track the individuals – too much time and effort for 

employers   

- Classroom grades, whether or not they are on the job, talk to teachers, send request 

for info from contractors via questionnaire   

 

9. Additional Comments: 

- “Millennials suck”   

- Grant process is challenging   

- Always looking for more money to fund programs- makes nervous – if the program is 

benefiting people the lack of funding hurts every person involved - - to help people 

you need a constant understanding on future – not have financial breaks   

- How does Skillpoint/Capital IDEA keep people engaged in the career after training   

 

 

Skillpoint Alliance Employers 
 

I.6 Electrical and Plumbing Industry  
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1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Skillpoint Alliance training 

program?  

- 3 hires, 15-25%, 2017 – first year partnering   

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Skillpoint Alliance?  

- All entry level but they have a foundation for the trade, basic training vs no training, 

EA can train the rest. Eager to learn and work   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- In general programs yes, Skillpoint did not all stay.   

- Challenge with graduates is work on time, reliable transit, personal challenges at 

home that keep them from getting to work. Lack of support at home.   

- Sometimes can pick-up and drop off.   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Skillpoint Alliance?   

- Yes, for apprentices in general – able to hire more than one person at a time and for 

different trades.   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Skillpoint Alliance 

did not exist?  

- Trying to assess people in just a few minutes in an interview vs being able to meet 

them at Skillpoint. Knowledge and referrals.   

- Interested in internship and then hired. Full time hire.   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Have hard skills about right.   

- Customer service skills, time management, organization.   

- 2-3 months. Longer would enable more, but understand difficulty.   

- Internship in the middle, ride out, could improve outcomes.   

- Starts at $13-$14 up to $30 per hour, Physically challenging, mentally challenging 

(billing, customer service, sales) Don’t understand how challenging it is.   

- Left for apartment maintence job – no upward mobility. Easier.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Attendance, how quickly they can work independently,   

- Review at 90-days and 1-year   

- Previous physical work experience – mechanics, painting, carpentry, pool service   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Cases, stories a year later, before and after (single sentence)   
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- Even if they are not doing what they were trained for, if they are in a better place 

making better money then we would attribute that to Skillpoint   

- New hires, stick or not is 50/50, past 6 months and successful they’ll usually stay.   

- Reduction in government benefits – reduce tax rates – minimum wage issue – 

elevated wage in trades – plus overtime – plus vehicle   

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- Hire people for position and work various jobs – different form employers that hire 

for a specific project   

- 3 years to make over $20 per hour   

- No raise caps   

- 10-20% raises for people that are really good   

- Best customer skills sometimes better   

- Never fired due to lack of skill – test when they come in (50% typical)   

o Apprentice cards would be beneficial if do not already have   

- Best AC techs run calls by themselves   

o Replacement guys do replacements – less technical (pays the same)   

o Maintenance is also a little easier   

o Will find positions that they can be successful   

- Random drug test, workmen’s comp. is null if test positive for drugs (drugs big-

ish issue)   

- Good source of people to hire and people are needed for trades. More people needed 

in trades.   

 

I.7 Electrical Industry 

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Skillpoint Alliance training 

program?  

- 2%, partnered since 2013, hired about 5 in 2017, ten total   

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Skillpoint Alliance?  

- At the time there wasn’t one   

- Have to watch labor rate, need to come out with some skill,   

- Complaint – couldn’t pay more than someone with no experience  

- Had a pool to pull from  

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Yes they do. IEC turns out quality electrician in 4 years, as skilled as 2 year person   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Skillpoint Alliance?   

- Not as of yet, but hopeful   
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5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Skillpoint Alliance 

did not exist?  

- Can’t depend on people coming through the door during summer time   

- Need help via temp agency or however able to recruit people   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Pipe and wire – like rice and beans   

- Skillpoint people have to go bend pipe during interview (know how to answer 

questions)   

- $14 people start at SPA – would like to see them come in at $16   

- Differences in 16 and 18 – how many places you’ve worked, stability, people make 

more at large companies pay more but lay people off. Lighthouse doesn’t do that. 

Awesome 401k. Everyone promoted from the field. Terminated transformers? Can 

you build a panel? Do you understand grounding?   

- School program – end of 3rd year   

- Hires at $14 doesn’t start anyone at $12.45. Vacation, paid holidays.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Performance reviews a couple times per year – or more- job runners rate employees   

- Individuals will request evaluation   

- Leadership, some people will always be field workers – which is fine, some people 

are real hungry  

- Ability to monetarily progress  

- No one really looks at the long term   

- Lots of father and son teams – building a house for another son – generational 

wealth.   

- Short term piece on benefits and investment could make a big difference   

- They do trainings on site here – done in English in Spanish   

  

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- #1 pay someone to monitor it   

- Track individual per program, 5 years prior and 5 years after (1 year wouldn’t be 

enough) Want to base analysis on 10 years of life   

- Interested in multiple races and age groups as well as family composition   

- Some people just won’t make it. Others just need a second chance. Employs person 

with ankle bracelet – has had to work with parole officer to get to transfer to other 

locations etc.   

- 10 year data  

- Remember you are looking at people that have come from the bottom. Building 

yourself up from nothing is hard work.   

- Making over $30 per hour – at a minimum you’re making 21 -22 per hour.   

- Journeymen started at $26   

- Get the actual story paint the picture.   
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9. Additional Comments:   

- Attendance issues – can’t make it to work 40 hours (coming in at the bottom $$ 

and skill wise makes it challenging) Maybe life skills would help  

- Pack mentality in field – not racial or ethnic – all about effort – if you’re not keeping 

up you get pushed aside   

  

I.8 Nursing Industry  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Skillpoint Alliance training 

program?  

- At least 7 Skillpoint hires   

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Skillpoint Alliance?  

- Provides them more structure, more prepared, integrated to Marbridge work 

environment  

- Other trainees from different school have a different experience   

- Skillpoint graduates more comfortable more experienced, ready for more success   

- Skillpoint does a good job of screening and soft skills, committed   

- #1 attendance – Skillpoint holds people to it   

- Sense of accomplishment – feel intensity of support from participants, had to give 

something up to get through training   

- Introduced job skill training during class – getting paid – temporary hospitality 

assistant – 15 hours or less per week ($10 -> $12 -> $13)  

- Allows feedback throughout process   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Skillpoint Alliance graduate would be more successful likely, 6 months before 

promotional opportunity, Marbridge would support for medication aide training. 

Flexible scheduling – opportunity to become a nurse   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Skillpoint Alliance?   

- Probably, it’s definitely been a good resource. Training facility. Provide 

opportunities. Multi-faceted effort.   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Skillpoint Alliance 

did not exist?  

- Would try to partner with someone else doing something similar. More positions then 

there are CNAs. Competitive environment for employers. Helps to have them 

at Marbridge in order.   

- Nonprofit – mission to give. Employer is also providing service. Assisting with 

simple steps and interviewing.   

- Greater appreciation once hired, because they worked so hard to get it  
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6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Computer skills – basic, mouse, password, emails, payroll, HR, benefit sign-up, web 

proficient, request time-off, electronic documentation. Charting, typing skills   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Employer: Retention,   

- Employee: did the employee accomplish their personal goal for the program   

- Skillpoint Alliance: pass rate of CNA test, how many stay CNAs (could be 

overwhelming)   

- Test anxiety   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Before and after percentage of poverty  

- Stability in the workforce – tenure in company or field  

- Work/life balance – benefits, one job vs 3, healthcare, free meal, PTO, retirement  

- Amount people are able to save before vs after   

- Allow council members to see graduation   

 

9. Additional Comments:  

- 2-3 year partnership with Skillpoint, talks to class, attend graduation, clinical training 

at nursing home, hosting classes at Marbridge, 5 weeks  

- Training opportunities for existing staff   

- More classes   

- Marbridge sends   

- Work/life balance   

- Location can be challenging   

- Making connection makes a huge difference – if this is just a job it’s less successful   

 

I.9 Brookdale Westlake Hills Independent and Assisted Living  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Skillpoint Alliance training 

program?  

- 2-3 students per class, 1%  

- Why aren’t they applying? Agreement to apply for and seek employment within a 

certain time restriction to ensure. 

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Skillpoint Alliance?  

- Were being taught clinical skills, nice resumes and business cards, interviewing skills 

– might have stopped 

- Still have a number of Skillpoint graduates working – excellent CNAs  

- Only a few that didn’t work out  
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- Recently much less activity  

- Would like to see consistent communication with employer contacts – where are the 

students, let them know – didn’t find out about graduation until after  

  

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Not necessarily applicable. Everyone had to go through training.  

- To enhance that would be more physical practice and competency checks. 

- They do not practice resident transfers – should be an everyday thing – different   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Skillpoint Alliance?  

- Save time and money in recruiting, definitely, but not so much training. Would save 

money and time in training if the training had thorough competencies. 

- Experienced usually ready to hit floor in 3 days   

- New CNAs usually a full week of shadowing before they get their own assignments 

   

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Skillpoint Alliance 

did not exist?  

- Less candidates – and they need so many more! 

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Resident transfers   

- Falls management   

- Charting – mock charting – summary of class activities for the day – grammar 

spelling  

- Point-click-care – demo program  

o Understanding what they have to report and how important it is to chart  

- Customer service – never leave a room without asking if there is anything else I can 

do for you, popping head in, check trash, bring water etc.  

- Work ethic, self-respect  

- Most of Skillpoint Alliance graduates do have more maturity and a different level of 

appreciation. It’s a second chance for these people   

- Held accountable for being employed for x amount of time and retained for x amount 

of time as well   

- $1,000 sign-on bonus for new CNAs within 6 months (starting wage $15 for 

Lakeway, $12-14 at other locations)   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Attendance  

- Turnover/Retention 

- 30-day progress report, 60-day, 90-day  

- Annual performance reviews   

- School keep in touch with employer  
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- Follow-up with the participant – did your training prepare you 

   

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Employed – on the road to what they want to do   

- Benefits   

o Upward mobility   

o Tuition reimbursement   

- Many employers require employees to have worked for a year before they get more 

benefits   

- Dependent vs independent status – mostly interested in statistics   

 

9. Additional Comments: 

- Independent – senior living community but regular apartment life  

- Skilled nursing – rehab patient   

- Long term care and skilled nursing – traditional nursing home   

- Assisted living type A: resident must be able to self-evacuate in 13 minutes  

- Assisted living type 2: memory care, need secure environment   

- CNAs primarily in memory care, a lot of training, get to know the residents   

- Certified nurse aids – huge need – shortage of 1,000+  

- Need more Skillpoint classes  

- Add medication aides  

- Best nurses have been nurse aids and med aides – put nursing students a step ahead  

- 6 year partnership  

- Can work as hospitality aide with 16 hours of classroom   

- Background checks and drug screening – theft, possession of narcotic, any type of 

physical abuse. Most common is theft, (theft my check), possession of marijuana. 

domestic violence. Exceptions are rare.   

- Referral program – get .25 per hour for the first year that person works   

- In the last 4 months – internal referrals   

- Health, dental, vision, life insurance  

- Employee perks  

- Very supportive – need people  

- Are there programs to subsidize transportation etc. to help people establish a plan and 

become more self-sustainable (case worker?)  

- Commitment to program is key  

- Skillpoint has a great screening process 

- More frequent classes please   

  

 

Goodwill Central Texas Employers  

I.10 Nursing Industry  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of Goodwill training program?  

- 7-8%  
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2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at Goodwill?  

- Do their best to set students up for success. Professionalism. Resume writing. How to 

be responsible   

 

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- No   

 

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with Goodwill?   

- Yes.   

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if Goodwill did not 

exist?  

- No.   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Difficulties communicating due to language barriers.   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Annual performance reviews – attendance, timeliness   

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty?   

- Hear from people that completed and impact on their lives  

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- Invited to CNA graduations, set up interviews   

  

 

Capital IDEA, Skillpoint Alliance, and Goodwill Central Texas Overall 

Remarks from Employers 

 

I.11 Summary of Questions for Employers from all Programs  

 

1. What percentage of your new hires are graduates of ___________ training program?  

- 2-25%  

 

2. In your experience as an employer, what are the advantages of hiring employees that 

have participated in job training at ____________?  

- Capital IDEA:   

o Wraparound services trainees receive 
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o Resiliency to change   

o Ability to be team players   

o Willingness to work hard (grit, motivation, drive) x3  

o Skills/background x2  

o They live in the community   

- Skillpoint Alliance:   

o Instantly hirable, they hit the ground running and already know the ins and outs of 

a construction site.   

o Nice resumes, business cards and interviewing skills (might have stopped)  

o It was nice to have a pool to pull from  

o They are more prepared to integrate into our work environment   

o Skillpoint does a good job of screening for soft skills  

o Skillpoint holds people to attendance during the program so we have less 

problems with attendance once they are employed.   

o Graduates are eager to learn and work.   

- Goodwill:   

o Professionalism and resume writing. 

   

3. Do new employees that have completed job training typically advance more quickly than 

employees with similar work histories that have not completed training?  

- Capital IDEA:   

o Hard to say x2  

o Yes because of skills x2  

o 50% have advanced more quickly  

- Skillpoint Alliance:   

o No  

o In general, yes, but not all of them stay. Often times lack of family support and 

transportation are barriers for graduates.  

o Probably, not really relevant to CNA, but we offer additional training 6 months in 

for advancement to different positions like medication aide.  

o Yes. X2  

o Not necessarily applicable. They need more hands on practice. Resident transfers 

should be a daily thing.   

- Goodwill:   

o No  

  

4. Do you save any money or time usually spent on recruiting or training new employees by 

working with _____________?   

- Capital IDEA:   

o Yes, retention fees are less than hiring costs without Capital IDEA  

o Yes  

o No money saved, but it does increase our pipeline   

o Yes, better than a lot of contracting companies – no fees associated   

o Yes, $20,000 per employee saved.   

- Skillpoint Alliance  

o Yes. Contractors just don’t have the time to train. On the job.   
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o We save time and money in recruiting definitely, but not so much training. If the 

graduates came to us with thorough competencies, we would save money in 

training.   

o Not as of yet, but we’re hopeful.   

o Probably, but not exactly sure.  

o Yes. We’re able to hire more than one person at a time and for different trades.   

- Goodwill  

o Yes.    

 

5. How would the work you do, or your hiring process look different if _______________ 

did not exist? 

- Capital IDEA:  

o It wouldn’t look any different   

o It wouldn’t look much different. Would like to draw more people from the 

classes.   

o It wouldn’t change, but it enhances our diversity   

o We would still get it done, but it would be more costly  

o It wouldn’t change but Cap IDEA provides a nice additional service   

- Skillpoint Alliance:  

o It would be harder to try to assess people in a few minutes in an interview 

versus being able to meet them at Skillpoint.   

o We would try to partner with someone else doing similar work. It is nice to 

have them here on site.   

o We can’t depend on people to show up in the summer time. We would have to 

depend on a temp agency or use other avenues of recruitment.   

o We would have even less candidates when we need so many more.   

o Contractors would have to advertise and recruit more.   

- Goodwill:   

o It wouldn’t   

 

6. Is there anything more you would like to see training participants come to you with in 

terms or hard or soft job skills?  

- Capital IDEA:  

o Improved customer service skills  

o Need to be collaborative around patient care  

o Flexibility   

o More hands on skills on how to bend conduit and pull wire   

o No, we have regular open conversations with Cap IDEA  

o More network certification training so we can hire graduates as full 

time employees instead of contractors and we can pay them more  

o No, they are outstanding   

- Skillpoint Alliance:   

o Soft skills and ability to take criticism.   

o Resident transfers, falls management, charting, point-click-care  

o Customer service x2  

o Work ethic  
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o Pipe and wire – you have to be able to bend pipe in the interview   

o Computer skills   

o Understanding of upward mobility opportunities   

o A longer training could help build more skills.   

- Goodwill:   

o Difficulty communicating due to language barrier (ELL classes)   

 

7. Are there performance measures you could use to determine if the employees are 

successful? (from the employer and employee perspective)   

- Capital IDEA:   

o Were they retained for 2 years? X2  

o Were they “hireable”?  

o Was senior leadership supportive of the effort?  

o Focus on skillsets needed  

o Has to be about competitive employment of an individual person  

o Physical skills test   

o Were they able to transition from ABN to BSN?  

o Own KPIs x2  

o Are they meeting their own personal milestones?  

- Skillpoint   

o 90 day review and annual review x4  

o Attendance x3  

o How quickly they can work independently   

o Retention x2  

o Did the employee accomplish their personal goals?  

o Pass rate of CNA test   

o Raises x2  

o Leadership positions   

o Training agency should follow up with the employer to see if the training 

prepared the employee.   

o Code knowledge  

o Attitude   

o Mechanical ability   

- Goodwill:   

o Annual performance review   

o Attendance  

o Timeliness  

 

8. If you were a city council member what evidence would you like to see to determine if 

the training programs were successful in removing people from poverty? (from the 

employer and employee perspective)     

- Capital IDEA:  

o Number of people moving from poverty to middle class or high demand career 

field  

o How many people ended up in a high demand career?  

o How many people are moving from entry level positions to high demand careers?  
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o Can graduates afford to live in Austin?  

o 5 and 10 year check ins   

o Generationally differences   

o The city needs to track the individuals, it’s too much time and effort for 

employers   

o Classroom grades  

o Employment status   

o Teacher feedback   

o Request information from contractors via a questionnaire   

o Number of people entering programs vs the number of people graduating   

o Starting salary and final salary x3  

o Ratio of what is costs to maintain Capital IDEA to what it costs to train 

participants   

o Full financial analysis of individual lifestyle – where they live, where they go, are 

they able to save  

o Percentage of interns that get hired on full time   

o Average amount of time spent in the field  

o Jobs kept by people living in Austin as opposed to moving from other 

states/cities   

- Skillpoint:  

o Testimonials and videos x2  

o Data – where are they 1, 3, 6, 10 years from now x2   

o Is the training org keeping up with the individuals?  

o What happened to people that are no longer in the field? (good and bad)   

o Are graduates employed and on the road to what they want to do?  

o Employee benefits  

o Level of upward mobility   

o Dependent vs independent status   

o Pay someone to monitor outcomes  

o Want data on race, age, and family composition   

o Acknowledgement of challenges EX ankle bracelet   

o Before and after poverty rate   

o Tenure in company or field   

o Work life balance   

o Can people save   

o Invite council members to see graduation   

o Are they in a better place making better money even if not in the 

industry they trained for   

o Reduction in government benefits   

- Goodwill:   

o Would like to hear from people about the impact it has had on their lives.   

 

9. Additional Comments:   

- “In workforce development there has to be a radical focus on the employment of every 

individual to remove barriers to enable them to move out of poverty. A pathway to the 

middle class” – Geronimo, Seton Ascension  
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- Capital IDEA is archaic in its one size fits all mentality. Senior leadership must be 

interested in innovation, change, and disruption.  

- Goodwill is flexible adaptable and forward thinking.  

- It would be nice to see Skillpoint and Capital IDEA do work to keep people engaged in 

the career after training.   

- We love working with Capital IDEA. We sponsor their graduation ceremony every year. 

Hearing the graduates tell their stories is life changing.  

- The program should expand to include 4 year degrees to give participant more of a leg 

up.   

- We would like to have training opportunities for our existing staff.  

- More Skillpoint classes are needed. 

- People have to know how to make connections with others to be successful in healthcare. 

- Many graduates cannot make it to work 40 hours per week. Maybe more life skills would 

help.   

- We need more people from these programs in healthcare.  

- We would like to see more people be able to take advantage of these opportunities.  

- Goodwill invited us to graduation and helped us set up interviews.  
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